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ABSTRACT

Henry Drummond was born
Edinburgh

University

and

in Stirling in 1851,
College,

New

subsequently Professor in Natural

he

was

After studying at

appointed Lecturer and

at the Free Church College,

Science

him to resign

He remained in the p pst until i 11 health

Glasgow.

and pded in TunnrSdge Weds in 1897.

in 1895,

Natural Law in the Spiritual World (1883),
Greatest Thing in the World

posthumous collections,

(1889),

His major works include

Tropical Africa (1888),

The Ascent of Man (1894)

The

and two

The Ideal Life and other Unpublished Addresses

(1897) and The New Evangelism and other Papers (1899),

a short biographical

In Section I,

cussion

In

on

Sections

possible
II

to

sketch is followed by a dis

methods of approach to the theme of the
Drummond’s

IV,

work

sequence of wwinine run reea^e tt hhi

ii

annlyssci

pwcssci

thesis.

ii

chronological

vietni.

Spirituality

is examined in Section V and a number of factors identified which are

likely to be taken into account by those who pursue a spiritual path.

These are used as a basis foe analysing Drummond’s spiritual outlook.
His theological and scientific viewpoints are then discussed and eecent

developments in evolutionary thinking surveyed.
In Section VI,

likely

appeal

considered.

eight models of spirituality are described and the

of Drummond's

The models

to those sympathetic to each model

work

include the

the contemplative and the sacramental;
peutic;

valuable

basis

for

and the charismatic;

the experimental and the thera

the ecological and the cosmological.

that Drummond’s work is still
a

evangelical

Finally it is suggested

remarkably stimulating and can serve as

developing

a practical

spirituality;

that his

views on the goal of evolution and the emergence of altruism are still

relevant;

and that he is a figure worthy of renewed attention by those

interested in Scottish spirituality.
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LIST

The

following is

OF

ABBREVIATIONS

a list of abbreviations used

in textual

references

with the editions of Drummond's published works from which quotations

are taken:
AM

The Ascent of Man, ninth edition (London, 1899)

GW

The Greatest Thing in the World smd Other Addresses

(London, 1994)

which includes:

IL

CL

"The Chen-iged Life”

CC

"The City without a

PC

"The Programme of Christianity"

PV

"Pjxc Vobiscum"

The

ddaal

Lffe

pnd

Churjcch"

tther Unpublished Addresee,,

second edition

(London, 1898)
NE

The New Evangelism smd Other Papers (London, 1899)
which lncbpdre:

NL

CS

"The Contribution ff Science to Christianity"

FM

"The Problem of Foreign Missions”

NT

"Th e Metho d
cations"

TK.

"The Third Kingdom"

o f th e

Ne w Thedlond,

an d

som e

.

of its

Appli

Natural Law in the Spiritual World, twenty-second edition (London,
1888)

TA

Tropical Africa (London, 1888)

Where one book or adnreee is dealt with at length,

rncr is given by footnote,

the initial rrier-

and subsequent references given in the text

by page number after each quotation.

Reirrrncee to adnrreeee

appropriate abbreviation

publication, e.g.,

and papers

from collected works are given by

followed by the

(CL-GW p.93).

abbreviation for the parent

SUMMARY

1851
1858
1863-66
Oct 1866
Apl 1870

Nov 1870

May 1873
Oct 1873
Nov 1873
1873-75
Oct 1875
Apl 1876
1876-77
Sep 1877

1878-82
Aug 1879
1880

Jun 1883
Nov 1884

Dec 1884

Apl 1885
Jun 1887
1888
1889
Mae 1890

Nov 1890

1890
1891
Jan 1892
1892
Apl 1893
1893
May 1894

1894
Mae 1895
1897

OF

KEY

DATES

Born at No. 1 Park Pyncd, Sileyieg, 17th August.
Stirling High School.
Morrison's Academy, Crieff.
Entered Edinburgh University.
Closed Arts course.
Passed degree exams in Mental Phil
osophy.
Entered Free
Church of Scotland Divinity Course, New
College, Edinburgh.
Continued to attend Science classes
at University.
Visited Tubingen
Postponed final year at New College to engage in mission
work and further study in Natural Science.
"Spiritual Diagnosis" delivered to Theological Society.
Mission work with Moody and Sankey.
Re-entered New College for final session of Divinity Course.
Passed second part of Exit Examination.
Assistant at Barclay Church, Edinburgh.
Appointed Lecturer on Natural Science, Free Church College,
Glasgow.
Responsible for Mission Station at Possilpnr•k, Glasgow.
Expedition to Rocky Mountains with professor Geikie.
"The New Evangelism and its Relation to Cardinal Doctrines"
delivered to the Free Church Theological Society, Glasgow.
Expedition to Central Africa, and publication of Natural
Law in the Spiritual World.
Induction .. to Chair of Professor of Natural Science, and
delivery of "The Contribution of Science to Christianity".
Repetition of lecture to Christian Medical Association,
Edinburgh University, and beginning of Edinburgh student
meetings.
Grosveeor House Addresses.
Visit to American Colleges.
•
Publication of Tropical Africa.
Publication of "The Greatest Thing in the World" in booklet
form.
Visits to Australia, New Hebrides, Singapore, China, Japan
and return to U.K. via Canada.
"The Problem of Foreign Mistioet" delivered in Free Church
College, Glasgow.
Publication of "Pax Vobiscum" in booklet form.
Publication of "The Programme of Christianity" in booklet
form.
"The Method of the New Theology and some of its Applica
tions" delivered to the Theological Society in Glasgow.
Publication of "The City without a Church" in booklet form.
Visit to America to deliver the Lowell Lectures in BostonPublication of "The Changed Life" in booklet form.
Publication of The . Ascent of Man.
First attacks of illness.
Publication of The Greatest Thing in the World and Other
Addresses.
Ceased work at Free Church College, Glasgow.
Died at Tunbridge Wells, 11th March.

1897

1898
1899

oi
The
Ideal
Liie
and other. Unpublished
EpuIIsc!]^
Addresses.
,pblasct^so oi The Liie oi Henry Drummond by George Adam
Smith.
Ppblasctisn oi The New Evangelism and other Papers.

SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

A

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

Henry Drummond was born on 17th August, 1851, at No. 1 Park Place,
Stirling.

son's

He began his

Academy,

He

1866.

Crieii,

education at Stirling High School

entered Edinburgh University

and

took Senior Humanity (Latin)

and Morri

in October,

and English Literature in the

In the second year he went on to Junior Greek, Logic

opening session.

In the third year he took

and Junior Mathematics.

and Metaphysics,

Senior Mathematics and Natural Philosophy and passed the examination in

Mathematics and Physics ior the Degree oi M.A.

with

a

prize

Latin,

ior

aptitude ior classics.

he

appears

to

have

Although he leit Crieii

had

relatively

little

In his iinal year he took the third year course

in Senior Greek and Senior Humanity ior the second time but never pro

ceeded to .the iinal examinations.
1870 by passing the

degree

He closed his

examination

the University without a degree.

Arts course in April

in Mental Philosophy and leit

George Adam Smith in his extensive

biography The Liie oi Henry Drummond reiers to his dislike oi classics

and records that he wrote,

'I had never courage to attempt the classi

cal department oi the M.A.'.^

Despite

this

inauspicious start to his academic career, Drummond

was appointed Lecturer on Natural Science in the Free Church College,
Glasgow, in September 1877, and elected to the chair oi Proiessor of/C

Natural

Science

Spiritual World,

in

May

1884.

published

in 1883,

and was in its 41st edition.
lished

in

1894,

based

on

His

iirst

book,

Natural

Law

in the

had by 1905, sold 141,000 copies

His last book. The Ascent oi Man, pub

the

Lowell

Institute

Lectures

which

he

1. George Adam Smith, The Liie oi Henry Drummond, iourth edition (Lon
don, 1900), p.30.

2

delivered in Boston

received,

in the United States the previous year, was well

ran into nine

editions,

and was considered to be his most

effective piece of work.

The most well known and widely circulated of

his religious anerreere,

The Greatest Thing in the World,

must by now

have sold over two million copies and was recently reprinted by Hdddrr
and Stoughton in paper back form.

2

The coupling of his interest in Natural Science and Theology took

formal shape in November 1870 when he entered the Divinity Hall of the
Free Church of Scotland, New College, Edinburgh, and continued reading
for the University Degree of Bachelor of Sclrncr.

During this period

Drummond's gift as an evangelist began to be apparent and he took a
full part in the work of the College Missionary Society.

the

third

year

of

his

divinity

course,

Drummond

At the end of

spent

the

summer

semester at the University of Tubingen in Germany and on his return,

made the decision to postpone the fourth year of his course in order to
devote himself to the study of natural science and to practical mission
work. He maintained his association with New College and the University

and as President of the Theological Society, in November 1873, read an
essay entitled "Spiritual Diagnosis" which made a great impact on his

audience, and in which he argued forcefully for 'a spiritual psychology
to tell us of the unseen realities of the soul' which would supplement
3

existing University training.
His evangelistic work took on a new dimroeldo during 1879 when he
became closely involved with the mission to the United Kingdom of the

Americans Dwight L. Moody,
in Liverpool

and Ira D.

Sankey.

After initial meetings

and York they had successful gatterloge in Newcastle and

Sunderland and were invited to Scotland.

"The Grrat.Mieeloo" 1873-1875

2. Henry Drummond, The Greatest Thing in the
Afterword by Denis Duncan'(London ' , ' 1980). ~
3. SD-NE p.199.

World.

New

rditloo,

~ 3 documented by George Adam Smith in Chapter IV of The Life of

is well

Henry Drummond, and by other authorities.

friends

his

from

4

Drummond and a number of

New College played a major role

in the supporting

organisation,

taking part in the meetings and assisting with the "en-

quirdrt"

stayed behind.

he was

who

invited

Drummond’s work was

so effective that

to continue with Moody and Sankey in meetings in the

major cities of England and Ireland until the autumn of 1875 when he
returned to his studies in New College.

The following extract from

a letter to his father written on 9th July, 1875, describing a mission
at Epsom, gives an idea of his personal enthusiasm.

I had a grand meeting on Monday night at 9 p.m. The district
is terribly dead, so we had at first a general meeting at 7.30
and then the men’s meeting at 9.
The latter was crammed away
out into the street with men - many of them jockeys and racing
men, just the kind to reach.
It was a most interesting meet
ing, and some thirty or forty remaining, anxious.
Next night
there were one hundred in the inquiry room, and the following
night two hundred^
Drummond seriously considered the possibility of making evangelism
his life work, but eventually decided to resume his studies.

of

mind is

James

illustrated

Young

Simpson

in

His state

in a letter written to his father quoted by

his

book

on

Drummond

in

the

"Famous

Scots

Sdeids',.

I am profoundly thankful for the long time of comparative quiet
I have had, as I see now what it has all meant ... And if doors
seem to be closing on this side and on that, all one sees is
that it is the truest wisdom, and even the truest service,
to be ’waiting1, if the ’waiting’ be ’on the Lord’.®
He took note of the advice of friends and was much helped at that
time

by

Mrs.

George Freeland Barbour of Bons^^id,

of his friend and fellow student Robert Barbour.
terest

in

evangelism

and

was

Pitlochry,

mother

He never lost in

later to devote a considerable amount4 5 6

4. For example, see G.F. Barbour, The Life of Alexander Whyte (London,
1923), pp.163-165.
..... .........

5. Adam Smith, p.89
6. James Y. Simpson, Henry Drummond (Edinburgh, 1901), p.48.

- 4 -

oi time and eiiort to mission work with students in Edinburgh Univer

sity.

Many regarded this as his most important contribution to the

Christian liie oi his

time.

Cuthbert Lennox who took a considerable

part in the movement in its earliest stages and was deeply iniluenced

by Drummond's pgSonality and character,

made a special

work with students both in this country and abroad,

A Biographical Sketch with Bibliography.

Drummond,

study oi his

in his book Henry

7

This is a most

valuable supplement to George Adam Smith's Liie oi Henry Drummond and
the biographical notes which include published appreciation and criti

cism

oi Drummond's

reviews,

They

work

in

books,

pamphlets,

magazine articles and

are indispensible ior any serious student oi Drummond's work.

give

a

indication

clear

oi

the

wide

interest

which

Drummond

stimulated in his time, and are reproduced in Appendix II.
In April 1876 Drummond completed his iour year course in Divinity
at

New

College,

and passed the exit examination.

He did not wish to become an

months was a time oi some uncertainty.
ordained minister,

The next sixteen

but he continued evangelistic work in a number oi

diiierent localities,

and over the winter oi 1876/77 accepted the post

oi assistant to the Revd. Dr. Hood Wilson in the Barclay Church, Edin

burgh.

Some oi his

sermons were

later reprinted

in The

Ideal Liie

and other Unpublished Addresses (with Memorial Sketches by W. Robertson

Nicoll and Ian Maclaren), by Hodder and Stoughton in 1897.

his

return

learned

oi

irom

the

a summer holiday in Norway with Robert Barbour,

he

Lecturer on Natural Science

in

death oi Mr.

Keddie,

the Free Church College,

Glasgow.

he

was accepted,

applied ior the post,

Committee,

Soon aiter

Aiter sounding out the Principal,

and appointed by the College

in the iirst instance ior a single session.

He remained

7. Cuthbert Lennox, Henry Drummond, A Biographical Ske;tch with Biblio
graphy , (London, 1901),

5 -

the appointment,

in

which was

later eaiere to

the status of a Pro

fessorship, until March 1895 when ill health forced him to leave Glas
gow.

Two

years

later,

after

a

progressively

incapacitating illoree,

subsequently found to be a malignant growth of the UdOhe, he nlrd in
Tunbridge Wells on 11th March, 1897,

on 15th March.

The funeral was trld in Stirling

Professor George Adam Smith writes:

The news came to us in Glasgow, by a tragic coincidence, as
we were gattrdlog to the funeral of his colleague, Professor
Caodlieh.
Upon the following Monday we went to Stirling to
lay his body beside his iattrr’e, on the Castle Rock, in the
shadow of the old Grryirlade' Church.
This was not the only
mourning for him.
On that day, or upon one of the Sundays
on either eidr of it, erdvlcre were held in many towns of the
kingdom;
also in Princeton University, at Ottowa, at Adrbaldr,
at Singapore, and I know not where eler.
Telegrams, public
and private, with many later letters, proved that there was
hardly a country on rartt in which he was not being mourned,®

The events of his mature years, his travels abroad, his contribu
tion to the debate on science and religion, and his work with students
will be discussed in relation to his written work during the course
of the thesis.

Lennox,

They are well documented by George Adam Smith, Cuthbert

and James Y.

Simpson in the biographies already referred to,

and more recently in an anthology rnltrd by James W. Kennedy and pub

lished in New York in 1953.^

8. Adam Smith, p.968.
9. Henry Drummond:
Ao Anthology,

editem, and with a story of his life
by James W. Kennedy (New York, 1953).

- 6 PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS

B

Current Interest
A focus

of interest in

Henry

Drummond has been maintained• over

Stirling, which until recently has been

the years at Drummond House,

the headquarters of the Drummond Press and the Stirling Tract Enter
They arose through the initiative of Drummond’s uncle, Peter

prise.
Drummond,

a local

seedsman who published a pamphlet against Sabbath

Drummond House

breaking in 1849 which sold 10,000 copies in one month.

has

now been

closed

and

the

publications

historical

transferred to

Stirling University Library, and the Drummond Trust formed to further

the aims of the Enterprise.
Press

was the

Drummond,

of

publication

entitled

A

One of the final actions of the Drummond
a

set

of

readings

daily

Mirror Set at the Right Angle,

from

Henry

edited by John

Birkbeck who states in the preface:

There is an undoubted resurgence of interest in the writings
of . Henry Drummond. Post-graduate research by students in quest
of a Doctorate of Philosophy thesis centred on the two aspects
of- the many varied gifts of Drummond - his power of communica
tion and his scientific approach to theology.

Birbeck goes on to suggest that Drummond is articulating clearly
what many young people are feeling and saying or wanting to say, and

draws

a

parallel

between

the

evolutionary

thinking

Chardin and the ideas of Drummond, who he suggests,

of

Teilhard

de

expressed slmlynr

views in ’simpler, less abstruse wording’, and whose great contribution

was

’to build a new and firm bridge across the gulf between scientific

and spiritual experience’.

to

James

W.

religion

...

not

Samuel M. Shoemaker,

aeieloloyy,) comes

Kennedy’s

he states that Drummond

and

11

in his introduction

to the same conclusion where

’stood on border, between the lands of science

as

a storm center,

but as a reconciler,

10. A Mirror Set at the Right Angle, edited
Drummond Press (Stirling, 1972), p.13.
11. A Mirror Set at the Right Angle, pp.13-14.

by

John

Birbeck^,

as a

the

7 peace-maker ... He ielt called to interpret one to the other'.

Kennedy himseli, while allowing that Natural Law in the Spiritual
World and The Ascent oi Man contain metaphors

which give iresh

valid'-

religion'

makes

the

and analogies

'still

insight into many aspects oi the Christian

point

that

'neither

Drummond's

science nor his

theology, both mainly intuitive and poetical, iits periectly the needs

oi this generation',

and goes on to suggest that what makes Drummond

oi importance to this modern age is 'Primarily, his vital and practical
grasp oi the Spirit oi the

living Christ as

immediately possessible

ior men's lives',12
13 14 15 16

A.L. Drummond and J. Bulloch, authors oi The Church in Late Vic
torian Scotland,

while

scientist

express doubts as to his stature as a theologian and

acknowledging

his

ability

as

communicator

a

and

preacher.
Henry Drummond, a man oi unusual personal charm oi whom all
who knew him wrote lyrically, was essentially an amateur and
a dilettante, oi no importance as a scientist or theologian.
His academic qualifications were oi the slightest and his great
giits lay in communication.^
Ian

Barbour

G.

in his book Issues

in Science

and Religion de

scribes him as a Scottish layman and scientist whose Modernist views
oi

God

Chhisi’.

that

he

'were

15

combined

with

deep

personal

piety

and

devotion

to

The Oxiord Dictionary oi the Christian Church simply states

was

a theological writer and revivalist

'who was also well

known as a geologist and explorer in N. America and Central Airica',

16

while the New International Dictionary oi the Christian Church gives

a rather more positive assessment where it reiers to him as a Scottish

12. Kennedy, pp.9-10.
13. Kennedy, p.14.
14. A.L. Drummond and J. Bulloch, The Church in Late Victorian Scot
land, 1874-1900 (Edinburgh, 1979), p.26.
15. Ian G. Barbour, Issues in Science and Religion (London, 1966),
p.104.
16. The Oxiord Dictionary oi the Christian Church, edited by F.L. Cross
(London, 1958), p.423.

- 8

writer and evangelist and etatre

’He might have been a great scientist

had not evangelism been the master passion of his life’.

is

There

no

doubt

that

17

there are relatively few rrihrrocre to

Drummond's work in current theological and scientific literature and
it

is

perhaps

recently
the

that

surprising

there

is

no

mention

of

him

in

the

published Dictionary of Christian Spirituality either under

heading

own right.

of

18

Scottish Spirituality or as a separate entry in his

It will therefore be a matter for this thesis to attempt

to establish whether Drummond is of sufficient stature and his work

of

sufficient

significance

to

justify

renewed

commendation

today.

It is the weithr'e view that many of Drummond's ideas adr in fact still

stimulating and provocative and relevant to the development of a prac

tical

spirituality

with

world

increasingly

being

also

considers

that

a

strong

hlrmeot of social engagement in a

influenced by

science

and

He

Drummond's ' contribution to the uoneretaodlog of

the process of evolution may have been undervalued,
his material,

technology.

and that some of

particularly on the question of the growth of altruism,

is worthy of attention.

At the same time

it is also tdped that the thesis may serve as

a response to one of the recommendations of a Scottish Churches Council
working party, of which the writer was a member, which advocated

encouragement of the study

’the

of spirituality past and present in the

different church traditions in Scotland through thesis work at univer
sities ' .19
17 18

17. The New . International Dictionary of the Christian Church, enitrd
by J.D. Douglas (Exeter, 1979), p.319.
18. A Dictionary of Christian Spirituality, editee by Gordon S. Wake
field (London, 1983).
19. Spirituality. A Report from a Working party to the Leighton House
Advisory Panel and the Community and Race Relations Group of
Scottish Churches Council., 1st DecemUre, 1977, p.17.

- 9 -

Method of approach
What

should be

criteria

Drummond as a basis

uality itself,

wide

a

The editor,
tions,

in

assessing

the

for a practical spirituality’?

though in common use,

formal definition.
reveals

used

of

work

Henry

The term spirit

does not appear to have a single

Reference to A Dictionary of Christian Spirituality

of

range

possible

interpretations

the

of

Gordon, S. Wakefield . states in the Preface,

subject.

’In all tradi

and in many esn-Chritiiae faiths and philosophies,

the under

lying implication is that there is a constituent of human nature which
seeks relations with the ground and purpose of existence, however concernd*.

20

In the entry for Spirituality itself, he states that ’This

is a word which has come much into vogue to describe those attitudes,

beliefs, practices which animate people’s lives and help them to reach
out towards super-sensible rdayliiet’.

Going on to examine Christian

Spirituality he makes it clear that it must be understood as embracing
the whole of life,

... Christian spirituality is not simply for ’the interior
life’ or the inward person, but as much for the body as the
soul,
and is directed to the implementation of both the
commandments of Christ, to love God and our neighbour.
Indeed
our love, like God’s, should extend to the whole creation.
Christian spirituality at its most authentic includes in its
scope both humanity and nature.2^

working

The

party

referred

attempted their own personal
flection.

These

are

to

in

the

previous

definitions after a brief period of re

of interest in thtp eypy confirm the videreess

of the range of the topic, and aar lis-ted in Appendi x I.
own definition was as follows:

An
to
to
to

tub-secilsn

attempt to grow in tdntliivlty,
self,
others,
non-human creation.
.20 21

20. Dictionary of Cerlsieae Spirituality, p.v.
21. Dictionary of Chritilae Spirituality, pp.361-362,

The writer’s

- 10 -

and to God
who is within and beyond this totality.
This can be criticised

in that it lacks a Christological ele

and does not spell out the need for a practical engagement with

ment,

both emphases which are certainly not neglected by Drummond.

society,

The definition is only mentioned here as a disclosure of possible bias,

which it is hoped will not colour the argument.

There would seem to be two possible methods of approaching the
subject.

One would be to attempt to establish what is meant by

practical

spirituality'

in the

'a

light of present understanding of the

subject, drawing out a number of elements which can be used as a frame
work

for analysing the written works.

with

the

themselves,

works

summarising

of spirituality,

consider them in chronological

content,

general

their

The other would be to start

and then proceed to the question

selecting material

to illustrate Drummond's view of

the spiritual life and practical spirituality.

seem

then

necessary

to

theory

since

evolutionary

extent

to

which

acceptable

quirer's

a

consider

present

In either case it would

developments

Drummond's
day

sequence,

in

theological

and

and go on to assess the

time,

enquirer is

likely to find his work

in terms of style and content and in relation to the en

own

spiritual

that it relates

outlook.

The

second method is preferred in

logically to the title of the thesis, and may allow

the essence of Drummond's

thought to stand on its own merits before

further analysis.

Drummond's
books

published

material

falls

into

two

main

categories,

and booklets published during his lifetime, and collections of

addresses

and

papers published posthumously.

Many of his addresses

were repeated on several different occasions before final publication.
Some contain elements

from earlier addresses adapted as required '• for

a specific situation.

James W. Kennedy in his anthology states that

— 11
Drummdoe was writing constantly

'but most of his "pen time" was given

to a reworking and polishing of the material he had presented to live
audiences'.

22

It will not ,,therhiorh,

but it is iothnnre to ehaa with the material so

an exact chronology,

far as possible

always be possible to establish

in sequence of initial delivery rather than sequence

of publication.

This will also make it possible to consider the influence of his
main
in

overseas visits on the growth of his

two years after he had begun lecturing at the Free Church

1879,

Glasgow,

College,

on

The first was

thinking.

when he was

invited to accompany Professor Gei^e

an expedition to the Rocky Mountains

in the United States.

The

second was in 1883,

just before he was appointed Professor of Natural

Science

when he was invited by the African Lakes Company

to

in Glasgow,

make

scientific

a

The third was

region.

of

exploration

in 1890,

the

Lake

Nyasa

and

Tanganyika

when he was invited by students of

Melbourne University to visit Australia, and extended his tour to in

clude

some work in the New Hebrides

Far East and Vancouver.

(1873-1883),
Consideration

Drummond's

possible

This ahade to a convenient breakdown of the

of his published material into three sections,

analysis

sequent

and then returned home via the

'Midnah Years'

will

then

own spiritual,

developments

present

day

in

(1883-1889), and 'Final Yhade'

be

to

theological

responses

to

the

question

of

(1889-1897).

spirituality,

and scientific viewpoints,

sub

and

an assessment of

his work in two

further sections

evolutionary

'Evaluation' and 'Conclusion.' .

2'2. Kenned;/, p.52.

given

’Early Years'

thinking,
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SECTION II

EARLY

A.

(1 873

YEARS

-

188 3)

"SPIRITUAL DIAGNOSIS"
"Spiritual

Dingestlt"

Society in New College,

was

by

read

Edinburgh,

Drummond

to

the

Theological

in November 1873, whlyd President

He had completed the first three years of the Divinity

of the Society.

Course and was about to take a two year break from formal academic study
in

order

Natural

devote

Science.

more

It

was

time

to

mlstloe

work

and to the

a considerable impact on his audience.

student

and

study of

later included among the papers published

his death in The New Evangelism and other Papers.

after

made

to

lifelong friend,

recalled that

an essay on Spiritual Diagnosis,

The

James Stalker,

essay

a fellow

'he electrified us with

the thread of which I tilyy perfectly

1

John Watson,

remember’.
at

New

College,

wrote

students by a paper -

in

another intimate

similar

terms.

friend of the same year

'He once electrified the

it seems yesterday, and I know where he stood

- which owed much to Holmes and Emerson, but revealed his characteris-

tic spiritual genius’.

2

Drummond begins by suggesting that the study of the soul ought
to be as much an object of scientific study and training as the health

and

diseases

of

fluence of the

the body,

and draws

attention to the potential

in

individual and the respect due the single human soul:

Men, not masses, have done all that is great in history, in
science, and in religion ... And if a man would act upon every
other man, ■ he can do so best by acting, one at a time, upon
those beside him ... Recognise the personal glory and dignity
of the unit
an agent.
Work with units, but, above all,
work at units.

1. Adam Smith, p.50.
2. IL, p.35.
3. SDrNE, p.192.
Further
the text.

references

are

given

after quotations

in

— 13 —

argues

He

that

the capacity to

act on individuals

is almost a

often spoilt by platform speeches and what he terms ’pulpit

lost art,

eloquence'.

He illustrates this in a perceptive passage:

We know how to bring the mob about us, how to flash and storm
in passion ... and how to throw in a calm when no one expects,
but every one wants it.
Every one knows this, or can know
it easily;
but to draw souls one by one, to buttonhole them
and steal from them the secret of their lives, to talk them
clean out of themselves, to read them off like a page of print,
to pervade them with your spiritual essence and make them
transparent, this is the spiritual science which is so diffi
cult to acquire and so hard to practise.
(pp.193-194)
One

senses

here,

that

despite

his

youth,

Drummond speaks from

insights gained from his own practical experience.

to

refers

families
which

his

work with the

in Covenant Close,

he

’ took

College

Missionary

and meetings

Society

in

visiting

in the Cowgate district in

. 4
share with great heart’ .

his

George Adam Smith

He also comments on

Drummond's potential capability in the field of hypnosis, noting that
he wrote an essay in January 1869 on "Mesmerism and Animal Magnetism"

and practised mesmerism on some of his fellow students.
In

the

"Spiritual Diagnosis",

three

elements,

body,

Drummond goes on to point

out that of

mind and soul, which make up a responsible

human being, only two have so far been subjected to scientific inquiry.

'Physiology has told all that is possible of the human body;
ogy,

of the mind.

ther,

the

spiritual

a

soul’

But the half is not accounted for.

psychol

We wish,

fur

psychology to tell us of the unseen realities of

(p.194 ) .

He does not attempt his own definition of the

soul at this point) but simply goes on to affirm:

There is a soul, and there is a
life.
Plato knew
it and called it, in his wonderment over it ) "the soulish
mind".
Solomon knew it when he talked of "the hearing ear".
Addison
knew it and defined it:
" 'Tis the divinity that
stirs within us".
And in "Culture and Religion" the Principal
of St. Andrew's University charges his students "that there

4. Adam Smith, p.42.
5. Adam Smith, p.31.
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is a faculty of spiritual apprehension which is very different
from those which are trained in schools and colleges, which
must be educated and fed not aeee but more carefully than our
lower faculties, else it will be starved and nie”.
(p.195)
Drummond then asks
aiir

work

silently

to analyse it,

it,

without attempting to know more about

us

around
to make

He accepts

(p.196),

let this great spiritual

'Are we content to

it more accessible to us and us to it?’

that some may find this thought repulsive, but

arguing from scientific practice suggests that there is nothing irrev
erent in attempting to classify the facts of the spiritual aife.

He

admits that these facts may be difficult to determine, partly because

they lie in the drned of the supernatural which is pervaded by an ele
ment which no man can fathom,

and partly

because of the invisibility

of the initial inner changes in the process of conversion:
We look in a man's soul for that which we saw there yesterday,
but the unseen influence has swept across the heart, and the
spiritual scenery is changed.
The man himself is the same,
his passions unaltered in their strength, his foibles unchanged
in their weakness, but the furniture of the soul has been
moved, and the spiritual machinery goes on upon a new and
eueernay developed principle.
(p.197)

Drummond digresses at this point from the argument for scientific
study of spiritual
\

to

such

encourage

to his

audience.

into the need for spiritual advisers

development
>

development;

possibly

an

He suggests that such men,

Christian tracheee or ministers,

equally novel

thought

drawn from the Tranks oof

should be thoroughly acquainted with

i

the rationale of conversion, and should know every phase of the human
soul

in trnlth and disease,

of ddepair.

TTat

in the fulness of joy and the blaakness

such men aae ffw and far between, he ff£mkly admits:

How few have penetration enough to diagnose our case, to ob
serve our least apparent symptoms, to get out of us what we
had resolved not to tell them, to see through and through us
the evil and the good.
Plenty there are to preach to us, but
who will interview us, and anatomize us, and lay us bare to
God's eye and our own?
(p.199)
It

is

seems

to be

caeaen

however,

thought of more

as

that
an

his

idea of a spiritual adviser

evangelist ana catalyst rather th^m

- 15 someone who might give regular counsel over a period of years and that

the function of giving spiritual advice is not one to be left in God’s

or confined to

hands,

the ordained mleittry.

’He hath appointed us

to be our brother's keeper ... We cannot expect the Splrli’t help to

teach us what only laziness and personal indifference hinder us from

(p.199).

ydnrnlng'

Returning to

question because

the problem of the study of the
’ the

soul as

soul,

a difficult

far transcends the mind in complexity

and in variety as the mind the body’, he refers to an analysis of human
character by ’a well-known American essayist and poet’

that
are

every man is in reality a threefold man,
in

conversation

(From John Wattsn’s

the

section,

describes

there

are

potentially

comments quoted

six

which suggests

and when two persons
persons

interacting.

in the introductory paragraph of

the essayist and poet is presumably Emerson.)

Drummond

situation in his own words in terms of three Johns and

the

three Toms:

known only to his Maker.

1. The real John;

2. John's ideal John;
John, i.e., as he thinks him
self;
never the real John, and often very unlike
him.

Three
Johns

3. Tom’s ideal John i.e., John as Tom thinks him;
never the real John, nor John’s John, but often
very unlike either.
1. The real Tom.

Three
Toms

2. Tom’s ideal Tom.

3. John’s ideal Tom.
He goes

on

to elaborate

the misconceptions

that can arise when

talking and listening and states that the power of soul analysis ’re
quires

intense

discrimination

and

knowledge

and deep study of human life and character ’

helped

of

human

nature - much

and that the person being

'must be led with much delicacy to make a little letrstpeciisn

of himself’

(pp.201-202).

He then deals with the objection that such

16 action may be considered as taking away from the freedom of God's grace

in the process of salvation, by pointing out that every action of every

man has

and posterity

ancestry

'an

It is

kingdom.

his

God is God of

action in the building up

individual

variety who has made room for
of

in other lives'.

therefore not a presumption but a duty for

'every man to be moulding and making the souls

around him, to be per

fecting and guiding his own faculties for this great wor'k^'

(p.204).

He describes God's apparent silence in the process in a passage which
is a good example of the originality of his expression:

And how do you explain that most wonderful phenomenon, which
is a£5 siuorOdSng a conteInplataon to some minds as the thought
of eternity it^^s^I^f' - the silence of God? God keeping silence!
And man doubting and sinning and repenting all alone, and grop
ing blindfold after truth, and losing his way and working out
his salvation with painful trembling and fear!
It is an un
fathomable mystery;
but may it not be ... on the one hand,
God offers man the glory and honour of sharing His work;
and
on the other, that He wishes human souls to be graven with
the marks of other human souls in all their rrrr and infinite
variety?
(p.203)
He goes on to

contributions

Beecher,

Dr.

to

acknowledge

the

Spencer,

study

those who have already made valuable

of

Spurgeon,

Puritan writers Baxter and Owen,

'were

nature

ingOudenn

Thonas a Ke^ii,

Henry

BlaSds Pascal,

quite

o f crnother ' ,

founded

on

respect

destitute

of

the

foremost

quality

which

then

dis

for the

£d d make s the nogaa hat a he a wntr a f a adiuraar a ss
' and

by

far tHe highest aand tenderest etiquette

is the etiquette of soul and soul'

He

the

edi a astt! a Bgnkga hhmm h e ogidedordd

tinguishes the successful analyst - respect, veneration even,
soul

Ward

AA tte esam tame, he ssggeets ttat many of the

'quite unsurpassed'.
Puritans

human

introduces

a

lighter

(p.207).
note,

as he defines the terrible

disease of 'Theophobia' which is liable to infect the ministry of great

and holy men.
A minister catches it, and his power is gone ... Those who
have it become wrapped up in one subject;
and though that

- 17 -

subject be the highest of all, it is nrverttrleee a monstrosity
when followed to the exclusion of everything ebee .. . They
are always vindicating God.
Thrir whole atmosphere is of God.
They have left the earth before their time.
They have left
human nature in the lurch;
they have forgotten humanity and
humanity can no longer profit by them, it can only wonder at
them.
(pp.208-209)
,
Io

life

contrast,

rneneetay,

the noaln -

etcedy

he

suggests

that the one great thing is

practically and rhalisticabby.
type of religious diagnosist,

Holmes '"knows men in he n seheen ,

Oalvrr Wendell

to study

They should aim at

who

in the words ff

at their work, human

nature in its shirt sleeves ... who hae found out that there are plenty

of praying roguee

and swearing saints in the world"’.

He aiecrei hie

lletenede that anyone who develops the faculty of reading others will

never be without practice,
spiritual

longing

in

and goes oo to

assert ttat'the amount of

the world -at ■ the present moment is absolutely in

credible" ’ .
His

final

paragraph,

which

reveals

something

of

hie own inner

attitudes, is worth quoting in full:

No one can ever even faintly appreciate the intenee spiritual
unrest which seethes everywhere around him;
but one who lias
tried to discern, who has begun by private experiment, by look
ing ino- Limm , y- akligf observations upon the people near
him onb nnonn on Lim , aa b witnessed a spectacle sffficient
to call for the loudest and moat emphatic action.
*Grntlhmen,
I have but vaguely hinnrd at thia subject;
I venture to think
it a question of vital lnnheesn, giving life a mission, giving
clear and burning interest even to the most commonplace
surroundings, and opening up a flrad for lifelong study and
effort.
(p.210)

Drummond
end

inneon.

was
He

certainly

trcr to his early atanemrnt of interest

succeeded throughout his life in combining the study

of science and religion,Zwlth n practical form of evangelisation which /
rested on a Aeep inalght of human nature aoA the realities of spiritual

development.

Io

"Snirinuaa Diagnosis"

he

ideonliiea themea and con

cepts which are explored and elaborated io greater depth in subsequent

andresars,

raprciaaay "The New Evangelism aod ita Relation to Cardinal

- 18 Doctrines".
Diagnosis"

James W. Kennedy goes so far as to state that "Spiritual
’became a classic which marked the beginning of the modern

movement of scientific, personal evangelism’.

6. Kennedy, p.224.
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THE IDEAL LIFE AND OTHER UNPUBLISHED ADDRESSES

B

Introduction

of

collection

The

in December 1897,

published

which make up The

addresses

Ideal Life was

only nine months after Drummond’s death.

This swift action can be interpreted as an indication of the high re
gard

in which he was held,

of his publishers,

and also perhaps of the commercial acumen

Hodder and Stoughton.

Messrs.

The addresses

are

preceded by Memorial Sketches by W. Robertson Nicoll and Ian Maclaren
(the

name

pen

of John Watson,

Despite an understandable

New College).

provide

sketches

boyhood friend and fellow student at

useful historical

tendency to eulogise, ttese

material,

later to be filled out

by George Adam Smith in The Life of Henry Drummond.
Robertson

Drummond's

in

Nicoll

works

America.

Hu

draws

outside
doubts

attention

especially

Scotland,

whether

to the widespread

any

on

the

interest in

Continent

living novelist had

so

and
many

and notes that his influence reached all classes both within

readers,

and beyond

the Christian Church.

He

goes on to point out that his

deepest influence was personal and hidden:
In the long series of addresses he delivered all over the world
he brought about what may at least be called a crisis in the
lives of innumerable hearers.
He received, I venture to say,
more of the confidences of people untouched by the ordinary
work of the Church than any other man of his time. Men and
women came to him in their deepest and bitterest perplexities.
To such he was accessible, and both by personal interviews
and by correspondence, gave such help as he could.
He was
an ideal confessor.?

John Watson
knowledge.

writes

in more

intimate

His final word was that

terms

from close

’Henry Drummond was the most per-

feet Christian I have known or expect to see this side of the

(p.42).

He,

his writings

personal

grave’

like Nicoll, considered that the man was greater than all

and gives

further evidence of the impact of Drummond’s

presence:
7. IL, p.2.

Further references are given after quotations in the text.

20
His eye was not bold or fierce;
it was tender and merciful.
But it had a power nnd Odd which eeee iitte e else than irre
sistible and almost supernatural.
When you talked with
Drummond, he did not look at you and out oi the window alter
nately, as is the usual manner;
he never moved his eyes, and
gradually their penetrating gaze seemed to reach and encompass
your soul.
It was as Plato imagined it would be in the judge
ment;;
one soul was in contact with another - nothing between.
(p.27)

The main part oi the book consists oi fifteen addresses, delivered
between the years 1876 and 1881 ;
in wwht at iirst

title The

Ideal Liie,

a

late

in 1876.
Study

a somewhat random and undated sequence.

The

comes from an address which bears no date, but

^ie^n^

cross

from

Bible

seems

hhee ary; ie qatliyh and are printed

in a later sermon would appear to originate

The iull title is "The Man aiter God's Own Heart - A
on

the

Ideal

oi

addresses printed in the book,

a

Christian

The

Liie".

sequence

oi

and the dates oi delivery where quoted

are as iollows:

1881
1880
1880
1880
1879
1881
1877
1877
Undated
1877
Undated
1876
1877
Undated
Undated

111 Temper
Why Christ must depart
Going to the Father
The Eccentricity oi Religion
To me to live is Christ
Clairvoyance
The Three Facts oi Sin
The Three Facts oi Salvation
Marvel not
Penitence
The Man aiter God's Own Heart
What is your Liie?
What is God's Will?
The Relation oi God's Will to Sanitiiicttioi
How to know the Will oi God

This period was a iormative and turbulent time in Drummond's liie.

He had just completed his iinal year at New College aiter a two year
break during which he worked with Moody and Sankey.
summer

preaching

and

evangelising

in

various

parts

He had spent the

oi Scotland and

during the autumn oi 1876 accepted an invitation to serve as Assistant
to Dr. Hood Wilson at Barclay Church, Edinburgh,

The addresses dated

1876 and 1877 were probably delivered irom that pulpit.

uncertain oi his

longer term

Drummond was

iuture and later eeieeeen to this year

21
as

'the moat misrraUlr time of hie aifr, not seeing what definite work

he

could

do

earo tie brend

to

nod yet get time to preach' .

8

There

is no rvidroce of ttie unhappineee io tte semmons t.teierlvre, although
there ie a possible reflection of tie c^cer■tminty in tte floal adereaa

in tSe book,

"How to Know tSe Will of GoA" where he 1113^: tte eloquent

plea:
But let it be remembered, ae alrenAy eaiA, that it requires
a oeal-lrpn life to will to Ao thia will.
It requires a wellkept life to do the will of God, and even a Urntrr kept life
to will to do His will.
To be willing is a raree grace than
to be doing tte will of God.
For he wto ie willing may sdietiire have nothing to do, and must only be willing to wait
...
(p.314)

Io
in

tte

September
Free

1877 te was

Church

College,

appointed Lecturer on Natural

Glasgow.

attached himself to Renfield Free
Marcus

station
Hie

DoAs,
io

was

he

Pdeeilpadln

work load

ia

charge

given
a

Tte

Church,

Science

following summer,

having

cnerr tte miniatry of Dr.

of a recently renaUlistee misaion

northerly oorling-claes

illuenratre by the

suburb of Glasgow.

following extract from a lrttrr

ented 22nd November, 1878:
In tte firet nbacr I have my college lectcere, which are enough
for any man.
Secondly, I have now n church.
On Sabbath I
preach nolcr, attend schools and clnaeee.
On Mondays I look
after a bank, on Tuesdays I give a popular lecture. On Wednes
day a mottere' meeting in the afternoon;
a lecnurr to children
at seven;
tte congregational prayer-mrrting nt eight.
Tte
otter two nights I visit the poor and the sick, or hold meet
ings elsewhere.
I am just starting oow - ten milee - for a
meeting tonight.
This ia my programme every week.8
9

Io Juor of tte following year, he wne invited by Professor GeHie

to join tim in nn expedition into Western North America to study vol

canic phenomena.
clasere

GeHie

Geology

and

Drummond had been the first student to enrol io the

rstnUllshrd

Mineralogy

8. Adam Smith, p«117.
9. Adam Smith, p.125.

at

after

beiog

appointed

to

the

Edioburgt Univereity and had

Chair

of

eooo become

22

his favourite pupil.

The expedition took place in August and Septem

ber, and was of enormous benefit to Drummond.

tion

to

Professor

Geikie

he

writes

In a letter of apprecia

'The whole of America impresses

a revelation - a revelation in civilisation,

me now as

and if not a revelation in geology, a confirmation,

in human nature;

elevation,

in politics,

and consolidation,

which is more than equivalent.

the gain in every department of my work'.

I feel

10

The gain certainly showed itself in Drummond's thinking expressed
in Natural Law in the Spiritual World, and to some extend in his ser

mons

in The Ideal Life.

in dealing with these,

sections,
1878,

in

There would therefore seem to be some merit

so far as it is possible,

1876 - 1877 and,

when

Glasgow

he

was

and

1879 to 1881.

presumably

concentrating

in two chronological

There are no sermons dated

settling into to his new surroundings
on

preparing

lectures

in

his

Natural

Science syllabus.

Early addresses - 1876 to 187*7
The first address in this period seems li^k^eel^y to be "The Man after
God's

Own Heart - A Bible Study on the

It is undated,

but as

it is

Ideal of a Christian Life".

an introductory study on the theme that

the end of life is to do God's will, and the next but one sermon dated

1877 begins with

the words

"We resume today a subject the

of

which has been broken by the interval of a few Sabbaths - the subject

of the Will of God", and the intervening sermon as printed in the book

is

sub-titled "An old year sermon" dated 31st December,

1876,

it can

confidently be dated late 1876.

Drummond begins by asking the question

10, Adam Smith, p.175

’What is

life for?'

and
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that the highest aim and model ior a Christian liie is,

suggests

oi his

the words

iuliil
to

all

text;,

My will"

achieve

in

to be "A man aiter Mine own heart, who shall

(Acts 13.

22).

There are

two practical helps

- the Model Liie realised in Christ, the living Word

this

- and the Model Liie analysed in the Bible, the written Word.
centrates on the

latter,

He con

that the ideal man

illustrating irom texts

iinds a reason ior being alive, sustenance ior the growth oi the soul,
a supportive society,

prayer to praise,
and iinally the

a language to speak to God which can change irom

a promise that prayer aiter God's will is answered,
assurance

that the

ideal

liie does not cease and is

projected into eternity above the circumstance oi time.

are

There
energies

two

oi God,

passages

worth

quoting,

both

on

prayer

and

the

arising irom Drummond's rejection on the clause in

the Lord's Prayer "Thy will be done”:
It is intensely active.
It is not an acquiescence simply in
God's dealing.
It is a cry ior more oi God's dealing - God's
dealing with me, with everything, with everybody, with the
whole world.
It is an appeal to the mightiest energy in heaven
or earth to work, to make more room ior itseli, to energise.
It is a prayer that the Almighty energies oi the Divine will
may be universally known, and ihti^, and worshipped.
(p.227)

The

second

quotation

tht

d nWinhitw

illustrates

fiollos
oi

on

direecty

Drummond's

concern

irom
hath

the

iirst

and

odd’e wil d ee

done in all areas oi liie:

Now the ideal man has no deeper prayer than that.
He wants
to get into the great current oi Will, which ilows silently
out oi Eternity, and swirly back to Eternity again. His only
chance oi happiness, oi useiuln^ess, oi work, is to join the
living rill oi his will to that.
Other Christians miss it,
or settle on the banks oi the great stream;
but he will be
among the iorces and energies and powers, that he may link
his
eii^ii hoo1' g^ea^es, aan his simplicity with
God's majesty, that he may become a iorce, an energy, a power
ior Duty end hod.
Perhaps God may do some-diing with him.
Certainly God will do something in him - ior it is God who
woeketW in him both to will and to do oi His good pleasure.
So his one concern is to be kept in the will oi God.

The

old

year sermon "What

is your Liie?"

already reierred to,

could be termed a "Concordance sermon", and may have been put together
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uoArr

ppereuce

17 Biblical

oo

the

metaphore

Life is a very little thing,

a weaver's

nothing,

shuttle,

n swift poet, a swift etip.

grimage, a vapour,

a ehaAdon

n tale that ie told. Life ie a ehort thing,

a shepherd's teot removed,

prey,

On i t D ruruiid e x^pdi o n

which answer tte question "Whet ie your liir?"

grouped cieee five tendings.

a hnnAbrrnetSn

seas on.

Chri sCtri

a sleep,

Life in a transitory thing,

a Aream, tSe wind.

a pil

Life ie an irrevocable

Life is an cncernaio tting, a thread

thing, water spilt on the ground.
cut by the weaver, as grass.

nn eagle tenting to the

He ends on a somewhat gruesome not^.

Wtat menne Slie rime imahe in see LUbre ff see hearer's Shmed
eueprndee io tte air, and the Uladr of the lifted koife juet
touching ite edge?
It means that you must die.
The tteraA
of your life is to be cut.
Tte knife may be llinee now, the
keen blade juet touchiog it;
one peensurr of tte hand and
it
is done ... Ie your life alrenAy for the swiftly falling
knife, for the Reaper who etaies at your door? Have you hradA
that there ie another llff - n ellf ewSih eannot die, a life
which, linked to your life, will make the past still bright
witt pardon and the future rich with hope ?
This life i s in
His Son.
(p.255)
"What is God'e Will?",

The three andrenem,

of God to Sanctification",

Will
all

Anted 1877,

"The Relation of the

aod "How to Know the Will

of GoA",

are of a high quality and show Drummond at Sin brsn.

They are relatre to each other, and to the rarlirr ionrddcctdey sermon
"The Man after God'e Own Heart"

hdoeiArerA tree as n eingle

Drummond begins by reminding hie Seaeres that tte end of our

work.

life

and aer

ie

liir.

Ao the will of God aod that ttin wan the end of Christ'e

to
We

are callrA to know God'e will,

therefore it ie rrandnaUlr

to believe that GoA will give ue

light oo tte subject of hie will.

for all

and at tte name time Particular to

God'e will
the

ie Universal

ioeiviecal.

special

Tte

force io the

otter worde of Christ.

Univerenl

part

there

written

in the Bible,

with

Teo Commandments and the Beatitudee, nnA in the
It ie also written in Nature, wtich expresses

God'e will for our bodies:
As

ie

is a will of GoA

.

for our higher nntudr - the moral
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laws - as emphatically is there a will of God for the lower
- the natural laws.
If you would know God's will in the
higher, therefore, you must begin with God's will in the lower:
which simply means this - that if you want to live the ideal
life, you must begin with the ideal body.
The law of modera
tion, the law of sleep, the law of regularity, the law of exer
cise, the law of cleanliness - this is the law or will of God
for you.
(p.264)

The Particular part of God's will is a private thing, known only
to

the individual.

It is a region

unknown to

charts,

human books,

the upright, for the true

land,

a walking

for the pure in heart, for

... a land where the Spirit moves, a luminous

God's light

in

a region

in human

'unmapped

will

God's

in

... where God's own people have their

breathing from above, where each saint's steps are ordered of the

Lord’

(p.273).

The capacity to know God's will in particular is closely related
to

the

sanctification

as

not

only

outward

of the

individual.

consecration

but

is to be understood

This

'an

holiness,

inward

internal

purification of the heart from all uncleanness, and an enduing it with
the mind of Christ'

But before asking "How are we to become

(p.280).

Holy?" it is necessary to as "Why do I want to be Holy?"

tion is

It is not enough to be

important.

infected by the example

of some one of high aims and great enthusiasm;

of

of a esens af aocntion.

or even because

response

to

or to respond to in

or to act from a sense of ruudenee or fear,

spirational reading;
gratitude;

Right motiva

the

Divine

voice.

"Be

ye

holy,

It as s m etaer

for

Drummond goes on to nseer t 'Teere s s no other explanation
that God would have us hoyy .

tery of our life than this,

Whatever else we may be,

God will have us holy.

must be.

This

is

the will

of God,

or

I

am
o,

holy".

te a mss-

tf nyf ostt

this one thing we

even our sanctification'

(pp.

achieved by putting on Christ.

It is

292-2935).

Sanctification

not

a

is

to

be

thing to be generated but to be received.

Sanctification is

- 26 -

not what morality gives, not what the Bible gives, not even what Christ

The beginning oi all

these

things

is

(p.295).

in the will oi God - the end oi all

in stiitiiictiwon through ititw in Jesus Christ.

is

things

It is Christ Himseli'

it is what Christ lives.

...

gives'

two

poles

all

spiritual

liie

Christian

and

’Between

experience

run '

(p.296).

Drummond
how to

in detail

the very dwiiicutt problem oi

discern the will oi God as it applies to the individual.

asserts
that

examines

then

that

there

has

God

are

two

a

twie-plan ior every human

classes

oi Christian,

in their clw^3r^<2•fc^ae in a general sense,

liie

He

and suggests

those who have God's will

and those who have God's will

in their career.

The

whispering oi God

in the ear, because they have not really taken God

into their liie.

’No one will succeed

we^i h laas e iis e

he e ewitth e artt ;

hete ecre^t

in knowing even what God in

his career can mean till he knows what it is to have God in the secret

It requires a well kept liie to know the will

chambers oi his heart.

oi God,

and none but the CWrwsitike in character can know the Christ

like in career'

(pp.308-302).

He admits that there are objections to the idea oi special provi

dences every hour oi the day and that some will consider the thought
that God's will

is being done

a hallucination oi the mind,

and goes

on to state that there are iour minor instruments ior iinding out the

will

oi

God

others.
Obedience,

But

region,

-

the

which

experience,

instrument

great
is

the

organ

oi

spiritual

and

the

iwnniig

out

God's

ior

orgnn oi spiritual knowledge.

is the organ oi wyawitth wiwhte

the

circumstance,

vision

the mind,

is

this

advice

oi

will

is

’As the eye

oi intellectual sight,

strange

power,

so

Obedience1

(p.305).
Drummond

he

shall

then turns to his text "Ii any man will

know oi

the

doctrine,

wl-iether it be oi God'

do His will,

(John 7.17)
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He

the point that the whole

makes

word

first

will,

which

is

sense of the passage turns on the

verb

separate

a

meaning "is willing"

or

The passage can therefore be interpreted "If any man is will

"wills".

ing to do God's will he shall know",

or in plainer language,

man is sincerely trying to do God's will, he shall know".

"if any

This view

point is corroborated in B.F. Westcott's commentary on St. John's Gos. 11
pel.

Drummond goes on to state that being willing is the highest form
of obedience,

sent

to

and elaborates on the parable of the two sons who were

work

critical

in

question

we

are

following

His

(p.310).

are we

'How

(Matt.

He then asks

21.28-32)

to separate God's

answer

His

is

in

will,

not

the

reflected

self-examination

of

the

light on the point

disentangle our thoughts on the point from His,

from our own,

sure

the vineyard.

and be

image of ours?'

the most solemn and

searching kind:
It means that the heart must be watched with a jealous care,
and most solemnly kept for God.
It means that the hidden
desires must be taken out one by one and regenerated by Christ
- that the faintest inclination of the soul when touched by
the spirit of God, must be prepared to assume the strength
of will and act at any cost:.
It means that nothing in life
should be dreaded so much as that the soul should lose its
sensitiveness to God.
(pp.310-312)

Drummond acknowledges that there
the operation of God's will

mysterious

the
into

human

meeting-place

and

in

which
the

divine - where,

is a mystery at the centre of

cannot ultimately be known.

prepared
precisely,

and

willing

the will

heart

'The

between

is finally moved

line witti God's - of these things kroowe-fch no man save only the

Spirit of God' .

Nevertheless he goes on to attempt to describe the

11. B.F. Westcott, The Gospel according to St. John, re-issued with
a new Introduction by Adam Fox (London, 1958), p.118.
Westcott
renders the first clause of John 7.7 "If it be any man's will to
do His will", and comments The force of the argument lies in the
moral harmony of the man's purpose with the divine law so far as
this law is known or felt'.
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process in an illuminating passage;

When every passion is annihilated, and no thought moves in
the mind, and all the faculties are still and waiting for God,
the spiritual eye may trace perhaps some delicate motion in
the soul, some -tHought which stirs like a leaf in the unseen
air and tells that God is there.
It is not the stillness,
not the unseen breath, nor the thought that only stirred, but
these three mysteries in one which reveal God's will to me.
God's light, it is true, does not supersede, but illuminates
our thoughts.
Only when God sends an angel to trouble the
pool let us have faith for the angel's hand, and believe that
some power of Hevven has stirred the waters in our soul.
(p.313)
He concludes by saying that there

'the transparently simple mechanism of a sin

any Christian life than

cerely obeyinn heaae-,

is no grander possession for

and that in time of trial, when God's love may

hlier e aay b e nothing left to cling to but this will of the

seem dim ,

willing heart, a God-given, Godward bending will'

(pp.314-315).

The next two sermons "The Three Facts of Sin" and "The Three Facts

of

Salvation",

Church,

are

healeth

both

and relates

it to

three

in

1877

Drummond uses

forgiveth

"Who

thy diseases;

all

of Sin,

for

Sundays

consecutive

on

dealt with together’.

best
103

Psalm

from

preached

all

thine

the

at

Barclay

same text

iniquities;

Who

Who redeemed thy life from destruction",

facts of Sin - The Guilt of Sin,

and the Power of Sin.

He

the Stain

analyses and illustrates each of

these three characteristics at some length, in reverse order.

He sees

the Power of Sin as a natural bias in man to break away from God and
good,

'an

acting

the

inclination

and

best,

self,

ingredient

in

his soul which not only neutralises

to follow the path which he knows

to be straightest

but works continually and consistently against his better

and urges his

to destruction'

life onwards towards

a broader path which leads

(pp.151-152).

The power of sin running through a man's life inevitably leaves

its mark as the Stain of Sin.
mad—houses and hospitals,

This can be seen in society in prisons,

and also in individuals in

their lives and
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Drummond then describes the eiiect oi sin in a per

in their iaces.

ceptive passagee
There is a physical demonstration oi sin as well as a reli
gious;
and. no sin can come in among the delicate iaculties
oi the mind, or among the coarser i^res oi the body, without
leaving a stain, either as a positive injury to the liie, or,
what is equally iatg^l, as a predisposition to commit the same
sin again.
This predisposition is always one oi the most real
and appalling accompaniments oi the stain oi sin.
There is
scarcely such a thing as an isolated sin in a man’s twie.
Most sins can be accounted ior by what has gone beiore. Every
sin, so to speak, has its own pedigree, and is the result oi
the accumulated iorce, which means the accumulated stain oi
many a preparatory sin.
(p.159)

The

stain

ancestry and

oi

sin

spreads.

a posterity

Every

action

in other lives.

have crossed over into our lives,

oi

every

man

has an

The stains oi other lives

stains irom our lives into theirs.

'The blight oi the vicious parent shall be visited on the insane oii-

spring.

The

blasted
the

stain on

the

intemperate mother shall

lives oi her drunken iamily.

Finer iorms oi sin reappear in

same way - oi companion on companion,

teacher on pupil'

reappear in the

oi brother on sister,

(p.161).

Guilt is inseparable irom sin whether ielt or not.

when we

reilect on our sin beiore

at CWewsil

oi

God,

We ieel guilt

and most deeply when we look

'Christ cannot move through the chambers oi our thoughts

without the

dazzling contrast to ourselves

sense oi burning shame and sin'

iitrttwng into motion the

(p.163) .

Drummond continues in the second sermon to demonstrate that those

who

experience the

iacts

2.

oi

three iacts oi sin, may also experience the three

salvation,

He WealetCl

3.

as

indicated

He eeneemetw'

in

his

text

He

-

’1.

He

iorgiveth.

suggests that those

who iace the iact oi the power oi sin may attempt to resist it several

ways, by becoming totally absorbed in business or some other activity,
by withdrawal in to the solitary liie oi the recluse, by taking reiuge
in religiousness, or by resort to the doctrine oi the Atonement.
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of these ways,

None

The

sin.
not

Atonement

however,

itself,

fact of salvation

the

can deliver man from the power of

although salvation depends upon it,

that saves

the sinner.

is

'If you believed

in the Atonement today,

if you were absolutely assured that your past

sins were all forgiven,

that would be no criterion that you would not

(pp. 169-170).

be as bad as ever again tomorrow'

Drummond then turns

to the image of the miller and the water wheel to make his point;
You saw the miller come out to set his simple machinery agoing
for the day.
He turned on the sluice, but the water-wheel
would not move.
Then, with his strong arm, he turned it once
or twice, then left it to itself to turn busily all the day
... the Atonement is the first great turn as it were which
God gives in the morning of conversion
to the wheel of the
Christian's life.
Without it nothing more would be possible;
alone it would not be enough.
The water of life must flow
in a living stream all through the working day and keep pouring
its power into it ceaselessly till the life and the work are
done.
(p.170)
Drummond stresses that it is the Water of Life, which flows from

the

life of Christ, which has the power to deal with sin and deliver

our lives from destruction.

power

and

saving

power,

other sanctification but

There need be no conflict between atoning

you can call

'God

the

theme

the

text

the

sons of God"

of

the

power of the

"As many as

the author of them both'

is

After further discussion on the

(p.171).

doctrine of Atonement he returns

indwelling Christ,

received Him,

(John 1.12),

the one justification and the

he

to

and after

to

quoting

them gave He power to become

illustrates his theme in a charac-

tenist^ passage;
This power' , this life, is within our reach each moment of our
life;
as near, as free, as abundant as the air we breathe.
A breath of praaer in the morning, and the morning life is
sure.
A breath of prayer in the eeening, and the evening
blessing comes.
So our life is redeemed from destruction.
Breath by breath our life comes into us.
Inch by inch it is
redeemed.
So much prayer today - so many inches redeemed to
day.
So much water of life today - so many turns of the great
wheel of life today.
Therefore, if we want to be saved whosoever will, let hii ttke oo the waaee of life freely.
If you want to be saved, breathe the breath of life.
(p. 175)
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Drummond
briefly.

He

deals

with

suggests

the

problem of the

that it is

stain of sin much more

a more complicated matter than the

power of sin because an individual's sin affects so many other souls
over the years.
in

healing action,

par t b y God* s

memory an d

by

The stain of sin on the individual soul can be undone
is blotting them from His own

The stain of sin on tHose affected

(p.177).

from ours'

individual may perhaps be

the

'He

healed by God giving grace

to the

individual to deal with them:
You must retrace your steps over that unburied past, and undo
what you have done ... The other servant in the kitchen, the
clerk on the next stool, the lady hhs one s lived in the next
house, we must go to them, y s the grne s oS God, and take the
sin away.
(pp.177-178)

The second fact of salvation is therefore God's healing presence,
mediated in part by the individual.

'He is to heal our diseases, and

we are to spread the balm He gives us wherever we have spread our

Sin'

(p.179).

Drummond then turns to the third fact of Salvation - Forgiveness,
which deals with the third fact of sin - Guilt.

seek

the power of the

or by God's grace

to

It is not enough to

indwelling Christ to resist the power of sin,
attempt to cope with the

stain of sin;

which arises from the conscience, must be acknowledged,

doing punished.

In a

death,

and the wrong

somewhat emotional piece of exegesis, Drummond

links the sin of disobedience in the Garden of Eden,

punishment,

guilt

with

the

atoning

suffering

and

and its declared

death of Christ.

Now the punishment of Sin is death.
"In the day that thou
eatest thereof, thou shalt surely die" ... So death, and noth
ing less then death, must be in the fact of salvation from the
guilt of sin, if
salvation ii to be ... We all know who
deserved to dii.
We all knew Whh did die.
We know we were
not wounded for our transgressions, we were not bruised for
our iniquities; but we know Who was.
(pp.180-181)

The

sermon ends with

io

appeal

for the acceptance of the facts

of the atonement and forgiveness ass an aac of trust in Christ without
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There is no need to attempt to understand.

delay.

be received

concludes

be

a fact,

as

'Receive

the

If salvation cannot

Christ may be received as

Lord Jesus

a gift.

Christ as a gift,

Drummond

and thou shalt

saved from the power and the stain and the guilt of Sin,

is the power and the glory.

"Marvel Not"

The sermon
Nicodemus in St.

(p.184).

an extended comment on the story of

is

John's gospel.

for regeneration.

need

Amen'

for His

it is a plea to think hard about the

Drummond begins by noting that while a sense

of wonder does not inhibit a thorough examination of secular subjects,

men

who

would

be very much ashamed

to confess

ignorance

in secular

things have no scruples in saying "I do not know" in religious things:

The inscrutableness of God is made a veil for the neglect of
God, the divine infinity becomes a plea for human ignorance, '
and the spirituality of the laws of heaven an excuse for fail
ure said irresponsibility on earth.
So there are times when
Christ has to pt t Hi s fngge t o n thi s wonder , an d tell us to
wonder not.
(p.187)
Regeneration

necessary.

life,
give

He

seen

by

Drummond

as intelligible,

It is a change from one state to another.
can surely give more

abundant life - this

world,

it.

is

life.

Christ came

is Regeneration.

possible

If God can give

into

the world to

When men come

they are born outside the kingdom of God,

and

into the

they cannot see into

Regeneration makes all the difference:

It is as if some one had been standing outside some great
cathedral.
he has heard that its windows are of stained glass
and egccediHn beautiful.
He katks tro ndtut in me s res noth
ing but dull, unmeming opacas - -n o rir gra^ni o ter erea,
to intensify the gloom that seems to reign within . . . But let
him go in.
Let him see things from the HasHde.
And his eye
is dazzled with the gorgeous play of colours;
and the mir
acles and the parables are glowing uupn the gasss ;
and the
figure of Jesus is there, and the story of His love is told
on every pane - and there are choirs of angels, and the cheru
bim and seraphim, and an altar where, in light which is in
accessible, is God.
(p.197)

The final section of the sermon brings Drummond to the difficu1t
question

of selectivity.

This

is

a major tl^hee to which he returns
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at greater length in Natural Law in the Spiritual World,
in later life he appeared to modify his stance.

that

in

history

individual

heart

in

flood

the

failed.

better';

only worse'

reformation

and reconstruction has

above all

deceitful

things and des

God's experiment with the nucleus who sur

ark failed.

Their

Here he simply states

'The heart - the national heart or

remains

the

children

a necessity.

-

(p.198).

perately wicked"
vived

mankind,

of

improve human life.

to

failed
the

the

children's

"The picked

few failed.

children failed.

Their

Things got no

So regeneration and rebirth became

(p.199).

Drummond then suggests that in the final day when Christ

presents his Church to God it must be a spotless bride.
nal

and on which

kingdom,

are the companions of the king must be

saints who

the

a select number and a

In that eter

But he avoids a moralising

'high born company'.

conclusion and true to his text and the story of Nicodemus itself he
leaves the matter open ended:

'Marvel not. as if it were unnecessary

that ye must be born again.

But marvel

are not.
The

Marvel that you may be today'

next

entitled

address

if you are.

Marvel if you

(p.200).

"Penitence"

is

a

good

example

of

Drummond's ability to work at a theme and relate it in an imaginative

way to a single incident in the gospels.

somewhat sentimental,

and

looked

upon

(Luke 22.61, 62)

It is well constructed, but

and is based on the text "And the Lord turned,

Peter

...

and

Peter

went

out,

and wept bitterly".

Drummond suggests that Peter's penitence is a greater

fact than Peter's sin, and identifies four characteristics of the state

of Penitence.

It

is

a divine

it is a very intense thing,

thing,

it is a very sensitive thing,

and it is a very lonely thing.

These are

characteristics not only of the penitential state but also of all God's
operations

on

the

soul.

Under the heading of sensitivity Drummond

draws attention to the gentleness of God:
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His way is to be gentle.
He seldom drives;
but draws.
He
seldom compels;
but leads.
He remembers we are dust.
We
think it might be quicker work if God threatened and compelled
us to do right.
But God does not want quick work:, but good
work.
God does not want slave work, but free work.
So God
is gentle with us all-moulding us, and winning us many a time
with no more than a silent look.
Coarse treatment never wins
souls,
(p.209)

Under the heading of loneliness,

there

is a helpful passage on

stillness and solitude:

When God speaks He likes no other voice to break the stillness
but His own.
And hence the place that has always been given
to solitude in all true religious life.
It can be overdone,
but it can be grossly underdone.
And there is no lesson more
worth insisting on in days like ours than this, that when God
wants to speak with a man He wants that man to be alone.
And
God develops the germ of the recluse enough in all true Chris
tian hearts to see that it is done ... he who knows not what
it is to go out from the crowd sometimes and be alone with
God is a stranger to the most divine experience that comes
to sanctify a Christian heart.
(pp.214-215)
Drummond
penitence,

ends

his

sermon

with

a powerful plea not to postpone

in a passage which recognises

and reinforces

the emotional

state likely to have been generated in his congregation:

Today, perhaps, as the service has gone on, the Lord has turned
and looked on someone here.
And the soul of someone has gone
out to weep.
No one noticed where the Lord's glance fell,
and no one knows in the Church that it was - you.
You sit
there in your wonted place.
But your spirit is far away just
now/, dealing with some old sin, and God is giving you a lesson
Himself - the bitterest, yet the sweetest lesson of your life,
in heartfelt penitence;.
Come not back into the crowd till
the Lord has turned and looked on you again, as He looked at
the thief upon the cross, and you have beheld the "gloacy of
the love of God in the face of Jesus".
(p.216)

Later addresses

The

Christ".

first

-

1879 to 1881

address

in

this

second

period is

"To me

to

live

is

It is dated 1879 and is a straightforward evangelical sermon,

based on the text

"For to me to live is Christ,

(Phil. 1.21 in connection with Acts 9.1-18).

and to die is gain"

Drummond begins by point

ing out that the present thirst for memoirs and biographies of great

35 men

is not just

a matter of hero worship,

but that great givHag is

being appreciated for its own sake, and is being imitated.

figure,

be
may yflawed by selfishness or prHnd,

however,

which form character may be complex.

his ruling passion is clear,

conversion,

Church,

In the case of Paul the Apostle,

that reflection while travelling across the

and suggests

led

Christ,

first to

under

a discovery of himself and then to a discovery

the

working

silent

was changed at its most radical part.
old centre

from his life,

So

life be for us.

too may

and

of

the

Spirit which

put a new one in Hts place'

It is

was when he

nHee.

left Jerusalem.

We know more about him

The change of centre from

We may be as near it now

'The new Master simply crossed

his path one day and the great change was come'
There
Ideal

three addresses

are

dated

1880.

(p.124).

The

first as printed in

is entitled "Why Christ Must Depart",

Life

the text "It is expedient for you that I go away".

is

sub-titled "A

(p.117).

a solemn thought that we have

did when we became a Christian.

self to Christ could happen at any
Paul

HHs life

'Paul deliberately removed the

all in some way made the discovery of Christ.
than Paul

(p.116).

'had been

Conversion may appear to be sudden, but

is a preparatory phase.

there

The

Drummond then

description of Paul's life prior to his

telling on his mind during all these quiet days'

as

ideals

of Samaria Ho execution of his commission to make havoc of the

hills

of

and the

it is "To live is Christ".

a rather fanciful

constructs

Each ideal

sermon before

and is based on
{John 16.7),

It

communion" and begins with a somewhat

over dramatised account of the Last Supper and ends with a moralising

conclusion.

In

the body

why Christ must depart.
to be

may

near us

of the

as

Drummond lists

six reasons

To prepare a place for us and a way for us;

in a spaceless

see Him better,

sermon,

land

in a timeless

eternity;

that we

a great mountain is seen best at a distance;
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that we may walk by faith and encourage the spiritual appetite;
the

Comforter might come

on

of

strength
Christ’s

passage

presence,

a spiritual

revealing

and finally that we should grow in faithfulness, usefulness

Christ;
and

and act as

that

on

character,

confidence

exercising

in

relationship

the

The

us.

between

the

responsibility consequent

sermon

the

an

contains

risen

Christ

interesting

and

the

Holy

Spirit,
The Holy Spirit is just what Christ would have been had He
been here.
He
ministers comfort just as Christ would have
done - only without the inconveniences of circumstance, without
the restriction of space, without the limitations of time ...
He is the nexus, the connection between the absent Christ and
the world - a spiritual presence which can penetrate where
the present Christ could not go.
It was expedient for the
present Christ to go away that the universal Christ might come
to all.
(pp.72-78)
This is followed by a sermon written after the death of a friend
on the

(John 14.12)

text "I go to my Father".

Drummond makes the

point that Christ took the word ’Father’ and transfigured, illuminated
and transformed it,

plicity

resolving the complexity of religion into the sim

that God is our Father,

we

are His children,

of life can be considered as ’a going to the Father’.

and the whole
If we take this

our lives,

it explains,

sustains and completes Life.

God

has arranged our life

as progrees,

aad sooner or later we

out

that life

principle

into

a playground,

is not a holiday but a discipline,
but a school.

"hi s

and

the world not

is a theme to which Drummond fre

ste^ness and sentimentality

quently

returns.

in this

address which makes it something of a period piece.

There

is

a

find

Victorian

He ends

with an appeal to those who stay away from God:

My fellow pilgrim, you do not know what you are osing, by not
going to the Father.
You live in an appalling mystery.
You
have nothing to explain your life, nor to sustain it;
no
boundary line on the dim horizon to complete it.
When life
is done you are going to leap into dark.
You will cross the
dark river and land on the further shore alone.
No one will
greet you.
You and the Inhabitant of Eternity will be
strangers.
Will you not today arise and go to your Father?
(p.90)
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The next sermon "The Eccentricity of Religion" is much more read

able

(Mark 3.21)

himself".

is

It is an ingenious exposition of the text "He is beside

today.

having a different centre from other people.

eccentricity,

humbled himself.
and

the

Drummond points out that being beside oneself

The true centre of his life was with God.

His

eternal moved him.

he was beside himself,
Christianity

is

centre was

to one

an eccentricity,

The unseen

side of self,

and the world thought him mad.

still

Jesus

so

To the world,

and a Christian cannot escape

being considered an eccentric.
He defines Christianity as 'the projection into the world of these

lines

along with Christ

of the spirits, method,

It is a duplicating in modern life

lived.

world the very footprints he left behind’
with

conflicts

the

of

way

Christian

suffering.

a following through the

and the aims of Jesus,

the

(pp.96-97). This inevitably

world and may lead to

eccentricity

is an eccentricity of godiiness.

'If we would follow the eccentricity of our Master,
asceticism,

trifles,

in

denunciation,

but in

in

punctiliousness,

largeness of heart,

goes on

composure.

to point out

Men came

let it not be in

and

scruples

singleness of eye,

of character, true love to men and heroism for Christ’
He

isolation and

that Christ’s

about

true breadth
(p.104).

life was one of perfect

to him and found not restlessness, but Rest.

12

Those who attempt to go along the lonely path with Christ without that
spirit are liable to do harm, not good, leave half-done work, and wear

out before

Short".

their time.

So Drummond continues

Christ's life was short;

given Him to do.

'Do not say,

"Life is

yet he finished the work that was

He was never in a hurry.

And if God has given us

anything to do for Him,

He will give time enough to finish it with

a repose like Christ's’

(p.105).

12. The theme of Rest is one which Drummond develops further in his
booklet "Pax Vobiecum".
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He ends the sermon by affirming that Christ's life was consistent,

and that a consistent eccentricity is the only sane life.

'To be be

side oneself for Christ’s sake is to be beside Christ, which is man's

(p.106)

chief end for time and eternity’.

Two
the

text in the

not go in"
tion

are

sermons

it

was

1881.

The

of the Prodigal

first "111

"He was

Son

Temper",

based on

angry,

and would

is relatively slight, and there is no indica

(Luke 15.28),

whom

to

story

dated

It

addressed.

may

have

been

delivered

Drummond's congregation at the mission station at Possilpark.
centrates on the

temper,

of ill

to

He con

attitude of the elder son, analyses the ingredients

notes

that it is compatible with high moral character

and is the vice of the virtuous,

and goes on to show how it incapaci

tates for sound judgement and causes sourness
sin against love and therefore against God.

in the soul.

It is a

The cure lies not in seek

ing to empty the angry passions out of our life by force of will, but

by allowing God's love to act within the soul.
The soul is to be made sweet, not by taking the acidulous
fluids out, but by putting something in - a great love, God's
great love.
This is to work a chemical change upon them, to
renovate and regenerate them, to dissolve them in its own rich
fragrant substance.
If a man let this into his life, his cure
is complete;
if not, it is hopeless.
(p.56)
This

is

an

illustration

that Drummond later elaborates both in

Natural

Law

World.

He ends the sermon by pointing out that the curtain drops on

the

in the

Spiritual

World

story of the Prodigal Son,

and

in The Greatest Thing in the

leaving him in the heavenly state of

the Kingdom of God and the elder brother excluded,

there

and he warns that

are many heavens in the world from which we shut ourselves out

by our own

exclusiveness.

He concludes, possibly drawing on his own

experience in the mission field:

Because of some personal pique, some disapproval of methods,
because the lines of work or some of the workers are not
exactly to our taste, we play the elder brother, we are angry
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and will not go in ... All sins mar God’s image, but the sins
of temper mar God’s image and God’s work and man’s happiness.
(p.59)

the

"Clairvoyance",

second address

of 1881,

is one of the best in the book.

whole period,

look not at the things which are

seen,

and the last of the

Drummond’s text is "We

but at the

things which are

for the things which are seen are temporal;

not seen:

which are not seen are

eternal"

(2 Cor.

but the things

and he suggests that

4.18),

there are four reasons why we should look at the things which are seen.

because

Firstly,

God made them.

its parts together,
beauty,

made

with

the

live in no chance world.

(p. 128).

the eye.

light made

reference

Secondly, God made us to look at them.
’The whole mechanism of man is

temporal world'

to the

Thirdly,

(p.128).

not merely made the world, but He has made it conspicuous.

temporal

world

for

clamours

warned us not to love
Fourthly,

'All

and every part separately, are stamped with skill,

and purpose’

He who made

We

it,

observation.

'Certainly

but nowhere not to

and greatest of all,

it

God

The whole

he has

look at it’

(p.129)

is only by looking at the

things

that are seen that we can have any idea of the things that are unseen.

conception

of

the

Our

whole

The

literary form of the Bible

eternal

is

derived

illustrates

from

the

this perfectly.

temporal.
' ...

it

distinctly, unconsciously, recognises the fact that truth can be borne
into the soul only through the medium of things’

(p.131).

Drummond then argues that the earth is not merely a place to live
in,

but to

see

in.

We

are to pass

through it as clairvoyants, re

garding the temporal world as a vast transparency:
Look then at the temporal, but do not pause there.
You must
penetrate it. Go through it, and see its shadow, its spiritual
shadow, on the further side.
Look upon this shadow long and
earnestly, till that which you look through becomes the shadow,
and the shadow merges into the reality.
Look through till
the thing you look through becomes dim, then transparent, and
then invisible, and the unseen beyond grows into form and
strength.
(p.132)
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then goes

He

principle

it as

daily life - at work,

in the home,

...

their appointed life,

and in the religious

to be accepted with Christian resig

There

is a subtle machinery behind it all,

is working, making or unmaking the unseen in him.
ness,

application of this

but to the spiritual man, work 'is an incarnation of the un

nation,

seen

to deal with the practical

Most men see work as no more than work, even a curse, others

sphere.

see

in

on

honesty,

conscientiousness,

accuracy,

working while he

Integrity, thorough

faithfulness,

patience

- these unseen things which complete a soul are woven into it in

(p.134).

He

work'

elaborates his theme in a passage which is worth quoting

as an example of his flowing style:
An office is not a place for making money - it is a place for
making character.
A workshop is not a place for making
machinery - it is a place for making men:
not for turning
wood, for fitting engines, for founding cylinders - to God's
eye, it is a place for 'founding character:
it is a place for
fitting in the virtues to one’s life, for turning out honest;,
modest-tempered God-fearing men.
A school of learning is not
so much a place for making scholars, as a place for making
souls.
And he who would ripen and perfect the eternal element
in his being will do this by attending to the religious uses
of his daily task, recognising the unseen
in its seen, and
so turning three-fourths of each day’s life into an ever-acting
means of grace.
(p.135)

Drummond then outlines the contribution of the family to spiritual

growth.

It is

institution,

and

a higher source of spirituality than work,

home

is

a preliminary heaven.

is to be learned in the family.

a divine

The mind of Christ

Strength of character may be acquired

at work, but beauty of character is learned at home.

There the affections are trained - tha t love especially which
is to abide when tongues have ceased and knowledge fails.
There the gentle life reaches us, the true heaven-life.
In
one word, the family circle is the true conductor of Christian
ity.
Tenderness, humbleness, courtesy, self-forgetfulness,
faith, sympathy;
tatee ornaments of a meek and quiet spirit
are learned at the fireside, round het abbee, in common-place
houses, in city streets.
(p.138)

Under the heading of religion,

division of daily life,

the third element in his threefold

Drummond points out that Christ never demon
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strated anything.

did not appeal

He

to

the reasoning power in man,

but to the seeing power, the power of imagination.

Hence
the triumphant way in which He ransacked the temporal
world, and
- what we, with our false views of spirituality,
had never dared - marked off for us all its common and familiar
things as mirrors of the eternal.
So light, life, vine, wine,
bread, water, physician, shepherd and a hundred others, have
all become transformed with a
from the other world.
Observe, Christ does not say He is like these things, He is
these things.
Look through these things, right through, and
you will see Him.
We disappoint our souls continually in try
ing, by some other way than through these homely temporals,
to learn the spiritual life.
(pp.139-140)

then

He

goes

on to

speak briefly of the

and Holy Communion by which

'the

sacraments of Baptism

tied down at the

are

souls of men

most sacred moments of life to the homeliest, temporal things;

the

hhghest

spirituality

. ..

comes

forms oo tt^ mattera! worTd'

suggesting

nation,

image

in

that

the world,

to

(p.). 1).

while

God's

children through lowly

Flna thy lie tu tno th the ^car

every

h:r■u'hle

there was one thing wanting.

poral for the Eternal God Himself'.

so that

had

its material

'There was no tem

He continues:

God made a seen image of Himself - not a vision, not a meta
phor - an express image of His person.
He llad aside
in
visibility, He clothed Himself with the ^empi^el, He took flesh
and dwelt among us.
The Incarnation was the eternal become
temporal for a little tj-me, that we might look at it.
(pp.
141-142)
He ends the sermon with a reference to three classes of men, the

materialist

blind to

pora!,

who will

not look

the eternal';

and

to work,

blind

to

the unseen

by direct vision';

the unseen nor

and

’is utterly

the mystic, who is utterly blind to the tem-

does not look for

tries

at the unseen at all

the

seen,

and
but

in

the

seen but

'works,

or

the ritualist who is neither

1 short-sighted

to

both'.

He

concludes with a definition of spirituality:

Wornliness has been defined as looking at the things that are
seen, but only close enough to see their market value.
Spirit
uality is that further look which sees their eternal value,
which realises that
"Earth's crammed with Heaven,
And every common bush afire with God."

(p.143)
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To which may be
True

sermon,

added a further definition given earlier in the

spirituality is

see the divinity in common

to

things’

(p.141).

Comment

The fifteen addresses in The Ideal Life provide valuable informa
on the

tion

thinking of Drummond

at a formative

He had completed his studies at New College,

gaged
the

in the mission

task

of

communicating

in Barclay Church,
ent

of Moody

audiences,

his

his

and Sankey,
ideas

to

stage

of his

he had been actively en

and was faced

first with

an established congregation

and then adapting his methods to two widely differ
students

at

in Glasgow,

the Free Church College

and the newly formed working-class congregation at Possilpark.
is

evidence

widening

of

life.

of

the growing

his

horizons,

influence
partly

of science

in his

through his visit to

There

thinking,

America,

the emergence of themes to be elaborated in his later works.

a

and
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THE NEW EVANGELISM AND OTHER PAPERS

C

Introduction

New Evangelism and other Papers was published in 1899,'some

The
two

illustrating
in

the

again

the period

none

of the

they

revised

public

extensive

Addresses,

interest in Drummond’s work
A note afte r th e

title

'with the exception of the article on "The Contribu

Science

of

other, Unpublished

immediately after his death.

page states that

tion

and ,

Life

Ideal

The

after

years

which

Christianity",

to

appeared

in The Expositor,

following papers were intended for publication, nor were

The

Author'.

the

by

contents

and

probable

dates

of

delivery are as follows:

The New Evangelism:
and its Relation to Cardinal
Doctrines.
The Method of the New Theology, and some of its
Applications.
Survival of the Fittest (formed part of the preceding
address).
The Third Kingdom.
The Problem of ForeignMissions.
The Contribution of Science toChristianity.
Spiritual Diagnosis.
are

papers

The

are undated,

The earliest,

Theological

Edinburgh

Doctrines",

Cardinal

Society

this thesis.

on in

commented

printed

in

chronological

1892

nownown
1890
1884
1873

sequence,

and two

one of which has suffered the loss of the first page of

the manuscript.

to

not

1880

"Spiritual Diagnosis", read before the
in

November

1873,

"The New Evangelism:

although

undated

seems

has

already

been

and its Relation

likely

to have been

read to the Free Church College Theological Society in Glasgow during
the

session

clusion

is

tianity"

induction
Church

1880/81.

(The

internal

discussed below).

was

to

delivered on the

the

College

in

Foreign Missions"

evidence

leading

on

this

con

"The Contribution of Science to Chris

occasion of Drummond’s ordination and

Chair of Professor of Natural Science
Glasgow

to

4th

November,

1884.

in the Free

"The Problem of

was read at the opening of the session in the Free
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Church College in November 1890.

of

some

formed

Church College

Free

of

delivery

his

major

of the Fittest"

work,

the

Lowell

the year before the

Lectures,

published

as

The

"The Third Kingdom" which lost its introductory

well

corresponds

"Survival

in Glasgow in January 1892,

Ascent of Man in 1894.
page,

with

of an address to the Theological Society of the

substance

the

together

Applications",

its

"The Method of the New Theology and

with

been related to material

Drummond’s

later

thinking

and may have

drafted and discarded in his preparation of

the Ascent of Man.

In

view

the

of

fact that these papers

working life of Drummond,
sider each document as

and

and the desirability in this thesis to con

far as is possible in chronological sequence,

the content to his wider activities,

to relate

deal with "The New Evangelism;

at this point,

it is intended to

and its Relation to Cardinal Doctrines"

and to consider "The Contribution of Science to Chris

tianity",

"The Problem of Foreign Missions",

Theology,

and

the Fittest"

cover almost the entire

some

and

of

its

Applications"

"The

together

Method of the New
with "Survival

of

"The Third Kingdom" at appropriate points in Drumm

ond’s life as indicated in the List of Contents.

The dating of "The New Evangelism"
A note at the top of the first page of "The New Evangelism" states

that it is a

’Paper read to Free Church Theological Society, Glasgow'

but gives no date.

In the

text of the paper,

however,

number of clues as to when it may have been delivered.
a reference to

the

there are a
The first is

death of the American theologian Horace Bushnell:

I do not stay to characterise the sermons of Horace Bushnell,
but he has long been to me a representative man of the new
Evangelism, although I know nothing of him, or his life,
of
his methods of thought or work.
But the other day he died,

45 and his life was written.
There I hvet ounnd , ot mt oytht
amazement, that Bushnedd*s method of looking at truth is de13
fined by himself as an exercise of the Imagination.

Bushnell died in February 1876 and his Life and Letters were pub
lished by his daughter M.B. Cheney,

is
saw

an

'I once

on a starlit night in autumn erect an electric

hotel-keeper

light to

Then there

a visit by Drummond to the Niagara Falls.

to

a reference

in New York in 1880.

show his guests Niagara'

Massachusetts,

while visiting Northfield,

This could have occurred

(p.40).

last five days of his expedition to

near Lake Erie,

during the

the Rocky Mountains in the late

summer of 1879.

Drummond gave a talk to the Theological Club on 9th January 1882
on

"Natural

to

ideas

in the Spiritual Sphere" in which he tested reaction

Law

later

included

Spiritual World.

same year'.

possibility,

especially

in

Introduction

of

Natural

A paper in 1880 or 1881

as

he

begins

"The

New

therefore seems a

Evangelism"

passage on the danger of voicing heretical opinions.
heroism in these times to deal with anything new.

I move for a

verge on danger'

theological

wrestled

suspension

and

the

and

'It is no small

But this is a theo

removal

Aberdeen,

This could be a reference
disturbance

challenge

of Oriental Languages

College,

a

little among lines of thought which may seem to

(p.3) .

unrest

with

with

and I do not need to ask the protection of that name

logical society;

while

Law in the

is unlikely to have given two addresses to the

He

the

Club

the

in

of

of

within

biblical

Professor

the

Free

to

the intense

Church

coatacasm which led

Robertson

Smith

from the

and Old Testament Exegesis at the Free

in 1881.

as

it .

to the

Chair
Church

An earlier rather than a later date is

13. NE, p.38.
Further references are given after qumtthamns in the
text.
Horace Bushnell
(1802-76) is described in the Oxford
Dictionary of the Christian Church as an American Congregational
divine, the pioneer of liberal hhemdmga in New England.
Drummond
later called on his widow during his visit to American
Colleges
in 1887.
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also

implied

Drummond’s

by

tnntaaiveness

'I do not know what the new Evangelism is,

know that I

write

am trying to know'

about

the

whole

subject.

and it is because I do not

I write because I ought to know,

this paper.

and

.
. 14
(p.3).

The text of "The New Evangelism"

Drummond argues for the need for a new evangelism on two counts.
First,
to

and

current experience shows that the Gospel as preached is failing

influence

the

minds of men,

particularly the younger generation,

impact on the non church-going population.

is having little

He

quotes statistics for Glasgow indicating that the numbers of non-Roman

Catholics who did not go to church had increased from 30,000 in 1847
to 150,000 at the
crease

time

of writing,

in population of the city.
is

what is being presented

out of all proportion to the in
He suggests that this is because

a Gospel for a Former Age.

fit into all the folds of men’s being.
it is a bad fit;'

The

a new Evangelism.

tinually

It is not in itself bad - but

(p.7).

second reason

accommodate

,

is

that the nature of truth demands from time

'Theology

and

come

is a thing that moves.'
to

boundless

It must con

terms with new and emerging areas

of knowledge, particularly in the field of Nature.
contrary to

’It does not

This is in no way

truth in the Bible which he describes as ’a book of such

elasticity that the

furthest growth of the truth-sense can

never find its response outgrown.

And it is in this elasticity that

14. It should be noted, however, that James W. Kennedy in his introduc
tion to his chapter on "The New Evangelism" in Henry Drummond ;
An Anthology implies a later date, but without quoting evidence,
when he states ’Almost twenty years after presenting his address
on "Spiritual Diagnosis", Drummond prepared another paper out of
the richness of his experience, in which he attempted to make clear
what he called "The New Evangelism"’.
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one finds a aanction for a new t^l^^c^^c^gyto be the basis of a new Evan

gelism.

It

theology' (p.10).

a new

encourages

Drummond

then gives

an apt illustration of the effect of Time on Truth.

As the serpent periodically casts its skin, so Truth.
The
number of times it has cast its skin marks the number of stages
in its forward growth.
Many of the shelves of our theological
libraries are simply museums of the cast skin of Truth .
The
living organism has glided out of them to seek a roomier vest
ment:.
(p.11)
He

First,

makes

then

three specific

He was

always

... an uncomfortable presence about one’s

’

in court,

a

great

He was the haunting presence

(p.15).

tile kingdoms of heaven and earth’

was underplayed

be corrected.

as

a

The part played by Christ

the divine and cosmic aspect.

although there were
Thirdly,

was presented

’was to adjust matters between hos

theological person whose function

was looked at largely from

Christ

Secondly,

Recorder’ (p.14).

sitting in judgement

either actually

or collecting material for the next case.
of

against the old theology.

the Conception of God generally conveyed was not a God of love,

but a God to be feared.

life.

charges

His humanity

signs that this was beginning to

the concept of man’s salvation emphasised his

status rather than his character.

It was concerned with the judicial

salvation achieved by Christ in the life to come, rather than character

’The prime end of religion was to get

formation in the present life.

off;

the plan of salvation was an elaborate scheme for getting off;

and after a man had faced that scheme,

it, the one thing needful was secured'

Drummond

then

goes

on

to

constructing the new Evangelism.
must not be doctrinal’ .

understood it,

acquiesced in

(p.18).

establish

two

guiding principles

in

The first is that ’the new Evangelism

By this he means that a man must not be con

fronted with doctrine in the form of ready made propositions, he must

be encouraged to seek out the truth for himself by study and reflection

on biblical material direct.

He suggests that there are three essen-
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departments

hatd

in

that

dogmatism

truth,

the

defines

truth,

truth.

t pypmuahamttdt eymnmoay»

Church,

is

a danger to true

responsibility

personal

work

church's

criticism

-

and

supmotydI yy

encourages

gu^n^ess

evangelism that prptattyss

hht auhhoahay

evangelism in that it

and

that

the

idea

of hee

relieves a man of
of

inOtddabalaty.

An anfaddably standard is a temptation to a mechanical faith.
Infallibility always paralyses. It gives rest, but it is the rest
of stagnation.
Men make one great ctt oI tahey tt the beginn
ing of their lives - then have done with it for ever.
All
moral, intellectual, and spiritual effort is over';
and a cheap
hhemdogy ends in a cheap dafe. (p.22)

sense in which the B ible I s I ifallible, but truth in

is a

There

the Bible is not the same as truth as expressed in theology.
In theology ... truth is propositional, tied up in neat par
cels, systematized and arranged I n Io^:^<^^1 ordrr •
In the
There is an atmosphere here, an
Bible, truth is a fountain.
expansaveness, an atfataty.
Theology is essentially finite,
and it only contains as much anfanate truth as can be chained
down by its finite words ... There aar few minds which can
really take truth in this theological form.
Truth is a thing
to be slowly absorbed, not to be bolted whole, (p.23)
Pointing out that few of the products of Nature can be assimilated
as

corn for example must be ground and cooked, Drummond

they stand,

suggests that Truth can only be absorbed in a similar way.

separate,
he must

prepare,

think,

do

dissolve,

digest,

work,

’Man must

and most of these

for himself and within himself’ (p.25).

He then compares

theology with a greengrocer who arranges fruit in his window.

He de

scribes different varieties but he does not help a person to eat them.

He concludes by asserting that

lumps
and

is not natural,

therefore

Evangelism’

proper,

a propositional

’

... truth in infadlabdy propositional

assimilable

food for the

soul

of man;

theology is not the subject-matter of

(p.26).

There are a number of quite lengthy passages in this ssethan which
are repeated more

in

Natural

Omddowu:

Law

in

or less word for word in the ^hatte tn Parasitism

the

Spiritual

World.

They

can

be

taaulated

as
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New Evangelism

Natural Law

Criticism, dogmatism and
evangelism ...

p . 20

p.358

You cannot cut and dry truth

p^O

p.360

Infallibility always paralyses

p. .0

p.361

The Greengrocer

p..O

p.364

Key phrases

A

close study shows

have been altered
that

this

likely

to meet the needs

version

the

that

that some words

contains

"New

would hardly have used material
a theological

in print.

of a wider secular audience and

amplifying

Evangelism"

is

in the Natural Law version

paragraphs.

It

the earlier version.

would

seem

Drummond

from a published work in a paper to

society without some hint that it had already appeared

It is also a good illustration of the careful way in which

Drummond conserves and polishes his material so that it makes maximum

impact on his audience.

There

this aspect of his work.

It is from a letter to a friend,

is a reference worth quoting here on

dated 2nd

January, 1890.

This is a delightful sketch of yours, and really important.
If you ask my honest opinion, I shall give it on all the points
you ask ... The style is not good! ... Sentences are over
loaded;
and though words are always well chosen, no work has
been spent on improving it ... You can do it, i.e., write
better, if you wil 0 nll o kee. he. simpeo rule of the Umbrian
and "fence in the morning hours". A Nineteenth Century article
should be written at least three times - once in simplicity,
once in profundity, and once to make the profundity appear
stmpnci.ty.15
.
The second guiding principle

is

defined

by

Drummond as

is nno tt be tth Reasso1.

is apprehended by the

1 The

in constructing the New Evangelism

leading Faculty of the new theology

He orruee ocnniwaiwnlb Otha opewnWual tanta

faculty of he. iruwaatWrao and this is partic

ularly relevant. when considering the woards and ideas of Christ which

he suggests were expressed with that end in view.

15. Adam Smith, p.091.
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Take almost any of His words.
To what faculty do they appeal?
Almost without exception to the Imagination.
And this is the
main thing I wish to say tonight.
I do not merely refer to
His parables, to His allusions to nature, to the miracles,
to His endless symbolism - the comparisons between Himself
and bread, water, vine, wine, shepherd, doctor, light, life
and a score of others.
But all His most important sayings
are put up in such form as to make it perfectly clear that
they were deliberately designed for the Imagination.
(pp.28
29)
>A passage

fc>llows which

sermon entitled Clairvoyance

strongly reminiscent

is

in The

Ideal

Lif,

of

artt ff hhe

dated 188t

where he

also refers to Christ’s appeal to the imagination.
Words of the intellect cannot hold God - the finite cannot
hold the infinite.
But an image can.
So God has made it
possible for us by giving us an external world to make imagewords .
The external world is not a place to work in, or to
feed in, but to see in.
It is a world of images, the external
everywhere revealing the eternal.
Thh key to the external
world is to look not at the things which are seen, but in
looking at the things which are seen to see through them to
the things that are unseen., (pp.29-30)
He continues

man

to

the

logical

an image of Himself,

image of His person.

'He gave

the Man Christ Jesus

the

God gave
express

This was the one image that was wanting in the

image-vocabulary of truth,
Drummond’s

conclusion that in Christ

remarks

and the Incarnation supplied it’

on

the

(p.30).

potential numinosity of the parables

are worth quoting at this point.

You see a parable, you discern it;
it enters your mind as
an image, you ' image it, imagine it.
I am the Bread of Life.
With what faculty do we apprehend that?
We look at it long
and earnestly, and at first are utterly bjaffled bf it.
But
as we look it grows more and more transparent, and we see
through it.
We do not undejrs-fcand it;
if we weer asked what
we saw, we should be surprised at the difficulty we had in
defining it.
Some image rose out of the word Bread, became
slowly living, sank into our soul, and vanished.
The pecu
liarity of this expression is that it is not a simile.
"I
am like bread".
Christ does not say that.
I am bread - the
thipg itself.
And that faculty, standing face to face with
truth, draws aside tth veil, or pierces it, sei.zee the living
substance, absorbs iit
ant t he soul is nourish. d.
(p3.3132)
He

concludes

his

paper

with

the suggestion

that there are two

main hindrances to the acceptance of the new Evangelism, unspirituality

,
/

!
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and

He

laziness.

that the

asserts

carnal mind hates

any spiritual

exercise or effort and that the supreme factor in tchaeeang spiritual

is consecration.

knowledge

will

God’

of

The

effort.

'To know His

(p.41).

A

matasteo

can

doctrinal
become

phrases, a reproducer of Hoode.

all effort'

16

doctrine a man must do the

sermon
'a

mere

can

be

made

mechanic,

a

wahe

little

repeater

of

nnd the people - they too are spared

(p.42).

Finally Drummond sweetens the padd for his hearers with a caution

based on Jesus'

words,

The

desireth new".

"No man having tasted the old wine straightway

introduction of the new Evangelism is a delicate

It should not be urged on those who really feel that the old

matter.

is better.

Like so many of his addresses, his final words are worth

quoting in full.

There are many saints in our Churches, and if the old wine
is really their liOy-bdood, we can but wish them God-speed
with all humility.
Younger men wilI come to us t too f when
our wwin its old Enid the ssiu hha set upon our new theology;
but
tt thm manw wha a re wotahhn for the dawn, and thiese are
many, our evangel may perhaps bring some light and fulfil glad
ness and liberty.
Least of all have we anything to do with wilfully destroying
the dld.
Christ wts never destruatyve i n HI s yhemdUs.
tt
was veer exquishyd tat, > a ti?ue understanding <ef men add a
delicate respect for them, that made Him say, "I came not to
destroy but to fulfil".
(pp. 42-43)

Comment
"The

New

Evangelism:

and

its

Relation

to

Cardinal Doctrines"

exhibits a freshness of style and livydaness of imagination that make
it

one

of

the

most

represents perhaps

readable
Drummond's

and stimulating of his

addresses.

It

first attempt to outline his personal

16. Charles Hodge (1797-1878) was a noted American Presbyterian whose
three volume Systematic Theology (1871-1873) was much in vogue
in Drummond's time.
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theology

before

his

or less formal way.

of

tion

Missions"

Science

in 1890,

its Applications"
and

academic

to be

his

to

immediate

professional

contemporaries

in a more

His ideas are further developed in "The Contribu

Christianity"
and

in

1884,

"The

Problem

"The Method of the New Theology,

in 1892.

of

Foreign

and some of

These four papers, prepared for clerical

audiences would seem to constitute a strand in his work

distinguished

from his

sermons, his addresses to students,

and

major published works Natural Law in the Spiritual World and The

Ascent of Man.
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D

natural law in the spiritual world

Introductory Remarks

Natural

Law. . in the

It was an immediate success.
sold

and

Swedish.

translations
book

ThT

World was published

Spiritual

made

in

June

1883.

Within five years 69,000 copies had been

into

consists

French,

of

a

Danish,

German,

series

of

papers

Dutch,

arising

and

from

addresses first biven to the mission conggegaaion at bpssilpark during

the

years

18753

to

1882,

some

journal The Clerical World,

of

which

were

published

in

a London

together with a lengthy lg0ksdrc0iog which

was originally formulated as a paper given to the Glasgow Theological

Club in January 1882.
Encouraged by the reception of the articles in The Clerical World

and by one of his friends in the Theological Club, Drummond tried out

the

Introduction

lishers.
Messrs.

some of the papers on two

Theh w eer rejee0od,

but shortly after,

leading London pub

Mr.

H.H. HodUek of

HsUdek and Stoughton approached him independently with a view

to reprinting the
The

and

following

articles

and

the

idea of a book was consolidated.

extract from a long undated quotation from Drummond's

papers indicates both the pressure under which he worked and something
of his method of construction.

The next step was to hold a post mortem examination on my Re
jected Addresses.
I found mortal wounds in one or two of the
papers, but the few which seemed most fit for resuscitation'
were forwarded as a first instalment to the publisher ... I
would have
given anything just then to have gained time,
for nearly half my remaining material was useless ... I set
to work replacing the most decayed of the papers with new ones,
and these were literally written, I believe, like most literary
work - with the printer's demon waiting at my elbow. The sub
jects were chosen as I went along, and as the printer was
exasperating^ punctual, they received the barest
possible
justice
... Owing to the lengthened interval between the
writing of one paper and another, consistency was almost
impossible.17
In the book

itself,

17. Adam Smith, p-150.

Drummond confirms

that the papers were not
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designed to

appear in a collective form,

but were published 'out of

regard to the wish of known and unknown friends’

be

found

’of unequal

from

which

held

together,

and

freshness,

factors

which

despite

and

according to the standpoint

interest and value,

Nettrhhehees,

they are re^^arded'

and that they will

they are more than

by Drummond’s vigorous style

this unevenness,

tht use tf ltimntllSi tg atd usual al

George

Adam Smith referred to

cletet^ation,

in his analysis of the

immediate popularity of the book:

With the exception of a few passages the book is beautifully
written.
But the clear and simple style is charged with an
enthusiasm, and carries a wealth of religious experience which
capture the heart, and tempt the thoughtful reader to become
indifferent to rCmeet every prejudice which the introduction
.
1 9
has excited in his mind.
Drummond took considerable trouble over layout and presentation.
Each chapter, apart from the Introduction, has an appropriate philoso

phic oo' pootic quotation on the reverse of the title page, and oppos
ite

under the chapter title, two short quotations, one from scripture

and one from a secular source, illustrating his general theme that religion
and

science operate under the same laws.

The chapter headings after

the Preface are as follows:
E-temal Lffe
Environment
Conformity to Type
Semi-Parasitism
Parasitism
Classification

Introduction
Biogenesis
Degeneration
Growth
Death
Mortification

The

form and

content of Natural

iaw in the

such that it merits chapter by chapter comment,

to

the

addresses

in The

Ideal Life.

Spiritual World are

similar to that given

The chapter lengths

vary con

siderably, and it has been a little difficult to achieve a srtleOactery
balance.

Inevitably

a

considerable

18. Ni,
(p.xv).
Further references
the text.
19. Adam Smith, pp. 213-214.

amount

are

of

given

material

after

has

been

quotations

in
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including nearly all the supporting references from religious

omitted,

and scaethifio orateou, but it is hoped that enough has been retained

to

give a true

indication of the general

style and argument of the

book.

The Preface
In the Preface, Drummond outlines the background to the emergence

of the oeer-raning principle which links his chapters •fcom>e•fch<3ao - that
many of the

Spiritual World are simply Wh

laws of the

laws

of the

He frames the principle as a question:

Natural World.

Can we identify the Natural Laws, or any one of them, in the
Spiritual Sphere?
That vague lines everywhere run through
the Spiritual World is already beginning to be recognised.
Is it possible to link them with those great lines running
through the visible universe which we call the Natural Laws,
or are they fundamentally distinct;?
In a worm, Is the Super
natural natural or unnatural?
(p.vi)

The necessity for formulating the proposition arose from his ex

perience

in

weekday

preparing

students at the Free

his

Sunday

sermons

originally kept

for

his

the

two

lectures

the

Natural

Sciences for

Church College alongside the preparation of
working

areas

class

audience

of thought

in two compartments of my aand' .

gave way he

on

at

Possalpaok.

He

'shut off from one another

Gradually as the wall of partition

found the greatest change in his expression of religious

'I found the truth running out to my audience on the Sunday,

adyts.

by the week-day outlets

...

I nasooveren myself enunciating spiritual

law in the exact terms of Biology and Physics'

(p.vaa).

He interpreted what■ he was doing as more than parabolic aldushot-

tamn

be

'It was

an entire

re-casting of truth'.

traced in the Spiritual World

dyntatd’
of this

and

lead

to

a

If Natural Law could

'it would offer religion a new cre-

'truly scientific theology'.

The

emergence

theory caphaethed his mind with what would appear to be the
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self-authenticating power of religious experience.

I confess that even when in the first dim vision, the organis
ing hand of Law moved among the ug-nkUekgU truths of my Spiri
tual World, poor and scantily-furnished as it was, there seemed
to come over it the beauty of a tragsilauea0lon . . . and it
has been a substantial relief to me throughout that the idea
rose up thus in the course of practical work and shaped itself
day by day unconsciously.
(pp^ix-xi)
He cautions the reader on the danger of applying a new principle

too

widely

and

warns

that

its

application

has

decided

limits.

In

characteristic style he goes on:
And if elsewhere with undue enthusiasm I seem to magnify the
principle at stake, the exaggeration - like the extreme ampli
fication of the moon's disc when near the horizon - must be
charged to that almost necessary aberration of light which
distorts every new idea while it is yet slowly climbing to
its zenith.
(p.xvi)
He continues

in

the

illustrating again the eiotlogtl

same vein,

impact of the new idea in his mind:

I ran up the Natural Law as far as it would go, and the appro
priate doctrine seldom even loomed in sight till I had reached
the top.
Then it burst into view in a single moment.
I can
scarcely now say whether in those moments I was more overcome
with thankfulness that Nature was so like Revelation, or more
filled with wonder that Revelation was so like Nature.
(p.xvii)
He

moves

to

on

the

discuss

relationship

between

Science

and

Theology and suggests that now that Science 'has made the world around

articulate',

it offers both to

corroborate and purify Theology.

He

points out that no man can study Science without a change coming over

view of truth.

his
it' .

’Science

cannot overthrow Faith;

but it shakes

Those whose mental attitude has been affected by the scientific

method cry out in Religion for a new standpoint, and he concludes 'What
is

required,

therefore,

- for they began

the

to

draw Science and Religion together

centuries hand

the naturalness of the supernatural'

in hand - is the

(p.xxii).

again

disclosure of
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The Introduction
a

Is

somewhat

lengthy

Introduction,

Drummond

the

defines

'statements of the orderly condition of things

of Nature as

in Nature by a sufficient number of competent observers'

.. . found
(p.5),

points out that these laws in themselves may not in fact have

stand the part by some Hand

call

and

absolute

They are like parallels of latitude ’drawn for us to under

existence.

the

into

inquiry

Laws

the Natural

simple

question

Sphere?

He resolves his

that drew the whole'.
’Do these

lines stop with what we

He goes on to discuss the place of

(p.6),

analogy in comparing the phenomena of the spiritual world with those
of

the

natural

of

views

quoting Plato’s doctrine

world,

writers,

other

finally

suggesting that

to prove Religion but to

Nature

of

'we

cave

are

and the

spared all

firstly because it is not the func

discussion on this worn subject' ,

tion

of the

interpret;,

is not a question of analogy but of identity.

and secondly

it

’The position that we

have been led to take up is not that the Spiritual Laws are analogous
to the Natural Laws, but that they are the same Laws’
He

that

notes

its own estimate,
a

different

every

to the present Science has taken theology at

up

as a thing apart;,

governmental

scheme'.

department of Nature,

Spiritual

World,

confronted with

the

Law

of

of

the

a different werCd,

crept into

to the borders of the

Continuity ceases and men are

'the Great Exception'.

are real,

suddenly

The fact that Science can hear

makes it regard religion as decadent.

like Science must progress and evolve.

SpeituaC World

a ’world under

The Reign of Law has

but when it comes

nothing of ’the Great Exception’

But Theology,

(p.11).

they ought to come

If the phenomena

into

the

sphere

of Law and be subject to criticism by the scientific method.
Drummond does not see this as an attempt to prove the existence

of the Spiritual World,

a possibility no more likely to be successful

than an attempt to prove the Natural World to be an object of recogni
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senses.

taon to the

His

the Spiritual World,

facts in

aim is to consider certain known

arrange them, discover their Laws and to 'inquire

if they can be stated "in terms of the rest of our knowledge" ' , in
\
order to help the earnest enquirer and to remove vagueness. He allows,
however that room is still left for mystery.

a Religion without mystery is absurd’

tery is unknown;

Drummond moves on
demonstrate

that

in Part II of the

the £;piritual is

the

but

Natural,

'A Science without mys

Natural

the

not

the

projection

(p.28).

Introduction to attempt to

projection
downward

upward

of

the

of the Spiritual.

He begins with the statement;
Briefly indicated, the ground taken up is this, that if Nature
be a harmony, Man in all his relations - physical, mental,
moral and spiritual - falls to be included within its circle.
It
is
altogether unlikely that man spiritual should be
violently separated in all the cmnditamt$ of growth, develop
ment, and diOe, from man physical.
(p..35)

He goes on

departments

to point out that while the division of Science into

such

artificiality

to

Botany,

as

facilitate

and

Geology

knowledge,

it

Astronomy
is

is

important

a

necessary

to

think of

And as the principle of evolution is found in many

Nature as a whole.

daOfyoent sciences, it is likely to be a universal principle and cannot

be

presumed

to

be

excluded

from

the

domain

of the spiritual

life.

He then suggests that there is a Law which governs Laws, the Law

of Cottanuatyo

There is

universe'.
to

which

(p.40).

which puts

Laws
He

shall

'the finishing touch to the harmony of the

'the necessity of some principle or Law according
be,

illustrates

and be

its

"cottanuous”

application

by

throughout the

cotsideoitg

the

system’
law

of

gravitation;
There is no reason apart from continuity to expect that gravi
tation for instance should prevail outside our world.
But
wherever matter has been detected throughout the entire uni
verse;, whether in the form of a star or a planet, comet or
meteorite, it is found to obey that law.
(p.41)
Turning

to

the

objection

that

many of the Natural

Laws appear
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to have no connection with the Spiritual World, he discusses the place

that gravitation might have in such a world and points out that there
and that ’If the spirit be

is no proof that it does not hold there,

be

’ be

the

that

superior to gravity’

aamed

wwth

new

and

operators,

the

that

ii

to rise

laws

the possibility that there may be

After a lengthy

in the Spiritual World.

argument he concludes that such laws may well exist, and

old

laws

in a weaker

though

enable

only modes of operation and not

are

he discusses

undiscovered

and complex

which

peters

it may

(p.42).

After emphasising that Laws

themselves

And further,

it certainly must hold’.

in any sense material

in the lower world still

sense, being less conspicuous on account of their

the new laws.

subordination to

apply in the spiritual,

He goes on to suggest that the im

pression received in studying the two worlds side by side would natur
ally be that tth lceeh wword
ing

on

which

the

but in fact the

field

was

the

higher

wws

and

fO>emed filet,

Spirituaal

exact opposite has

Soleiturl

World'

should

'’s a kind c>f

hheeawa^d bb raised’ ,

been the case

(p.53),

’The

first in the

He draws his arguments to a

close in a passage which affirms the priority of the Spiritual:
The dinhs of the Spiritual existed first, and it was natural
to expect that when the "intelligence resident in the ’Unseen’"
proceeded to Orreh the material universe He should go upon
the lines already laid down.
He would, in short, simply pro
ject the higher Laws downward, so that the Natural World would
become an incarnation, a visible representation, a working
model of the spiritual,
(p.56)

He then refers to a text from St. Paul "We look not at the things
which are seen, but at the things which are not seen;

which

are

eternal"

seen are

-temporal,

but the

for the things

things which are not seen are

(II Corinthians 4.18) which was also the text for his sermon

"Cdairvoyrsce"

already

referred to

in the

Ideal Life,

and concludes

his Introduction with a passage which is almost word for word the same
as one in that address:
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The visible is the ladder up to the invisible;
the temporal
is but the scaffolding of the eternal.
And when the last
immaterial souls have climbed through this material to God,
the scaffolding shall be taken down, and the earth dissolved
with fervent heat - not because it was base, but because its
work is done.
(p.57, and IL p.137)

"Biogenesis"

Drummond
an

account

introduces

his

the eclipse of the

of

main

first

only

come

from

pke-exos0lna

"Biogenesis",

with

doctrine of spontaneous generation

of life from matter by experimental

can

chapter

evidence which showed that life

life.

He

quotes

T.H.

Huxley

as

announcing categorically that the doctrine of Biogenesis, or life only

from

life,

'victorious

is

along the whole

line

at the ppeesgg deay'

(p.63) .
He goes on to

in

the
in

the

religious

concept that

course

the

suggest that toere has been a similar discussion

world.

The equivalent to spontaneous generation is

'a man may become gradually better and better until

the

of

process

nature known as Spiritual

Life

the

doctrine

of

world

to

mineral
ment,

the

side

...

evolution

can

attribute

of

or

is

the

The spiritual man is no mere development

affirms

animal

that

world

(p.65).

'the passage from the mineral
is

hermetically

sealed

on

the

no change of substance, no modification of environ

chemistry,

no

genesis

plant

'The Spiritual Life

He is a New Creation born from Above'

in Nature

Biogenesis

that quality of religious

it is the normal and appropriate

...

Regeneration.

gift of the Living SplkiO.

of the natural man.

reaches

Opposing this is the equivalent to Bio

development of natural man*.
genesis,

he

no

endow

Life'

in Religion

electricity,

any

single

(p.68).
'

...

atom

There
the

nor any form of energy, nor any

is

of
an

the

mineral

world with the

equivalent bteelee in Bio

first thing that strikes the eye is a
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The passage from the Natural World to the Spiritual

great gulf fixed.

World is hermetically sealed on the natural side ... No organic change,
no

aonaOicthamn

of

no

evolution of character,

environment,

no

energy,

mental

goes

from

the

world

on

next

order

in

1 except a man be born again
the

Spirit,

cannot enter

he

of change is the Spirit.

(p.71).

. . .

the Spiritual World

beneath

it

by

is guarded

a law of Biogenesis -

except a man be born of water and of

the Kingdom of God'

(p.71).

agent

The

'The breath of God, blowing where it dastete,

with its mystery

touches

that

state

to

yOOoot,

no progress of oaeadasahimn can endow any

human soul with the thtoabuhy of Spiritual LaOy'
Drummond

no moral

of Life

the dead souls

of men,

bears

across the bridgele^ gulf between the natural and the spiritual

them

. . .

and develops within them those new and secret faculties, by which those

who

are born again are

said to see

the Kingdom of God*

(pp.72-73).

Drummond reinforces his argument with further quotations from scripture

and then suggests that there are not two laws of Biogenesis, but mte.
'Wherever there is Life, Life of any kind, this same law holds'

(pp.75

76) .

After

asserting

that knowledge of the Spiritual World can only

come by way of revelation from above,

does not know'
that the

about spiritual

attheos,

and that the agnostic

’really

Drummond goes on to

suggest

Christian and the nmn-Chrastiat man

nastatotaon between the

is similar to that between a crystal and an organism, between a stone
and

a pdtth^.

Both

are made of the

prmpyohies of matter,
terious
added

something

over

and

but a plant possesses

called Life

above

same atoms

all

the

...

and display the same

something more,

’a mys

an original and unique possession

properties

common

to

both1

(p.81).

Natural man belongs to the present order of things and is endowed with
a

high quality of the natural

a nastanct kind of Life added

animal
to

life.

The Spiritual man

’has

all the other phases of Life which
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he manifests

he that hath the Son hath Life - a new and dlstlgot

...

... He is of the timeless state, of Eter

and supernatural endowment.

nity'

^.81-82).

It

is

difference not of development but of generation.

a

distinction

is

nevertheless

geii

a

must

be

an

old

retained.

It

one,

from all other religions.

fashioned

also

these religions

man'.

theology,

distinguishes

Christianity

(p.83).

He acknowledges, that

'may be developments of the natural, mental or moral

But Christianity is more.

It is the infusion into the Spiritual

man of a New Life, of a quality unlike anything else in Nature'
The 'something extra'

Spiritual

Life is inside the tissue and

It is not a visit from a force

soul'

can

be drawn from Biology as

individual

soul.

servation'

and

'but a resident tenant in

whose mode of indwelling is

the

(p.87),

New life

then

(p.84).

is Cheiit.

Like Vitality in nature,
substance.

which

'There is no true sense in which a man can

He that hath the Buddha hath Life'

say,

stern

The

develop

to

a mystery.

Analogies

the process of Regeneration

should dawn suddenly,
gradually.

coming

in the

'without ob

There may be a distinction

between the real moment of contact with the living Spirit and the con

scious moment.

Drummond ends the chapter with a passage linking his

scientific observation with his evangelical experience.

The line between the living and the dead is a sharp line.
When the dead atoms of Carbon, Hydrogen, Oxygen, Nitrogen,
are seized upon by Life, the organism at first is very lowly.
It possesses few functions.
It has little beauty.
Growth
is the work of time.
But Life is not.
That comes in a moment.
At one moment it was dead;
the next it lived.
This is conver
sion, the "passing" as the Bible calls it, "ikoi Death unto
Life".
Those who have stood by another's side at the solemn
hour of this dread possession have been conscious sometimes
of an experience which words are not allowed to utter - a some
thing like the sudden snapping of a chain, the waking from
a dream.
(p.94)
The

'gkli distinction'

which Drummond so clearly assess,

of the points taken up his critics.

was one

James Young Simpson in his short
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biography states:

... it was urged with justice that he not only took no account
of personal volition, but also in the hard dine drawn between
the living Christian and the man who is spiritually dead,
failed to recognise the whole range of "orhvenihnh grace",
and the "radical spirituality of all mhn".^0
Drummond

Biogenesis

in

apparently considered the withdrawal of the chapter on
later editions of Natural Law,

to leave the book unchanged.

but eventuadly decided

Simpson states that in a draft of a new

preface probably dated 1891, Drummond wrote ’Some of the forms in which
truth

is

stated

reflection,

in

this book are now outgrown.

And yet,

after much

I have resisted the thought of materially adding or taking

away from it except by a passing wera.

written for its day'.

The wise know that a book is

21

"Degeneration"

The second chapter is less controversial.

After introducing the

natural law ’The Principle of Reversion to Type’ by quoting an example
of a variegated colony of pigeons, which iff Ihf-t to its own on an un
inhabited island would revert to a single monochrome species? Drummond

sets out his thesis:
If a man neglect himself for a few years he will change into
a worse man and a lower man.
If it is his body that he
neglects, he will deteriorate into a wild and bestial savage
- like the de-humanised men who are discovered sometimes upon
desert islands.
If it is his mind, it will degenerate into
imbecility and madness - solitary confinement has the power
to unmake men’s minds and leave them idiots.
If he neglect
his conscience, it will run off into lawlessness and vice.
Or, lastly, if it is his oocl > tm st ti inltrtably atrophy,
drop off in ruin and decay.
pp.99)

He then notes that according to Science there are three possibil

ities open to all diving organisms - Balance, Evolution, end Degenera-

20. Simpson, p.128.
21. Simpson, c132.

- 64 The first is not really applicable to the world of organic daOe,

haon.

where

but

attempted

Evolution,

uninspiring.

is

man

by

nifOacudt,

monotonous and

fatiguing,

or upward growth is more niffao.udh, most men

attempt it for a haae, but growth is slow and despair overtakes them.

The

in

majority

accept Degeneration.

each man's nature.

within his

feels

him downward with

impelling

motion

'He

The principle is already
soul

supreme

a silent drifting

irresistible force'

(p.101).

In

theological

terms

'Gradually,

with gathering momentum it sinks a man further and further

this

is

sin,

a gravitation or bias

and lands him,

from God and righteousness,

natural law, in the hell of a neglected life'

towards

evad.

by the sheer action of a
(pp.102-103).

Spiritual life, the ’sum total of the functions which resist sin’,
alone gives the soul'power to utilise temptation and trial.
left

atuedO

to

'unwttoeen,

uncultivated,

into death by its own nature’

Man can only escape his

principle.

is

definite

a

process

to which

soul

must fall away

Salvation is an active saving
fate by taking resolute hold of

’be borne by it to the opposite goal'

the upward power and
It

(p.104).

unredeemed,

The

(p.108).

a man must submit to obtain

its

benefits.

Neglect of the
In

a

soul

characteristic

despoils

passage,

it of its capacity for salvation.

Drummond then

both

describes

the soul,

and its potential destruction.

The soul, in its highest sense, is a vast capacity for God.
It is like a curious chamber added on to being, and somehow
involving being, a chamber with elastic and contractile walls,
which can be expanded, with God as its
guest, iniimitably,
but which without God shrinks and shrivels until every vestige
of the Divine is gone, and God's image is left without God’s
Spirit.
One cannot call what is left a soul;
it is a
shrunken, useless organ, a capacity sentenced to death by- dis
use, which droops as a withered hand by the sane, and cumbers
nature like a rotted branch.
(p.110)
Escape lies

the

higher

Christ'

' in the gradual putting off of all that cannot enter

ttyOe,

(p-ll?) .

or

heaven,

'Each man

and

simultaneously

the

putting

on

of

'in tth sidytoy of his own soul must work
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salvation for himself with fear and trembling’ .

out this

The lines

of escape can be summarised in the words ’do the opposite of Neglect’.
The

must be

soul

cultivated so

that all its powers open out to God,

’and in beholding God be drawn away from sin’

(p.118).

A new creature

must be developed among the ruins of the odd.

‘

The chapter ends with an appeal to develop in the religious nature
the

of

Sound

the

of

equivalents

Sense

of Sight

hearing of the Shepherd's voice),

(the

the Sense

(purity of heart),

the Sense

of Touch

(faith), and the Sense of Taste (a spiritual hunger for God).

Together

cultivated the Talent for Inspiration which

with them must be

and illuminates creation with

trates the whole soul with sacred fire,

and

God',

the

for the Love

capacity

’pene

of God

’the

expanding capacity

for feeling more and more its height and depth, its length and breadth’

(p.120).

"Growth"

Drummond

heads

this

chapter with the

text

of the field how they grow" (Matthew 6,28).
growth

organic

is

not

with

oeisciole

eyeterieuenees;

of

matter

a

violent

two

applicable to

"Consider

the

lilies

He suggests that spiritual

effort,

but the adoption of one

characteristics,
the natural

spenhrnhouesese

and eoiriturd,

and

animal and

plant, body and soul.
The spentaneouenees of growth is seen in science, and in universal
experience,
simple

A

"A boy grows,

cendihlene

are

for example,

fulfilled,

and

without trying.

the

doctor has no prescription for growth,

growth

goes

One or two
on'

(p.126).

he can explain how it may

be stunted or impaired, but Nature keeps the process in her own hands.

No physician of the

soul has

any prescription for spiritual growth:
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It is the question he is most often asked and most often
answers wrongly.
He may prescribe more earnestness, more
prayer, more self-denial, or more Christian work.
These are
prescriptions for something, but not for growth.
Not that
they may not encourage growth;
but the soul grows as the lily
grows, without trying, without fretting, without ever thinking
... earnest souls who are attempting sanctification by struggle
instead of sanctification by faith might be spared much
humiliation by learning the botany of the Sermon on the Mount,
(pp. 126-127)

Drummond

on

goes

to

distinguish

Christian and the growth of the moralist,

organism and

growth

'The first grows initially from within,

a dead crystal.

related to that already made

(p.128).

The distinction

in the chapter on Biogenesis

whether or not a man has within him the indwelling Christ.
of
...

Salvation

is perfection,

ChklsOPike mind,

the

'The end

128-129).

This

'A lily grows mysteriously, pushing

up its solid weight of stem and leaf in the teeth of gravity’
So also the soul,

to

and being a germ

it must unfold into a christ’ (pp.

growth has an element of mystery.

as

character and life

the Life must develop out according to its type;

of the Cerlst-life,

the

of

comparing them to a living

the last adds new particles from the outside’
is

the

between

(p.131).

pushing up its delicate virtues in the teeth of sin,

shaping itself mysteriously into the image of Christ.
It is

God.

'

a question not of working,

but of being taken in hand by

"it is God which worketh

in us , both to will and to do

...

His good pleasure." ’ ( p.1^35).

flict in

own soul.

the

Christian

ih id eo es ooh Woveket taka away lic con

life or destroy man's responsibility for his

Drummond goes on to poIcO out that he is not here concerned

with the qqestion of 'ffaLth a^d wwrks* but of seeking to discover the

ahhitude

of

mined

spiritual growth.

'We

spiritual

energies,

(p.136).

Anxiety

to our spiritual

the

which

is

Christian

are noi

but

for

should

preserve regarding his

lodging a plea for inactivity of the
tranquillity

of

ihe

irrelevant and superfluous.

stature,

spiritual

mind’

'If God is adding

unfolding the new nature within us,

it is
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a mistake to keep twitching at the petals with our coarse fingers ...
If God

is

spytnatg work upon

And if he wants work, he oadd Oatn it heery - in the

that it is God.

(p.137).

being still'

the work required of a Christian to fulfil the

then analyses

He

let him be still and know

a Christian,

conditions of growth, and relates it to the life of a plant which needs
light,

heat,
'It

simply

prayer,

air^,

stands

with

still

Nature

and

bathing it

and mmashure.

lavishes

its
upon

The oondatamns

spread

leaves

-these

it

reviving it graciously with its nightly dew’

himself.

when

begins

'He makes

silence

...

all

in

unconscious

other

bounties,

a

man

forgets

(p.138).
and struggles

this

to grow

church into a workshop when God meant it to

the

be a beautiful garden.

out

pouring the nourishing air over and over it,

in sunshine,

Conflict

and

come to the pdtth.

And even in his closet, where only should reign

is heard the roar and tumult of machinery’

(p.139).

The

most anxious people in the world are Christians who misunderstand the
nature

of

Drummond

growth.

ends

chapter

the

with a Oane passage:

To tbane in Christ, to be in position, that is all. Much work
is done on board a ship crossing the Atlantic.
Yet none of
it is spent on making the ship go.
The sailor but harnesses
his vessel to the watd.
He puts his sail and rudder in pmua•tion, and lo, the miracle is wrought ... God gives the wimd,
and the water, and the heat;
man but puts himself in the way
of the wind, fixes his otter-weeed in the way of the river,
puts his piston in the way of the steam;
and so hmdnatg him
self in position before God’s Spirit, all the energies of
Omnipotence course within his soul ... (p.140)

"Death"

Drummond

begins

the

outstanding

but

ignorance

threat is gone

the

things

and

in

chapter
Nature

by

asserting that Death is one of

which

has

a spiritual

equivalent,

platitude has robbed the word of its power,

for the modern world'

(p.144).

’ahs

The meaning of Death
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depends upon

the

the meaning of Life,

which for a physiologist involves

functions of Assimilation, Waste, Reproduction and Growth,

active

and is defined by Herbert Spencer in his Principles of Biology as ’The

adjustment

continuous
It is

of

internal

relations

to

external

relations'.

a matter of a living organism being ’in vital connection with

its general

surroundings’,

or in biological language,

man, as being 'in correspondence with his environment'

defined as

therefore,

can be

be partial

or complete.

death

Complete

(p.147).

Death,

a want of this correspondence,

and may

A deaf man

is dead to

finally some

occurs when

in the case of

the world of sound.

impeehanh part breaks

down:

The cerredrtles with the other parts is very intimate, and
the stoppage of correspondence with one means an interference
with the work of the rest.
Something central has snapped,
and all are thrown out of work.
The lungs refuse to correspond
with the air, the heart with the blood.
There is now no
correspondence whatever with environment - the thing, for it
is now a thing, is Dead.
(pp.150-151)

After
disease,
as

quoting

and by accident,

entire

it

lives

or not;.

describes

of the natural

surroundings

which he

He

(p.152).

death

by

natural

and

environment,

spiritual

the natural

man,

environment as

’the

the entire external world in

and moves and has his being' , whether he is conscious
It can be

finally

man,

depending

world

from

the organism and the spiritual

thought of as widening areas

correspondence as one moves up the biological scale.
birds,

decay,

Drummond goes on to define Spleihual Death

’a want of correspondence between

environment’

of

on

Spencer

Herbert

is

have

upon

’simply the

of the natural world'

(p.157).

Plants, insects,

to more and more of the

total

capacity for correspondence.

The

access

their

of possible

outermost segment, circle, or circles
Drummond continues:

of the great mass of diving organisms, of the great mass of
men, is it not to be affirmed that they are out of corres
pondence with this outer circle?
Suppose, to make the final
issue more real, we give this outermost circle of environment
a name.
Suppose we call it God.
Suppose also we substitute
a word for ’correspondence’ to express more intimately the

Now
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relttiod,
Let us call it Communion.
We can now
accurately ihe spiritual relation of different sec
mtckicU.
Those who are in communion with God live,
are not are dead.
(pp.157-158)

aerssctl
deheeiice
tions of
those who

Saieltutl

death can

communion with God'.

The ucsalkitutl man who lives

scribed environment of the arasact world'

believe

a Supreme Being,

in a Creator,

'a want of

in ihe

'circum

is salkltutlly dead buh not

necessarily 'purposely irreligious, or directly vicious'
who

as

therefore be further defined

(p.158).

Those

or a Great Flksi Cause,

have a theology, but unless they have correspondence with this ’Unknown

God'

they are dead.

At hhe same time, without a religion of nature,

religion is only half complete.

Christian who
finds

seeks God

a atrt•

(p.165).

God is active in ihe whole,

in the outer,

or 'spiritual'

and the

zone only, only

'He who knows not God in Nature only partially lives'

Drummond

lcilsts

however,

that the converse

is not true;

He who knows God only in Nature lives not.
There is no
'coreeipocUecce’ with an Unknown God, no ’contlcusus adjust
ment' to a fixed First Cause.
There ii no 'assimilation' of
Natural Law;
no growth in the Image of 'the All-embeacina'.
To correspond with the God of Science assuredly is not to live.
"This is Life Eternal, to know Thee, the true God, and Jesus
Chrisi Whom Thou has sent".
(p.165)

He

goes on

'eaoiio it the easie so of a ir neligions ho get, but the most

theism.

difficult

(p.166).

to keep'

fallen into

History

to? reflect on the inadequacy oo natural religion and

Ih is bysiotlly unstable amd has always

'the wildest polytheism'
that

testifies

the

or inio

abandonment

leads to the tohal eclipse of virtue.

'the blankest atheism’.

of belief

rather

than

a aaesoctl God

Sin is both a turning away from

God, which results in a 'benumbing of the haaehf;

'self-gratification

in

self-denial'.

and

selfishness,

Both

are

equally

connected with Death in thah they cause paralysis of the moral nature
ihrough

cutting

off correspondence with God.

of the moral life is God'

this

environment

(p.171).

'The true

environment

The degree of correspondence with

determines development.

'If I

correspond with the
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world,

I become worldly;

if with God,

I become Divine

...

To refuse

to cultivate the religious relation is to nyna to the soul its highest
right - the right to further evolution ... You can dwarf a soul just

as

you

can

dwarf

plant by

a

it

depriving

of

full

a

environment’

(pp.172-173).

"Mortification"

In the chapter headed "Mortafacthaon" Drummond begins by reminding
his readers that the scientific definition of Death is
correspondence

of

correspondence

with

with

the

environment’ ,
spiritual

and

that

environment

a

'A Oaddatg out
which

soul

is

spiritually

has

no

dead.

He goes on to discuss the problem which faces the newly born spiritual

mam, who has passed from neahh to daOe,

a new environment.

and is in correspondence with

to get out of correspondence with the

How is he

old environment?

The moment the new daOe is begun there comes a genuine anxiety
to break with the old.
For the former environment has now
become embarrassing.
It refuses its dismissal from conscious
It competes doggedly with the new Environment for a
ness.
share of the correspondences .. . The complex and bewildered
soul, in fact, finds ihsydO in correspondence with two environ
ments, each with urgent but yet anommtthable claims.
(p.179)
Organic death and ’to go to heaven’, which would be an aamedatte

solution,

drawal
up

of

is not an open option.

The alternative is progressive with

correspondences with the

old

’Having opened

environment.

the new set of correspondences, he must deliberately close up the
Regeneration

old.

(p.181).

three

in

short

Drummond suggests

methods,

Suicide,

must

be

accompanied

by

Degeneration’

that the New Testament writers recommend

Mortification

and

Limitation,

each

being

appropriate to different forms of temptation.

He uses the term suicide, not in its absolute sense, but to convey
the

tyyn

for abrupt and

uedf-inOlactyn

action to nytd

oahe the uanu
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of the appetites and passions.

The correspondence of a drunkard with

his wine can occasionally be broken gradually, but the immediate break

is

likely to be more

in such a case is

effective.

'The expression "total

a strictly biological

formula'

abstinence"

Drummond

(p.183).

then points to a peculiarity of the sinful state in which as a general
rule/'men are linked to evil mainly by a single correspondence.

may be only one avenue between the new life and the
but a small

and

'There

it may be

old,

subterranean passage, but this is sufficient to keep

the old life in'

He goes on to suggest that as in the natural

(p.187).

world the loss of a single vital correspondence, such as the function
ing

of

heart

the

death,

ensures

so

in

the

spiritual

disease of one member may involve the ruin of the whole'

The

Mortification,

second method of treatment,

organism

(p.187).

is applicable to

certain temptations that are not amenable to abrupt action.
cation implies a gradual rather than a sudden process.
a sin such as

'the

Mortifi

Dealing with

ill-temper can be a long and humiliating

discipline.

'The case now is not at all a surgical but a medical one, and the knife
is

here

of

no

more

use

than

in

a

fever'

(p. 191).

He

continues:

A specific irritant has poisoned his veins.
And the acrid
humours that are breaking out all over the surface of his life
are only to be subdued by a gradual sweetening of the inward
spirit ... he whose spirit is purified and sweetened becomes
proof against these germs of sin.
"Anger, wrath, malice and
railing" in such a soil can find no root.
(p.192)
The

cannot
death.

third

be

method,

reduced

by

Limitation,
gradual

applies

mortification

or

correspondences which
cut

short

by

Some of these are only sinful when carried to extremes.

love of money up

to

a certain point is a necessity;

may become one of the worst of sins'
is

to

a matter for each man to

situations,

areas

(p.194).

more difficult to determine.

'The

beyond that it

What that point is,

determine for himself.

of legitimate pleasure

sudden

There are other

in which adjustment may be

Drummond gives no specific examples here.
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or limitation results in a compensation

hhat self-Uecial,

but argues

which though difficult to see is always real and proaoetloctte.

lliltatloc implies

or

denial

of

our

by

life

trifles

- these are

highest and happiest life'

(p.196).

loveth his

ih,

keep

shall

world

shall

life

lose

concentrate upon a

ihe conditions

for the

Commenting on the text "He that

and he that hateth his life

life eternal"

unto

it

'To

to oppose to ihe death ihe perpetual petty

few geeti correspondences,

|ykcecy

concentration.

Self

(John 12,25),

in this

osc-

Drummond

iinues:

Christ
it is
iiie,
gives
Christ
for it

does not say it is wrong to love life.
He simply says
loss.
Each man has only a certain amount of life, of
of attention - a definite measurable quantity.
If he
any of it to this life solely it is wasted.
Therefore
says, Hate life, limit life, lest you steal your love
from something that deserves it iora.
(p.197)

To hate life is to be ictekakahed as a matter of selecting a given
akea

of

our

environment

and

stkacateecicg

correspondence

with

it.

Although ihis may seem ho some a poor life, a well chosen limited life

really is

the

'The well-defined iplklhutl

fuller life.

life is not

only the highest life, but ih is also the most easily lived.
cross

is more

cludes by

easily

carried than the half'

(p.199).

The whole

Drummond con

affirming that he who has drawn a boundary Plce,

sharp and

deep about his religious life finds hhe yoke easy and the burden light

'His

falling

faculties

sensibilities.

leases him

And

for ihe

out

of

correspondence,

slowly

the balm of Death numbing his
scarce

lose

their

lower nature re

disturbed communion of a higher life.

So

even here to die is gai^n' (pp.199-200).

"Eternal, Life"

The chapter
Introduction.

"Eternal

Life"

is the longest in the book after the

Is it, Drummond poses the question 'Do ihose who profess
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to

possess

Life

Eternal

OudOad

required by Science,

omtnitimtu

the

or are they different conditions?

In a word, is the Christian oonoep-

himt of Eternal

(p.204).

Herbert

Life

Spencer's

scaentaOio?'

of

tnadauiu

the

He begins by describing

relations between Environment and

Life, as set out in his book Principles of Biology.
Some

others

hhtt

-

the

amount being determined by the

complexity of the

As orm mamey up ■hhe scale from amoeba, to man ’Life becomes

organism.

fuller

and fuller correspondence with Environment

lives have more

and

Triche aa^d wi.der,

foPldy,

mmo'e and more

sensitive

ever wOanydhn Ennehemnayt aa ww Tris in the chain of being'
208).

th ath is

fa lure urn of the

in the Environment.

tnhua ism to

to an

(pp.207

ust ust to e och ngenge

The more complex organisms have greater capacity

to adjust and are the longest
deOatahamn as a hypothetical

lived.

inytd

Drummond then quotes Spencer's

state

in which perfect cothituang

adjustment results in a form of eternal life:

"Perfect correspondence would be perfect life.
Were there
no c0ettey ii tth eynerenment bbt such as the organism had
adapted changes to mmet, aa^d wwre it never to fail in the
eOfacaetcy with which it met heeao there would be eternal exis
tence and eternal ktoodenge".
(p.214)

affirms that the Spiritual World is such an Environment

Drummond
and

i oto

is

p eryeiy

nefadatamn the

text,

the mtdy true God,

which

he

Christ.

aad

describes

eternal,

"Thai

and then puts

ii Life Et^^r^r^saJL,

alongside Spencer's

thea they may know Thee,

and Jesus Christ whom Thou hast sent" (John 17.3),
as

the

deeinitamn

of

Eternal

Life

dtan noot by

He then comments:

LaOe Eternal is to know God.
To know God is to "correspond"
with God.
To coerestmtn with God is to cmeeestotn with a Per
fect Environment.
And the organism which attains to this,
in the nature of things must live for ever.
Here is "eternal
exishenoy and eyhyent UndmOdege".
(P..25)
Drummond goes on to qualify hhau statement.

The Future Life is

not a 'prolonged existence, an eternal mmtmhony, a blind and inneeinihe
oodtinutdoe of being'

(p.216).

Everlastingne^ is part of the concept
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of

Eternal

Life,

but

the

is knowing.

essence

This

the highest

is

possible correspondence in the evolution of complex beings.
■

Ii

Drummond then argues

evolution culminates in knowledge,

it

evolution

and that if there is to be further

in this correspondence that one would expect it to

is

place.

take

'

that if/the world with which biology deals

In

its

highest

form,

this faculty of knowledge

religion,

question then

beyond

science

is expressed

in

the

realm of
The

as communion.

arises whether this perfect correspondence,

this

'know

ing' of God,can be sustained beyond physical death.

The problem is, with a material body and a mental organisation
inseparably connected with it, to bridge the grave.
Emotion,
volition, thought itself, are functions of the brain.
When
the brain is impaired, they are impaired.
When the brain is
not, they are not.
Everything ceases with the dissolution
of the material fabric;
muscular activity and mental activity
perish alike.
(p.222)
Drummond quotes a number of authorities who suggest that neither

recent phiiossohy iA<or physiology allow ann place for individual immor
tality

or

existence

the

of

a

s oa 1,

bn,

goee

on to point out that

science does hot rule out the possibility completely, and some author

ities

hesitate

draw

to

conclusions.

That

mental

and physiological

precesseSenre related is beyond controversy, but how they are related

is

still

is

often

unknown.
the

Speculation is not barred,

'a permission to go on

most that Science can grant to Religion'

(p.225),

but

such speculations are probably superfluous, because for the Christian
the

fact of immortality rests upon a different basis.
'as

simply the doctrine

then quotes

the

text

That basis is

it came from the li^jo^ of Christ' .

Drummond

"Hh ttha hath tth Son of God hhit 1iff and he

that hath not the Son hath not life"

(ho h5 5.1 2)

mid continues "This,

as we take it, defines the correspondence which is to bbidgg tth grave.
This
the

is

the clue

spiritual

Romans

to

the nature of the Life that lies at the back of

organism'

8.35-39,

on

the

(pp.227-228).
theme

He then quotes at length from

that nothing can separate us from the
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love of God "which is in Jesus Christ our Lord".
He goes on io discuss the objection that there is a Ulscoctlculty

in

intrusion of something from outside

the

the natural

environment,

and argues that what we call Nature is only part of the total environ
ment, and that it is not unreasonable to expect that spiritual environ
ment provides man with his spieltuyl faculties.

in no

are

spiritual

faculties

just as the

soul,

the body'

for

ready made.

sense

(p.233).

Immortality

It is

Drummond then affirms that the Christian argument

on

Resurrection

hhe

and

is no more

io be

of

Jesus

Christ

and

his

'And that He meant literal Life,

Life,

is clear from the whole course

(p.235).

Further deilcltioc of spoklhual

Eternal

of His teaching and aoticg'

life

... hhe

ohher faculties are organised in the prohoplasi of

rests

spiritual

'

a matier of growth.

in hhe spiritual protoplasm of the

are organised

promise to give men abundant life.
lotnrtl

They are a gift but

expected

life:

tho<- a similar definition of natural

.
'■>

The effort to detect the living Spirit mush be at least as
idle as the attempt ho subject protoplasm to microscopic exam
ination in hhe hope of discovering Life. We are warned, also,
not io expect too much.
"Thou canst not tell whence it cometh
or whither it nateh’, .
his e aonao is e galiot, , when hhe
Spiritual Life is discovered in the laboratory it will possibly
be timd to give it up altogether.
It may say, as Socrates
of his soul, "You may bury mm - ii you can catch me".
(p.23'7)
Drummond

tO^n

toran

to

the

question of aersscal

response..

To

inherit E-tejmal Life a man must cultivate corrnsaocdecon with the Eter
nal.

the
io

Ass he do es th is a par'sUel ai'C>cess occurs,

power

to

eachiSr>mo eagdolisms ,

aenpSa o

The Environment has

or supprsso

funiOScs ,

duninkios growth. He then asks *f^€^ac20^^l^^ ouh his' eager and

faculties

saikltual?

to

the

spiritual

world

around

him,

shall

he

and

quickecaU
not

become

In vital contact with Holiness, shall he not become holy?'

(p.242).

He goes on to suggest that sanctification can.be considered

in terms

of eegecerthioc and draws a parallel with the adaptation of
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oeehtan forms of aquatic daee to heeeestatl life:
W^ill the. ■ evolutionist who admits the regeneration of the frog
under the modifying anfduetce of a continued coreespmnnynoe
with a new eneaemnment, care to question the possibility of
the soul aqu^ing such a faculty as hett of Prayer, the mar
vellous bretthitg-eptotion of the new creature, when in con
tact with the thamspeeee of besetting God? Is the change from
the earthly to the heavenly more mysterious than the change
from the aquatic to the herreshitl amne of diee?
(p.244)

Drummond

ends

the

everlastingne" belongs

chapter

by

single

to a

re-tffiematg

that

the

quality of

set of cmreespmnnedceu and other

correspondences which do not share this quality must be shed if man

’The final preparation,

is to enter Eternal Life.

for an-

therefore,

herahang of Eternal Life must omdsash in the abandonment of the non

elements.

eternal

higher

elements.

Death'

(p.248).

And

be unloosed and

must

These

is

this

by

yffeohen

dissociated eemm the

a closing catastrophe -

Death is the fantl sifting of all the correspondences

and is an iddispensitde factor of the higher daey.

of Nature

and

its

This is a function

last and greatest contribution to mankind.

'Over

the mouth of the grave the perfect and the imperfect submit to their
fadtd

Each goes

separation.

ashes,

dust to nust,

earth as

to

its own -

earth to earth,

ashes to

"The dust shall return to the

Spirit to Spirit.

and the Spirit shall return to God who gave it"

it was;

’

(pp.249-250).

"Environment"

Having

argued

that

eternal

Life

is

a

matter of correspondence

or Communion with the Eternal Environment of God, Drummond now examines
the

attitude

necessary

to

mtinhain

and

deepen

that

correspondence.

He begins by discussing the relttiodseap between heredity and environ

ment,
world'

which

he

describes

as

the

'mtstye-adfdpynoes

of

the

organic

(p.255), and points out that he who pndeeshttns these influences
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and continually seeks a more perfect adjustment to them has the secret

of

He goes on to suggest that

'a well ordered and successful Odde'.

heredity and environment play an equivalent role in the spiritual life
in forming and transforming the soul.

Few things are less understood

than the conditions of the spiritual life, yet living in the spiritual

world

is

as

simple

as

living in the natural world,

'the

conditions

of life in the one are the conditions of life in the other'

(p.257).

He comments briefly on the relative importance of the two factors,

suggesting that the main

influence must be assigned to Heredity,

but

as a matter of practice, concern must be directed to Environment.
No man can select his own parents.
But every man
to some
extent can choose his own Environment.
His relation to it,
however largely determined by Heredity in the first instance,
is bIosis oopn to alteration. And so great is his control over
Environment and so radical its influence over him, that he can
so dii’r^c^t: ii aa either to undo, modify, perpetuate or intensify
earlier hereditary
influences within certain limits,
the
(pp.257-258)

Drummond then refers to the capacity of the Environment to induce
change in

i

species,

discussing experiments conducted on birds to show

how alteration in diet can modify the digestive system, and mentioning
the way in which certain animals adapt in colour and marking to their
habitat.

He then goes on to point out that the main function of En

vironment

is not to modify but to sustain.

in which we

live

sustained.

I

'Our Environment is that

and move and have our being ...

continue only as I receive.

me, but it has fsift to keip me'

I am,

My Environment may modify

(p.me').

The same principle applies in the spiritual world.
Environment

energy,
is

to

God,

is

nothing'
attempt

dynamics.

to

without whom

(p.265).
live

'there

The cardinal

without

only as I am

an

is no life,
error

The spiritual

no thought,

no

in the religious life

Environment.

The energy the soul expends must first be

It is a matter of
taken

into it from

without. ’We are not Creators, but tielrtt^n^e, God is our refuge and strength '
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In the natural world we aci on this law unconsciously, bui

(p.267).
in

ihe

ialrltutl

world

we

have

to

Drummond suggests

letrc.

three

things especially cecnsstry ho keep in view:

The first is that the organism contains within itself only
one-half of what is essectltl to life;
the second is thah
the other half is ooctaocnd in the Ecvlkocilech; the teirU, that
the condition of receptivity is simple union between hhe organ^m and the Environment, (p.268)
Expanding on the religious meaning of the first of these propos

itions, he suggests that it is the repetition of the evangelical con
of the helplessness of man.

fession
a

both

law

of

'The -,conUltlsc

Nature
of

The

dependence of ihe

and a fact lcslsteU on in

ectracce

is

the New Testament.

spiritual kingdom is to possess

the

into

soul

the oeild-oaoklt - that state of mind combining at once ihe profoundest
helplessness

with

the

artless

most

second proposition,

On the

feeling

of

dependence'

Drummond suggests

hhat once a aerooc

eeallses his helplessness he will no locgne waste time

energy

manufacture

he

finds

of the

adequate provision

soul has been

ihickeei

deepest

in the psalms*

in

ihe

in trying to

spiritual ecvlrociect where

for his needs.

'God as the Environment

from the remotest age ihe doctrine of all the
religion’

(p.274).

'The psalmist’s

only the earlier form,

noble,

turn to

and will

(p.271).

It

is profoundly expressed

"God is our refuge and strength" is

less defined,

of Chrisi's "Come unto Me,

less practicable,

buh not less

(p.276).

and I will give you kest" :

Man has a sense of icoompletecnss which expresses itself initially
'by an unexplained restlessness or dull sense of eact'

deepens

IcOo

a

mental

agony

when

the

(p.278).

intellect considers

beyond the verge of the menial horizon.

the

to man's

self

to

remain

unfinished?'

abyss

The problem appears graver

still when man explores his moral and social nature and asks

unfinished

This

(p.279).

lscoipletesnss can be sees in aeayne•

once of his littleness and of his gkettness.

'Is the

A further witness

'Ii is the symbol ai

Here the innse of imper-
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controlled and sadencyd in the narrower reaches of his being

Oeotion,

teommyu apnatd^’

(p.279).

Drummond then turns to the third of his propositions and rephrases
it in the form of a question.

itself of its peeOeohang Environment?'

avail

by

answer is just as

The

'The condition is simple receptivityand he ends the chap

in Nature
ter

'How does that which is becoming perfect

stating

that

memorable sedtedoe,

’Christ has

cmnnedsed

the whole

truth into one

"As the branch cannot bear fruit of atsede except

it abide in the Vine, no more can ye except ye abide in Me".
the pmsataey uany,

fruit'"

And on

"He that abadete in Me the same teangete forth much

(p.283).

"CmnOormaty to Type"

chapter

This

Life".

might

well

Drummond discusses

sut-titlen

be

the

"Embryology

of

the

New

question of formation and growth femm

the earliest stages in natural and spiritual diOe, based on the state
of

knowledge

matter

develop,
fly,

his

time,

in which he could omdfinentdy state

was no visible daeeerenoy in

there

'No

of

into

strangely

what

the germs of oak,

naeeyeent

forms

swim or walk,

the

or man.

they may afterwards

no matter whether they are to live on dtnn or sea, creep or
think or vegetate,

in the embryo as it first meets

the eye of Science, they are andistanguauhtble ’

is

palm,

that

mysterious

something

which

establishes

(p.288).
the

He asks what

form and directs

the growth of each species and ancdunes a vivid quotation from Huxley's

Lay

Sermons

describing

that according to
that

comes

into

the

divasaot

and growth.

Law of Confmematy to Type

He then

The dog,

suggests

' every living thing

the omeln is coapyddyn to stamp upon

the image of ahuede.

the bird a taen.

cell

its

mffspeang

according to its type, produces a dog;

The Artist who operates upon matter in this subtle
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way and carries out this law is Life'
the

spiritual

Drummond then draws

(p.292).

analogy in terms of the growth of the

life of Christ

in the soul of man.

As. .the. ' Bird-Life builds up a bird, the image of itself, so
the Christ-Life builds up a Christ, the image of Himself, in
the inward nature of man.
When a man becomes a Christian the
natural process is gyds:
The Living Christ enters into his
soul.
Development begins.
The quickening Life seizes upon
the soul,
assimilates surrounding elements, and begins to
fashion it ... And all through Life this wenieidul, mystical,
glorious, yet perfectly definite process, goes on "until Christ
(pp.293-294)
be formed" in it.
acknowledges that there is much mystery in both biology

Drummond
and

in the

the

natural

is no

spiritual
and

fallacy

the

life,

but continues

spiritual

are the

to assert that the laws of

same and suggests

that there

'Embryology of the New Life'.

in speaking of the

The

fact that the New Testament uses the language of biology is signifi
He

cant.

then pursues

notes has two qualities,

bases of the

spiritual

the analogy

in terms of protoplasm which he

the capacity for life,
equivalent are

the mind,

This basis

affections of the natural man.

is

thlrltter,

Spirit"

(p.299).

'

it is dead

...

Nevertheless,

will and

spiritually lifeless.

'However active the intellectual or moral life may be,

of this other Life

The

and plasticity.

from the point'

It has not yet been "Born of the

this basis,

has a capacity and a yearning for God.

or spiritual protoplasm

It also has a universal dimen

sion.

Io every land and in every age there have been altars to the
Known or Unknown God.
It is now agreed as a mere question
of lnthropelegy that the universal language of the human soul
has always been "I perish with hunger".
This is what fits
it for Christ.
There is a grandeur in this cry from the depths
which makes its very unhappiness sublime.
(p.300)

Turning to the question of plasticity or metOdabOeness, Drummond

suggests

that

organic,

through

sensitive,

it

increases

as

plant

animal

and

one

impressionable and open

rises up the scale
to

man,

to change.

who

is

the

from the
most

in

mobile

'This marvellous plas—
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t^iOy of mind costaids

at once hhe possibility

and prophecy of its

The soul, in a word, is made to be converted'

ieadsformation.

On the process of change

Drummond makes

ihself,

(p.306).

the point hhat

is a new element not shaknU by lower forms of life - the con

there

scious power of choice.

For a choice to be made the mind must have

of what it is to choose.

adequate knowledge

This is provided for in

ihe lscarsttion.

'There we find how the Christ-Life has clothed Him

self wiih matter,

taken literal

flesh,

But Chrisi is also the agent of change,
conform

plasm

and he answers

itself

to

its

and dwelt among us'

Drummond asks "Can the proto

Can the embryo

type?

(p.305),

fashion itself?'

'Conformity to Type ... is secured by the type.

Christ

makes ihe Christian'.
He

draws

a parallel with

the automatic processes of ihe natural

body, breathing, blood circulation,
and reflex

yei

he

These functions are provided for man ready made,

action.

turns

heart rythin, secretion, digestion

upon

his

soul

and

attempts

to

okgyslse

it

himself.

preposterous
and vain man, thou who couldest not make a
finanr nail of thy body, thinkest thou to fashion this wonder
ful, mysterious, subtle soul of ielne after ihe ineffable
Image?
lilh thou ever permit thyself to be conformed to hhe
Image of the Soso
Wili thth, khw c cysO nno aad .a cubit to
thy stature, submit ko k e o aised by 00165 TTta--Lifi wi^i;0ijLn thee
io the perfect stahukn of Christ?
(p.308)

0

Pointing

eesesO it,

he

out

that

draws

this

is

a

humbling

conclusion

and

mme

will

attention to a number of aasotges from Scripture

which are phrased in the passive voice and support his argument, e.g.,
"The new man which is renewed in knowledge after the Image of Him that
created him" (Colossiads 3.10). At the

same ilie, man has an essesOial

part io play:
Let him choose Life;
let him daily nourish his soul;
let
him for
nvne starve the old life;
let him abide cssOlnuously
as a living branch in the Vine, and the True-Vine Life will
flow into his soul, assimilating, renewing, conforming to Type,
till Christ, pledged by Hiss owi law, be formed Io him.
(p.312)
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Drummond

to

mark the

draws

to heaven".

eemluhamntra

to be oodfmraen to

It is

of man and man,

inviting his

scheme of salvation both

'It is not;,

aspects.

attain to the Supreme Beauty' .

be mne".

a close by

to

chapter

updeddmue of the whole

and

individual

the

the

vaguely,

Image of the Son

readers
in its

"to get
...

to

And all this oatead an evolving Unity

God and mtdo God and Christ and man,

tadd "all shall

He suggests that now the revelation is made to it. Science

should recognise this as the missing poadh in Evolution and the climax

to

which

all

tends.

Crethaon

He

ends

with

a

which shows

passage

similarity with the thought of Teilhard de Chardin, a topic which will

be dealt with later in the thesis.

Hitherto Evolution had no future.
It was a tadlte with marviIIous
carving, growing richer and finer towards the top,
but without a capital;
a pyetman, the vast base buried in
the admrgtnio, -towering higher and higher', tier above tier,
life above laee, aann above mancO ever more perfect in its
workmanship, more noble in its symmetry, and yet withal so
much the more mysterious in its aspiration.
The most curious
eye, following it upwards saw nothing.
The cloud fell and
covered it.
Just what men wanted to see was hid.
The work
of the ages had no apex.
But the work begun by Nature is
finished by the Supernatural . . . And as the veil is lafhyd
by Christianity it strikes men dumb with wonder.
For the goal
of Evolution is Jesus Christ.
(pp.313-314)

"Seai-Paetsitasa"

In

the

next

chapters,

two

Drummond expounds the theme
terms,

as

a nycesstey

in "Cmneormahy to

and

"Ptetsataum",

'work out your own salvation' in prtotaotl

compliment to the receptive attitude mutdanen

Type".

of parasitism in Nature
and the Hermit Crab,

”Sema-Ptrasahism',

He begins by discussing the acquired habit

as exhibited in the Dodder Plant, Mistletoe,

defining ttetuates as

’the ttPtyes of Nature ...

forms of life which wadd not take the trouble to fann their own food,
but borrow or steal it from the more industrious’

alist,

he

suggests,

(p.317).

The natur

regards parasitism as one of the gravest crimes

'
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in Nature, a breach of the Law of Evolution.

Thou shalt evolve, thou shalt develop aH tth faculties to
the full, thou shalt attain to the highest conceivable perfec
tion of thy race - and so perfect thy race - this is the first
and greatest commandment of Nature.
But the parasite has no
thought for its race, or for perfection in any shape or form.
It wants two things - food and shelter.
How it gets ttee is
of no moment.
Each member lives exclusively o e its own
account, an isolated, indolent, selfish, and backsliding life.
(p.319)
‘
incongruity in using moral terms to

Drummond apparently sees no

and goes on to speak

the behaviour of lower forms of life,

describe

of Nature pouring out the 'vial of wrath' on those guilty of the double

sin of disobeying the fundamental law of its own being and taxing the
innocent.

The

hermit-crab,

cast off shell

the

which

regards

he

of a mollusc

as

as

a snmd-paiaadge,

a home,

and

utilises

suffers the penalty

of losing its own protective abdominal shell, and the atrophy and wast

It is, he says,

age of its fourth and fifth pairs of limbs.

of

physiological

at

the

cost

backsliding'

freedom and

of

(p.324),

It

independence.

spiritual principle to be illustrated as

achieves
He

"a case

safety

relative

to state the

goes on

'Any principle which secures

the safety of the individual without personal effort or the vital exer
cise

of faculty

is

disastrous

sketches

the

'Parasitic

first is

the

doctrine of the

to moral character'

Doctrine

of

Salvation'

Church of Rome;

worded passages which
of the

church.

they

that re

The sharply

(p.326).

follow must have raised hackles

in both wings

Roman Catholicism, he suggests, offers to the

'a molluscm shell'.

are

second,

'The

The following brief extracts must suffice to give the

drift of his argument.
masses

He then

in two derms.
the

presented by the narrower Evangelical Religion’

(p.326).

"Safe",

By sheltering themselves within its pale,

but the safety offered

is

that of an

institution:

It is a salvation recommended to men by all that appeals to
the motives in most common use with the vulgar and the super—
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stitious, but which has as litile vital connection with the
individual's soul as the dead whelk's shell with the living
Hermit ... it minishers falsely to the deepest need of man,
reduces the end of religion to snlflsednss> and offers safety
without spirituality.
(pp.327-329)

The form of aarasiOlim in the narrower Evangelical school is al
The aakaslOe in this case seeks its shelter not

Uiiieeeni.

together

in a church but in a doctrine or a creed:

The perverted Doctrine of the Atonement, which tends to beget
the atkasiiic habit, may be defined in a single senOenon ...
"You believe Christ died for slnneks;
you are a slnnek;
therefore Christ died for you;
and hence oso mo tanudll.
Now what is ihis but another species of mollusoad shell? Could
any trap for a benighted soul be more ingeniously alynnnU?
It is not superstition hhah is appealed ho this time;
it is
retsss.
(pp.330-331)
hhe

notes

Drummond

affinity

fundamental idea of both is Eocyae.
and

the

between

two

TTh inchtnlical nature

of the tkynstction leaves the soul without stimulus.

the

he who is unholy is unholy still'

idea

aaktsite's

of

salvation

to Christ,

order to likeness

involves

'He who is unjust
(p.335).

Unless

'a trusting in Chrisi in

in order to that holiness without which

... hhe parasite's hope is absolutely vain'

no man shall see the Lord,

(pp.335-336).

The

'Man's chief end is to "get off" o

'J’jus Ohrist O s Ohe One wwo gets us oof'.

is unjust still;

ooloOSshSo

He continues:

So far from mlnishekldg ho holiness, that is to wholeness,
aartsliisi ministers ho exactly the opposite.
One by one the
saieituyl faculties droop and die, one by one from lack of
exercise the muscles of the soul grow weak and fltoolcS one
by one the moral achivities oetse. So from him that hath not,
is taken away hhat which he hath, and after a few years of
aarasltlsi there is nothing left to save.
(p.336)
He

ends

ihe

chapter by dealing briefly with the

parasitism is opposed to

salvation

truly

is

the

doctrine

of Free Grace, accepting that

the free gift of God,

be the beginning of growth.

objection that

but streosidg that it must

’To pause where we should begin

...

to

seek a mechanical security that we may cover inertia and 'IcU a whole-

sale

salvation

in

which

there

is no personal

sasctifioatlon

this

- 85 is Parasitism’

(p.337).

"Pteauahasa"
the

If

Catholic

chapter

and

caeodes,

Drummond begins with the

life.

the

Evangelical

Saoculitt,

Crab.

the

chapter

equally disturbing to many

have proved

proved nautueting in Roman

”Symi-Parasatisa"

on

"Partsitasa"

on

in the main stream of church

example of a true natural parasite,

a minute organism eoudd within the body of the Hermit

It nourishes ihuede on the body of the crab through root like

Oidtaeths which penetrate the

Omea

generate

of

of life developed

living tissue.

It is apparently a de

an orgignism which r^r^:Lgg^dac^lZiy had

completely maOtad

and was

six feet,

into

shrimps,

and

an oval body and

t.oilar lar oo

indepadnyty.

crabs and other crustaceans, but the

Saccudana deteriorated anhm an amorphous and aammtily sac.

eamhiee
law

must

language,

of Nature,

Drummond

suggests

disregarded

a Saccul^a when

that the Saccpdant violated the

evolution,

and was toomedangdy punished.

evaded

natural

backsliding'.

generation

and

the great law of work

'Its punishment was simply that it was

it might have been a Crustacean’ .

into a torpid sac ,doommdto a 1dheht Oeath’

The

principle

The

illustredod

spiritual

atrophy.

Again using

pratoapde

Spiritual

0s

It neherimrthed

(t«304).

again

’the

aldpstrttyd

is

degeneration occurs

physaodoga

that

of

of
de

in a similar

way.

The penalty of backsliding is not something unreal and vague,
some unknown quantity which may be measured out to us disprmpmetimnatedy,
or which perchance, since God is good, we
may altogether evade.
The consequences are already marked
within the structure of the soul.
So to speak, they are
phyuiodogaoad.
The thing affected by our atdae;ieredoe or our
indulgence is not the book of eantd judgement but the present
fabric of the soul.
The punishment of degeneration is simply
degeneration - the loss of functions, the decay of organs,
the atrophy of the upaeatptl nature.
(p.346)
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goes on

Drummond
to

the

to

secure

biologist

safety

state

to

induce

which

without

tth

that there are
the

parasitic

vid1l

under

the

of

hhaaidg

habit;,

'temttation

Semi-Parasitism,

aad the

Having dealt with the

hh

noo

consider

the

and suggests that going to church is one of the things in the

second,

religious world which is liable to induce parasitism.

thtrtygodng
the

’th e

enenitds oo fdlotOode’,

'disposition to find food without earning it'.

first

two main causes known

itself is

spiritual

life',

' an

to

aid

to

the ripe development of

and that public worship has a firm place in the

national religious life,

affords

invaluable

He accepts that

worshippers

but asserts that even the most perfect church
a

temptation to pliasdtdsm.

One man

is set

apart to prepare spiritual truth for the rest, he himself is nourished
in th e rrocess ,

fully

develop

for themselves.

utt although his heaa^ee^s may be enriched,

their

capacity

for

selecting

and

they do not

appropriating

truth

He has a special warning to those in churches where

worship is subordinated to the sermon.

The hearer never really learns, he only listens.
And while
truth and knowledge seem to increase, life and character are
left in arrear ... The organism acquires a growing immobility,
and finally exists in a state of entire intellectual helpless
ness and inertia.
So the parasitic Church-member, the literal
"adherent", coomB not merely to live only within the circle
of ideas of his minister, but to be content that his minister
has these ideas - like the literary paarasibe who fancies he
knows everything because he has a good libraray.
(pp.352-353)
Drummond sees the danger in a more serious form for those whose
worship ii Eoturgical,
man whh

Eett euu En

aad saenoOie an amusing picture of the sincere

Ehh

Ehridagdn race with the best of intentions.

Connecting himself with a Church he is no less interested than
surprised to find how rich is the provision there for every
part of his spiritual nature.
Each service satisfies or sur
feits . .. What more natural than that he should gradually ex
change his personal religion for that of the congregation?
.. . What more tempting than to give up private prayer for the
easier worship of the liturgy or of the church? ... Hanging
admiringly, or even enthusiastically, on the lips of eloquence,
his senses now stirred by ceremony, now soothed by music, the
parasite of the pew enjoys his weekly worship - his character

87 untouched, his will unbraced,
udlmaeoveU.
(pp.353-354)

his crude

soul unquickened and

He sees ihe whole system as one which tends io destroy development

the genuine culture of the soul.

arrests

and

mere

consumers.

of imbiiion,

be

'Their only

Church members become

ipikitutl exercise is the automatic one

the clergyman being the

faithful Hermit-crab who

depended upon every Sunday for ah least a week's supply'

is

to

(pp.354

355).

observing

After

that

there

of a asoe minlstee where the

may

be

compensations

for the

flock

'really hungry will exert themselves to

procure their own supply’^ Drummond moves on to consider the aaeasltisi

induced by certain abuses in systems

as having three great departments,

Theology he sens

of theology.

criticism,

dogmatism,

and evange

'Without the first hhere is no guarantee of truth, without the

lism.

of truth,

second no defence
irsth'

Theology can be no more UlspesseU with iead the

(pp.358-359).

there

but

Church,

and without the third, no akoptgahlon of

is

a tendedoy

to

exalt nehhoUoxy

above

all other

elements in religion and to make pnsseoslos of sound beliefs equivalent

to the possession of truth.

He asks,

'If ihe grnttest minds of ihe

Church's past, having exercised themselves profoundly upon hhe problems

of keliaion,
should

the

formulated

as with one voice

inquirer

humble

not

a system of doctrine, why

gratefully accept

ih?'

(p.359).

He

answers.
Just because it is all cut and Uey. Just because it is ready
made.
JUst because it lieo Ohere in reliable, convenient and
logical propositions.
The momedh you tpakopklate hruth in
such a shape you appropriate a form.
You oadnsi cut and dry
hruth.
You cydnoh accept truth ready-made without it ceasing
to nourish the soul as truth.
You oysnot live on hheologloal
forms without becoming a Parasite and cnasldg to be a man.
(p.360)
He

goes

on

to

state thah there

is no worse

enemy io a living

Church hhan a aknpositlonal theology, with the latter controlling hhe

isriee by

traditional

authority.

'An infallible sttnUard is a temp-
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tation to a mechanical Oaate,

(p.361).

He then dasopuues the question

of anOaddabadaty in eelttaod to the Bible;.
the Bible is

ineadlitde,

to

temptation.

become

between

He

a

the

continues

form

of

InOtlditality is not in such a fmea as

the

There

hrphh

'The answer is teth though

is

the Bible

in

widest

the

possible

in ■theology' .

Oorm

and the

naOferedoe

in a passage which alduutrttes his understanding oO the

use oO the Bible:
In theology truth is pryposataontd . .. But truth in the Bible
is a Oopdtaan.
It. is a dafOpsen nutriment, so niOOpsed that
no one can put himself oOf with the Omea ... It is seen, dis
cerned, not deaodutratyd.
It cannot be bolted whole, but must
be slowly absorbed into the uauhem.
Its vagueness to the mere
intellect, its refusal to be packed into portable phrases,
its satisfying unsatasOyangness, its vast atmosphere,
its
finding of us, its mystical hold oO us, these are the tokens
of its adOitaha.
(pp.362-363)

Drummond ends

as

stands.

it

digest;

(p.363).

the

'He

chapter by stressing that man cannot use truth
must

work,

headk,

ueptrthe,

dissolve,

absorb,

and most oO these he must do Oor himself and within himself

He tllmos Oor phidosmphactl doubt which

is

required for a

laee-dong learning and suggests that 'It is more necessary Oor us to

be active thtd to be orthodox’

(p.364)

TCdtssaOioatamnlt
In

some

the

this,

Ointl

chapter of the book:,

Drummond recapitulates

of his earlier ideas and returns to the theme of the nastatotiod

implied by the

text "That which is born oO the

■thet which is born oO the Spirit is spirit"

flesh is

(John 3.6).

flesh,

and

He contrasts

the beauty of silica crystals taken from the hills oO Arran with the
beauty of tady shells from the sands oO Barbados.

the

material

worlds.

is

chemically

the

stae,

yet

The shells can only be formed by

uddee the Law oO

they

Both are attractive,
belong

’Life’.

to

dafOeeent

The crystals form

Ceyshtldasahaon. He then detos the upieatpad analogy:
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We propose to enquire wWingin aamoo mmed clothed apparently
with a common beauty of character, there may not yet be dis
tinctions as radical as between the crystal and the shell;
aod further, whether the current classification of men, based
upon Moral Beauty, is wholly satisfactory either from the
standpoint of Science or of Christianity.
(p.373)
He points out that in the entire European philosophy of the last

three hundred years

'Moral Beauty is persistently regarded as synony

mous with religion and

the

spiritual

life'

(p.375).

He then argues

that there is a difference between the underlying basis of moral beauty

aod spiritual beauty.

tion,

as

Eescribed En

Th; cardinaE distinction is based on regenera
the law of Biogenesis which Drummonddefines in

the following terms.

That which is Mineral is Mineral;
fraa’ which is Flesh is
Flesh;
that which ii Spirit is Spirit.
The mineral remains
in the inoei£aic world until it is seized upon by a something
cllOei Life outside the inorganic world;
the natural man re
mains the natural man, until a Spiritual Life from without
the natural life seizes upon him, regenerates him, changes
him into a ahdidttlO man.
(pp.380-381)
He

asserts

It is

that this is more than a change of direction.

a change of nature aod 'it is certain that the Founder of the Christian

Religion

intended

Drummond

grants

this

to be

that mao as

the keystone of Cyiistdlddty'
a moral animal

cao,

(p.381).

by obeying the

law

of his nlOtre, arrive at great natural beauty of oharlotei, but affirms

that

’no progress

sphere'

(p.382).

along that line can project him into the spiritual

He goes on to ask whether the distinction is palpable

and suggests that although the difference as regards moral beauty may

be imperceptible, the difference as regards future potential is another
matter.

'Io dealing with a mao of fine moral

character,

again,

are dealing with the highest achievement of the organic kingdom.

we
But

in dialind with the spiritual man we are dealing with the lowest form

of lodd in the

embryo'

epo^

. . . The spiritual man is a mere unformed

(pp.385-386).

After discussing the possibility that as the organic can be dis-
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tinguioenU from the lnsratnio by appropriate scientific testing, equiv

alent

in

tests

the

spiritual

sense

might

applied

be

to

determine

spiritual life, Drummond concludes that ’Those hhereisrn who find wihhin hheiselves,

and regularly exercise,

the faculties for csrkesaoddlng

may be said to live the Spiritual Life'

with the Divine Environment,

He then goes on to argue at some length thah it is enasodabPe

(p.390).

the Kingdom of Chrisi within the scheme of

to include

and scientiilo

Evolution as third tier beyond the Inorganic and Orgysio Kingdoms.
The highest oegyslsi of the Second Kingdom - simple, immobile,
dead as the inorganic crystal, tswtrUi the sphere above - must
Then from a mass of all but homogeneous
be vitalised afresh.
"protoplasm" the organism must pass through all the stages
of differentiation and lstngraiion, growing in perfectness
and beauty under the unfolding of the higher Evolution, until
ii ketchei the Infinite Complexity, the Infinite Sensibility,
God.
So the spiritual oakklei on the marvellous process ho
which all lower Nature iidisiers, and perfects it when the
iinlstky of lower Nature fails.
(pp.402-403)

Drummond

etioes

the

inteenstisg

hhai there could be

hypothesis

a Fourth Kingdom for which hhe Spiritual is a pkeaakatlos whose charac

Meadtlie he defines

teristics must necessarily remain unknown to us.
the goal of orgadiims

'to

perfection

(p.403).

be

in

"holy

the
as

Third Kingdom in terms of holiness and
He

holy,

is

and

pure

as

He

ii

auke" ’

He then deals with the objection that hhe attempt to incor-

aoeate the Spiritual Kingdom involves

a break in the harmony of the

evolutionary process by pointing ouh that the emergence of life took

place

ai a barrier point between the lnsratnlc and organic kingdoms.

Evolution began 'with some primeval nebulous mass in wHicH lay poten

tially

all

future

worlds'.

Wheh

f iostlp tth^

eninkae

’ 'Oh cooled

and flnlsheU earth', a barrier interposes 'and the process has to begin
at

the

beginning

with

the

creation

of

infi'

bareler inteoUuoed by Chkiotitnlty between

TTh

(p.405 ).

the Natural

and Spiritual

Kingdoms by no means destroys the doctrine of Evolution.

dnoessaet to frame a ltrgnk doctrine.

second

It becomes

'What we are reaching, in short,
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is nothing less than the evolution of Evolution*(p.407).
Drummond then returns to the question of exclusiveness.

The broad impression gathered from the utterances of the Foun
der of the Spiritual Kingdom is that the number of organisms
to be included in it is to be comparatively small.
The out
standing characteristic of the new Society is to be its select
"Many are called"’, said Christ;, "but few are chosen".
ness.
And when one recalls, on the one hand, the conditions of mem
bership, and, on the other, observes the lives and aspirations
of average men, the force of the verdict becomes apparent;.
(pp.410-411)
He goes on

mately

to

suggest that throughout Nature

selected for preferment is

apparent

waste of seed,

of pollen,

small’,

* the number ulti

and refers briefly to the

and of human

lives.

He returns

to the image of a pyramid.
A comprehensive view of the whole field of Nature discloses
the fact that the circle of the chosen slowly contracts as
we rise in the scale of being.
Some mineral, but not all,
becomes vegetable;
some vegetable, but not all, becomes
animal, some animal, but not all, becomes human;
some human
but not all, becomes Divine.
Thus the area narrows.
At the
base is the mineral, most broad and simple;
the spiritual
at the apex, smallest, but most highly differentiated.
So
form rises above form. Kingdom above Kingdom.
Quantity de
creases as quality increases,
(pp.411-412)

Drawing

his

arguments

vision of evolution as
towards
To

the

the

end

process

a

close,

Drummond

recapitulates

his

’the majestic spectacle of the rise of Kingdoms

scarcer yet more noble

Science

cerning

to

is

forms,

simply

through the means'

and simpler yet diviner ends’.

Evolution,

to Christianity,

it is Redemption.

’dis

Finally lee

writes.

And these Kingdoms rising tier above tier in ever increasing
sublimity and beauty, their foundations visibly fixed in the
past;, their progress, and the direction of their progress,
being facts in Nature still, are the signs which, since the
Magi saw His star in the East, have never been wanting from
the firmament of truth, and which in every age with growing
clearness to the wise, and with ever-gathering mystery to the
uninitiated, proclaim that "the Kingdom of God is at hand".
(p.414)
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Concluding . Remarks

left

Drummond

Natural Law

but

England

in

jusi after publication of

1883,

June,

it had reached the booksellers,

before

in order to

carry out a scientific expedition in Central Africa at the invitahion

of the African Lakes Company.

He returned, nine months lttees in April

to find himself a celebrity.

1884,

Young Simpson stahes that

James

sixheen thouotnU copies had

by the time he set foot in Britain again,

been published and before hhe end of the yeae,
eeke to be called for.

eighteen thousysU more

suggested that ieesesess of thought, pekfeco

He

tion of style and marvellous felicity of illustration enee noi enough
to

account

for

the

public demand

yearning in the spielh of the aan’.

'there

was

in

it a response ho a

22

The widespread public welcome given io Natural Law was not fully
echoed

in aeofeiiiostl olkcles.

Adam Smith siates

’No volume of our

time has provoked more bitter and passionate blame.

It trouseU both

ihe odium thesloglcum and hhat which is scarcely less savage, the odium
scientificum'.

rnligioui

vative

23

concepts

churchmen

Scientists

were

disturbed by the

Theologians and conser

into evolutionary theory.

it

found

criticism of slmallotlc

hard

forms

to

accept

introduction of

his

of salvation.

unorthodox

A full

views

and

analysis of the

okitlcism of Drummond's contnipokaeies llei outside the scope of Ohis

thesis but an attempt will be made in a later section io consider his

major llses of thought in kelthlon to current theories.
Drummond was much ldfluenceU by his visit ho Africa and his lthee
journeys to Australia and the Far East.

Law

in

the

Spiritual

World

must be

The views oostalnnd in Natural
set against subsequent writing.

These too, must now be summarised and examined.

22. Simpson, p‘122.
23. Adam Smith, p«222.
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SECTION III

MIDDLE

(1 8 8 3

YEARS

188 9)

-

TROPICAL,AFRICA

A

Introduction
Although the book Tropical Africa was not published until 1888,

four

some

years

Drummond's

after

return

from

his

visit

to

Central

Africa, it is appropriate to consider it at this point in the thesis.
It

contains

material

from

his

travel

diaries,

addresses

given

to

various audiences soon adgni his return, and certain sodentdddo papers.
It is a very varied oo00nogden in style and content,

first

sight

spirituality,

might

oot

seem

haigiotOarly

when read as a sequel

relevant

to Natural

aod although at
to

the

topic

of

Law io the Spiritual

World, provides valuable material for reflection on the practical work
ing of Drummond's Eadad in his owo 1ife»

his stature in secular society.
I
II
III

IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X

The

End inddidOlo soaeenond of

The chapter headings are as follows:

The Watni-iotgn^ to the heart of Africa:
The rivers
Zambesi and Shire,
The East African Lake country:
Lakes Sydiwl aod Nyassa.
The Aspect of the heart of Africa:
The Country and
People.
The Hnlig-ddaelae of Africa:
Its hlgyeOogy and otie.
Wanderings
on
the
Nylssa-Tlngadydka
Plateau:
A
Traveller's gicliy,
The White Ant: A Theory,
Mimicry: The Ways of African Insects,
A Geological Ske•gc]i.
A Political Warning,
A Meteorological Note,

visit

was

instigated

by

Mr,

James

Stevenson,

Largs, who was chairman of the African Lakes company,
the

sum

Church

its

of

£6,000

College,

first occupant.

of

aod who iodlgni

to endow a Chair of Natural Science

Glasgow,

F,R.G.S,,

at the Free

in the expectation that Drummond should be

The Company had been formed in 1878 by a group

of Glasgow businessmed in order to take advantage of the opportunities
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created by David Livingstone’s Zambesi Expedition
interpretation of the

the

to

of

regisns

make

East

employments

of 1859.

Drummond's

role of the comppny was

’ to open up

and develop

Centro1 Africa fro m the

Zzatbei

Tanganyika;

for

the

native

to

peoples,

tt

trade

with

them

honestly, to keep out rum, and, so far as possible, gunpowder and fire
and to co-operate and strengthen the hands

arms,

of the missionary'

(p.81).
His

own

brief

was

to

conduct

a

scientific

examination

of

the

countries extending to Lake Tanganyika, and he was given special leave

of absence

for the visit by the College Committee.

in June 1883 and returned home in April 1884.
the

He left Scotland

In the Preface he gives

background to the production of the book, stating that he origin

ally struggled to evade the obligation, and continues;

... but having recently had to lecture on African subjects
to various learned and unlearned Societies in England and
America, it has been urged upon me that a few of the lecturenotes thrown into popular form might be useful as a general
sketch of East Central Africa.
Greaa too^ of travel have
had their daa.
But smmll bboks, witti tth llarer features of
a country lightly sketched, and just enough of narrative to
make you feel that you are really there, have a function in
helping the imagination of those who have not breath enough
to keep up with the great explorers.
(pp. v-vi)

The

comments

which

follow

do

not represent a full analysis of

the book and are limited to the highlighting of a number of incidents
which

seem

to

bear

indirectly

on his practical

spirituality.

They

1. Livingstone described the main object of the Zambesi Expedition
as being 'to extend the knowledge already attained of the geography,
and mineral and agricultural resources, of Eastern and Central
Africa;
to improve our acquaintance with the inhabitants, and to
endeavour to engage them to apply themselves to industrial pursuits,
and to the cultivation of their lands, with a view to the production
of raw material to be exported to England in return for British
manufactures;
and it was hoped that, by encouraging the natives
to occupy themselves in the development of the resources of the
country, a considerable advance might be made towards the extinction
of the slave trade, as they would not be long in discovering that
the former would eventually be a more certain source of profit than
the latter' (TA p.80).
(Further references are given after quotaheons in the text)
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grouped

are

under

three

headings;

material,

descriptive

polihicyl

ptanrs, and soientlflo notes.

Descriptive maieeltl

III and V, taknd tognthnk, rnakesndt a fine alnon

II,

Chapters I,

of descriptive writing and convey clearly hhe

He

and ihs people on Drummond's thinking.
as

impact of the country

speaks of hhe experience

'an education in the mnadldg and history of man ...

watched

the

dawn

of

It is ho have hhe great moral

evolution.

of life,

social problems

It is ho have

of anthkoaoloaw,

of ethnology,

and

and

even of

theology, brought home to the imagination in the most new and startling

light'

(p.4).

In

Chapter

I,

he

discusses

from th e (aast t o h^h e ±1-00^0:11X0:,,

hhe

question

of alhnrnatlve routes

and goes on to describe Zsnliars , hss

passage down the onash by steamer to the port f0 Uolliynns, iso Suknnty

up

the

elvers

to Bladtyre.

Zambezi

and

Shire,

and finally the overland traverse

His npeding sentnnon echoes hhe confident hones of the

lecturer before a responsive and expectant audience.
Three distinct Africas are known to the modern world - North
Africa, where men go for halth;;
SuuhO fkiOts, whieo thyy
go for money;
and Central Africa, where hhey go foe adventure.
The first, the old Africa of Augustine and Carthage, everyone
knows from hhe elstnky;
hhe geography of the second, hhe
Africa of hhe Zulu and the diamond, has been taught to us by
two Universal Educators - Wer rnd the Stock-Exehnnne;
but
oue knowledge of hhe third, hhe Africa of Livingstone and Stan
ley, is still fitly symbolised by hhe vacant look upon our maps
which tells how long this mysterious land has kept its secret.
(p.3)
In Chapter II,

"The East African Lake country:

Lakes SMewa and

Nyassa", he writes positively of hhe work of the Llvlngstonia and Blys-

tyee

mlssionarlns

heaeted

men,

who

who
need

he

describes

as

our

sympathy

more

equally above our okiiioiii and oue praise'

’brave,
than

we

(p.42),

efficient,
know,

singleand

are

He ptisii a vivid

- 96 picture of the conditiod of a native village on Lake Ns'issi:
I tumbled into it naiOy one morning, out of the IOiOi's dinghy,
aod lost myself at once io ao endless OlUiydnty of reeking
huts.
Its filth was indescribable, and I met striked men,
at the acute stage of smallpox, wandering about the place at
every turn, as if dddeotdeo were a thing unknown.
The chief
is the greatest slaver aod worst villain on the lake, aod im
paled upon poles all round his lodge, their ghastly faces
shrivelling in the sun, I counted forty human ynada.
(p.47)

Hegoe s o n t o say tha t thi s wa s no t
than African, aod that the native

dom

ss compact,

vvLJL1^^i>^^

typical, being Arab rather
were 'rarely so large, sel

He conclties the chapter with

end never so dirty’.

the cedtilst offered by Ba'dawe, the headquarters of the Scotch Liviog-

stondan Mission and pays a special tribute to Dr. aod Mrs. Laws:In reality oo words cao be a fig witness here to the impression
made by Dr. Laws, Mrs. Laws, aod their few ynOhnis, theo this
singular and ahhdinogOs dngiaotabOn material. A visit to Baoddawe is a great moral lesson.
And I cherish oo more sacred
memory of my life than ghat of a communion service in the
little Bandawe chapel, whed the sacramental cup was handed
me by the bare black arm of a native communicant - a coeetodcioO whose life, tested afterwards in many an hour of trial
with me oo the Tanganyika h0aOnat, gave him perhaps a begger
right go be there than any of us.
(p.48)
Io Chapter III "The Heart of Africa:

after

describing

sketches

the

the

terrain,

the

The Country aod its People",

vegetation

and

animal

life of primeval man in a simple village

life,

he

and the more

advanced culture of Bantu tribesman, aod goes on to ask the question

'Can

the African native really be taught to work?'

He

answers un-

yesiOaOdngOy io the ldfdimaOdvn aod gives ao example from the construe-

gion of the Stevenson road between Lakes Nsassa aod Tanganyika:
I have watched by the day a parts of seventy natives working
at a ouOOdng upon that road.
Till three or four years ago
oooe of them had ever looked upon a white man;
nor gill a
few months previously, had one of them seen a spade, a pickaxe,
or a crowbar.
Yet these savages handled their tools to such
purpose that, wdgy only a single European Sthnidognnieng, Ohey
have made a ieai, full of difficult ouggdogs and gradients
which would not disgrace a railway oootiactei at home,
(pp.64
65)
He concludes thaO with enlisted capital, wise idinotdoo and oonsdieidtn

employers,

Africa

’may

yet

be added to the slowly growing

97 list of the world’s producers
ducts,

at

there is nothing in the soi^-the pro

the climate or the people of Africa to forbid its joining even

this
In

...

late

day

Chapter

V

Traveller's Diary",

in

the

great

"Wanderings
Drummond

on

march

the

of

civilisation’

Nyassa-Tanganyika

(pp.65-66).
Plateau:

A

deals with the period 29th September to

28th October, 1983, during which he made a circular expedition in the
area to the northwest of Lake Nyassa, between it and Lake TaegEUiyeka,
’a lofty plateau,

cool,

healthy,

accessible and without any physical

barrier to interrupt the explorer’s march' (p.9).

The chapter contains

a passage which indicates his power of concentration and observation:

... I repaired to a natural bower in the dry bed of a shaded
streamlet, where I spent the entire day.
Here, even at high
noon, was perfect coolness, and rest, and solitude unutterable,
I lay among birds and beasts and flowers and insects, watching
their ways, and trying to enter into their unknown lives.
To watch uninterruptedly the same few yards of universe unfold
its complex eiitfey;
to behold the hourly resurrection of
new living things, and to miss no change or circumstance, even
of its minuter parts;
to look at all, especially the things
you have seen before, a hundred times, to do all with patience
and reverence - this is the only way to study nature.
(p.110)
Drummond's underlying attitude of reverence for life is not dis

similar to

that expressed by Albert Schweitzer in his writings, par-

hecularly in his book:, Civilisation and Ethics,

2

a point further taken

up later in the ■thesis.
There is also a passage worth quoting here,

integrity of one of his retinue:

on the character and

‘

... I never saw Moolu do an enconiishenh thing.
He could
neither read nor write;
he knew only some dozen words of
English;
until seven years ago he had never seen a white man;
but I could trust him with evaryheeng I had.
He was not
"pious";
he was neither bright nor clever;
he was a common
place black;
but he did his duty and never told a lie.
The
first night of our camp, after all had gone to eesh, I remember
being aroused by a low talking.
I looked out of my tent;
a flood of moonlight lit up the forash;
and there, kneeling
upon the ground, was a little group of natives, and Moolu in

2. Albert Schweitzer, Civilisation and Ethics,
(London, 1946), pp.243-246.

Third English edition
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the centre conducting evening prayers.
Every night afterwards
this service was repeated, no matter how long the march was
nor how tired the men,
I make no comment.
But this I will
say - Moolu's life gave him the right to do it.
Mission re
ports are often said to be valueless;
they are less so than
anti-mission reports.
I believe in missions, for one thing,
because I believe in Moolu.
(p.118)

Political Papers

Chapter IV "The Heart-disease of Africa:

Its pathology and cure"

must be considered along with Chapter IX "A Political Warning".

are political

essays of some quality.

of

description

the

evils

of

the

Arab

Both

The first begins with a vivid

slave

and

ivory

trade

which

apparently continued to flourish with little political opposition since
the

initia1

publ±c

outcry

at

the

time

of

Livingstone.

After dis

cussing the plight of the once prosperous Wa-Nkonde tribe, which had
been driven out from their territory by Arab infiltration and intimida

tion , he pleads for action by the Western powerst

The Germans, the Belgians, the English, and the Portuguese,
are crying out at pesennt for territory in Central Africa.
Meantime humanity is crying out for some one to administer
the country;
for some one to claim it, not by delimiting a
frontier-line upon a map with coloured crayons, but by seeing
justice done upon the spot;
for some one with a strong arm
and a pitiful heart to break the Arab yoke and keep these un
protected children free . .. The one thing needed for Africa
at present is some system of organised protection to the
native,
and the decisive breaking of the Arab influence
throughout the whole interior.
(pp.74-75)
He then refers to the degeneration of the situation in the Zanzi

bar

region

since

the

of the British cruiser London,

withdrawal

dangers of absentee landlordism,

the

and the historical reasons for main

taining a continuing British presence in the whole area, pointing out
that the African Lakes

Company was the only administrative agency in

Nyassa apart from the missionary groups and a British consul.

two proposals to
or France

improve matters.

The first,

that England,

'or some one with power and earnestness'

He makes
Germany

should take a firm

99
The second,

stand at Zanzibar.

that a small military preseoce should

be provided in the Upper Shire, Lake Nyassa, Lake Tanganyika aod the
Great Lakes generally, with a small atnamni on each lake and associated
depots on the higher aod hnlOgydni plateaus.

expense

involved,

Missions,

he

meogdooa

including

the

or in oo-ohniagdoo with the few aod overburdened

the

of

oahdgaOists

possibilities,

various

and the Free Congo Sglgn, aod concludes

the Lakes Company,

’But whether alone,

On the question of the

or

country,

in

oonjtoctdoo

with foreign powers,

England will be looked to to take the dodtiaOdve with this or a similar
scheme'

•

(p.85).

In Chapter IX - 'A Political Warding’,

Drummond Oakes up the vexed

question of ioteinatieoaO boundaries and zones of dnfOtnnon in Africa.

He

begins

with

a

reference

over the

Portuguese

to

a false claim of sovereignty by the

io the form of a

intnidoi

' Tax for Residing in

the Interior’ which the authorities at the port of Qui^mane attnehgni

levy on Drummond as he left the country and which he successfully

to

resisted.

cans

is

He then comments

even in the African dotnrest, to inquire into the nature

and validity of .Ohes E0olms'
history

country

aod

Foreign

of

the

draws
Powers

(pp.200--2066.

PPrtuguese,

English

aatontion to the
ii Africa’

Hh Ehm

aad

a

’aloeet hopeless

InteioatdonlC

ldoea,

aod suggests ghat

Conference

to

Eo Eut0ldo

intorrst

in

the

entaaglement of

by 1 lii^lLr^ni national occupations aa-cog

eastero seaboard of the coogioeog

state of chaos,

e°oi eo

Geiman

the AtOlntdc seaboard from Gibraltar to the Cape.
the

this Continent

rapidly haititiooni out among the various European States,

it is well,

the

but since

I have never quite been able go see,

being

the

’Why Africa should not belong to the Afri

overhaul

He then turns io

he describes as being io
'what is really required is an
tdtCe-deeia,

adjust

boundary-

in0dmig geiidtoiiea, mark off states, piotecteiagna, ladds held

by companies, and spheres of influence'

(p.013).
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He
29th

details

gives

1886,

October,

of

the

seven-point Anglo-German Convention of

recognised

which

the

of the Sultan

sovereignty

of Zanzibar in the coastal region and British and German spheres of
in

influence

hinterland

the

and

subsequent

political

activity,

and

argues forcefully for the establishment of a further 'Sphere of British
Influence’

the

in

Shire

Upper

and Nyassa Districts.

He concludes:

These regions are not even claimed at present by any one, while
by every right of discovery and occupation - by every right,
in fact, except that of formal acknowledgement - they are
already British,
It will be an oversight most culpable and
inexcusable if this great theatre of British missionary and
trading activity should be allowed to be picked up by any
passing traveller, or become the property of whatever European
power had sufficient effrontery at this late day to wave its
flag over it ... It is now within the power of the English
Government to mark it off before the world as henceforth sacred
ground.
Tomorrow it may be too late.
(pp.220-221)

Scientific Notes

Chapter VI

Ant:

White

"The

of

more

a

originally

scientific

published

of the British Association'
to assess,

and

academic nature.

by a monthly magazine,

states in the Preface was

of Drummond's

as

'one

to

"Mimicry"

as

a

VII

"Mimicry:

The first two were

and the third,

Drummond

'rescued, and duly dusted, from the archives

(p.vi).

Their academic status is difficult

but to the non-technical

pahent pieces of work.

Chapter

and Chapter VIII "A Geological Sketch",

The Ways of African Insects",

are

A Theory",

observer they appear to be com-

James Young Simpson refers to "The White Ant"

most

'vivid

original

and

contributions

sympathetic

study

of

to Science',
the

and

question'.

3

In "The White Ant" Drummond puts forward the thesis that the ter

mite has an agricultural function in the hard-baked

soil of Central

Africa similar to that carried out by the earthworm in more temperate

3. Simpson, pp.110 and 113.
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zones.

Both disturb

improve

its

and

turn over the sub-soil in such a way as to
The paper is a good example of

structure and fertility.

the thoroughness of his observation and his capacity for accurate des
and is well illustrated with black and white line dia

criptive work,

grams

and

sketches.

does

It

appear

not

to

contain,

however,

any

material of particular relevance to his spiritual outlook.

Drummond begins the essay on "Mimicry" by suggesting that ’Mimicry

imposture

is

in Nature’,

and goes on to describe mimicry as resembl

ances between an animal and some other object in its environment which

a practical gain to the creature,

is

and which may be restricted to

colour, but may extend to form and habit.
notes
his

a

to

supplement museum specimens

journals

written

region which he

any naturalist’
reader

with

while

As

fascinating

a

of mimetic

surveying

the

drawing on

insects,

Nyassa-Tanganyika

plateau

’has not yet been described or visited by

states

(p.162).

His aim is to provide field

in the previous essay,

of his

account

he provides the

observations

and

in

the

closing pages suggests that mimicry is not an occasional or exceptional

phenomenon,

but an integral part of the economy of nature, based on

the sound utilitarian principle that ’Nature does everything as simply

as possible,
cluding

and with the least expenditure of material ’.

remarks

are worth quoting,

particularly as they represent a

more positive assessment of mimicry

the

Spiritual

World

His con

where he refers

than his view in Natursl Law in
to it as a

’curious hypocrisy’

(NL p.392).

At the first revelation of all these smart hypocrisies one
is inclined to brand the whole system as cowardly and false.
And, however much the creatures impress you by their clever
ness, you never quite get over the feeling that there is some
thing underhand about it;
something questionable and morally
unsound ... But is it so? Are the aesthetic elements in nature
so far below the mechanical?
Are colour and form, quietness
and rest, so much less important than the specialisation of
single function or excellence in the arts of war?
Is it
nothing that, while in some animals the disguises tend to
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become more and more perfect, the faculties for penetrating
them, in other animals, must continuously increase in subtlety
and power?
And, after all, if the least must be said, is it
not better to be a live dog than a dead lion?
(pp. 179-180)
In

Chapter

VIII

Geological

"A

Sketch”,

Drummond

describes

the

various geological formations encountered on his journey from the coast

at the mouth of the river Zambeii
north en d

of

Lak e Nyassa .

up oo the heghlind plteeau at the

He • includes a comment on a potential coal

seam reported on several years previously by a Mr.

the Royal Geographical Society,
and

so

concluded

that

'on

the

which he examined

whole,

far as opened up at present,

any great economical

fossils

in

stratified

yielded six specimens

importance'

beds

on

therefore,

James Stewart to

'pretty carefully’

the Lake Nyassa coal,

can scarcely be regarded as having
(p.188).

He describes a search for

the banks of the Rukuru river,

of fossil

fish remains,

to Dr. Traquair of Edinburgh University.

which

later to be submitted

He wrote back in April 1888,

confirming that it was a new species and asking to be allowed to name
it ’ Acrolepis ? Drummondi'(p.193).
Drummond ends the chapter with a passage which reflects his per

ception of the continuity of law and the unity of Nature:

Finally the thing about the geology of Africa that strikes
one as especially significant is, that terlughouh this vast
area, just opening up to scienee , there is nothing new - no
unknown force at work;
no rock strange to the petrographere;
no pause in denudation;
no formation, texture, or structure
to put the law of continuity to confusion.
Rapid radiation,
certainly, replaces the effects of frost in northern lands
- and the enormous denudation due to this cause is a most
striking feature of tropical geology.
The labours of the worm,
again, in transporting soil in temperate climates are under
taken by the hermihe;
but here, as elsewhere, every fresh
investigation tends to establish more and more the oneness
and simplicity of nature,
(p.199)

Comment
Tropical

Africa was not one of Drummond's most iaplrhanh works.
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but it is a significant record of whai must have been a further forma

tive

period

The book

io his ldfn.

itself must have given hOnlaure

to many, aod ii may be that ii dofOunoced poldtdolC events.
oo

"A

Political

Wroming'.,

Young Simpson states

James

likely that ihe British

Commenting

ghat ii seems

had been considering handing over

the Shire Highlands to Portugal, and goes on to say;
It may be safely stated ghat Drummond's stdiiing chapters,
followed by some dnfltnngiaO agitation aod the loss of at least
one Scotch seat to the Government, turned the scale, and ihe
curious situation ensued of the Foreign Office urging the
Missions to resist the suggestions of its aocieditei represen
tative, so that the hands of the Foreign Secretary might be
strengthened in his oew resolve to hold to the country.4 5
Ii is also perhaps worth recording at this point ghat Drummond's

potential poligdcaO and adedodsgiltive abdCits was quite widely recog

nised.

George Adam Sedgy refers to the offer of a Government Appoint

ment as Secretary of ihe Shipping Commission in November 1884, io ihe

offer from the Earl of Aberdeen whed Viceroy of Ireland of a post on
his staff in February 1886, aod also to pressure from ihe Liberal Party

aod from Mr. G0ldstodn in June 1886 urging him to stand as haiOdaeedtars cadidiate.

All

of gynse Drummond hoCdgnCy bui firmly dncOioni

as possible ddsgiaotions from his

strongly fnOt vocation to tnlcyidg

aod evangelism.^

Drummond

odvdlisagdon,

considered
in

could be regarded

politics,

his

politics,

first visit to America a revelation id

and

human nature.

in

as a revelation

His Africao visit

io pre-civilisation,

aod the depths of human suffering.

ioteioatdeoal

George Adam Smith atltea

that ’Central Africa Onfg a deep mark upon Drummond’ aod ooogintes;

... Drummond saw all ihe cruel sacrifices, ddsnparabOe from
ihe first heiodo assaults of Chidstradity upon the heathnddee
of ihe Dark Codgddeng.
He saw, too, the Slave Trade in iis
most ghastly features - ihe ciuiI Arab iea0ni, the tracks

4. Simpson, p.118.
5. Adam Smith, pp. 049, 063, 066-067.
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■1
dotted with human bones,
on them.
Then came his
attacks of fever in his
of weakness and inertia.
he returned to Scotland
his head.®

the stockades with human heads impaled
own fits of lassitude and depression,
tent under pitiless rain, and a month
All this marked him for life. When
we noticed a splash of grey hair upon

-

J

. «

6. Adam Smith, p.210

‘5
4X
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B

"THE CONTRIBUTION OF SCIENCE TO CHRISTIANITY"

same year that he returned from Africa, Drummond was or

In the

inducted to the chair of Professor of Natural Science in

dained and
the

Feee CHurch Coaeape

This, as has

in Glasgow.

already been men-

heonede was made possible through the generosity of Mr. James .Stevenson
of Largs,

who offered sufficient funds to increase Drummond's salary

Snd raise the status of the post of lecturer to a professorship.

proposal was accepted by the General Assembly of 1883,
four

out

of

five

Assembly of 1884.

Presbyteries,

The

agreed to by

and finally approved by the General

Drummond was elected to the chair on 31st May, 1884,

and the ordination and induction took place in the College Free Church
on 4th November,

It was at this ceremony that he delivered the

1884.

address "The Contribution of Science to Christianity".

In the

following month he repeated it in substantially the same

form when he gave the annual lecture of the Christian Medical Fellow

ship of the University of Edinburgh.

George Adam Smith,

commenting

on his reception, writes:
Whatever his audience had previously known, or not known, about
him, they now saw before them a religious teacher utterly free
from conventionalism, ardent and enthusiastic as any of them
selves, fearless of facts, loyal to the intellectual, methods
of the age, but still with an unshaken faith in God and in
the reality of spiritual experience.?

The

address

was

subsequently

published

in

two

issues

of

the

Expositor during 1885 and finally reprinted in The New Evangelism and
other Papers

in 1899.

James Young Simpson refers to the articles as

'excellent examples of the type of work that Drummond achieved with
g
such brilliance and apparent ease'.
George Adam Smith considered
the material of sufficient importance to devote ten pages of extensive

quotation in The Life of Henry Drummond in the chapter "Evolution and

7. Adam Smith, p.298.
8. Simpson, p.138.
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Revelation".
It would seem likely that Drummond worked on the address

after

he knew of his election to the chair, and took the opportunity to con

ideas from Natural Law in the Spiritual World

of his

some

solidate

and set them out before his academic and clerical contemporaries, par

ticularly in the University of Glasgow and in the Presbytery of Glas

gow,

the

in

hope

encouraging the emergence of self-critical

of

and

open-ended theology.
begins

Drummond

his

lecture

with

the

statement

that

There

is

nothing more inspiring just now to the religious mind than the expan

.
9
sion of the intellectual area of Christianity’ .

He notes that the

Christian system inevitably takes time to assess and absorb new know
ledge

but

world finds,

later

or

sooner

’Christianity utilises

the best that the

and gives it a niche in the temple of God'

(p.153).

The

Christian attitude to Science should be free from false hope and false

fear,

and should show a readiness to learn.

tion of superiority on either side.

There must be no assump

Science by systematic study has

a body of truth which is verifiable and which immediately

raised up

affects the whole field of knowledge including Christianity.
He

quotes

religion

has

Herbert Spencer as stating that

always

from science’

come

’the purification of

and goes on to

suggest that

theology must take note of both the Scientific Method and the Doctrine

The Scientific Method insists on the value of facts

of Evolution.

the

and

value

presented

time
the

went
facts

to

of

the

Christianity

laws.

world,

possesses

facts

which,

when

enabled the faith to spread rapidly but as

on^ men or manuscripts began to be quoted as authorities,
lost

power

and

impressiveness,

and

the

church

found

it

necessary to reinforce its authority by the establishment of judicial

9.

CS-NE, p.153.
the text.

(Further

references

are

given

after quotations in

- 107 relations with ihe secular state.

against

iotermeidardes

and

The Reformation was io pari a revolt

a return to an appeal

to facis.

Chris

tianity is now Cnarndng from scdnncn to go back to facis.

Critics io every tongue are engaged upon ihe facts;
tiavnOCnis
in every Oadi are unveiling daots;
nxegetes are ai work upon
the words, scholars upon the maouacrdhgs;
sceptics, believing
aod unbelieving, are nOiedoating the oot-faogs;
and ihe whole
finOi is alive with workers.
And the pednt to mark is that
these men are oot mandhtOating, but verifying, facts,
(p.160)
Drummond goes oo to alasnr that the primary evidence for Chris—

gdanigy is ihe Chidsgr.an,

Diagnosis",

suggests

to study conversion.

spirit,

and echoing a pOii first made in "Spiritual

that one aim of a scientific theology should be
'The iatdooal man, his regeneration by the Holy

spiritual mao aod his relations to the world aod to God,

the

gyese are the modern facts for a aodengddic thnoOegsa
He goes oo to hodot out that science has

(p.160).

demonstrated the uni

formity of raium through the study of different fields
a

’bretyeryood

of

same way through careful study,
Clr

uniformity

in

and ao uodtiCydog symmetry.

common laws'

the

revealed
Io the

ooe day there may be ddsolosnd a sded-

shdiiguaC

world

aod

ao tOtimagn convergence.

’The laws of both as they ilidate upwards will meet in a common cupola,
aod between

outer and inner courts the priests of nature and the

the

priests of God will go ii tad tou ^googith

1' .163)6

Such a study would result io ao dntnlCeotulO gaio to Chidsgdanity,
particularly io a deeper uodeiatlnddng of the law of causation io the

ahdidgtal lddn.

Chiistdaos wrongly imagioe that in this field 'things

are managed iiffeinngOy gynie from anywhere nisi - inss stiiotOy, less

censiagentCy;
riOy,

aod

that blessings

that

everything

is

and huodshenots

ordered by a Divine

thao by a system of fixed hidnoiple'
pray

for gydngs

are

(p.166).

idsorngioo iltyei

Consequently meo ofinn

thai Ohiy art unable to receive,

are uowiC0dng to pay the hiice.

dispersed aibdgia-

or for which thes
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There is nothing more appalling than the wholesale way in which
unthinking people plead to the Almighty the richest and most
spiritual of His promises}, and claim their immediate fulfil
ment, without themselves fulfilling one of the conditions
either on which they are promised or can possibly be given.
If the Bible is closely looked into, it will probably be found
that very many of the promises have attached to them a con
dition - itself not unfrequently the best part of the promise.
True prayer for any promise is to plead for power to fulfil
the condition on which it is offered, and which, being ful
filled, is in that act given.
(p.165)
He suggests that the adoption of the scientific method would in

fuse new enthusiasm into thinking and attract ’an ever increasing band
of

He

workers '.

uses

the

image of a coral reef to illustrate the

irresistible charm of working on the frontiers of knowledge.

Round the islands of coral skeletons in the Pacific Ocean there
is belt of living coral.
Each tiny polyp on this outermost
fringe, and here only, secretes a solid substance from the
invisible storehouse of the sea, and lays down its life in
adding it to the advancing reef.
So science and so theology
grow.
Through these workers on the fringing reef - behind,
in contact with the great solid, essential, formulated past;
before, the profound sea of unknown truth - through these
workers, and through these alone, can knowledge grow.
(p.166)
He

then

a

draws

the scientific spirit.

distinction

the

between

scientific method and

The former may reveal fresh and revolutionary

ideas, but the latter will ensure that while there is due respect for
the

findings of the past;,

dogma,

and

are

'held

sufficient evidence’

these new ideas are not allowed to become

with

caution and abandoned with generosity on

(p.169).

Turning to the scientific contribution to theology in the doctrine
of the creation,
of

the

method

of

Drummond notes

creation,

mystery of origins,
science

has

made

it

that while

science

affords a theory

is silent in regard to the ultimate

and has not found a substitute for God.

atheism unscientific

in that it looks

In fact

at the back

of phenomena and says

’"The atheist tells us there is nothing there.

We cannot believe him.

We cannot tell what it is, but there is cer

tainly

something.

atheists".’

(p.171).

Agnostics

we

may

be,

we

can

no

longer

be
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then

Drummond

illustrates

closely biology and theology are

how

Huxley's description in

related by quoting at some length from T.H.

his

Lay Sermons of the growth of a common salamander from the egg,
phrases which appear to

italicising

from

outside

an

agency,

indicate purposeful

can

'one

e.g.,

operated by a skilled modeller',

and

them to those

compare

only

intervention

'it is as if a delicate finger

traced out the line to be occupied by the spinal column' .
descriptive

passage

italics,

the

in

Spiritual

earlier

was

10

ree,,

'within a eae^'i-Oraad•hh'

by

"Conformity to Type"

chapter

World).

quoted

however,

of the spiritual,

the

larger

question of the

but

without

in Natural Law in the

he suggests

dence of 'unseen contact all along the line'

On

Drummond,

(This same

that the natural

is

and that this may be evi

(p.173).

creation of the world itself he

considers that science offers to theology in the hypothesis of evolu

tion

a doctrine of the method of creation which is to be welcomed,

which fills a gap in theological understanding and 'which the intellect

can accept and which for the devout mind leaves everything more worthy
of worship than before'
Returning to the

(p.175).
theme of conversion,

an enlightened theology,
future

and

that

using

mental

Drummond suggests that to

science would be the

biological

analogies,

science of the

theology may eventually

give a scientific account of the phenomena of regeneration.
then

have

man'

(p.176).

an

embryology,

a morphology,

He goes on to

'We shall

and a physiology of the new

argue that if Evolution is accepted as

a method of Creation, and can therefore be considered a form of revela^^1, it would not be unreasonable to expect the second form of revela

tion, God's word,
ing

of

the

also 'to be a gradual unfolding.

construction

10. NL pp.290-291.

of

the Bible as a

The old understand

'Divine-Oeah'

hypothesis

— 110 —
must give way to the 'slow growth or evolution tytoiy’

(p.178).

The supreme oontiibtgden of Evolutioo to Rnligioo is OIiO ii
has given ii a oOnaiei BibOn ... Science is ihe great ex
plainer, thn great expositor, not ooCy of nature, bug of tverygydog it touches.
Iis function is to arrangt things, and make
them ieasonlb0t3
And it has arranged the Bibln io a oew way,
and made ii as differnot as sodnoon has made the woili.
(p.179)
He admits that there art many htipOtxiog things io the Bible

art

God,

difficult to itcooodOt with ihi idta of a just and compassionate

but suggests that tytae aidae from an unscieogdfdo tnieratanidng

of ihe nature of the BibOn.

Hn oeotdntes:

We set now that the mind of mao has beeo slowly developing,
tydt the race has bneo gradually educated, and that itvtOltdon
has betn adapted from thi first to thn various and successive
stages through which that itvtOohetog hassti.
Instead, tyeiefoit, of rtlidng ail our tytoOogy inio Genesis, we see only
the alphabet thirt.
Io thn OaOer books we see pidmeia - first,
second and gedri:
ihi truths stated provisionally as for chil
dren, but gadodng volume and cOeaintss as the world gets older.
Centuries aod cIngtiiIS pass, aod the mind of ihe ddsciplined
nce is at Oast diimed ripe enough to iIcedVI Ntw Testament
truth, and thi ieveOatdoo culminates io the pirson of Chrisi.
(pp.179-180)

Drummond ^10 points oui that Ooog before tht theory of evolution

had bneo formulated,

iiaceioiog minds had foreseen thi steady growth

of theological truth to higher forms,

aod includes ao apposite quota

tion from John Henry Newmao’s University Sermons.
the importance that evolution has for theology.
new

departments,

dnciiasid

reasonabOi body of truth,
(p.183).

its

status

aod

He thio iI-lssiiga

It has given gyieOegy

givio

it

'a

vastly

morn

about God aod man, about sin aod saOvatden

It has also given Cyrdstdlodgy a onw BibOn.

The oew BibOn is a book whose parts, though oot of unequal
vaOue, are seed to be of dddfIieot kinds of value;
where the
casual is idstdngtdshei from tht tssentdlOL, thi local from
the universal, the s ubordinate ffim tie thimal end. The Bino
is oot a book which h as t een m made
it has grown.
HHnoe ii
is no Conger a mere aoriibboe, nor a compendium of ddo0ginoe,
but a nursery f t geon0ga rruths .
ii is n ot sti ev en plane of
proof texts without proportion or emhhlsda, or ldgyg or shade;
bui a revelation vaidIi as oatur'e, with the Divide io its
hidden parts, in iis apiiig, iis teoiencdes, its obsctrdtiIa,
aod iis oedssdona.
(p.183)

- Ill

Drummond accepts
of

the

understanding

will

continue

nourished

to

that many Christians have no need for new ways

Bible,

nourish

it in the past'

and that for many years

the

soul

(p.184).

of

the

But

the old Bible

Church,

as it has

is convinced that there

he

is an ever increasing number whose mental attitude has been radically

changed

by

learning

to

think from science who need a new exegesis,

a re-consideration of the historic setting,

and a clearer view of the

moral purposes of God.
He draws his paper to a close by asking whether the scientific

contribution to
that

theology helps Christianity practically,

and suggests

'Science has nothing finer to offer Christianity than the exalta

tion of its supreme conception - God'

(p.186),

He goes on to conclude:

The old student of natural theology rose from his contemplation
of design in nature with heightendd feeling of the wisdom,
goodness, ann power er th e Ad migh.eih
But never before had
and immensity,
and infinity,
the ntarebtats of eaereity,
clothed themselves with language so majestic in its sublimity.
It is a language for the mind alone.
Yet in the presence of
the slow toiling of geology, millen^m after millenetm, at
before the unthinkable past of paleon
the unfinished earth;
tology, both but moments and lightning-flashes to the immenser
standards of &si^oerooIny :
faff ore these even -the imagination
reels and leaves an exhewhenee nnl e for religion.
(p.187)
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THE GREATEST THING IN THE WORLD

C

Background

Greatest Thing in the World is Drummond's ost, oppllro and

The

widely read work.

cliihlihey

printed

It was first published in 1890 and hse been re
ever

since.

The

latest adeheoi

in

this

clpihey

is i paper back version published by Hodder and Stoughton in 1980 with

a biographical sketch by Denis Duncan, who confirms that at least two

million copies of the book have been ssH and siugeath tliat it is one

11

.

most influential devotional books in the English language.
X
The theme of the book is the practical application of love in

of

the

daily life based on Chapter 13 of the First Epistle to the Corinthians,
is

to

some extent

appear

in

earlier

It

a

of

reworking

sermons

and

ideas and illustrations which

addresses,

it

but

seems

likely

that

Drummond consolidated it in its basic form very soon after his•return

from Africa.

James W. Kennedy states that in June 1884

Drummond was

a guest in the country home of Mr. Edward Denney along with Moody and

others

account of how Drummond responded

reading.
a

small

'After
New

some

urging

began to

and

to a request to give them a Bible

characteristic

Testament from his pocket,

chapter of First Corinthians,
way,

He then quotes from Moody, an

engaged in the London Mission.

opened it at the hherheenth

and wehalph a note, in the most informal

speak on the subject of love.

had never heard anything so beautiful'.

Similar

sentiments

are

written from the Free Manse,

reluctance he drew

12

expressed
Cults,

It seemed to me that I

by

R.W.

Aberdeen,

Barbour

in

a

on 17th August,

letter
1884.

Henry is here, and it is good to entertain angels awares or
unawares ,.. Henry says it is his birthday - he is thirty-three
today - but it has felt liker my own.
He spoke to us tonight
on Paul's Hymn of Heavenly Love in the taerheedta of First

11. The Greatest Thing in the World (London, 1980) p.51.
12. Kennedy, p.160.
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Ceidothdlos, aod ii was like being in heaven or in sight of
it to hear yde.
One had ihi swttt pain of aiedoe semntydng
1^^ he might strive lfgei for many days.1®
Moody

resolved

Mlssacytsegts,

to

gyaO

Drummond

shouCd

be

iiOdVir his address oo "Love".

his visit io the United SOiOis

io 1887,

to

brought

Noi0yfdt0i,

hhds hi did during

aod it was published oeeii,

after thi NoithfdeOi CoofIienoe, tnini ^1 titOe of "Love - thi Supreme

Gifi".

Meantime,

differeot

however,

occasions

at

Drummond gave tht address oo a dumber of

homt,

dnoOtiing

those

givio

during his work

1^ university students whdoh ix0ioiii over the heidod 1884 to 1894.

This is an area of his Oife io wydoh George Adam Sed0y devotes a whole
chapter

io

eds

biography

and

’ chief do0eris0 aod burden' ,

ihn

otxt

students

aub-sectdoo

of

ght

1^^

he

to

conadieiii

be

Ditmeooi's

aod lydoh will bi dealt 1^ briefly io
oyeada.

coocnin

Drummond's

for

his

aod a Oink with his African experience art iefCtctId io ao

early passage io ihi book:

Aod I beg ght OiiOOi bard of would-be edasdeoaiies - aod I
have thi honour io caCC some of you by gyda oame for ^1 first
tdei - to remember tylt though you give your bodies to bt
burned, aod have oot Lovt, ii profits ootedog - oo0ydng!
You
cao take notydoe giilgei to ihi hiateen worCd thao the dehiesa
aod iifleotion of ^1 Lovt of God upon your owo characgei ...
It is ihe mao who is the missionary, it is ooi his words.
His chlrlctir is his message.
Io the heari of Africa, among
tht great Lakis, I have come across black mto aod women iho
remembered the only 1^01 mao they ever saw before - David
Livingstone;
aod as you cross his footsteps io ghat dark cootdoeog, men's facts 0dgh0 up as Ohey speak of iht kind Doctor
who passed Ohere sears ago.
They could not tnieraiaoi ed^;
but ihey fiCt the Love that beat io his hiai0.14

Coottot
hye eiea0na0 hydoe io thn World is iilatdViOy syeii3
io thi I960 iid0ion, excluding ihe UdogiahydoaO sketch,

13. Adam Sei0e, p.251.
14. GW, pp.20-21.
(Tht 1894 Collected Edition).
are giver af0ei quotations in ihe tixi.

Tht text,

is no morn 0yao

Further redtrtoces
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In a brief Introduction, Drummond asks 'What is the noblest

47 pages.
object

of desire,

the

He suggests that it

supreme gift to covet?'

is not Faith as many might suppose, but Love, the summum bonum singled

out by Paul,

Peter, John and Jesus Christ himself.

He then outlines

the form of his intended exposition as Love contrasted, Love analysed

and Love defended.
Drummond then points out,

that Paul
faith,

contrasts

charity,

Love

in the chapter headed "The Contrast”,

with

eloquence,

and

martyrdom.

sacrifice

'charity'

here as shorthand hoi? dhe dext

my

to

goods

feed

the

doo””'»

and

draws

with

prophecy,

Drummond

mysteries,

uses

the

word

"Anci dahuui I beett” adl

out hhe

distinction between

charity and love in a perceptive passage.

Charity is only a leaale bit of Love, one of the innumerable
avenues of Love, and there may even be, and there is, a great
deal of charity without Love.
It is a very easy thing to toss
a copper to a beggar on the street;
it is generally an easier
thing than not to do it.
Yet Love is just as often in the
withholding.
We purchase relief from the sympathetic feelings
aroused by the spectacle of misery, at the copper's cost.
It is too cheap - too clieap for us, nn d fahe d ”o d dear for
the beggar.
If we really loved him we would either do more
for him, or less.
(pp.19-20)
Barrett

C.K.
states

’Pauu

...

makes

a

similar

point in his commentary where he

afftwrs the possibility that char'itable acts may pro-

ceed from lower motties’.

15

to sacrifice and martyrdom,

Drmmmond then continues,

after referring

with the appeal to the would-be mission

aries already mentioned above, and ends the chapter with the following
'You may take every accomplishment;

sentence.

every sacrifice;

The

but if you give your body to be burned,

chapter entitled "The Analysis”

and takes the

15. C.K.

you may be braced for

it will profit you and the cause of Christ nothing'

not Love,

is the

and have
(p.22).

longest in the book

form of a sustained exposition of the nine ingredients

Barrett,

p.302.

.

The First Epistle to the Corinthians (London, 1968),

<
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of the

’Spectrum of Love'

which Drummond identifies from verses 4 to

6 of his text as being Patience, Kindness, Generosity, Humility, Cour

tesy,

Good

Unselfishness,

’Kindness’

Guilelessneis,

and Sincerity.

On

he notes that much of Christ's life was spent in doing kind

things and suggests

and

holiness,

Temper,

that as the only thing greater than happiness is

that as this is not in our keeping,

we should do all

we can to ensure the happiness of others.

Therefore love.
Without distinction, without calculation,
without procrastination, love.
Lavish it upon the poor, where
it is very easy;
especially upon the rich, who often need
it aoih;
most of all upon our equals, where it is very diffi
cult, and for whom perhaps we do least of all.
There is a
difference between trying to please and giving pleasure. Give
pleasure. Lose no chance of giving pleasure.
For that is the
ceaseless and anonymous triumph of a truly loving sperih.
(p.28)
’Courtesy'
etiquette ’

and

he defines as
asserts

that

’Love

in society,

Love

in relation to

can put the most untutored person

’You

into the highest society, and if they have a reservoir of love in their

heart,

they will not behave themselves unseemly.

do it'

(p.31)

The

section on

'Good Temper’

They simply cannot

begins with the assertion that the

Bible condemns bad temper as one of the most destructive elements in

human nature.

Drummond then points out that it is often the vice of

the virtuous and goes on to contrast the sins of the body of the Prodi
gal Son and the sins of the disposition of the Elder Brother, restating

in a more elaborate ;f'ole, some of the material in his sermon on "111
Temper"

dated 1881,

Addresses.

His

inePudd0 n o hep ieeal Lffe and other Unpublished

advice

developed in Natural

on

how

Law in the

to

deal

with

ill

Spiritual World.

temper

is further

It is inhereshing

to compare the three versions.

The Ideal Life
The soul is to be made sweet, not by taking the acidulous
fluids out, but by putting something in - a great love, God’s
great love.
is to work a chemical change upon them, to
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renovate and regenerate them, to dissolve them in its own rich
fragrant substance.
(IL p.56)
Natural Law

A specific erreauea has poisoned his veins.
And the acrid
humours that are breaking out all over the surface of his life
are only to be subdued by a gradual sweetening of the inward
spirit ... he whose spirit is purified and sweetened becomes
proof against these germs of sin.
(NL p.192)
The Greatest Thing in the World

We must go to the source, and change the inmost eaaurt, and
the angry humours will die away of themselves. Souls are made
sweet, not by taking the acid fluids out, but by putting some
thing in - a great Love, a new Spirit, the Spirit of Christ.
Christ, the Spirit of Christ, interpenearuting ours, sweetens,
purifies, transforms all.
This only can eradicate what is
wrong, work a chemical change, renovate and regenerate, and
rehabilitate the inner man.
Will-power does not change men,
Time does not change men.
Christ does.
(pp.39-40)
In

his

shows how

on

comments

the

final

ingredient

'Sincerity',

Drummond

the word relates to the Authorised Version text ”rejoiceah

in the a^uah”.
... he who loves will love Truth not less than men.
He will
rejoice in the Truth - rejoice not in what he has been taught
to believe;
not in this Church's doctrine or that;
not in
this ism or that ism;
but 'in the Truth' .
He will accept
only what is real;
he will strive to get at facts;
he will
search for Truth with a humble and unbiased mind, and cherish
whatever he finds at any sacrifice.
(p.42)

He then goes

on to point out that the more literal aruesluaion

of the text in the Revised Version ”rtjoiceth with the truth” extends

the meaning of 'Sincerity' to include 'the self-resaruiet which refuses
to make capital out of oaters' faults'

Drummond's

on

remarks

the

(p.43).

priority

of

making

truth one's own,

echo in brief form, the extended discussion on 'parasitism' in Natural
Law

in

the

Spiritual

World

where

he

sautes

that

'The

faculty

for

selecting truth at first hand and appropriating it for one's self is
a lawful possession to every Christian'

Having

analysed

Drummond goes on
character.

the

ingredients

(NL p.351).

of

the

'Spectrum

of

Love',

to consider how they are to become part of a man's

He asks

'Is

life not

full of opportunities for learning
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aod

Love'?'

he

’The worCd is not a playground;

is noi a holiday,

Lift

schoolroom.

e0iioa0

cooiinues,

Cesson for us

ail

but an education.

is how biiter we cao Cove'

it is

a

Aod ihi ont

•Teiri

(p.30).

art echoes here of a passage aOinliy quoted from thn sermon "Clldivoyloci"

io the

Ideal Life

(p.135),

in whdch he

of Oeainrog as a hlloi for making souCs.

for

practict,

hedo0iog

out

that

thirt

speaks

of a school

He then iehyasises ^1 died
is

oo0eiog

capricious

about

spdidttaC ievI0ohmen0.
We do oot get Ohn souC in diffireot ways, under differeni Cais,
from those in 1^^ we get ihe body aod the miod.
If a mao
does oot exercise his arm he develops oo biceps muscle;
aod
if a mao dots oot exercise his souC, hi acquires oo musclt
in his souC, no strength of character, ho vigour of eoilO
dibiI, nor beauty of spdrdiuaO growth.
(pp.44-45)

He iIedois his readers

perfect,

ie

read

thai

of Chids•i's oeo netd to

Oelioni obedience.

He

aod in favour iiih God aod man' .

learn.

'Though

Hi dociIaaei in wisdom

Hi centdntts in a passage 1^^ may

reflect some of yds owo inner cenfOicis.
Do ooi quarrel tyeiefoin ldih your loi io Odfe.
Do not com
plain of its oever-ceaadoe cains, iis piOty iovdionmeot, ihi
vexations you havt to staod, the small and sordid souls you
have to live aod work eith.
Above alC, do ooi resent gimptatdoo;
do ooi be hIihOnxIi because ii stims to tydckno round
you more and eoiI, aod ciasts nIdthti for effort oor for agony
ror prayer.
That is the hiacidCI lydch God appoints you;
aod it is having iis work in making you paidInt, aod humble,
aod gIreiots, aod trseOfdae, and kind, aod cotiieets.
(pp.45
46)
He

drtioiucIs

at

thda

develops dtsI0f in solitude;

appears

in

a

- the

uoste^;

a quotation from GotOhe:

’Peoittnce’

This

io the

Here ht cootinuns 'Talent develops dtsiOf io soli

OaOnot of prayer of faith,

Cyarlctei

"TiOioO

chailctei in Ohi stream of OidI’,.

ddfftitrt cortexi in hda sermon or

Ideal Life (p.214),
tude

hodot

grows

io

ihe

of meiitaidoo,

of seeing ihe

sOriam of thi world's

chdndOy is lhiie men art to Ciaro Love'

ldfi.

That

(ph.46-47).

Hn thio makes a fresh aod valuable comment on ghn oaiure of Love

r0seld'
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Love itself cam never be (affinede
Light is somehaeng more
than the sum of its ingredients - a glowing, dazzling, tremul
ous ether.
And Love is something more haad all its elements
- a palpehahing, quivering, sensitive, living thing.
By syn
thesis of all the clelurie men can make whiteness, but they
cannot make light.
By synthesis of all the vierups, mme can
make virtue, they cannot make love.
(p.47)
Answering the question

living

whole

conveyed

into

'How then are we to have this transcendent

souls?'

our

he

affirms

that Love is

effect which ie produeed only ae we fuOeee the right conditions.
is

an

It

a matter of conhealplahing the love of Christ so that our hearts

may be slowly changed.

Stand before that airroe, reflect Christ's character, and you
will be changed into the same image from tenderness to tende!''—
ness.
There is no other waye
You o^nno-t love to order. You
can only look at the lovely object, and fall in oGee wthh it,
and grow into likeness to it.
(pp.48-49)

Drummond likens the process to that of elechro-megnetic induction,

'Remain side by side with Him who

loved us, • and gave Himself for us,

and you too will become a centre of power,

force;

a permanently attractive

and like Him you will draw all men unto you, like Him you will

be drawn unto all men'

(pp.49-50).

In the final chapter "The Defence)", Drummond reflects on the eter
nal nature of love and the passing away of prophecy, tongues and know

ledge,

seding

He gives examples of social change during his time, the super

of

the

coach

by

the inhroduchiln of electricity,

sheaa,

the rapid devellpmenhi of science.
dantly and to live abundantly,

He urges his readers to love abun

and challenges them to join him in an

intense study of St, Paul's words over a hhrea month period.

on to affirm ’It is worth doing.
can become a saint in his sleep;

It is worth giving time to.

and care'

He goes
No man

and to fulfil the condition required

demands a certain amount of prayer and meditation and time,
improvements

and

just as

in any direction, bodily or mental, requires preparation

(p.64).

He concludes

the

chapter with a reference to the parable of the

- 119 an d the goatss sm d suggests atua the

sheep
not be

final

test of a man will

ii ^3^3 of* "How have I believed?” but "How have I loved?”.

He ends the book with the following passage.
The words which all of us sh^l oon Day hear sound not of
theology but of llif, nn” of churches and saints but of the
hungry and the poor, not of creeds and nocareneh but of htelaer
uen clothing, not of Bibles and pruyerbwwks but of cups of
cold water in the name of Christ.
Thank God the Chrehaeaeety
of today is coming nearer the world’s need. Live to help ahua
on.
Thank Go” men know better, by a hairs—Irr^eadth, what
religion is, what God is, who Christ ss , where Christ is.
Who is Christ?
He who fed the hungry, clothed the naked,
visited the sick.
And where is Christ?
Where? - whoso shall
receive a little child in My name receiveth Me,
And who are
Christ's? Everyone that loveth is born of God.
(p.68)

.

Comment

The extracts quoted above have been helecatd to give an indication
of the cwnaena and general
impact

argument of the book.

to be rightly assessed

to

it is necessary to treat the book as

Analysis and comparison with earlier related writings

a awaal entity.
inevitably

For the spiritual

some

extent

reduces

this impact.

Nevertheless

it is

hoped that enough has been included to suggest why it should have had
and saenn has such a wide appeal,

Denis Duncan,

in his biographical

’Afterword) suggests that part of this initial appeal was undoubtedly
due to its prehtnauaiwes
for

publication

in

all

and states that Drummond

its

aspects

-

layout,

’prepared the book

cover

design,

proof

reading, etc., to ensure that its effect on eye and mind were equally

plnhuislw’n
the

16

aames W. Kennedy hautes

sale was enormous'.

'It caught the public fancy and

Nevertheless, two fundamental factors remain,

the character and personality of Drummond himself and the underlying

spiritual

content of I

Cwreetheues 13.

Duncan includes a number of

ttsaimwnieh to Drummond's spiritual saaatre in his

16. 1980 Enetiwn, p.53

'Afterword1

to the
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iht

book,

folCoiiog of lyioy,

lidtiIn by Moody,

cao appropriately be

quoted ai 0hda pednt;:

Some men take ao occasionaC journey into the thirteenth chapter
of I Coiioiydlos, bui Henry Drummond was a mao who lived there
constantly, lhpiohiiaidoe its blessings and exemplifying iis
ieachinga.
As you read what he terms ihi analysis of Covt,
you fouod thai all iis dngiIiients wert dnieiwovIo into his
ildOy life, making him one of the most CovabCe min I have ever
koowo.17

At

the

Adam

same

timi,

Sedte,

perhaps

it

should

be

Simpson,

recorded

that

oedihIi

fig to includt a
'
separate entry in iyedi indexes for The eieatIat Tyiog io thi World,

George

James

oor

Young

sai

I

oor do thiy say much ' about its oi'dgdo, or its success, apart from the

of

ce00ectivt appeal

’Tht Christmas Booklets’,

lhdce must now Ui ceosddeini'.
cuOatdon

figures

leri

ooi

the iemadndng four of

Ii may be that thn difference io cir-

atdfdCdIot

at thai tdeI to merit iilldog

a idstdooidoo, or thai iyedi alaieoIas of ihe fuCC radge of Drummond's

work affecini iyIdr assessment.

It is the

was ao lOnmint of sentdmeotaOdty

io The Greatest hhddg

1^^

may have

spiritual

ddCieasId

codtiot,

ihi

iis

appeal io the pubOdc,

booklets

1^^

more to offer io tht prising day reader.

17, 1980 Edition, p.55„

widini’s view thai there

io ihi World

aod in terms of

foCCoied have as much if not
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THE BOOKLETS

D

Background
In

Honer

1894,

Stoughton

and

published

The

Greatest Thing

the World and Other Addresses with an inheodpctory note

to

' In response

the wish of many who have read these Addresses in separate form,

this

containing the complete series,

is now pre-

The "Other Addresses"eselected were "The Programme of Chris-

headity",

City

"The

they

Gilt Top,

without

a

Church",

and

"The Changed Life"

"Pax

In the final page of the volume the publishers intimated

Vobiscum".

that

Edition,

Collected

peeeI'.

the

in

were
Is.

still

or in Cloth,

each;

circulation

in

available

to

figures

and 122,000 respectively.

that

booklet

form

’White

each’

and gave

55,000;

85,000;

Gilt Edges, 2s.6d.

Iaha

as

63,000;

leatherette.

The figure for The Greatest Thing in the

World was then 315,000.

These

booklets

represent

a

distinctive

element

in

Drummond's

literary material and derive largely from addresses given by him during

his work with students

in Edinburgh during the period 1884-1894, al

ready briefly referred to.

A 0pehher quotation from George Adam Smith

indicates how high the work rated in Drummond's priorities:
He reckoned as mere distractions from it not only the most
honourable of calls to positions of eminence on other arenas
of life, but even many of those forms of work in which he had
hihherho achieved success.
He shut himself off from the pul
pits of his Church, denied his friends, turned from the public,
banished reporters, and endured infinite misrepresentation,
if only he might make sure of the shudenhs.
Had one asked
him towards the end what the work of his life had been, he
would certainly have replied, ’My work among them'.l^

George Adam Smith includes an Appendix giving a summary of the

Addresses given to students of Edinburgh University at Oddfellows Hall

between

January

Anthology,/ a

and

March

1890.

James

W.

Kennedy includes

in his

I
chapter summarising a number of addresses from various / e?f'

18. Adam Smith, p.295
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sources iocOuidng Stores RoCltd Aiay and Other Addresses to Young Men

itldverti in America.

19

He thio adds a furihtr chapter eotitlei "Tht

Christmas ieokOets" in 1^^ he deals speoifica00y 1^ those included

in

The eitatIst Thing io thn World aod Oihtr Addresses.

there, that as the fame of Natural Law shrtai, the

for more published irrting from the pin of its

Ht states

cCaeotred

public

atieeie aod Drummond

concIdvni ihe diea of hrintdog a series of his addresses as "Christmas

Cards".

KInotiy contiotIa:

AlC five of thesi "Cyrdstmas BookOeis" wtrt tiaoslatId into
many languages and reprdotni agldo and again in innumerable
editions.
Through thtm Herry Drummond iIaceei a wider public
OIio he ever dreamed of, and tht total issue aod "shiIli" of
them made hda name a yousIhoOi lord around the worCd.
The
message of these MOtCi books is stilC as fresh aod perirneot
as ever.
Oot car prove ii by itliiog ary of them lith iht
date Cioe removed.
Tht

first

"Ceiisteas Booklet",

The Greatest Thing in iht WorCd^

was made avliCaUCt to students and Drummond's friends in December 1889,
prior to eider publication tarCy in 1890,

sidered.

and has

a!ready been con

Tht remadodog four wiCC ooi be discussed,

and will be taken

as rthrestn0ativt

of Drummond's other addresses

to sa;1tcieIr-is,

which are variaidoos oo thIeIS covered in tht bookCeis.

so,

heeeterr

mentimt must be m ade

oU

21

most of

Before doing

tma Grofvenor House

ordressHo,

wedce took plact during the tarCy part of ihi student period.
These addresses, 1^^ wirt given in two series on three success

ive

Su^das

in

April/May,

of eiosvtnor Bust, ,

1855 ,

Hytv Pire ,

on d 0 v unne ,

1888 ,

0v ht v Ballroom

thv Lonoon hotv of thv Dutv of West-

19. Published in Lenien, 1900, 1^ an dniroiuctien by Luther Hess
Waring.
Cootados four 0IoitiIs given to studiois at Harvard io
April 1893 aod ihrie lecturis giver at the World's Bible Students’
Conference, Northfield, Mass. io July 1893.
20. Keoneds, p.131.
21. A dttadOei study of Drummond's work with aiuienia cao be found
in a thesis by M.C. Mciver, 'The Preaching of Henry Drummond wdth
sheodal referenci to hda work among aitients' (D.Phil. ndsseria—
gioo, New College, Edinburgh (1958).
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minster,
to

were

not

The

published.

circumstances

which led Drummond

accept the invitation to speak are described by George Adam Smith

in the following atrah:

So dehaenguished a writer as the author of Natural Law in the
Spiritual World was bound to be sought after by the more
religious portions of what is termed ’Society' ... In the
author of Natural Law they discovered a teacher with a strong,
fresh mind of his own;
not only a subtle expert in religious
experience, but one who enforced the principles of Christianity
apart from tcclesiahaecal formulas ... From such persons of
position there came in April and May 1884 a number of leaterh,
teater addressed to Drummond himself, asking an interview,
or addressed to those who knew him, asking an introduction.22 23
Among

stay at

those were Lord and Lady Aberdeen who invited Drummond to

Hadd”

House,

in the autumn of 1884,

nefh-nweg friends and correspondents.
ieeaeun

eevituai”n

came

in

It was

1885 to

March

and who were to become

through them that the

speak at Grosvenor House,

and through Lord Aberdeen and a number of dehaieguihttd figures ahua

the

second series was instigated,

hundred uaaenden

the

flowing

subsequent

for

the

on his audiences,

first address and the hall was
lectures.

Over five

fillen to over

Drummond made a great

impact

and a number of specific social projects arose from

the contacts he made.

These are described

Adam Smith and James W. Kennedy.
World, May 1885,

this time for men only.

23

in some detail by George

Both quote from an article in the

reporting the first series,

from which the following

brief exaracah are taken:
Mr. Drummond has invented a gospel which, if not entirely new,
has just enough novelty about it to pique and interest the
fashionable public ... He applies the principle of evolution,
the law of the survival of the fiaaest, to spiritual existence.
He does not consign to perdition all who fail to lead a highly
spiritual life here.
He only reminds them ahua they are not
qualifying themselves for the life t” come . . . the audience
has departed profoundly impressed by the words of wisdom and
solemnity issuing from the lips of a young man with a good
manner, a not inl-fuv”urtd face, a broad Scotch accent, clad

22. Adam Smith, p.252.
23. Adam Smith, pp.251-259, 277-283;

and Kennedy, pp.47-50.
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in a remarkably well-fitting frock coat . . . That he will pro
duce a moral or a social revolution is no more to be antici
pated than that he will change the future history of the human
race.
But that he will be instrumental in effecting an
appreciable degree of improvement in our social tone is far
pz
from impossible.

The Pall Mall Gazette,
series

stated

terested

representative
critics,

artists,

sprinkling

of

Hth,

1888, reporting on the second

great square room was densely crowded by an in

' The

and

authors,

June

gathering

soldiers,

smart young men,

whose

and

-

politicians,
Oe.reisheei,

that the

hiadity',

titles of the addresses were

Selection

’Natural

'Programme of Christianity',

ports,

in

with

a

large

appearance would scarcely have

suggested a vivid interest in serious concerns'.
mentions

clergymen,

25

George Adam Smith

’Evolution and Chees-

Reference to Christianity',

and the

and it would seem from his and other re

that the lectures covered familiar themes dealt with a greater

length in his published works, including the "Caeishmai Booklets" which
must now be further considered.

"Pax VlOeiCPa,l
"Pax VoOeicua" was the first to follow The Greatest Thing in the

World.

It was published for Christmas 1890, not long after Drummond's

return

from his visit to Australia and the New Hebrides.

Kennedy states however,
student audiences,

James W.

that it had already been given many times to

appearing initially as the second of his Oddfellows
26

Hall series in 1885.

Like all the "Careshmas Booklets" it begins with a text,
case Matthew 11,

page,

28-30,

in this

set out in characteristic style on a separate

as indicated in the following photocopy taken from the Collected

24. Adam Smith, pp.256-258.
25. Adam Smith, p.278.
26. Kennedy, p.131.
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Edition.

27

Come . unto . Me . all. se . tbat. are . wears . auD

beavs=laben . Bnb . 3 . will. give. sou. TRest.
Cake . Ms • Doke • upon . s”. mb. learn • of • Me,
too.3. am •/Reek . anb. 3,owlh • l n • beart,. anb
se . Gball. Rub • IRest. unto . sour . souls, for

Ms -

. Is. tahh . anb. Ms • JSuuben. lgbt.

Drummond begins by observing that he had recently heard a sermon

on ”Rest” which was full of delightful thoughts but contained no prac
tical

advice on how to

connect the great words

it,

find

and goes on t” discuss the need to
Under the

”f religion with every-day life.

heading ''Effects Require Causes'' he asherah that nothing in the world

happens by etuect,

'The world,

by

Christian

law'

Faith

(p.245).

are brought

even the religious world,
such

experiences

about by definite

as

causes just as

the result of a sound receipt, carefully applied'

He then selects Rest as

and

suggests

associated

a

physical

fever,

so

physical,

”ued I will give you Rtha.'"

who

(p.251).

a good cake

'is

especially when

moral

and spiritual

Christ did in fact tem

' • ’Come unto Me”,

followers how Rest can be obtained.

Peace,

examined in detail

that just as rthanehsnesh has a cause,

with

J”!,

(p.246),

an experience to be

rest must have their own particular causes.
his

Rest,

is governed

He says,

Rest would be given to those

came t” Him, but it also had t” be acquired,

words ''Learn of Me and ye shall find Reha''.

as indicated by the

It is a slow and orderly

learning process which demands work and effort in the specific areas
of Meekness and Lowliness.

way,

Rest is attached.

27. PV-GW '' p.238.

'To

these accomplishments,

Learn these,

Further

references

the text for all four booklets.

in a special

in short, and you have already

are

given

after quotations in

126 -

found

Raih'

(p.255).

Further

thought

will

reveal

Unrest is caused by Pride, Selfishness and AaOihion.
then,

the

connection.

’Wounded vanity,

disappointed hopes, unsatisfied selfishness - these are the old

vulgar, universal sources of man's unrest'

(p.256).

Meekness and Low-

eedaii cure unrest by making it impossible.

These remedies do not trifle with surface symptoms;
they
strike at once at removing causes.
The ceaseless chagrin of
a ialf-canhred life can be removed at once by learning Meek
ness and Lowliness of heart . .. Men sigh for the wings of a
dove that they may fly away and be at Rest.
But flying away
will not help us.
"The Kingdom of God is wioaen you".
We
aspire to the top to look for Rests;
ii llie aa the bottom.
Water rests only when it gets to the loasst llace. So do men.
Hence, be lowly.
The man who has no opinion of himself at
all can never be hurt if others do not acknowledge him.
(pp.257-258)
Drummond hhed states that the purpose of Christianity is to teach
men the Art of Life.

Its ii not to be

creeds or doctrines but from Christ.
Him,

like

learnt from books,

'We learn His art by living with

the old apprentices with their masters'

no means a bed of roses.

lectures,

It may be costly.

(p.260).

It is by

'Do we realise, for in

stance, that the way of teaching humility is generally by humiliation?
(p.261).

The

acceptance of humiliation is to give the cross a more

definite meaning and connects it 'directly and causally with the growth

of the

inner life'

(p.262).

way of producing Rest but we

To be made humble may seem a roundabout

cannot make ourselves humble to order.

Drummond then points out that this is only half the truth.

Out

wardly ereiot' e ife e as e elPoeaId, ut e ineedel e there was a great calm.
The inaer iife was a ee a o O glass'

(p.263).

When we see what it was

in Him, we can know what the word Rest means.
It lies not in emotions, nor in the absence of emotions.
It
is not a hallowed feeling that comes over us in church.
It
is not iomahaeng that the preacher has in his voice.
It is
not in nature, nor in poetry, nor in music - though in all
these there is soothing.
It is the mind at leisure from it
self.
It is the perfect poise of the soul;
the absolute ad
justment of the inward man to the stress of all outward things;
the preparedness against every emergency;
the stability of
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assured
flite;
He

convictions;
ihi eternal calm of ao
the repost of a heart sit deep in eed'

ihin iCCusirates Ohis coocepiien of rist eith two ceotrlsiiog

pictures.

Ooe

among the mountains,

ContCy Cake

a siiCO,

a wlterfalC,

1^ a birch trie bending over tht

of a Uraoch,

a robin on a nist.

Cast

was

Rest.

the other

foam aod ai a fork

'The first was onCy Stagnation;

For in Rest there

quillity aod energy;

thi

are always two elements - tran

sdCeooe and turbulence;

oreatdon and destruc

This it was io Christ’

delrOesaness and felrftlness.

tion;

invulnerable
(pp.264-265)

(p.266).

Io the next stotdoo of the address, totdtOed "Whai Yokes, art For",

Drummond makes the point ghat the popular rotion tylt a yoke is a reatrdotdng device

is quite

falsi.

Tht purpose of a yoke

is

to make

a burden light.

Attached to tht oxen in aoy other way than by a yoke, tht
plough would be dnto0Irllb0e.
Worked Uy means of a yoke, it
is light.
A yoke is not ao instrument of torture;
ii is an
iostrtmeoi of mercy.
It is oot a eaCicdous cootrivaoce for
making work hard;
it is a geotCt device to make hard labour
ldget.
It is oot meadt to give pain, but to save pair.
(p.269)
eeotratdeos of prIaceers have used ihi phrast "The Yoke of Christ"

in iht wrong sense,

Christ
His

knew

the

iottotioo was

men bear.
in clumsy

making Christ a taskmaster,

difftreoce

betweeo

a

smooth

and misery a virtue.

yoke

aod a rough ont.

to east the burden of human Cift itself which aCC

Mto harness ihemseCves to the work and stress of ihe world
and unnatural

ways, giving rise to the disease of "totohd-

oeas". ihdce is ooe of the gravest sources of ristOissntss.

•

Touchdntas. ieIn it becomes cyroodc. is a morbid coniiiion
of tht inward iishoar.iion.
It is seCf-Cove doflamtd to thi
acute hodot;
ceooedie wdty a hldi-t^igeee^.
The cure is to

seidt ihe yoke to some other pCace;
to
touoe us through some oee aod perhaps as
our nOurt;
to-becomt mtek aod lowCy in
nature is becoming- numb from want of use.
' Chrdstilodty

adjusts

tht

burden

of

Cdfe.

Cet men and tydogs
ytt unused pari of
heart 1^01 the old
(p.274)

It has

a miraculous

gifi of eelCdng. sits human oaturi right with ldfe. and restores 'those
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who are

jaded with the fatigue

of living'

earth,

(p.275).

and dust of the world to a new grace

this by removing the attraction of the

It does

the whole aspect of the world, by offering a wider

and anahrh

horizon and a netteoena hauedard.
In

considers
the

hteaeoe of the address ’How Fruits Grow”, Drummond

final

the

application

the

concept of Joy.

the

of

principle of Cause and Effect,

Joy cannot be got by simply asking for it.

is one of the ripest fruits ”f the Christian nitt,

Christ's

teaching on the subject is

’'These

The words

Vine!.

remain

might

you

in

contained

things have

spring ffO” wWteh tt^uu: haupineeh ccmes.
bol of J oy,

fruit”',

is
the

and must be grown.

spoken unto you,

full”

atua My Joy
indicate the

TTh Vine waa the Eastern sym

its fruit made glad the heartt of m£ue, but ' Christ was ”the

true Viet"... the ultimate source of Joy'

The

It

in the parable of the

your Joy might be

that

and

I

t”

words

’He

that ubideah in Me

(p.282).
the

same b^ngeth forth much

indicate the medium through which Joy comes.

the eeeehhuol

etceshaol

antecedent;

accompaniment.

'Fruit-bearing

Joy both the necessary consequent and

lies partly

It

in the bearing fruit,

partly in the fellowship which makes that possible'

(p.283).

But fruit

must first grow and the conditions for growth must be fulfilled.
N” man can make things grow.
He can get them
to grow by
arranging all the circumstances and fulfilling all the conditioeh.
But the growing is done by God.
Causes and effects
are tttonun arrangements, set in the constitution of the world;
fixed beyond man's ordering.
What man can do is to place him
self in the midst of a chain of sequences.
husi e. uij et^
things to grow;
thus he himself can grow.
But the grower
is the Spirit of God.
(p.285)

Drummond

method
of

by

growth.

ends

the

experiment

'Do not

by

address

by

spending

imagine

you know how to get them.

inviting his readers

time

on

to atht the

fulfilling the conditions

that you have got ahtht things because
As well try to feed upon a cookery book.

But I think I can promise that if you try in this simple and natural
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way,

you will not fail.

fruits

in

Spend the time? you have spent in sighing for
codIiOeodi

the

fulfilling

of

their

growth'

(p.285-286).

'The Programme' of CaeeiOeedeOy,'

for

James W.

Kennedy suggests

Christmas

1891,

tha-t this booklet, which was produced

was originally given

to the Poiiilpark congregation in 1882'.
to

it

autumn.

indirectly

while

commenting

28

George Adam Smith refers

Drummond's

activities

in

the

’All September he worked steadily at aoma, was at Haddo House,

fishing and holding services
the

on

'from rather ikahchy notes

aonOh,

after

of

Christianity"

it

begins

the

for part of October,

publication

of his new booklet "The Programme

he began the winter session'.

with a text;.

and in the end of

29

the others,

In this case it is the well known passage

Isaiah 61. 1-3.

Ho e preach . Good . OTi^ecii e unto e tbc e ZUock e
Ho e 3811^ ' up e tbc e J6rokaii1OaertaO e

Eo e proclaim e Xibcrtv e to e tbc e Captives e anb e tbc
Opening e of. tbc e prison e to e Hbom e tbat. are
j3oui0 e

Ho. proclaim. tbe. acceptable. Hcaa. of. tlbc. £.orb,
anb e tbc e Dag e of. ltengcaicc e of. our e ©ob e

Ho e Comfort. all. tbaa. ARnim e
Ho e appoint. unto e tbem e tbaa. ARoum e in e Zion :

Ho . Give e unto e tbem—
Jjcautg e for e a-fsbes,

Hbc e Oil. of. 3og e for e Mourning,

HOc e Garment. of. praise e for. tbc e Spirit. of
tbceviicii.

28. Kennedy, p.143.
29. Adam SaeOa p.414.

Like
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Drummond

aod tht

assertion that

has no business

to

alitod

72-73).

with

begins

io

ihe

question

'What does God do ail

'To grow up in the complacent beCief 0eat God

teda great groaning eorCd of human beings except

to a few saved souls is the neeatdoo of all rtCreron*

(pp.

Drummond, iitoidfydog Christ almost tetlCly with God, suggests

that to edsa ihe

larger view of Christ's purpose for all markind is

io miss tht whole ah0eniotr aod glory of Christ's rIligdoo.

pose

day?'

includes not ooCy

every ration, hu'

lIni iw

the shdrrttaC
ooH'cim

good

hyrs pur

of every mao aod woman io

it tre rppartg

the ir progres Sg their

health, their work, their wages, their eahhdotsi:i io ters present lerCi,

(p.73).
Although

Christ

gave

a

new

idrectioo

io

religious

aspiration,

ht did oot come to give mto re0dgdoo as stoh, he came to make a betier
world:

The worCd io iydch it Civt is ao tofdndseed lerli.
It is oot
wise, id is oot happy, ii is oot pure, it is not good - ii
is not even saodtary.
Humanity is 0dtiln more thao raw
material.
Almost Ivtrytyioe has yet to bi done to it.
(p.77)
Drummond coo0dnuts. Oinking yds ideas io the ceoctnt of Creation:

Before the days of Geology people thought tht earth was
fdorseei.
Ii is Uy oo means 0ioiseed.
The work of Crnaiioo
is going on. Btfore ihe sheciroscept. min thought the universe
was frnrshtd.
Wt koow ooi ii is just btgdondng.
Aod Ohis
teeming universe of mto io ledce we livt has almost aCC its
fiotr colour aod beauty yei to take.
Christ came to complete
it.
(pp.77-78)
Drummond acknowledges that tht rt-crIatieo of the world is a pro
digious

task aod

suggests

that Christ's lay to deaC

form a society to be koowo as tht Kiogdom of God.

with it eas

Ht points out that

the lords occur at Ciast ooe hundred times io the Gospel.
ltlidne thought io the miod of Christ,

to

It was thi

aod must be grasped by those

who wart to uoitistloi weat Cerdstdlodts is.

Isolated texts must ooi

keep a person from trying to toierataoi Christ's Programme as a

whole.

Tht ptisptotdVI of Christ's teaching is oot everything, bui wdthett
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it, everything will be dihtorttn and untrue’'
The

is

the

haeden,

(p.83).

stest ”f belonging to such a Society araehforah
ditftrtect

between

defeated,

and otate

one's lettnt acre ”f neft,

solitary

a

being

knight

tilting

'It

hinglt-

at whatever tetml one chances to meet on

and the feel of belonging to a mighty army

time to a certain victory'

marching throughout all

life.

The Pro

(p.85).

gramme of the Soeeetl deals with the real world ’the city and the hos
pital and the dungeon and the graveyard . ..

the hahuaeng-htop and the

pawn-shop and the drink-shop'

(p.87).

are Liberty,

Comfort, Beauty,

Joy, and the most prominent note - Glad-

eehh •

first word is ”good-tidings",

'Its

then

Drummond

deals

to

through

the

its

joy

of

cannot

living

enterprtauaion

remove

and
of

the

joy

of thinking,

as progress

and

its faith in

especially

hihaool

the physiological

lift the mind above them.

(p.90).

Ctrihaeaeiay makes an unspeakable contribu

It alleviates depression,

good as eternal.
It

its last is ’joy” •

with each of the four key words in random

oontr, beginning with Joy.
tion

The kef words in the Programme

causes,

Simple otmedith

to

'the Spirit of Heaviness'.
but its

lie

inspirations can

in the hands of the

Ctrehaeue - a depressed elderly woman can be cheered by the visit of
a sunny perh”e'

the

Oil

...

the old are hungrier for love than for brtun, and

of Joy is very cheap,

a Garment of Poueht,

and if you can help the poor on with

it will be better foo them than blankets^

(p.95).

The dtnleehh of the rich and important, often caused by riches or impor
tance, can be cured by Chrihaiueeay

'at a single hearing'.

toeous life of a servant can be treated by more variety,

recreation.
plished

The

person

The moeoleisure and

spiritual obesity of a leisured, healthy and accom

can

be

treated

by

the

Christian

application

of

his

talents.

The Society of
rational.
The

Christ is a huet Society.
Its methods are
principle in the old woman's case is simply

132 that one emotion destroys another.
Christianity works, as
a railway man would say, with points.
It iwihcaes souls from
valley eedai to mountain lineie not stemming the currents of
life, Out diverting them.
(p.97)
Beauty is one of the specific objects of Christ's Society.

Christianity
wars

only

Tor

lovely,

but

agaieed thth hhoeo aheolr of leeo which would exclude them.

It

not

encourages

whatsoever

prescribes

aestheticism.

then makes

the point that in modern cities

monuments,

the

music

haidgs

^re ’

It proscribes

for the people,

are

(.*99) .

Drummond

most of the paintings, the

museums and the parks are

the

the gifts of Carisheed men and municipalities.

He

accepts that much

of the people's world is bleak and ugly, but sees spiritual force in

physical beauty and eoveeeneii.
A mere touch of it in a room, in a streoe e even on a door
knocker, is a spiritual force.
Ask the working-man's wif,,
and she will tell you there is a moral effect even in a clean
Oabea-ceoOh.
If a barrel-organ in a slum can but drown a
curse, let no Christian silence it.
The mere light and colour
of the waee-advarhisamenhs are a gift of God to the poor man's
sombre world.
(p.101)

Brummund

spent his
tinsel

codOenpai

with an appealing account of a drunkard who

drinking money on a

large

for his mother in a diiOenO glen,

wings

that beauty by itself is not enough.
but it cannot cure aim'

of

streets are

(p.103).

and makes the poedO

'Beauty may arrest the depnkarI,

Man's devouring eede is Liberty 'to

to leave the prison of his passions, and shake off the

stop sinning;
fetters

Christmas card of an angel with

his

past’.

oahPaiee

eioPeaiee

higher

wages

or

cleaner

trifling compared with the need for a soul cleansed and

renewed by Christ.

The power to set the heart right, to renew the springs of ac
tion comes from Christ.
The sense of the infinite worth of
the single soul, and the recoverableness c>f man at his worst,
are the gifts of Caeiit.
The freedom of guilt;, the forgiveness
of sins, come from Christ's cross;
the hope of immortality
springs from Christ's grave.
(p.104)
Drummond

that

then

comments

Christ's Programme

briefly

is full

on

of it,

the

word

Comfort,

affirming

but does not elaborate.

He
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makes

tht

passage

ioitrestiog

observation

that

Christ

did

oot

finish

from Isaiah ihen he read in ihe synagogue io Nazareth.
word,

terrible

yawned

Veogtaoce,

like

a

the
'A

across His hath:

hreoipdct

aod io tht mddiCe of a seoteoce "He closed ihe Book, aod gave it again

to the ednisttie
thtst wtrt
suggests

and sat doio".

A Day of Vengeance

tht words before which Chrisi paused'

that whto

from our God -

(p.109).

Drummond

the hioheti hroc0ldmed it, he had some great his

torical fulfilment in eds eini^. and had tht people to whom Christ read,
been

able

to

understand

tht

oaiuraC

Aveoger

the

wherever the

stand'

Ht probably would

say that the Day of Vengeance is noi,

oherliieo of ciimdoaC.

air

sandilrs,

is podaon aod thi eager foul;

and vice rIdgos,

wani starts,
his

is

equivalents,

social

aod

’Wherever the poor are troiieo upon or triad upon one

Law.

aoothIr:

ItydcaC

Ht goes oo to

havt read oo.
aod

thi

(p.110).

in terms

ihertvir

aod rags rot - tyerI the Avenger iakts

Drummond ceniiouIs his hersoodfdcatdeo of - evil

suggest that he sits the Aveoger as God's agent, operat

ing liihdn God's providence, Ctading to tCtdeate good.

Delay him noi;.
He is ihe missinger of Christ.
Despair of
him neie idstrtai him not.
His Day dawns slowly, but eds work
is sure.
Though evil staOks the world, it is oo Ohe way 0o
execution;
though wrong reigns, it must eod in se0f-comUtstion.
Tht very raium of thdogs is God's Avtngtr;
ihe very
story of civd0dsatdon is the history of Cerdst's Throne.
(p.lCl)
There would appear to be tchoes hire of tht prologue to the book

of Job,

coupled with a Victorian spirit of ooodidtnce aod optimism.

Yet Drummond dots not ingind to deny ihe nted to combat evil at every

CtvtC.

for

Whai ht

immediate

does

resuCts

say is iyai whilt
aod ste

stimulus from visibCe iIwarns.

success,

it is given to some to work

there are others who get oo

These mto '

... whost Civts pass whilt

the objects for whdce they tod0 are std00 too far aiay io comfort Ohem
.. . who hold aCoof from dazzling schemes aod taro the misunderstanding

of tht crowd because Ohey foresee remoter

dsstIs.

who even oppose a
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a

seeming

good

because

j

haaathmen o” Jth Jiweido jf God'

The

final

Socitay",

the

optimistic

in

continues

lurks beyond - these

are the

(”.112).

section of the booklet,

evolution of humanity,

of nefe,

evil

deeper

headed

vinn •

”The Machinery of the

Drummond

sees

fte shtotU o” rOwgtanuuness,

freteeg of slaves,

the

social

the amelioration

the tnevuaeon of women and the puri

fication of religion as positive evidence of the coming ”f the Kingdom
of

God on earth.

He

scheme is that he

suggests

entrusted

that the crowning wonder ”f Christ's

it to men, not to men acting alone, but

to men responding to the Spirit.
The old theory that God made the world, made it as an inventor
would make a machine, and then sao”n looking on to htt it work,
has passed away.
God is no longer a remote spectator ”f the
natural world, but immanent in it, pervading matter by His
present Spirit, and ordering it by His Will.
So Christ is
immanent in men.
His work is to move the hearts and inspire
the lives of men, and through such hearts to move and reach
the world.
Men, only men, can carry out this work.
(p.ll4115)

He then points out that 'this ttmueLnehh,

Kingdom'

is one reason why some scarcely hte ttua it exists.

discarded the uusu^a meth©^ od

He declined;
disowned

monny H e haH norn.

Him;

the

State

'mn; sw ord

niterneano tu ei eve r msec.;

tht tJuhtO

crucified

Oea'

h”ciun.

not by fiat,

means God's

It acts,

w

He

(p.115).

planted

they went among other men,

act and word tushtd on their hecrta.
of God is purely

Christ

gieaJ ohaaJ.

joo. agating

ideals in the hearts of a few men,

tagion;

this inwardness, of the

his

and by

'The machinery of the Kingdom
not by commandment,

but by tritedhhit'

(p.116).

but by con

Men are the only

Spirit has ”f accomplishing His purpose.

Drummond atte

begins a hthtaietn appeal to his rtantrh.

What do you do all day.
What is your personal haukt in the
coming of the Kingdom of Christ on earth?
You are not inatrehaen in .religion, you tell me;
you do not care for your
"sotl".
It was not about your religion I ventured t” ask,
still lees about your soul.
That you have no
that
you d” not care for your soul, does not absolve you from caring
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for tht worCd in whdcy you live.
Bui you do oot believe io
teda church, you reply, or accept this ioctrdot. or tyai^.
Chrisi dots not, in ihe first dostlncI. ask your thoughts,
but your work.
No mao has Ohi right to pesihOOI his CdfI for
thi sake of his thoughts. Why? Because Ohis is a real worCm,
oot a think worCd.
Treat it as a real worCd - act.
(pp. 118
119)

Drummond
so

narrow,

lcothis

uoreaC

or

there

are

versions

suhIi-ieIoloedcaC

cao do other OIio disown them,

aod

of

Christianity

that no

suggests

lyice

are

se0f-resheciing miod

OIiO Christ had rothing

to do iiih tete

' except to oppose thim eith every word aod act of His

Cife'

He invites his readers io inquire at first elrd welt

(p.120).

Chidstdaod0y rtaCCy is,
Commonwealth HimsetC.

and to deal with thi
Ht coridotns,

yiest0f io a large pCace.

men,

'He who jodos this Society Odnds

The Kingdom of God is a Society of the best

workiog for ihe best ends,

membership

'Founder of tyds great

according io ihe besi methods.

is a multitude whom no mao car number;

as various as human nature;

iis OdI0d is the world'

Its

iis methods art

(p.121).

He enOd hhs sappa! wity a ie00dog riference to the worCd to come

aod

a renewvd emphasi s on the

importance of thi working out of the

Kingdom of Heaven io ihi lorCd of today.

The Programme for thn othnr life is not out ye t.
doo iyds
worCd, for these fact0tdns, Too hed ooo sHoor-t life;
I know
noiyiog thai is cffered to man to compare with membership in
Among the mysierits wedch compass the
tht Kingdom of God.
world beyond, none is gmaiir thao how there cao be io store
for mao a work more wenierfu0. a Oife more God-Oikt than tyds.
If you know anything bettir, live for it;
if not, in the oame
of God aod of Humanity, carry out Christ's plan.
(pp.122-123)

"The City Without a Church"

This liiiIss.

tht

second booklet dncCudei

in The Greatest Thing

in The WorCd aod Other Addresses, was originalCy published oo its owo
in the autumn of 1892,

a ytar lOiei "The Programme of Chrdstiaod'iy".

Georgt Anae Sedte^, who jodoei thi Fret Church hol0Igt io Glasgow that
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November,

of

the

and shared

session,

accommodation with Drummond for the first month

mentions

it

in connection with

the

allegation that

Drummond was not much of a churchgoer.
Now, it has been commonly supposed that he hung loose to church
life, and very seldom of a Sunday worshipped with his fellowChristians;
and this idea has been strengthened by a mistaken
reading of his booklet The City Without a Church, which was
published in the autumn of 1892.
I can only say that during
all the winters I worked by his side in Glasgow I never knew
him to miss attending church on Sunday;
and a more hearty
and reverent worshipper it would be hard to find.30

The booklet begins with a composite text from Revelation chapters
21 and 22 set out in the following form:

31

•

3, 3obn,
Saw tbe ibol# Git#,

■Bow Jerusalem,

Coming bewn from Gob out of ibeaven.

**

*

Bno 3 oa\v no Semple tberein.

*

*

*

Hub l3ls servants sball serve ibim ;
Hub tbe# sball see ibis face;
anb ibis "Warne sball be written on tbeir forebeabs.

Drummond points out that there are two startling and revolutionary

things about John’s vision.
Heaven he

could think of was

Church

that

in

City'

(p.127),

'The

first is

a City;

that the likest thing to

the second,

that there was no

and suggests that this conception of

Heaven as a City is wholly new in religious thought:
No other religion which has a Heaven ever had a Heaven like
this.
The Greek, if he looked forward at all, awaited the
Elysian Fields;
the Eastern sought Nirvana. All other Heavens
have been Gardens, Dreamlands - passivities more or less aim
less.
Even to the majority among ourselves Heaven is a siesta
and not a City.
It remained for John to go straight to the
other extreme and select the citadel of the world's fever,
the ganglion of its unrest;, the heart and focus of its most
strenuous toil, as the framework for his ideal of the blessed
life.
(pp.128-129)

30. Adam Smith, p.418.
31. Rev. 21.2, 22 and 22.3, 4.

137 He goes on to observe that in the city, human left is at its in-

Christ came to save,

tenhtha, human otlaaiwnh most real.

sanctify the working life of the world.

inspire and

The Christian religion cannot

exist apart from life - it is not something kept in a separate compart
ment called

the soul.

Life is meant for living.

’An abundant neft

does not show itself in abundant dreaming, but in abundant living ...
among real and tangible objects and to actual and practical turtwhth'

(p.133).

suggests

He

that

in his vision of the City,

with a new definition of a Christian man perfect citizen’

is

and visible evidence of the coming

of the Kingdom ”f God on earth.

the

was

order,

future of all

the

of

tormuaioe

Cities

’What John saw, we may fairly take

It was the dawn of a new social

Cities.

regeetruae humanity,

a

of

a purified society,

the

world

Drummond then urges his readers

same

terms.

from God’.

light to

Within each there is

it,

Cities of God’

into

araes-

(p.137).

to see their own cities in the

’a City descending out of Heaven

to realise God's will within

secular aahkh.
a better tartt.

...

and actual

It is the Christian’s task to build up the City, to bring

begin with the nearest City,

’

'aht perfect haeea is the

To make good cities for the present hour

(p.133).

the main work of Christianity,

it,

John confronts us

it.

The Christian is to

town or village and immerse himself in

He should not be afraid of mihhieg Heaven in seeking

The secular is inttnheny sacred.

He can be sure that

down to the last and pettiest detail, all that concerns a better

world is the direct concern of Christ’

(p.142).

Drummond amplifies his theme in his most vigorous hallt:
Where are you to begin?
Begin where you are.
Make that one
corner, room, house, office, as like Heaven as you can.
Begin?
Begin with the paper on the walls, make that beautiful;
with
the air, keep it fresh;
with the very drains, make them haeet;
with the furniture, see that it be honest. Abolish whatsoever
work^h abomination - in food, in drink, in luxury, in books,

138 in art;
whatsoever maketh a lie - in conversation, in social
intercourse, in correspondence, in domestic life.

... Then pass out into the City.
Do all to it that you have
done at home.
Beautify it, ventilate it, drain it.
Let
nothing enter it that can defile the streets, the stage, the
newspaper offices, the booksellers* counters;
nothing that . .
maketh a lie in its warehouses, its manufactures, its shops,
its art galleries, its advertisements.
Educate it, amuse it,
church it.
Christianise capital;
dignify labour, -Join Coun
cils and Committees.
Provide for the poor, the sick', and the
widow. So will you serve the City.
(pp.143-145)
He then returns to a favourite theme, the importance of personal

’By far the greatest thing a man can do for his City

sanctification.

Simply to live there as a good man, as a Chris

is to be a good man.

man

tian

of

action and practical

any one

contribution

home.

is

can make to its salvation1

the

first and highest

(p.145).

The gospel

is part of the gospel but it is by no means

of material blessedness
the whole.

citizen,

The one need is for better men and women in workshop and

The first priority must be ’

... the deeper evangel of individ

lives, and the philanthropy of quiet ways, and the slow work of
X
leavening men one. by one with the Spirit of Jesus Christ’ (pp.149-150).

ual

I
Pointing out the many different opportunities for Christian ser

vice,

he singles out for special mention the contribution of mothers,

a theme which he

later develops at considerable length in his major

work The Ascent of Man.

of God,

City

and

all

’Most of the stones for the building of the

the

best

of them,

are made by mothers.

whether or not you shall work through public channels,

But

or only serve

Christ along the quieter paths of home, no man can determine but your

self’

The

(p.152).

There is

’an almost awful freedom’ about Christianity.

carrying out of the mightiest enterprise ever launched on .aarth

is left ’to individual loyalty, to free enthusiasms,
tivities,

to uncoerced ac

to an uncompelled response to the pressures of God’s spirit*

(p.153).
Drummond next turns

to the

question of the relationship between
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the organised
that

Church aod ihe

himself

Chrisi

about
-

weot

spncdl0 reCigious activity.
a Church.

secular Cife of the cdty.

He suggests

doing good without" dodulgdog

io aoy

.

'Wt diver thiok of Him in cooneciieo wdih

We cannot hdciurI him io the garb of a priest or belonging
(IA

to

aoy of tht classes who

a universal human oriei3

In the

final

spIOdalise/relr.gion.

synonymous lith a TempCt strvict.

ecc0eadastdcdsm

have

ht

though it has its pCace io hIrsoolC develop
Masses of people decCint

to teuoe hhidstdaoity because they see other masses

of

(p.154).

"I saw no Temple thtre",

ment must not Ut confused wdte Cerisiiaodiy.

, become

strvict was of

Hi was ihe Soo of Mao, the Citizen’

section, under iht eeaidng.

states that Church Cife,

His

fad0ed

to

for whom it has

The great organised bodies

understand

ghat

the natural home

of ihe religion of Christ is in tht heart of Humanity.
In maoy 0lons the Churches have CiteralCy stoleo Chrisi from
the people;
they have made the Son, of Mao ihe Pritsi of ao
Order;
thiy have iakin Cyrisidaodty from the City aod imhrdaonei it behdoi aCtar raiCs;
they have ldthdrawn ii from
the national Cift aod doled ii out to ^1 fee iho pay to keep
tht unconscious deception up.
(pp.158-159)

Despite the vision of a City without a Church, Drummond asserts
that if he were to build a City,

thi first stoni he wouCd Cay would

bi the foundation sione of a Church.

time

come

to

ihn Church has

For thi present and for a Coog

an essentiaO

role

io maotOacitrdng and

nurturing good meo.

Here aod there ao unchurched souC may stir the mt0trtties io
Cofty deeds;
isolated men, strong enough to preserve their
souCs apart from tht Church, but short-aig■hiId enough perhaps
to OldC to see ghat others carrot, may set edgy examples and
stimulate to natiooaO reforms.
But for thi rank aod file of
us, made of such stuff as it are made of, the steady pressures
of fixed .Ins0dit0iena,
the regular diets of a common worship,
and the tiucatdoo of public Christian teacydne are too obvious
safeguards of shdrdtta0 culture to be set aside.
(pp.162-163)

Its members make an dmporiaot contiibutren through tyedr social
activity.

’Ever for social purposes the Church is by far ihe greatest

Employment Bureau

in tht world’

(p.164).

Teds actdvdiy is atstadOId
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the

through

largely

individual’s

participation

’Church services are "diets" of worship’.
for a meal

’

in

public

worship.

The Christian goes to Church

for strength from God and from his fellow-worshippers

...

to do the work of life - which is the work of thirst’

(p.166).

Returning to the question of the large numbers outside the church,

he suggests that ’ If the masses who never go to Church only knew that
the Churches were

the mute expression of a Christian’s wants and not

the self-advertisement of his sanctity, they would have more respectful

words

(p. 167).

for Churches’

Sadly they do not understand this and

break completely not only with the Church but also with all religion.
They see the church building as representing the place where religion
’with

dwells;

a

professional

class

moving

out

and in among them,

holding in their hands the souls of men, and almost the keys of Heaven'

They feel outcast,

(p.168).

life of the masses

is

and excommunicate themselves.

Yet the

the most real of all lives, full of religious

possibilities and potential moral influence in the City and the State.

must

They

taught

be

between

tinguish

what

religion

really

and the Church.

is

and learn to dis

'After that,

if they be

return to honour both'

(p.169).

then refers to traditional teaching on prayer,

fasting,

they will

taught their lesson well,
Drummond

Christianity

self-examination and meditation as establishing "meetness" for heaven
and

suggests that by themselves they may not be enough.

cises

of

action,

the

soul

and Heaven service;

and not for ornament,
(p.170).

important beyond measure,

are

These exer

'but if life means

if spiritual graces are acquired for use

then devotional forms have a deeper function’

This function must be exercised in the City as an apprentice

ship for the City of God.
among the people on the
place on equal

terms;

The religion of the Son of man is 'to move

common street;

to meet them in the market

to live among them not as saint or monk, but

as brother-man with brother-man’

(p.172).
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The City ahertfort,

The highest Heaven lies all around us.

than the Church' .
hood
we

in many of its functions is 'a greater Church

idea of Heaven as a place

are

slow to

The child

otate so doaieattn our thought that

learn atua Heaven

is

a haaae.

Drummond thte adapts

the luha clause of John's vision to oteet”oet his message.
Within the Heavenly City he opens the gutt of an inner Heaven.
It is the hteoituul Heaven - the Heaven of atohe who serve!.
With two fnahtts of his pen he atnlh the Citizens of God that
all they will ee^ee' need or care to know as to what Heaven
really meues.
"oes streaeah shall serve Him;
and tttl shall
see His Face;
and His Character sHall be written on their
characters”.
(p.174)
He tenh with the assertion that those who serve in the City cannot

help seeing Christ.

He is attrt with atta.

Men get to know God but by doing His will.

comes written on mtn’h characters.
make good men;

just ads,

dinive mem

acts,

kind, divine'

ana isti^e^ri

He is there before him'.

God's character then be

'Acts react upon hotnh.

just men.

kind acts,

Good acts

kind men;

is no other way of becoming good,

deeent

just,

(p.175).

’The Changed Life”

This,

the last of the "Chrisamas Bowkleah” was published in 1893.

It is bahtn on the text II Coreettiaeh 3.18,
stlnt • • •

■Cc. all
Tattb . unveiled. face
Teflccttng

2s. a . ABlrror
Hbc . ©lorry. of. tbe. Xorb

2rc. transformeb
3nto . tbc . same . image
JFrom . Glory . to . Glory

lSvcn . as . from . tbe . Xorb
Hbe. Spirit.

set out in the following
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Ditemeni begins ldih a quotation from T.H. HuxCty io lhdoe Huxley

protests that if some great poiir eouCd agree to make ydm always think
aod do leat is right oo cooidtioo of being turned ioto a sort of clock
aod wound up

every morning, hi louCd instantly cCost 1^ the e0fni3

Drummond proposes io his audience to make that offer to them.

Ht nleta

aod partly discards four ways of btitIreto0 currenily in vogue;

cooctntraidoo aod crucifying

modic resoCute exercises of liCC power;

copying virtues ooe by ore;

single sirs oot by oot;

a daiCy chtck Cist of virtues.

sufficient
aod tht

diary method'

(p.186),

aod maintadoing

He argues that all four,

sI0f-crucdOixdon

the

method,

art

spas

method,

'thi self

ihe mimetic method,

dnaneqtate and distract atieoidoo

from the true working aod pirfeci eIiyoi.
He

goes

on

state ghat the

to

finest expression of the

formula

for sanctifdcltioo is to be found io Scripture aod in ght Revised Ver

sion

of his

text,

lhdcy

Hi ihen ceemnots.

reoiIrdng'.

conirliictdon of all
are

transformed"

dmn0ded

growth
hahhIOs,

for ihe
is

to

considers

he

bt ao

'Now observe at ihi ouiset the IoidrI

our hrIVdets

in ihi simple passive "we

efforts,

...

ie

do not oyaogI ourselves'

soul

is

also

in

passive

described

o0adeed

(p.189).

for the body.

terms.

it is wrought upon matier’

cept that seetiedng ouiadiI

'immensely improved

'

...

it

What is

In hhysdo0ogy.

takes

pCace,

it

(p.190).

He admits thai the con

ihe souC of mao

products a moral chargi

upon ede may seem io some a startCiog revelation, but rI-aOOirms that;:
The change it have Uteo sirdvdne after is not io be produced
by aoy more striving after.
It is to be wrought upon us Uy
the
°o headi beyond our oeoi.
Ass tie brunch ascends,
aod the bud bursts, odd thv fruid Fredder unOdt the co
operation of do0ltIOCIs from Ohi etisdiI ldr. so mao rises
to the higher stature 'under invisibtv phltaauie foie without.
The radical dd(^onO of all our former methods of sanctification
was the ltieeht to generate from litydo ghat lyich can only
be wrought 'poo us from ldihoti3
(p.191)
Drummond

ihen

ddsctssIa the pyrlae

glory of the Lord" a^id suggests

"rIflecidOg as

a mirror the

that the eoii "glory" cao rightly be
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interpreted, not as a radiance of some kind, but as divine "character"

which

communicated in the process of reflection.

is

the problem of sanctification

the

of

character

He goes on,

Christ

and

is

compressed
will

you

become

like

Christ’

’Reflect

(p.195),

the nature of encounters between

He describes a chance meeting in a railway carriage and

individuals.

suggests

that

analyses

and assesses

in

him

in

into a sentence

in a not entirely logical way to illustrate his theme that

all men are mirrors by considering

reading

The solution of

of

course

the

meantime

conversation

each

person

other’s status and background.
he

also

is reading in me;

automatically
'What I am

and before the

journey is over we could half write each other’s lives’.

He continues;

Whether we like it or not, we live in glass houses. The mind,
the memory, the soul, is simply a vast chamber panelled with
looking-glass. And upon this miraculous arrangement and endow
ment depends the capacity of mortal souls to "reflect the
character of the Lord".
(p.197)
Noting that these influences are retained and stored in the soul
for
a

Drummond goes

ever',

matter

of

on to

reflection,

but

suggest that the process

there

is

also

is not just

a transfer of substance

through the law of Assimilation.

All
things that he has ever seen, known, felt, believed of
the surrounding world are now within him, have become part
of him, in part are him - he has been changed into their image.
He may deny it, he may resent it, but they are there.
They
do not adhere to him, they are transfused through him.
He
cannot alter or rub them out.
They are not in his memory,
they are in him.
His soul is as they have filled it, made
it, left it.
(p.198-199)
Under the heading of ’ The Alchemy of Influence’, Drummond expands

his

thesis

suggests

that people

that

’ It is

are

changed through personal

encounters,

the Law of Influence that we become like those

whom we habitually admire'

(p.202).

Paul was changed through his en

counter with Christ which began on the Damascus road.

Christ’s disciples,

and

especially John.

So also were

Drummond then asks, how can we,

who are not Christ’s contemporaries be influenced by Him, and answers
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Friendship

is

a

spiritual

thing,

independent

of Mutatr,

Space

oo Time.

Our companionship with Him, eeh j ll J ruej oatuewfehtWts • ss
a spiritual communion.
All rwhenStWts• all lwvts human and
Divine is purely spiritual.
It was after He was risen that
He influenced even the disciples most.
Hence in rttltctieg
the character of Christ it is no real oWbhtuen tti^at ww may
etvto have been in visible contact with Himself.
(p.210)
Drummond then draws

a dehaiecaeoe between

and loving

imitation,

Imitation is mechaeecan and occasional, reflection organic

oefntcaion.

and habitual.

’In the

one

case,

man comes t” God and imitates Him;

in the wthtr, God comes to man and imprints Himself upon him’

(p.211).

In practice ateh means that we must make Christ our constant companion

and aim to be under His influence more atae any oahto.

spent in His society tvtol day, ay, two ainuath
and

heart

to

heart,

Drummond inlusaraaeh

will

the

make

the

whole

’Ten minutes

if it be face to face,

day

different'

(p.212).

imtwrtuect of starting the day on the right

note ii j paa jpus whi cw scems tahJlw el Je ”j ben fawn Oom tis oaeJpnoh

experience.

Yesterday you got a certain letter.
You sat down and wrote
a reply which almost scorched the tater.
You picked the
cruellest adjectives you knew and heea it forth, without a
pang, to do its ruthless work. You did that because your life
was set in the wrong key.
You began the day with the mirror
placed at the wrong angle.
Tomorrow, at daybreak, turn it
towards Him, and tete to your enemy the fashion of your coun
tenance will be changed.
Whatever you atte do, one thing you
will find you could not do - you could not write that netttr.
Your first impulse may be the same, your judgement may be un
changed, but if you arl it the ink will dry on your tee, and
you will rise from your desk an unavenged but a greater and
more Christian mm.
t thee whole day, your actions
down to the last detail, will do homage to tt'a early vision.
(pp.212-213)
T”

live

in that vision is Eternal Life, the life of faith.

faith, Drummond suggests,

ueglt’

(p.214),

And

'is an attitude - a mirror hta at the right

a phrase picRed out and used by John Birkbeck as the

title of tis anthology of dai-il roadings.

In the final section of the address, under the heading ’’The First
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Experiment",

suggests

Drummond

that

it is not unreasonable to speak

of sanctdOdcatioo io terms of Fritrdaeih.

Observing that maoy cooneci

saociifdcaidon with the search for some mysiIiiota ecct0t experience,
aod

to

hopt

fiod a so0uidoo io oytrcee

personal study, he states that

of

pursuit

Christ

...

Sanctity

is

in

character

aod

oot

in

aod io no mystic rapture of

others
our

iho

ceeh0ain thaO

’to abide in Christ’,

most censiani oomhaodona

is too mystical

or to

fuCC of it,

Cove

is

full of ii,

’make

aod intaogdU0I.

Drummond answers that oot cao onvtr evacuate ldOe of eysidoism.

is

moods;

(p.223).

the soul'

Chrisi

conferencts or

atyI pursuit of yo0dnISS is simpCy the

Divinity in our oin pCaio calm etmaodty.

To

io meetings,

re0dgdor is fuCC of it'

'Home

(p.224).

Quoting the text "If ye abidi in Me aod My words abide in you"

(John

15:7) he suggests a UIgdnndng should be made with His worms.

Words cao scarcely ever Ut Coog impersonal.
hhrdai Himself
was a Word, a word manI Flesh. Make His words fles^;
do tyee.
live them, aod you must live Christ.
"Hi that keehIty My
commandments, he it is OIiO Covtih Me".
Obey Him aod you must
Cove Him.
Abide io Him and you must obey Him.
Cultivate His
Frdtrdshdh.
Live after Chrisi, io His Spirit, as io His
Presence, aod it is idOfdctli to think what more you cao do.
Take teds at Ciast as a first Cesson, as dntreiuction.
(p.225
226)
But

if ont candot OiiO

ihe pCay of hhrdst's

Cift directCy,

ore

should watch for ii dondrIctly io ihe world around.

Christ is the Light of the 1^^^, aod etcy of His Light is
reflected from tydoga in ihi worCd - tvio from the clouds.
Sunlight is stored io every 0eaie from Ceaf through coaC, aod
it comforts us whed nlys art dark aod ie caonot see ihe sun.
Christ shines through mto, through books, tyretgy yiaieiy.
through nature, music, art.
Look for Him there.
(p.226)
Drummond ther turns

of

growth.

to

a OavotrdiI

theme - thi imhercehtdbildiy

’Do rot tydok that roiying is hahpeodrg because you do

oot set yourself grow,

or hear ihe whirr of the eacedoery.

things

grow noistltssCy.

cyd0d’

(p.227).

You cao see a mushroom grop,

The biologist rudding yds

ACl grtai

but revir a

tyt over the Cong Ascent

146 of Life

sees

the

lowest

form of animal

develop in an hour,

the

'As the man is to the animal in the slowness

highest forms in years.
of his evolution,

life

so is the spiritual man to the natural man’

It is tempting to defeat the end by
keeping the eye on the Cause’

’watching

for

effects

(p.228).

instead

of

(p.229),

Drummond goes onto assert that although it may have seemed up to

this point to have been a matter of passivity, all depends on activ ity.

A religion of effortless adoration may be a religion for an
angel but never for a man.
Not in the contemplative, but in
the active lies true hope; not in rapture, but in reality lies
true life; not in the realm.of ideals but among tangible things
is man’s sanctification wrought.
(pp.230-231)
Resolution, effort,

required

pain,

self-crucifixion

even

and

agony,

are

'to move the vast inertia of the soul, and place it, and keep

it where the spiritual forces will act upon it ... to rally the forces

of the

will,

position

...

and keep the

surface of the mirror bright and ever in

to uncover the face which is to look at Christ, and draw

down the veil when unhallowed sights are near’

(p.231).

Drummond ends with an illustration of the work of the astronomer

who adjusts his telescope by candlelight to photograph a star.
much

labour

the

instrument

is

finely

focussed,

After

the candle blown out

and the light of/the star left to do its work upon the plate.

As the world

moves,

the

work.

The day’s task for the Christian is to bring his instrument to

bear.

The clockwork of the soul is the Will.

telescope

maintains

its

alignment wiith the star by clock

Hence, while the soul in passivity reflects the Image of the
Lord, the Will in intense activity holds the mirror in position
lest the drifting motion of the world bear it beyond the line
of vision ... It is all man’s work.
It is all Christ’s work.
In practice, it is both; in theory it is both.
But the wise
man will say in practice, "It depends upon myself."
(pp. 233
234).

Finally,

Drummond records the story of a famous statue in Paris,

the work of a genius who lived in poverty in a garret studio, and who,
when the still moist clay was threatened by frost,

covered the statue
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with his bedclothes.
haaaut

was undamaged.

In the

morning the

sculptor was dtud, but the

Doummond concludes;

The Image of Choist that is forming within us - that is lefe’h
one charge.
Let hvtrl project iUenJ aside for that.
’Till
Ctoist be foomhd” no man’s work is eewhthed, on hliiwfen
crowned, no lett has fulfilled its ted.
Is the infinite task
begun?
When, tow, are we to be diffnetftO t?me eanJca eWtntu
men.
Death cannot change men.
can . Whertfohs . put on
COrist.
(p.235)

Comment
Tttsh four booenhah, togtater witt The Ootui.hha Thing in tte World

rtprhhtea itt trueah of Dotaaoen'h teueihneeun
”Mednle Years".

Tteio

origins

go

back

to

his

thinking
work

during

with

the

Moody and

Sankey, his experience with his own hatdeeas at tOe Free Church College

in Glasgow, and with tis turll congregations at Barclay
Edinburgh and at Pwssenpurk in Glasgow.
his

udnrthheh

and overseas,

to htunteah of many

Cturct

in

Tthl embody maaereun used in

detttohea nescetneeeh in Edinburgh

and in some cases take account of tis immediate circum-

hauncth at tOe time of final trepuruaeoe for publication.

Tttl attrt-

tort can be regarded as fairly carefully c”nhidtrtd opinion rtfltcaeeg
well thought out positions, revised in such a way as to
impact on his rhuderh.

make

maximum
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FINAL

A

YEARS

(1889-1897)

"THE PROBLEM OF FOREIGN MISSIONS"

Background

Drummond’s work with the students in Edinburgh University led to
invitations to visit student groups

both

at

home

overseas.

and

in many other places of learning

The autumn of 1885 saw him in Oxford,

October 1886 in Bonn, and the summer of 1887 in America, where he began
by attending a conference of students organised by Moody at Northfield,
Massachusetts and went on to speak at most of the major universities in

Writing from Yale

the north east.

on September 30th 1887 he states

’My life is roaring along like a cataract.

I have not been so busy for

years, and have literally not had an hour to call my own.

The Colleges

have given us the most generous reception, and we have been allowed to
hold meetings

as often and at whatever hours we liked ... it has all

been very wonderful and very delightful’.

Word of his

success

1

in America spread to Australia,

and in 1889

two hundred and thirty members of Melbourne University invited Drummond
to come out to them the following year.

his

itinerary

to

visit

Singapore,

Tokyo, finally returning via Canada.
Australia he was

He agreed to go, and planned

Saigon,

Soon

after

urged by a number of

Premier of Victoria

Hongkong,

his
men,

Shanghai
ararval

in

including the

to visit the New Hebrides so that on

home, he might help refute French claims to the islands.

and

.his return
He describes

the background in a letter dated 27th May, 1890.

Do not be surprised if you hear that I am off to the South Sea
Islands(i) in a few weeks.
It ii only a prospect ass yet, but
some people here are keen about my going, and I ama t least

1.

Adam Smith, pp. 351-2
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0edoking over it.
hye poioi is
the New Hebrides, aod Vdoterdl
warO me to write the thing up
ciucdlC
edssdorliy
problem;
generally.2

mainly hoCd0icaC - Frarce pants
says she selo't get them.
hyey
ai home.
hytn thtre is a very
aod
the
escapade
gimpis
me

opportunity rot only to examine the holitdoaC

Drummond took the

aod eissroolis sdtuatdeos.

to do some first hand geological

bui also

studies of voCcaoic lctdon and the growth of coral reefs.
Sedte commtoOs

all

'On

tetst

George Adam

Cirts the bright promise was Ou0OiCCen.

Drummond madt a close and most Ixciidog inshtctdor of the crater of a
volcano

his

ir full

owo

0htrr

saw

eyes

Ht conversed with sheer savages, aod with

activity.

po0dticaC situation.

customs.

But,

He

a clear vite of tht

obtained

above alC, ht clee home from his visit to

the missions ldte a otw btCiIO in the heler of Chrdstdlndty, and ir the

heroism of eds ftllol-chtrceeer upon those CortCy and barbarian edges

3
of the worCd'.

Problem

of

Ht

Foreign

experiences

crystallised his

Missions"

Evangelism, and other Papers.

was

leice

He

CaOtr

ir his lidrtas "The

published

first deldvtrtn it,

io

Tht

New

soon after eds

return, ai tht optoing of the winter stsadeo in the Fret Church College,
Glasgow in November, 1890

udder the

title "The Cerdstrln Evolution of

As ldth' "hee hortribttdoo of Science to Chrdstdlnity" ht

the Weild".

then went oo Oo repeat the address to a studert audience io Edinburgh,
whirt

ht

states

edaaieo OreCi^.

'it

bagged

several

really

Odrat-iatt

mer

for

the

4

The coolert of ihe liireas
Drummond

eeteodrolC

begins

study

of the

2. Adam Uerte, p. 367.
3. Adam Umr0e. p.374.
4. Adam Ued0e, p.409.
/

the

liirtas

er0e

a hCel

for

the

sorto0r0dc aod

mdaadenary problem gtotraCCy aod poioOs

out
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who

offer

Those

who

that those

gories.

mankind as
view

souls

hht

and

mission

foo

take the

popular

to be redeemed,

allows atua both views

to

fall

ieao two caat-

evangelical view

look upon

and

and those who take an hvoluaioeurl

of the world as men to be ptrftcttd.

peoples

tOe

aeed

work

He

are relevant and both have naegtrh ahhoceaaed

with them but foo tOe purpose of his paper Oe intends to make ’tempor
ary use’ of the second saandtoiet.

He aOtn nruah

uattetewe

to

the complexity of tte mission tiend,

and tte consequent ehtn for a specialist approach witt an inluhtouaewe
defteoena soils are hteatn to difttrtea crwth

from agriculture where

and mtth”ns of cuntevaaioe.
Some crops it is a mere waste of aemh to try and plant in one
place; tte specialist's business is to find out what will grow
thtrt.
Some crops will not and cannot come up in one year, or
in ate years, oo even in fifty years; it is the specialist's
business to study the possibilities of growth, the nimeaaaewes
of growth, and the imtoshebiliaits of growth.
It is irrational
als” for the mihheweaol to carry the huat message, oo ratter
the same form of message, to evtol land, or to think that tOe
thought which awnn today will tell tomorrow; Oe must rotate his
crops as God through the cenatrith rotates the social soil on
which aOty are to grow.5

This

leads

him

to

an

missionary college syllabi.

general

nesa

but one

oo

heard of

of

'To

agricultural

two of hpteeun

(p.124).

He

indirect

coiaiceha

every

impltmteth

land

he

of

the

must

furnished

by

content

tukt,
tis

not

of

ahh

college,

make which possibly his college has never

cwnaenuth

with

a

htuatmeea

which

caused

immediate coeaoovtohl.
Above all, when he reaches his fetld, tis duty is to find out
what God has grown tOere already, for there is no field in the
world where tOe Great Husbandman has not sown homtthieg.
Iehatud of uprooting Ois Maker's work and clearing the titnd
of all tte plants ttat found no place in his small European
herbarium, he will ratter water tte growths already theoe and
coeaeeut tOe work at tte point where the Spirit of God is
already moving.

5. FM-NE pp.123-124.
the text.

FtoaOtr otfeotecth are given after quotations in
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the

In

printed

'A hasty critic,

comment

of

version

the

when these

into a plea for building up

them

are

words

following

sentences were spoken,

construed

The

and "where the Spirit of God is

The missionary problem,

saving of promiscuous

a mere

adds

Christianity upon heathenism.

"what God has sown there",

already moving".

he

the

address

in short,

so far from being

souls with a few well-worn appliances,

is a most complex question of Social Evolution’

(p.124).

Drummond then goes on to contrast the problems in different areas

as an example of a scientific classification of missions.

he

suggests

that it is

In Australia

a matter of dealing with a civilised people

undergoing abnormally rapid development complicated by the difficulty
in

assimilating

new elements

problem of Christianity is

introduced by immigration.

to keep pace with the

’The chief

continuous growth’

(p.125).
In the

are

South Sea Islands, where growth has not yet begun,

scarcely even tribes and

’people are still at zero’.

there

Instead of

the problem of assimilation of new elements due to immigration there
is the opposite

’- depletion due to emigration'.

field is altogether open, for there is none at all’

As to religion 'the
(pp.125-126).

In China, there is an instance of ’arrested development’.

There

is a strong shell of custom and tradition and a powerful religion al
possession,

in

ready

’these

two

complications

make the missionary

problem in China one of the most delicate in the world'
In

years,

Japan,

isolated

custom has been broken,

and the country
the world.

own

from

religp-on

external

influence

for

(p.126).

three

thousand

development has been sudden and mature,

seeks recognition as one of the civilised nations of

From the Christian point of view the case is unique.

was

abandoned

present looking for another’

a

few

years

ago,

and the

country

’Its

is

at

(p.127).

He then argues that if the churches were to establish a detailed
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the louCd-be edssdooary could sI0eot the work to lydch

classification,

hi was most suited aod undergo appropriate shecia0ds0 training.

He

inhdUdOIn by Missionary Boards 1^^ seemtd to require

louCd ooi be

only ooe harticu0ar type of person 1^ a shncda0

type of ihee0eey3

Some of the best mto ai University, who feel ai prestoi exc0tdIi^. might

ihen offer thtese0vIs for work overseas.
I am not arguing for OrIe-0lncIs. or budding sceptics, or
rationaliata being turned Coost on our edssieo fidlds.
But
for young men - aod our colleges wire never rdceer in tyIm
ihan at 0hda moment - iho combine with alC modern culture aod
consecrated spirit aod ihe hhrdst-0dke ldfI;
for men who srt
too honest to go uodtr OiOsi hreiIOCIs to a work weidOl tieetg
they be ooi yet ahICdally Ioiyusils0do for ii, tliy are eniirtly ldlCdng to face, hereo ghgl-it to gf roh ta a w ea dem mo re
cyardtlUCt caCC.
(p..29)

He

liast tyreI ahecdd1is0 arias.

sets at

in nil OdIlia:

pCadting

sIconi

schools

holitdcl0

work

Chrdsiiaaisino

stage

conso1rda0ioo

of

a

dIVI0ohmIoi work from settled charges,

founding

aod

oa0doo

Pioneer mdssdoa work

new
aod

is

an

congregationis;

eotlniog

the

dnirdca0e

aod

state.

alidon

Ithdca0,

social

and

The

hyd0esohhdca0.

social and re1igdots problem requiring as carefuC h0anodng as a ei0d-

tary eperaiioa.

We have at present, laie as l0reaiy said, we shall allays netd,
aod they will always do their measure of gooi^. devoted men
of the shlrh-syooter order iho aim at single souls;
but io
addition to tyeae the Kdoonom of God nIeis min who work with
a lider vision - meo hiIhartd by fulness of historical, IiyaoCogical aod sociological knowledge to becomt the statesmen
of the Kingdom of Ggo.
(p.131l
He ther aeh1i0des his thesis with Otrieer examples from iht areas

he recently visited.
tion as a whole

Ht begins id0h the New Hebrides ehere the popula

is Uedog nIhOItIn,

ohd1drea by 'white mao's endnnmdca'.
is

‘purr benevolence'

a mission of

who persevered io

the

face

oO'

tht

ait1ta by emigration aod the

He suggests that what is required
and pays

tribute

to mdssdenardea

c<oinibalism to estsstclish

the

eCemeots

of civilisation, among tOhe, Mr. .ea desr .'boutros oe OeErecaa.

For

Ohi

fU-rss

year

fe

eedi e

ddte

Oe

reelaole Mr.

and Mrs.
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Robertson lived in a btllta-troof stockade.
They left it only
under cover of night foo a few yards, and on few occasions,
once to bury their first born babe.
For a year ahtl nteto
saw a European. TOtir work was to let the people look at them.
Their message was to be kind.
Bl-und-bl acquaintance was
picked up with one or two natives;
tte circle of influence
hprtan, and after years of extraordinary patience and self
denial, their lives again and again hanging by a thread, they
won this island for civilisation and COresaeanitln
(p.136)

Turning to China Oe draws uaaeetion to the ueco-oodieated diver-

heal of Christian mission work as

from

cruited

all

random figOt'

'u dihoontotd tost of guerillas re

all

wearing

nenomieaaions,

uniforms,

and waging a

He suggests that aOih is wasteful and confus

(p.138),

Noting that the majority of convtosiwes appeared to be from the

ing.

classes,

nwaer

that

tootwhts

he

anditeonan

skilled

maetoatr

should

be nevoatd to recommending the appropriate form of message most suiatn
to the Chinese mind.

'I would join witt the best of the mehhionaoieh

in arguing foo a few Rabbis to be sent to China, or to be picked from

our

hituaaioe,

whole

conhedtred

through

already

scholars

fine

and

lines

-

education,

there,

sOape

the

lectures,

would

quietly reconn”iaoe

the

ttuchieg of the country along well-

especially,

men,

intellect of tte Empire'

who

who

preaching,

would

lay

tOtmhtlveh

out

and literatum• to reach aht

(p.139).

He was struck by the fact that the Chinese regarded the Europeans
a most inferior and even barbaric people.

'The

Chinaman

... lihatns

to u European missionary much as a London crowd would listen to a Red

Indian - half curious, half amused,
toeaeesion
is

the

to

teach

opinion

of

him
many

aeyaoeng’
who

know

but wholly conatmptuouh as to his

(p.141),

China

Drummond eoats

ietemuttny

preaching and especially the iaietraet preaching,

less • .

that

that it
half

the

’is ubhonauttll use

He goes on to criticise aht recruiting methods of some of the

missionary societies.
This call is frequently uttered in such terms as to take ulawha
an unfair adeuntuge of a certain class of COrehaiaeh - tttertd
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with a harrowing importunity and sensationalism of appeal which
when it falls upon a tender conscience or an excited mind makes
it seem blasphemy to decline.
The kind of missionary secured
by this process, to say the least, is neither the wisest nor
the best;;
and not only China needs to be protected from these
men, but they need to be protected from themselves and from
those who, in genuine but unbalanced zeal, appeal to them .. .

(p.142)
Drummond paints a graphic picture of the in

Moving on to Japan,

troduction of Western ideas

country - civil

to the

law from France,

military organisation from Germany, a navy from England, and an educa
tional

system from America’

and

advanced

have

They

rising

civilised

religion*

no

all the material and machinery of an

...

State

- all

the material

Representatives

(p.143).

except one.

from the whole of

Christendom prospect for converts.

The noblest building in the capital of Japan is the Cathedral
of the Greek Church.
Roman Catholics are there, Unitarians
are there, Episcopalians of different degrees of height and
Presbyterians of different degrees of breadth, and Methodists
of different degrees of heat, and Baptists and Independents,
and Theosophists and Spiritualists, and every sect and church
and denomination under heaven.
The issue will be one of the
most interesting events in ecclesiastical history .. . When
the result is known, it will be the purest possible case of
the survival of the fittest;,
(p.143)
He records the suggestion from a cultured convert to Christianity

that the time has come for the growth of indigenous faith.
he said,

got",
aries,

...

was
want

"our Christianity almost exclusively from the mission

and we

we began to

can never thank them enough.

look at it for ourselves

a greater and richer
Christianity,

(pp.144-145).

’"We have

not

thing than

perhaps

But after a little

... We found that Christianity

the missionaries told us

necessarily

a

... We

Western Christianity"’

He then reports that while he was in Tokyo, he addressed

a group of some thirty or forty Japanese Christian pastors and asked

them

if they had

any message he could take

to the Churches at home

or in America.

They appointed a spokesman, who stood up and told me, in their
name, that there were two things they would like me to say.
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Tht oot was, "Tell thim to send us one six thousand io00lr
missionary, rather iylo ito iwo thousand dollar missionaries".
Bui the secord request weot ieehti3
I aoado give thn ixact
words - "TiCl them", hn aadd. "that we wioO thim to sird us
oo more doc0rdots. Japan wadis Chrisi".
(pp.145-146)
He then turns lastly aoadr to Australia,

is a reed for two kinds of edasdonaries.

culture aod aUi1diy to

exercise

aod suggests that there

Firstly, men of the ydgets0

0Ildersedh

from the churches

in the

0lrOI towos, where there are 'opportunities of giving a gone and dirtc-

tdor ivtn to he1d0ica1 0dfI such as no one ai home possesses'
And

to

keep

up

aod adaptable min to act as bush middsieis ’

ready

sIConi1y.
ao

occasiodl0

service

or,

barrs

oo
his

tods

He

great

occasions,

address

on

an

mdasdodaiy appeal to yds audience,

...

at some ea1f-iozIn wooded chapels

- oasts ir ihe ii0iIrdess of forest aod

in

(p.247).

io

scrub - or to hold services
church’

vd01aoI

some

optimdstdo

noii

with

ao

(p.147).

ididrIct

inspired by the vision of thousands

of ministers, edssdOdlrdIS and Chhidaina eiayd

in every Ian,e playing

their part intheevolution of tih eGord.
Wt have looked dowo only three or four of the vistas of useful
work 1^^ ir every rIgdOd of the earth are ohIrdrg up i
but
how attractive, hoi a00trdrg Iaoe of tyte is io the mao 1^
a generous purpose io hed iso'!
hlrt e ii ore oedag for 1^^
I love the very sound of the word Evolution - iis immense eohe.
its iaieacriUaU1e fld0h .. . The message of scdedce to 0yds
age is that all Nature is or the side of the meo or of the
ratior who is trying to rist.
Ao ascediide energy is in the
universe, and the whole moves or with the mighty idta and
aaidcdpatdod of ihe Ascent of Mao.
(pp.148-249).

Comment
Drummord's paper was lell rectived by hda studert audiences, but

it became

a

focus

for biiter attack from certain circles.

James Y.

Simpson states that 'a storm of ea1igrlrt oirtrodse, of wedoe mutter-

iogs

had

beer

eelri

on

sivnral

previous

occasions,

broke

over

yds
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head’.

Many

ottwrt,

but

especially

yeaf.

of them based

attacks

the

"Pax

their comment on a oet-sidtd newspaper

also

extended

whict

Vobiscum"

came

to

the

"COoisamah

Bookntah”

out foo Christmas of the

same

George Adam Smith records that ’Drummond's neaaeoh of this date

are full of pain,

and,

for aht first time in Ois left, of warm indig7

euaiwe on tis own behalf'.
are now largely

Drummond's eetas on oveoseas mission work

stared by the main-stream missionary departments and
g

agencies,

who have anapttn their approach in the light of experience,

but it is not surprising that Ois remarks hOotnd have provoked hwhailt
reactions in tis day,

eidentean

activity

and that the breadth of Ois views on God's pro-

hOotnd have

added

fuel

t” those who were

already

uneasy about Ois theological position.

6. Seathoe, p.88.
7. Adam Smitt, p.409.
8. To give one example only, one might quote iOh survey of tte current
position in Stephen Ntenn'h Salvation Tomorrow (Loen”e, 1975)) paotieunarny eOatato tegOa "A Moratorium on Missioeaoith?".

157 B

"THE METHOD OF

NEW

THE

THEOLOGY,

AND

SOME OF ITS APPLICATIONS"

Background
In January

of

Foreign

1892,

Missions",

New Theology,

a year after delivering "The Problem

just over
Drummond

gave

his

New Evangelism and other Papers,

second

being

headed

as

is

of the Fritest".

"Survival

of the address
and

Evangelism

There

the normal practice in such societies,

that there

is

does not

for the giving of the address, but

turn to present a paper.

Drummond's

It was later included in The

where it was printed in two sections,

seem to be any particular reason
it may be,

"The Method of the

and some of its Applications" to the Theological Society

of the Free Church College in Glasgow.

the

address

some

that it was

It is clear from the content
structural

similarity to "The New

its Relation to Cardinal Doctrines"

which he gave to

the same society some eleven years earlier, and it may be that he felt
it was an appropriate occasion to follow up and expand on some of his

original ideas.
It was

an

extremely busy time of Drummond’s

George Adam

life.

Smith notes that 'The session of 1890-91 was spent in his college work,
his weekly visits,

after the New Year,

•
9
a multitude of other duties'.

to the Edinburgh students, and

These included coping with a very con

siderable correspondence and a constant stream of visitors, while main

taining contact with a number of social organisations in Glasgow in
cluding the University Settlements,

Boatman's

Institute.

He .-found

time,

the Boy's Brigade,
however',

and the Canal

to enjoy his vacations

and the hospitality of his friends, particularly that of Lord and Lady

Aberdeen,

and was

able

fishing at Loch Stack,

to spend July and August

in Sutherlands!^^,

and driving about the country.

10

It was also

a period when he began the preparation of the Lowell Institute Lectures

9. Adam Smith, p.413.
10. Adam Smith, p.414.
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of 1893, later to be tubnehOtd as The Ahceea of Man.

Coeahea

opening words of Ois 1880/81 address,

In marked contrast to the

of the heroism required to deal with anything new,

speaks

Oe

where

Drummond begins by congratulating the members on 'the free theological
atmosphere

in which it

is the

socital to

lot of aheh

do its work' .

He then goes on to discuss the implications of that freedom.

Never has there been fresher air in that dusty realm ttan there
is a”dal■;
nd f f f e e ayf te e price for our freedom in bewilder
ment or doubt, in the suspicion of our tntmith, in the htltnehsnesh of our aistsa friends to give us ctrauinals we have
at ltuht the sl^atutOl of the best around us, and the stimulus
of working in an age when theology is no longer stagnant, but
the most living of all tOe hciteceh.H
Drummond then ahhtoth that the real contrast between the old and
new theologies

was

to

is a muaato of method.
the

expound

atahoriaativt

The old way to make a serawe

ideas

of

Hodge,

oo

Owen

or

tetn

Calvin.

Tho nne way is not to assert a dogma but to unearth a poin-

eetne.

lit is a muatto of seeking out tte basic truth and rephrasing

it

in modern aeoah.

opposed

by

This

'who

Pharisee

the

is

a htiriatal

exercise

is not able to see

and

likely to be

spirit foo tormh',

and by aht lazy man 'who will not take the trouble to see the spirit

in form'

He

(p.51).

vagueness,

but

one

aoound spiritual,

in
the

tOis

describes

old doctrines.
Reformation.

particular

based

moral

on

a

form

stioiauulety

not as mere

stoets of ethical principles grouped

and natural

This was

of

law.

Christ's

It seeks to find new life

own method,

It is a process of growth.

and the method of

Drummond illustrates

the point by referring to the new way of understanding the docarene

11. NT-NE p.47.
text.

Further oefeoeecth are geete after quotations in aht

- 159 of irshdiaidod ir the Bible.
Tht old view had become absolutely udtedlb1e, eds1eaddog aod
miscedtvots.
Bui from ihe hldis of reverent meo who have
studied ihe dallri characters of thesi books, we have agldo
got our Bible.
Tht ihiory of iIve0ohmIrt, the study of the
BiUle as a 1dUrlry of rI0igdnts writings rather iyad as a book;
the triaimtot of thn iriiers as authors aod oot as ptos;
ihe
mere discovery that rI0dgdon has not comi out of the Bible,
but ihat the Bible has come out of re1dgdoo:
^^1 aoootncimenOs have noo onOy diearlesn ldih a breath a yuodrei infidel
objections to SsoinPure, but opened up a lorOd of oew •1dfI
aod interest to hhrds0dla people.
(pp.53-54)

He notes the absurdity of constructing a theology of Ptitr based

or a page or tio of scriptural evidence aod the even worst danger of
as

using texts

about

and

sir

a substitute for thought, nar0dct1lr0y letr hrelcydog

When ihe street evangelist

salvation.

faced with a

drunkard 1eaaiae against a 0aep-hos0 is asked ''"What must I, the irta-

takes refuge
(p.57).

to
The

bu

in some text or mItahyor.
is

Metaphor

by

deepened

mental

act

so etcy the

’We

tondge0 in Argyle Street,

staaidag here

klrd,

are

necessary,

forceful

through

but

teaching

ehdoe

to put up

prIhosd0dnna0

a proposition,

based

Io

the

applies

to

classical

the

book

aod passes oo'

deep

study.

apprehended is not

is

the exercise

hIiseal1

op the imagination.

truth ihin it deliver truth to others, not in ihe

but

form,

form - some form io lhdcy it

in some visual

Truth ntver really requires

(p.59).
atcond part of the

d10ustrl0ieo

extended

on

truth

ld11 Ue seto without aoy attempt to prove.
to be proved'

ht

frequently rrepea-fced. needs

when

spiritual

exercise of rtasoo but

to be saved?"

do

the

of

Modern

of

the

Painters.

Drummond goes oo to give an

lhh0dcltion

the

Last Judgement.

picture

address,

of

Ohis

hrdncihlI

as

it

He begins by discussing Tioiorttto's

subject

and Buskin's

Drummond

iescrip0ioo of it io

ackaol0Idges

the

artistic

aod

religious value of the picitri but suggests that the material imagery
'art piestnia0dens to an age 1^^ has passed away.

The very tying-

iowa of Judgement to a Day, the whole maohdnery of a human court

. ..

“ 160 are out of harmony with the other ways of God’
re-interpretation

age.

required which

is

can be

(pp.66-67).

A spiritual

accepted in a scientific

It is a demand on religion 'for a further spirituality’

(p.68).

He then goes on to point out that science has encouraged religion

its doctrine of Creation.

to remodel

Creation

has been replaced by one

'a stupendous

The old theory of a

'Six Days’

in which Creation is seen not as

and catastrophic operation performed from without, but

a silent process

acting from within'

(p.69).

In a somewhat similar

way the concept of God visiting the sins of the fathers on the children

may now be seen as the working out of the law of heredity.
In the case of the Last Judgement, Drummond argues that the scrip
are perplexing and even contradictory and that in Christ’s own

tures

teaching and in that of St.

the principles of eschatology have

Paul,

a purely Jewish or Rabbinic basis,

tones.
to

be

often with strong political over

He suggests that judgement is to be understood not as an act
accomplished

but

as

a quiet on-going process.

’Eternal

life

under the last 'analysis is - a question of the survival of the fittest.

And

Judgement

is

a question of natural

selection'

(p.72).

What is

implied is the survival of those who have become adapted to the Divine

Environment.

Just as

a

tadpole requires

to adapt to the atmosphere

by developing an air breathing apparatus before becoming a frog,

so

human beings require to adapt a faculty to correspond and commune with
described in theological terms as the process of sanctification.

God,
If

an animal

past.

dies,

If it lives,

its
its

death is

the natural

culmination of its own

survival is the direct result of what it at

the moment is.

And so with man.
It is not necessary that he should be judged
from without;;
he will be judged from within.
He is his own
judge ... as he stands there, he is prisoner', gaoler, court,
witnesses, all in one, all the past collected and focussed
in his present, all the present defining and determining the
unknown, but not unanticipated future.
(pp.76-77)
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Drummond

whole

suggests

judgement

ahih

occurs

appearing of Christ'.
is

to be ^understood

of

his

physical

the

principle of judgement pervades the

When ahert is a major change in the eevironaeea of

”f nature.

a fish or a bio^d,

mam,

that

is the moment of judgement.
'when

this

Drummond

trestna

is

done'

at

'the

does not specifically say that this

ass being applicable

death,

world

In the case of

but the geneaoal

” e enoyf nine t f the aoatna

tenor of his

argument would

suggest that this is iis ieaenaSoe.

All ataa Oe is, tie lnsain ehoa eo es, aH that ie is fit for,
In atrmh of
all that he is not fit efr, will be henentnd.
these, in Oemstlt, and at a glance, he will know whether he
is to live or die.
Wiilt fis ewn eyes he will hte the great
gulf fixed;
with Ois own reason he will sse why it cannot
be crossed.
(pp.78-79)
Drummond then

tie

fiattst,

ever

is

states

selection,

iecrtahseg ttrfecanthh and complexity,

about one

and higher btatals

He continues with tie comment

(pp.80-81).

thing,

oo the survival of

the means whereby eaauoe brings all organisms

of tie world to higter

gion,

that natural

it is quality’ .

'aw an

t” carry on tie evolution

uheftlnths,

and efficacy'

'If nature

is in earntha

This is most hSgeificant for reli

'nothing could mom eloquently express its own neeteht aim for

tie world,

than this mighty grueiauaioe of all in euaure towards fit-

nths, wholeness, perfectness'

(p.81).

Drummond goes on to discuss tie place ”f mercy within tie towctss

of judgement,

said sa'gues

that while the whlee schane

ie established

in atocls even mercy has sah laws.
The object of atrcl can never be to "suvt" tie unfit, i.e.,
to save the teanapttd, which is ieconceivublt and impossible.
Mercy can make the unfit fit;
it has a vast machinery for
this one purpose.
That is its work, its line, the only line
it can take.
To "fit" the unfit is a possibility, to "savt"
aitm being unfit;, to htnaence tiem unfit in eiaOto relation
to a Oeaetn or a htln is imtwhhibne.
(p.82)
He

save

ahte

inlusarateh

a fish aohhtd up

tie point by stating that the only way to

on a rock by a wave is suddenly t” supply it
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with a lung or return it to the sea.
and so

saved,

To provide a lung is impossible

’On similar principles the unfit in relation to God cannot be
fit can by no possibility be lost’

the

(p.82).

Drummond does

not appear to allow for the possibility that the process of being made

’fit’

could begin very close to or even at the end of physical life.

Death-bed repentance does not seem to be acceptable, nor the possibil

ity

that the

are

on the road to perfection.

the

process

future

being

of

ecclesiastical

terms

state might have room for other than those who

’fit’

made
as

At the same time,

is not to be understood

suggested

is

it would seem that

in

the

in narrow

following reference to

Emerson which concludes the section.
As the Evangelist said of Emerson, "Emerson was one of the
most beautiful souls I ever knew.
There is something wrong
with his machinery somewhere, but I do not know what it is,
for I never heard it jar.
He cannot be lost, for if he went
to hell, the devil would not know what to do with him",
(pp.
82-83)

Drummond returns
his

final

paragraphs,

to

the

theme of the survival of the fittest in

looking at the

of mankind rather than the individual.

subject in terms of the whole

He asks.

What is each man but one little thread in the loom of God?
The great wheels revolve, the shuttle flies, not for the thread
but for the web;
not for the web alone, but for the pattern
on the web;
not for the pattern on the web, but for One, the
Designer, who makes loom and web and pattern for Himself.
To know why the loom is there, and why the shuttle moves, and
why the threads are in this place or that, or why they are
there at all, we must look beyond ourselves, discover if we
may the hidden Workman’s purpose, and see in the half-finished
design and prophecy of some final harmony,
(p.83)
Drummond concludes his address with a vision of the whole scheme

of

things

being

fulfilled

in a final paragraph which

in

a spiritual realm beyond earthly life

serves as

a suitable introduction to The

Third Kingdom, the next paper to be considered in this section.

Even now,
to secure
history.
make out,

in some poor way, we seem to see how God proceeds
His end.
Our little world has had its own lifeIn the life-history of this one world we can dimly
not only the direction, but the method of progress,
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for every feature of its marvellous evolution is a further
vision of things to come.
Look into this past for a moment,
observe God’s way of producing earth from chaos, and say
whether no clue lies here to that further evolution of heaven
from earth.
(pp.84-85)

Comment

The impact of the address on the Theological Society is not known.
It is somewhat uneven and lacks the polish of some of his other papers.
It is, however,
attempt

to

seriously and

appropriate to the occasion and can be regarded as an

encourage

his

colleagues

to

take

biblical

criticism

to work out the theme of judgement in the light of the

wider understanding of evolution.
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"THE THIRD KINGDOM"

Background
The paper "The Third Kingdom" was published

New Evangelism and Other . Papers.

Kingdom,

contained

a reference

or Second,

Organic

The following note is printed below

’The Introductory page of the MS., which is lost,

the chapter heading.

doubtless

posthumously in The

to

division

into

Inorganic or First

It is undated,

and Spiritual or Third'.

but its content and style reflect a later rather than an early period

in Drummond's thinking.

It may be that it formed part of the prepara

tory material for the Ascent of Man and therefore it is thought appro
priate to consider it at this point in the thesis.

"

Content

Drummond begins by asserting that the concept of the Kingdom of

God

is the central idea of both the Old and New Testaments.

He refers

to Keim, Van Oosterzee, Reuss, Hausrath, Meander, Hess and the earlier

chapters of Ecce Homo,

and suggests that the Old Testament expectation

of a Kingdom of God on earth was acceptdd by -Jesus who
announced Himself as

the King of the promiedd l^ggo©’ ’

idea was 'to found on earth the Kingdom of Heaven’.

12

'deliberately
and whose one

He then suggests.

that an evolutionist asked to formulate the fundamental idea of nature
might reply.

All nature ... is gravitating towards a nobler order of things.
The vision of the past presents man with a grand and harmonious
picture of the Ascent of Life.
Kingdom is seen to be rising
above Kingdom. And yet withal the apex of the pyramid is still
concealed.
The perfect is not yet come.
(p.92)
While accepting that God’s ultimate purpose in the further evolu

tion of man can only dimly be discerned, Drummond goes on to suggest

12.

TK-NE p.91.
text.

Further references are given after quotations in the

- 165 is known to attempt a provisional answer to aOt question

that enough

the Kingdom of God propose

'What noeh

an odd way of putting it.

framed tie

to d” for aaekien*?

TOis is

One might have expected it to have been

otOeo way round in

terms

such as

’What is man's

oole in

He huggthas tie answer is to be found in the fur

the Third Kingdom? ’

ther development of the agreed object of the Second oo Organic Kingdom

- tie summum bonum - the moral develotatnt of the race.
to

looks

the

development of morality Seao

Christianity

spirituality.

But

it is

not a case of simple evontaiwe.

The natural character does not simply grow beattr and bttato
until u pitct of excellence is reached such as finally deserves
tie distinguishing name of htSoiauulityn
Stiriauanial and
morality differ qualstutivtny us well as quaeaitaaivtly.
Tie
natural deeenotment can never tuhh the barrier separating the
Second from the Third Kingdom.
Tte truesiaiwe is stcuotd,
just as in tie case of atoms passing from the First to tie
Second Kingdom, by means of something not inherent in the loweo
Kingdom but communicated ab extra.
(p.95)
Drummond

a paradox,

to be

in aht

goes
the

on to

suggest that although it may be hete

spiritual

ciaracter is stim

a deetlopmtea of

Here Oe httms to move from tie position aueee in Natural

tie natural'.
Law

ahte

Spiritual World where he regards

aht

Third Kingdom as

htpuraat tier beyond the Second or Oogunic Kingdom,

the powers of tie

to

the

emergence

and allows

a

thut

Thiod Kingdom optraat on the Second Kingdom, prior

of

'Twict-booe organisms'

(NL p.399).

He goes on

in "The Third Kingdom" to say that 'The first object of aht Third King

dom cannot,
of a

without mihcwncetaion,

htirstuan

called

a

twhsthsts

character.

perfect

natural

tie true ideal,

Its

be said to be the crtaaieg merely

fsoha work is to make what would be

character

...

aht

Third

Kingdom

alone

and unont contains the energies tffectuunll

to ”verp”ato ah”ht forces of sin whict totvent mte from tvho becoming

men’

(pp.95-96).

h”e,

menasoeed at tie end of aOt previous tateo, and of iis own recog

It may be that Oe is tere ttinking of men like Emer-

nition of tie movemtea of the

Spirit of God in tie miedh of men of

- 166 different

cultures

in

tentatively

expressed

his

Foreign

of

paper

Missions.

continues

Drummond

Bible which he

and

’ aspirations

of the Kingdom’

in the seven petitions

to

the meek,

includes

he

the

second part of the

verse "That they might be called trees of righteousness,

third

the planting

That he might be glorified!”, which he omitted when using

the text for the booklet "The Programme of Christianity".

lining is Drummond’s

introduction

of the

In his quotation from Isaiah on the preaching of the

Lord’s Prayer.

of the Lord,

(Isaiah

’claims of the Third Kingdom’ in the Sermon on the Mount,

the

tidings

from the

considers particularly relevant to the concept of the

61.1-3),

good

a reference to three passages

’the programme of Christianity penned by Isaiah’

Third Kingdom,

the

with

to

his

and he presumably has

discussion

on

added

the

The under

emphasis as an

the working of Holy Spirit which

he develops later in the paper.

then

Drummond
suggests

turns

to

the

powers

of

the

Third

Kingdom

and

that the fundamental difference between the Second and Third

Kingdoms consists in their Energies.
which suggests

a personal

Using a quotation from Ecce Homo

attachment to the

figure

of Christ as the

first step towards good dispositions, and which leads to a change felt
as

a new birth, Drummond objects that the scheme begins at the wrong

end and asks
in appearance,

’Why not begin with the new birth?
of the

The Kingdom of God

iss much more

"a religious-moral institution"

God"

(Hussrath).

even

scientific heresy of making Life the result of

organisation instead of the causs of iis?’

to

Why be guilty,

(p.100).

of Jesus” or

tt^a tth

(Van Oosterzee), or "a filial relation

It must be regarded as

a biological question,

and Christ’s affirmation that he came to give men Life must be under
stood literally and not figuratively.

’a deeper and

spiritual

Life,

New birth implies

a Life mysteriously

a new life

entering

into the
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soul as by a breath from God’
the

no

idea of a power,

longer remains,

an operation,

speak,

to

so

This concept of life 'implies

(p.102).

a communication,

latent or passive

Word, but through them reaches the believer'

age

of

part

is

longer

a

quotation

taken

since this life

in God and ih.the

(p.103).

This last pass

Drummond

by

from

Reuss’s

History of Christian Theology in the Apostolic Age.
Drummond then asserts

that there

sum of New Testament doctrine is

that the

'an immediate action of the Spirit of God on the souls

is

The Spirit is referred to nearly three hundred times in the

of men'.

New Testament alone,

and is constantly associated with the word Power.

Further definition as to the nature and action of the spiritual powers
is almost impossible with our present faculties,

'in analysing spirit

uality the effort to detect the Living Spirit is as idle as to subject

proroplasm to microscopic examination in the hope of discovering Life'

(p.104).

this

Despite

disclaimer,

which is worth quoting as

an

attempts

Drummond

an elucidation

indication of his understanding of the

operation of the Holy Spirit within the concept of the Trinity.

The activities of the Third Person of the Trinity have always
been described as dynamical.
The Spirit is the executive of
the Godhead, carrying out the sovereign WilS by operaiions
as irresistible as they are subtle.
To this omnipotent agency
are to be referred ultimately all changes which take place
within the Kingdom of God on Earth.
This is the Source of
Energy for the Third Kingdom.
(p.104)
After

the

divine

the

Holy

of

Second

Kingdom

sees

'polar,

to

the

schoolmen's concept of

as something physical (with a footnote

the

on

atoms

molecular,

speculates further on the

Drummond

spiritual

certain

the medieval

confirmed by the Puritan writer John Owen's work

Spirit,

action

he

attention

activity in nature

Turretin),

quoting

on

drawing

or

Looking back at the

power.

First

Kingdom

subject

other

to

(the Organic on

the

forces',

law

of

action of the

the

gravity,

(including

evidence of

those

Inorganic)

affected

which

by

cause

crystallisation) being manipulated by a mysterious power which enables

- 168 tiem to take their places as
oogaesha'

(p.106).
ho suggests that in tie fggase c Kingdom, u power*

In aOt same way,

from

’part of tie higteo h;laataol of a living

tie

Kingdom

above

in tonredeeanded ways.

mueitulates organisms

’Here is one Organism roused ffom tto ddad.

to bend its will to tie aatoactioe of sin.

ae”atto refusing

Here

A ahion, subject to deform

ing forces from aOh beginning sudneell defies tOtm, and assumes a higt

htioittal

and noble

could

asoeh

described

be

from aOt

seen

suggests

applying

to

In both cases,

(p.107).

aiahie

lower kingdom,

Drummond

or as normal,

acts

of

healing,

'Tht

otastuedieg

as

”f abnormul

netdh

beneficiena

danger, want or death,

miracles,

as

as seen from tie higher.

that the usual understanding of aht miraculous

certain

narrow.

tie manipula-

tie category of the miraculous,

or deliverance from physical

character,
too

s;lmmtary'

on the contrary,

is far

are aiohe

effected on the moral and iettnlectual portions of tie highest detaoameea

of the Organic Kingdom - namely,

Man.

the Natural

Tie

on tie

nsft and character of

If one accepts the idea of tie Third Kingdom,

(p.108).

tie

uaathauaiwe of Chrihtsaeitl is

ChristiEe■l'

’tie mSouculwuh

becomes not only credible but necessary’.
Each
bound

seem

to

huttrsor

in

aOtotfort

a

miraculous

sah

powers

dynamic

in a way whict

is

and each Kingdom

is

on the Kingdom below

operates

Kingdom

to

and

as well

the Kingdom below,
complexity
as

a

to

att one below.

saaasc evolution.

oogaeisah evolve, but so do the powers and eeeogits.

action

is

optoaaionh

Not

TOere
oiIi

is

do the

Evidence of attir

nimiaen in tie early stagth, but as time goes on and tieir

exated,

evintece

so

accumulates and doubts dissolve.

The

acasvsaieh of the powers of tie kingdom above become tarticunarnl evi

dent at the boundaries between tie kingdoms, where they are no longer

isolated thteomena.

doms

one

casts

If in the case of aht Organic and Inorganic King

one ’ s

eye

over

aht

seaward

margin

of

a

coral

reef
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fringed with living polypes one sees their reactions as no longer the
exception but
phenomenon’

the

rule.

(p.110). At

Kingdom

’The

the

same

in short,

time,

the

is

cometh

the normal . frontier

activity of the

by reason of its nature,

power is generally,

tible.

'Miracle,

and

discrete

without observation’

(p.110).

superior
impercep

This

is

true both for the Kingdom of God and the relations between the Second
and the First Kingdoms.

Drummond goes on to discuss the question of miracle and the opera
tion of spiritual power
present day

in the

life of Jesus,

and their relation to

He suggests that it was necessary for the

Christianity.

secret operations of the Spirit in regenerating men, to be supplemented
by

manifestations

of

power

in

the

’lower plane

in

order

to

give

Christianity an initial visibility and impetus.
It might be urged indeed that Virtue could not but go out of
Jesus at whatever point He touched life; but at the same time
this lower miracle was not due to the inadvertent overflow
of a full vessel, but designed to strike men who could not
rise to the perception of loftier manifestations.
(p.112)

Drummond

notes

that

the

evangelists hint that such suspensions

of the ordinary course of nature in obedience to a higher law occurred

with great frequency, and comments that while Jesus appeared to exer

cise

extreme conservation of this power,

it is necessary to bear in

mind that 'He continually did works which no other man did’.

however,

be

great mistake

a

to

appeal

to such rudimentary forms

miracle as the continued attestation of Christianity.
now

is

series

to

not

itself

(p.113).

-

series which extends

down to

of

What is required

point to the first series of miracles,

the

It would,

but to

’the

the present hour’

Drummond assumes that his readers are clear that he is speak

ing of the

continuing conversion of natural men

and their witness within society,

into

spiritual men,

and goes on to say that the present ,

widespread denial of miracles is due partly to defective observation,

and

partly

due

to

lack

of

spiritual

power

within

the

present

day

- 170 churches.
The members of the Third Kingdom have something to answer for
themselves here.
They have failed to provide due materials
for observation ... The splendid machinery of Christianity
is standing still.
The Church is paralysed.
When the Second
Kingdom asks the Third for its credentials it remains silent.
It has something to show in the past;
it points sadly to the
early centuries.
But for the present nothing stirs;
it is
all as frozen as Labrador',
(pp.114-115)

He

affirms,

that there

however,

of the Third Kingdom,

the powers

ncirviduaUs who witness

are

and that anyone who really wants to

satisfy hinsstu oo tte retlu^i oo tte spininilnl

world will not seek

in vsiin for a demonstration of the spirit and of power.

state of affairs in the
not

bUnni

Despite the

’Visible Church of the Third Kingdom’ we must

’to

ourselves

to

the

unspeakably

important

fact

that

the

Spiritual World contains forms of energy infinitely more powerful tharthose of the First and Second’

(p.116).

He concludes the paper with

the statement

... the one thing requisite at once for the attestation of
the Third Kingdom and the further evolution of the Second is
that the subjects of the former should give heed once more
to the offer of its King and Founder, "If ye, being evil, know
how to give good gifts to your children, much more will your
heavenly Father give the Holy Spirit to them thtS ask it’'.
(p.117)

Comment
Who Drummond had in mind when he prepared this paper is not known
for

certain,

authorities
have been

but

that

would

it
it

was

seem

from

intended

a draft for the

of his

lectures.

Theological

Or

references

for an academic

an opening session of the College,
course

the

Society,

to

theological

audience.

It may

or for an address at

or for his students in the normal

it may have been

as

earlier suggested,

part of the material prepared for The Ascent of Man, which concludes
with

a

more

extended

consideration

of the

energies

of the material
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and spiritual worlds.

Whatever his

original

,

intention,

it must be borne

in mind that

Drummond did not publish the, paper, and he may not have been too happy
with it.

It does, however, contain useful material on his understanding

of the work of the Holy Spirit and the nature of miracles.
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THE ASCENT OF MAN

D

Background

In April
in

Boston,

1893,

Massaciustath.

Lowell,

Jun.,

famous

scholars,

dtlietrtd

Drummond

Thtst

tad

aOt Lowell

been

Instiatae Lectures

by

established

Mr.

John

1839 and tie ntcauoeshit was offered to a htoeth of

in

aoaisah

literary

and

scientific

and

authorities.

Tie Ascent of Man represents tie ltcttreh revised and adapted for publicaai”e

in

tian

sooner

book

form.

Drummond

Publication took place

originally

intended.

in May 1894,

rather

A Philadelphia publisier

aaaemtatd to issue aht lectures senettndtetly, based on otporth taken

from the British Weekly.
restraining publication.

Drummond secured an injunction ttapwrarill

This was laatr made permanent, but Snitianll

ltfa Drummond undeo pressure to go to poess as soon as possible.
Tie book was generally very well received,

though not aSai the

same tethuhiahm as Natural Law in tie Spiritual World.

It was recog

a much more mature and well researched work.

Among the re

nised as

views

quoted by tie publisher

in 1899,

in

the 9th Edition,

trinatd in London

Tte Expositor haaaen that 'Tte Ascent of Man, aheaOtr we have

regard to its literary hayle or its ietelnecauan power, is tequthtioeably Ois grtaatht book’.

13

George Adam Smitt gives

a thorough and

well balanced review of Ois major costich, both adverse and apprecia

tive in tis chapter on tie book in The Life of Henry^ Drummond.

The

major

preparation

stshsoe of 1892/93,
hmsao as

for

tie

lectures

u period of inatest

took

activity,

'tht last lap of Henry Drummond's race'.

14

place

during

aht

described by Adam
The leeauoth were

originally drafted as a serious scientific saudls mainly foo scholars,
but

on

urrivul

at Boston,

Drummond found tie

audience such that he

13. AM penultimate page.
Further references to this tditioe are given
by page number after quotations in tie text.
14. Adam Smith, p.408.
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A Boston editor reported that ’standing room

decided to redraft them.

and scores are turned away every evening' .

at a premium,

is

15

James

Young Simpson stated that Drummond was surprised 'not only in the num

ber',

but in the character of his audience, and after the first lecture

found

to rewrite

necessary

it

them

more popular’.

were

of

James W.

such tremendous public

blocks

whole

16

the whole series on the

of

tickets

for

Kennedy mentions

that the

making

lectures

'that speculators bought up

interest

the

spot,

series

sold

and

at

them

fabulous

. 17

•

prices'.
In

the

Man there

are

a

is

fair

printed version of the

final

some

evidence of this

of

number

quotations

lectures

in The Ascent of

conflict of presentation.

from

and

references

to,

There

external

’I
authorities,
as

some of his

pological
to

and

the

overall

earlier workd.

spirituality.

the

is not so

thesis,

Nevertheless many of the

to

fresh and

and not directly related

fundamental ddeas

and it is intended therefore,

summarise

stimulating

Much of the content is more anthro

and sociological than theological,

considerable relevance,
of

style

in a rather more

are of

in this section

telegraphic form than

has been the practice so far, in order to present the argument as con

cisely as possible

and with a miffam of quotation and page, reference.

The chapter headings give a useful outline

of the scope (of^he book

and are as follows:
Preface
Introduction
I Evolution in General
II The Missing Factor in Current Theories
III Why was Evolution the Method Chosen?
IV Evolution and Sociology
The Ascent of the Body
The Scaffolding Left in the Body
The Arrest of the Body

15. Adam Smith, uP•419-420.
16. Simpson, p’91’
17. Kennedy, u•206.
/

.
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The Dawn of Mind
The Evolution of
The Struggle for
The Struggle for
The Evolution of
The Evolution of
Involution

Language
Life
the Life of Others
a Mother
a Father

Preface

stating that the book is

Drummond begins by

an attempt to tell

in a plain way what Science now sees with regard to the Ascent of Man.
The nature of Evolution has been misconceived and the greatest factor

overlooked

in

most

theory as given to

contemporary

world

the

scientific

thinking.

is out of focus,

Evolutionary

the general basis has

not been re-examined since Darwin, and adjustment is necessary to take

account of the whole truth and reality of Nature and Man.

supply no more than

object

is

'there

is nothing here

to

theologian'

preclude full

for a reconstruction,

for the specialist - except, it may be,

flection of his own work.
for the

'the accents’

This primary

the re

Nor, apart from Theology, is there anything

(p-vii).

The limitations

treatment of theological

themes,

of a lecture

audience

and the brevity of a

course of lectures limits study to the earlier stages of man's evolu
tion.

Nevertheless,

his maturity,

the

lines of man’s youth, are also the lines of

and by studying these,

the nature of Evolution and the

quality of Human progress can be perceived.

Introduction

I•

Evolution in General
No connected outline of the Ascent of Man has yet been attempted.

The Embryology of Man,

of Mind,

the Origin of 'the Animal Body,

the Evolution

the Development of Morals, and the Evolution of Religion have
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been rtheaoehtd by various tiweter mSnnh.

revelation may await us
coveotd

in the

on the tighest ahhmeh.

'to find some

interest and nehirt

saool

story

and

tie facts.
for

it.

light upon

of the Oisaorl of aht hatts

by which the world has come to be what it is.

the

There is

(p.3).

Evolution is simply u ’general name’

ainuouh

Each footprint dis-

Ascent of Man is u guide to the next hatp.

an extraordinary human
the course'

As knowledge grows further

beginning to

is

add

to

The

appear.

Tie outline of u coeseaenaion

is

to oualiet

Snttrtretaaion and comment where justified by

To give an account of Evolution, is eois however, to account
Tie

field of scitect is hot aSai contrwvtrhl.

No one usks

more ”f Evolution than permission to use it as a working theory.

(p.9).

is the age of tie tvoluaSwe of Evolution'
Evolution
and

thought,

future.
For

a Vision whict revolutsoeiheh

is

opening

aetnuth

up

into

'This

tie

past

the world ”f Nature
and essaah

sntw the

Evolution has done for Time what Aharonoal has done foo Space.

Evolution

characteristic

be

to

interpreted

recognised,

be

with tie final product - Man.
ted.

all

oahto forms of Evolution.

ietertret Nature

from tie

seterprttaason

is

and religious

begin

tie complement and correction of

The mistake of naatraliha has been to

haaedpoSnt of aht

Man must take into account the whole Man,

aspiration of Man,

should

Tie beginning must be ieterprtted from

Tie Evolution of Man

tie

that

and

its universal

that

it is ehhtetian

Tie Eeoluai”e of

atom.

aOt work,

thought, life and

including moral conscSouhnesh together with social

forces.

'Mun,

body,

soul,

htiria,

aoe not

oiIi

to be

coehintrtd, but aoe first to be coesidtoen in any theory of tie world*

(p.14).
II«

The Missing Factor in Current Theories
Tie

Nature.

main

The

eroor

of

evolutionary

root of error lies

philosophy

■

has

been to misreud

indirectly with Darwin's Origin of
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from

Species

which

accepted by the

principle

the

of

Struggle

for

became

Life

scientific world as the governing factor in develop

A second factor, The Struggle for the Life of Others, has played

ment.
an

the

equally

functions

prominent
in

living

part

has escaped notice.

but

and

Nutrition

organisms,

Two fundamental

Reproduction,

involved

in the fundamental nature of the prfroulasm, run a parallel (or spiral)

course,

determine the whole morphology of living things and form the

of

basis

the

Struggle

Life,

for

the

and

Struggle

for

the

Life

of

Others.
for Life

The Struggle

Struggle

the

is not only concerned with Nutrition and

but also with man's conflict with the natural

for Food,

elements, sustained by hunger; and man's conflict with man, intensified
by

competition,

is

'and

ultimately

the name of War and Industry'

The Struggle

known

(p.20).

Life of Others

for the

in the modern world under

is not only concerned with

Reproduction and its physiological aspects, but also with its psycho

logical

aspects,

accompaniment

of

the

reproductive

self-sacrifice.

'The

vicarious

through the whole vast web of Nature'

The

scientific

especially

process,

of

theory

principle

is

shot

Nature,

of

develops

the Struggle for Life,

a?eime

ff

of

ei?tmes

of oof frit,

species-preservation,

lays

and

must keep

in viee both the
In lower

the Self-regarding function, obeys the

devotes

for the Liif

the

(p.23).

evolution

self-preservation,

the

in

through

Struggle for LifTe and the Struggle for the Life of Others:

law

Sym

and are perfected in maternal solicitude

higher forms of animal life,

and

and the development of Altruism.

tenderness and unselfishness are the direct outcome and essen

pathy,
tial

and ethical

its

energies

to

feed

itself,

and

t^ngth: and oDraae. .

The Struggle

the Ohe:r-regarding iunc fion,

onej^s th e lths

devotes

its

energies

to feed

the young and

the basis of the passive virtues of sympathy and love.

Viewed
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by

the

itself

for Life

Struggle

appears

irreconcilable with ethical

ends, but viewed in continuous reaction with the Struggle for the Life
of

dnscUoses

Others,

itself

as

instrument of perfection of the

'an

most subtle and far-reaching that reason could itvise’(p.37).

The failure of science to recognise the importance of the Struggle

for the Life of Others is due largely to the followers of Darwin, who,
ignoring

his

prejudged

warnings,

effects of specialism.

thinkers.

tific

earthed,

issue;

and

to

the

narrowing

There are many scientific men, but few scien

The

moment

unqualified

the

any

great

practitioners

leap

half-truth
to

is un

in Nature

generalisation.

a

The

original observers are too busy or oblivious to refute their heresies.
The briUlnici generalisation retains its hold on the popular mind be

fore the complementary or neutralising facts can be supplied.
Drummond points

out that there has been recognition of the al

truistic factor by such thinkers as Herbert Spencer, who sees the care
of

becoming

offspring

Geddes

and Thomson

egoism and altruism.

greater

with

advancing

organisation,

and

by

who write of the co-existence of twin streams of
Drummond suggests that Evolution enters the rugn-

mtctary ethical plans at a much earlier stage than is usually supposed
and

that

as

Evolution

proceeds,

in

qualitative

terms,

the Struggle

for Life wanes while the Struggle for the Life of Others waxes.
Struggle
qualities

for

must

Life

pass

can

never

cease,

but

over

the

ages

harsher

away and the altruistic spirit gradually create

a social order in which the reign of love is realised.

progress

the

The

and the path of Altruism are one.

the Involution of Love,

Life returning to Itself'

The path of

Evolution is nothing but

the revelation of Infinite Spirit, the Eternal
(p.46).

Ill. Why was Evolution the Method Chosen?

One seldom raised question is why the process should be an evolu

tion

at all.

Why not an instantaneous act?

Modern natural theology
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answers

aht evolttioearl method is an infiniaenl nobler scheme.

that

Tie tooethh

of growth huggthth tie work of an ieatlligeea Mind.

iraentto of aht

e”eetta

Tie

is aaathted by Darwin himself in tie en”hieg

woods of aOh Origin of Species which acknowledges tte life-gSvSeg oole
of the Crhaaoo.

Drummond

that tie tnaento must have

suggests

direction of part of the

to Man himself.

course of Evolution would

in time transfer

In tuoteeosiit with Nature Oe not only tolds dominion

over the world of lower life,

gress and dtsainln

Evolution

footsten that tie

of

but also stapes the path of human pro

wiheha and noblest must now be concerned with

Tie

MaekSen.

Tie wisdom necthharl

for the tremendous

task can be learetn from a close study of Nature.

The toSea has come

tie

in the poocehh where ahert is sufficient Altruism to begin a new era.
Now thtot must be wisdom enough to direct it.

knowledge

'for knowledge

it arriehh'

(p.51),

is

the

Love had to come before

instrument of Love,

Creation has

and uhtntss till

hhoae her hand in Evolution.

past of Nature is a working model of how worlds can be made.

The

Man was

not meant to begin de novo, but to work along the liets of the tatatrn

disclosed.
IV.

Evolution and Sociology
The htudl of Evolution is the key to the future progress of Man
'Evolution is tie natural directory of tie sociologist'

kind.

This study muha, however,
aioe to

external

Caird's

The

is only through
spirit
that

cun

modern

solve

also consider the snnto life of man in rela-

ieflutncth.

Evolution

of

(p.53).

Drummond quotes

RtlSgiwe

whict

at length from Edward

includes

aht

saa•iement,"It

a nttptned conhcsousnthh of aht world that tie human

its

hoci”logls

own

problem"’

coesinertd

by

(p.51).
some

Drummond ahtn suggests
to be

inadequate to meet

tie practical problems of our aimt, must be rteonsaructtd.

aOt crowning hcseeet of all the heiheeth,

Sociology,

must give deep haudl to tie
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and national

of social

and

life

its biological

roots,

con-

sedering the diverse phenomena within the general frame work of Evolu

tion

its

and

two

the

utiaciples,

Struggle for Life

and the Struggle

for the Life of Others.

Drummond

cteteaehss

then

Benjamin Kidd

some

at

in his book Social

length

Evolution

position taken by

the

where this understanding

theory as solely a matter of the Struggle for Life leads

of Darwin's

to an apparently irreconcilable conflict between the interests of the

and

species

the

of

society,

preservation

of

the

take precedence over the preservation of the individual,

and

individual

interests

the

Nature would appear to contain no sanction for morality or social pro

gress.

Kidd goes on to state that the motive force behind the process

of social

the fund of altruistic feeling which is the

is

development

direct and peculiar product of the religious system.

Drummond argues

that to affirm that Altruism is a peculiar product of religion is to

natural

from

Nature

excommunicate
order,

the

and suggests

moral

the

order,

and

religion

from

the

fund of altruistic feeling has been

slowly built up as the direct result of the Struggle for the Life of

Others.
itself
matter,

does

Religion

with

Nature,

life,

mimi,

ii

not

sacrifice

emateaes

dspac

vital

ie?sSr bb

aaid ttme.

distinctions by
est?saiea

ii^ts

allying

caraes

But Nature nimst nno bbe

tt

probed

of her due.

’ We Sdno dsa fth U.nU urefpl pSp.?, fpr pigalffo fag sfes

and rsformed

atthe e Srmisah fhor^.

If fNUhrt fi fth GGaresn .o fGo,

it is woven without seam throughout'

(p.73).

The Ascent of the thef

The home

of

maf aas S^v^s^^l^os^dd vsrr the uggs from cave and single

roomed hut to meula rtofeS lrdpa

own

lifetime

hha

dPSiSrfPS

ffro

and castle.

a

The body of man in its

s ising c cSl

to a structurf

c>f a
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mnUUroc cells.

that

fact

The science of embryology has revealed the astounding

that of any

through

up

a human cell

and

Human development proceeds by cell parti

other mammal.

building

tion,

is no apparent difference between

there

integration a complex

differentiation and

organism with different parts

and many varied functions, yet capable

of acting as a whole.

also reveals

Embryology
of

the

actual,
world’

embryo there

human

reproduced before our eyes

is

representation

physical

’in the successive transformations

that

of

of

part

Uift-hnstory of the

the

After describing the process in detail including the

(p.85).

resemblances of the human embryo to those of the fish,
and the reptile

as

it grows

that the Descent of Man

in size

and symmetry,

the Animal Kingdom

from

is not to be con

’an unspeakable exaltation'.

readers

busy

consider

mystifying

the
with

the

processes,

from

transitions’

characteristics,

features,

which

and

the

the amphibian,

Drummond suggests

sidered a degradation but

to

a visible,

He asks his

energies,

multiplying

'an

arise

original

creation

icdivndualrtrts of its own’

and

to remember finally 'that even to make the first cell possible, stellar

space required
and

planets

meaning,

to be

cool

swept of matter,

. ..

and

judge

if

suns must needs be broken up,

Creation

could

have

a

or the Human Race possess a more splendid genesis'

sublimer

(pp.

95

96).
Drummond

ends

Creation narrative

the
in

chapter with a brief reference

to

the second

the book of Genesis and the reflection by the

author of Psalm 139 on the nature of man and God's pervading presence
and concludes.

proved,
of

the

'What the Prophet said,

and the Poet saw, and Science

all and equally will abide forever.
Unseen,

commissioned

to

different

For all alike are voices

peoples

ends to declare the mystery of the Ascent of Man’

and for different

(p.97).
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The Scaffolding left in the Body

tie

Just as

growth of tie

some rtminisceece of

embryo contains

an animal aeceharl so aht life and aoeemena of tie new born babe also

wiaeesseh

ancient animal

to tie

strain.

Man and ape are two of tie

laatht atrah of an Sefiniae serSeh which make up aht genealogical tree.

Studies have

that tie baby's power of grip is similar to that

shown

of a young ape,

both

can htstaSe

or- two without diharehh.

a minute

than hevtntl vthtsgian

in tie neck,

structures

upper

it,

arms

wtici

account for ahtse

being,

such as tie cervical

condition.

aht

the lower and

and the appendix which had a specific

in our htrbiewrous aectsaorhn

relics

ear,

derives from the habit of hiaaieg in a

above the head,

lower animal

”f att gill hliah

including clefts

the relic of aOt tail and the muscles for

apparently

digtsaiee function

a

weight of aht body for

dshtositioe and direction of hair on

the

tree with arms

whole

Within tie body tiem are no ftaeo

abnormaliasth

occasional

ability to twitch tie ear,
wagging

the

It is difficult to

except t” suggest that Man ius evolved from
'To

suy that Provintect,

in making a new

stould nelibtraaenl have instrten timse eccentricities, aStiott

ahtir having any real connection with aOt things aiey so well iaiaate,

or any working relation to tie rest of his body,
keoanedge, simple irreverence'

is, with our present

(p.124).

The Arrest of tie Body
It is

a sober ssesntiftc possibility that having made Mn, , Nature

can go no

further.

confronted

with

Animal’

a

'Orgjsnic Evvfntisn hos edon eSa ewoO ,..

stupendous crisis

(pp ,126-127).

Animal

in

NNaato

-

tho AAroth

Mun will no t go on ,

we ure
of tie

bu t another Man,

aiahie Man, will go on.

Drummond

traces

of the sea anemone,

ahh

development of the hand

from tie

aeeaaclts

to that of tie fingers and thumb of the aeahropwid
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ape

primitive

man.

and

tools,

and

edisath

uses

of

which

become

a new departure.

Evolution takes

cessation

physical

Further

Evolution

but

its

development

more

immense

acceleration,

in

man

Muscle power is being lost.

Ss

the

re

The human eye is unlikely

The senses of smell

to

those

of the

savage.

Man as an animal is in danger of losing

... not the least anxious task of future civilisation 'will

'

ground.

inferior

are

and

(p.132).

Some functions deteriorate.

civilised

powerful.

Natural vision is supplemented

by spectacles, the -microscope and telescope.

hearing

Man

The Arrest of the Hand is not the

So also with the power of Sight.

and

and

elaborate

direction of its energies into higher channels'

to develop further.

ceases.

to prevent degeneration beyond a legitimate point,

body to its highest working level*

and keep up the

(p.139).

The arrest of physical development is not confined to man.

Many

groups of animals and plants appear to have reached a terminal generic
form of maximum working efficiency.

minable

succession.

arrive'

(p.142).

in the

'It

Nature is therefore not an inter

is not always a becoming.

Sometimes things

The body of Man can be considered 'a terminal point'

evolution of Creation.

Anatomy suggests that the size of the

cranial cavity has almost reached its limit.

Evolution has culminated in a complex creation which has the power
of thought ready

form the foundation of an

to

supsr-orgadic orPsr’
His

selection

(p.147).

should

Man must now take charge of Evolution.

replace Natural

Selection.

history of the universe has begun to Ss written.
its

course.

universe'

’Once

(p.149).

(p.150).

A new page

in the

Evolution has changed

it was a physical universe, now it is a psychical
Mental Evolution has succeeded Organic Evolution.

'Man stands alone in the foreground,
within him’

'inconceivably loftier

and a new thing.

Suirih, strives
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The Dawn.of Mind
Drummond suggests that from an early dawn the elements of a future

Mind have been

that there

associated with animal matter,

is growing

agreement that there is a mental evolution among animals and that there
is a possible link between the development of the mind of a child and

the mind of an animal.
1,

1892,

while

accepting that

the mental .processes

in

animals,

there

is no reason for believing that

in man differ in kind from the mental processes

phat the analytical faculty

states

in man is such a new

that the faculty of conceptual thought must differ generi

departure

from

cally

that C. Lloyd Morgan in Nature Sept.

He notes

the

mind on the

faculty of perception.

question. Self-consciousness

Drummond argues
is

for an open

a qualitative difference,

but the Law of Continuity suggests a continuing process and the partial

truth may be that the earlier phases of life exhibit imperfect manifes

in later forms are more fully expressed.

tations of principles which

The present thesis is simply that Man has ascended ... little depends

on whether the slope is abrupt or gentle, whether Man reaches the top
by a uniform flight or has here

and there by invisible hands

to be

carried across a brrdgtUtss space’

(p.160).

■

He identifies five sources of information about the past of Mind

- the Mind of a child,

nesses

to

primitive

the Mind of lower animals,
of

states

suggests,

without

in

form

of flints,

weapons and

and the witness of Language.

the Mind of a Savage,

pottery,

Mind

the material wit

substantiation at this point,

Drummond

that just as the em

bryo of the body re-capitulates the life history of the race 'so this
subtler embryo in running its course through the swift years of early
infancy

runs

up

the

psychic

scale

through

which,

another field will show. Mind probably evolved’

Acknowledging his debt
Animal

Intelligence

and

to Romanies’

Mental

evidence

from

(p.164)-.

conclusions

Evolution

as

in his two books

in Animais,

Drummond

lists

- 184 an txatnsivt finge of aheasn tOeeoates exhibited by aeiaalh, and toenih

out thut animals have

form percepts,

mtaorsth,

Osve

intelligence,

hhaot our feelings and eaoaioes,

snvtna new ways of satisfying desires

and learn by experience.
Tie relics

order

low

of toe-Oistoric man rtvtsl

txshasng

from

of Mind of a very

traces

unknown aetiquial,

improving over

gradually

tiat.

Although esvslihaaiweh may rise and fall,

always

s asateo of unieterrutaed progohhh,

tie

and Evolution is not
smtlementh discovered

from the Stone Age onwards witness to the probable growth ”f mind by
'infinitely gradual ascents'

(p.178).

Study of tie trthtnt-day

as

the

Malay

Archipeligo

povtral of tie
within

it.

exists

a”dal

and

early MSedS

in his natural coeditioehs

savage

the

South

but tie

Pacific

indicate

certain

tribes

tie

not

enormous totteaialiaseh aiaa lie

Tie Mind of Man has hud a slow gradual dawni.

among

such

at

almost

tie

lowest

It still

point

of

dtvelotaeea, but from there 'An Ascent of Mind cun be truced from tribe

to

nation

in

^0

an

iecrtuhing

delicate

hhadhh ”f iatrovemeea,

reached'

(pp.185-186).

also provides

Language
of

almost unique

mental

satwotaect.

'an old word,

htsae,

complexity

and

through

iefiniaell

till tie higtest civilised haaaeh ure

of tte tvoltaeon of Msed,

evidence
A word

like

a tsegsbne

is

an ancient coin,

and is

expression of a

speaks to us of a

former currency of thought, and by its image and huptrscritas”n rteealh
the meeaan nsft and astirutioe of those who miettd it'

Witt

discovery of language a new mtahod arose of passing on s step of

the

progress.

Wien man learned anyahSeg ie could puss

became aihe,
of

(p.187).

wisdom did not die with him,

humanity'

made

thinking

new

neoheasoeh

(p.192).

tahitr,

snd

At the same

brain

energy

speect became

whte he

’it was banked in aht MSed

aime,
was

it on;

tie

acquisSaioe of speech

oeltahtd

for deeelotaena in

tie asse factor in the eetenltcttal.
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development of mankind.

climbed

upward,

'Language

continually

which

formed the trellis

the

sustained

on which Mind

ripening

fruits

of

(p.193).

knowledge for later minds to pluck'

The Evolution of Language
' Evolution suggests that the faculty of speech was no sudden

Hom6> sapiens must have
man'

been preceded by Homo uIuIus

'the noh-hpsaking

body of language through dumb signs and

the

who Suilt up

ticulate cries word Sy

became

established

an

inar

word as ..the body was built cell by cell.

principle of co-operation emerged in the course of Evolution.

iousdsss

gift;.

institution

Gregar-

in

advantages

with

The

the

Struggle for Life such as physical strength of numbers and the multi

plicity of powers of sight, smell and hearing.

The

success of the

communication.

Signs

co-operative principle

and

signals

elementary form of language.

in a colony of ants.

The

developed

depended on effective

within

herd

the

as

an

power of communication is evident

In the higher animals, physical signs,

sounds

and intonations convey different information, representing three kinds

of

In

language.

hesse

man

three

develop

into gesture or grimace;

and emphasis or inflexion of the voice.

actual words;

of gesture language is still evident in the deaf mute,
in

the

early life of a child,

it

is

often

dispensed

his mind to grapple

when

becomes

more

intensely

and

more

expressing

longer

effective,

and

higher

ranges

of

and absorbingly with an exalted theme,

motionless,

developed
included

the

although

into a very lofty region, or allows

and only resumes

language when he descends to commoner levels'

Sounds and words

in savage man,

and in modern adult speech,

’when a speaker soars

thought;

he

with

The capacity

the gesture-

(p.211).

in situations where gestures were no
imitative

sounds

to denote things

in
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the

with

ecvrainmtci

which

sound

the

was

directly

or

rciiatctly

associated.

Drummond then gives extensive examples of the origin of

sound

in

words

different

cultures

on

to

illustrate

man's

He then points out that the evolution of language is still

on language.

on.

goes

and the effect of geography and climate

capacity to invent new words,

going

and

theory of the formation of language

The

as part of the

general theory of evolution is now corroborated by investigations made

by Comparative Philology.
The

writing

of

Evolution

as the Evolution of speech.
lent

of

onomatopoeia.

is

through

the

same general

stages

The '-idtograpey,for example, is the equiva

When

ripe for a new development.

word,

went

writing was

’Speech,

fully tvoUved,iet time was

whether by writing or by spoken

too crude and slow to keep pace with the needs of the now

swiftly ascending mind’

(p.233).

Man invented the telegraph and the

telephone and the mind is already feeling about for more perfect forms

of human intercourse.
Drummond then suggests that there may be a stage in the Evolution

of Mind when its material achievements - its body - shall be laid aside

and give place
scientific

to

word,

theoretically

the

a higher form of Mind'
the

is

next

theme

stage

in

of

(p.234).

exhaustive

delays

the

thought to whatever
ility

power to

and

is

Speech

'May it not be that

transport and drive one’s thought as

spot one wills,

is withheld by Nature,

observation,

the Evolution of Language.

only came when the instrument was ready for it.

that which

Telepathy, now a

is not the fact that the possib

but that the hour

that the instrument is not yet fully ripe?’

is not quite come -

(p.235).

Drummond then asks whether Evolution has a further gift for the
human race

and reflects

'what strikes one most in running the eye up

this graduated ascent is that the movement is in the direction of what

187
one

csn only call

'If

Eeonthsoe

(pp.235-236) ,

htirihualshy'

oteealh

anything,

scitect

if

He ahte suggests that

iahhnt

uelhtieg,

po”eth

it is that Man is a spiritual being and thst tie direction of his long

career

towards

is

^0

sn

osettr

larger,

more

and

3x11-3.

lstn'

(p.236).

Tin Struggle for , Lift

Tie

inertia of things

is such that without compulsion they will

Tie act of living contains hie principle of progress.

not move.

animal caenoh be without becoming'

is

Tie

for Life.

•the Struggle

law of mohsoe.

The fSrhh great principle

first law of Eewluhson

is tie first

'"Eveol body conhSnuth in s hhsht of rtst^, or ”f uni

form mohsoe in a

straight nine,

forces to change that; hhahe"’

Tte

(p.242).

'An

smprthhtd

forces

ueltsh

it is compelled by iatrthhtd

(p.245).

in

the

case of savage Man are Hunger and

hht hhimulth of Environment, both the inorganic world including climate
and ■the organic world including plants, animals and ohitr

and weather,

trimehsvt Men,

Hltohhthscal Mun

emerging from tie animal state used

brunches as spears and clubs and gradually adopted an upright stance.
The

of

use

mihsslth

Defensive

haecth.
developed

from

Hunger was

led to atctaeicul

shields

weapons

were

aids to

evolvem.

and domestic

achieve greater

Musical

inshrumtehs were

Flints litndtd

articles.

hht use of clottes,

hit dtvtlwtateh of agri

culture and fishing and tie domtshicahioe of animals.
from

hhrteghttetd,
grew

fim.

the psrteh of all industries and lei to further advaecth,

hht hoaptieg of animals,

passed

dis-

sto”ng,

hht

animal

to

the

savage,

so

and brigihtetd and heightened;

and

so

virtus,

which

his
so

mind

the

is to say virtue,

'So Msn slowly
was

hamtd,

sense

and

of power

was born.

In

shotgglsng ashi. Natum, tsoll Man nwt ”ell to•te•n aahtossl satisfactions:
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he

found

took

himself1

(p.252).

the

under

place

diversification

edhellectual

of geography and geology leading to

influence

men,

and

Moral

of

blends

of

infinite

On the whole the results of Evolution appear to Se good.

We must

different

types

of

types

industry,

and

variety.

of

beware

over-colouring

the

representation,

flooding

or

accompaniments of emotion borrowed from our own

it

sensations'

with

(p.259).

Life itself is the Struggle and the whole of the activities and powers

which make up

life are

in

involved

Drummond quotes Darwin with

it.

approval '''ween we reflect on this struggle, we may console ourselves

with

the

full belief that the

war of nature

is not incessant,

that

no fear is felt, that death is generally prompt, and that the vigorous,
the healthy, and the happy survive and multiply'”
asserts

Drummond

nor

battle,

is health’

victory,
(p.263).

the

that

(p.261).

end of the Struggle

but evolution.

'The result

is not

is not wounds,

Selection discourages

Natural

for Life

it

imperfections and

is the means employed by Nature to bring about perfect health, perfect
adaptation,
'The

its

and

in

the

long

run,

Ascent

the

of all

living things.

fact that any given animal is alive at all is almost a token of
Nothing

perfectness.

living

can Se wholly a failure'

(p.265).

The Survival of the Fittest; is not the survival of the strongest, but
the Survival of the Adapted.
Rising

changes
to the

up

the

to fitness

swift,

the

scale,

physical

fitness

of a diffsrsdh quality.

in another,

of

early

the

'In one era the race is

the meek inherit the earth.

In a material

world social survival depends on wealth, health and power;
world the fittest are the weak, the pitiable, the poor'

The

in

'gladiatorial theory'

modern

Struggle

life.

for ieOs

War

and

in a moral

(p.268).

of existence has two lineal descendants

Industry.

continued

world

They

represent

the

primitive

in the social and political plane.

War,

189 despite the awful experiences associated with it, has been the educator
of

the

the

societies,
struggle

the

race

human

’the

patron

soUrgnfiea of states’

virtues,

(p.269).

the

Industry

purifier
is

the

of

same

The industrial conflict of today is

a different guise.

in

heroic

of

old attempt of primitive Man to get the most out of Nature - to

grow foods,

Despite
Struggle

social

for

to raise fuel,

find clothes,

to

Life

tragedy

is

there

to gain wealth'

(p.269).

amelioration and progress.

can never wholly cease,

animal qualities must surely pass away.

but the virulence

The

of its

The animal struggle and the

principle of selfishness must lose its sting with time, the self become
and the

a higher self,
Drummond

eternal

law of unselfishness become

evident.

then suggests that if the fnniimtctiU problem of nutri

tion can be solved by science then the Struggle for Life in its coarser

forms may be practically abolished.
spirit neutralise

aspirations of the

the body.

The time may even come when the

for Life

The Struggle

is

and supplant the compulsions of
dtstrctd to be replaced by the

Struggle for the Life of Others,

and to build a nobler superstructure

on the foundations which it laid’

(p.273).

The Struggle for the Life of Others
In this chapter',
argument set out
in

Current

the

in part

Theories".

is cenihtr in

the body,

longest in the book, Drummond develops the

He begins ay asserting that Man’s true

Love has

nnvtstigattd.

Evolution

is

in

nor

to him the breadth o' lfee ,

be

"The Missing Factor

life

thh inCitUuel, but in the warm world

'He Traches hhs full hejggt only when Love becomes

of the affections.

(p.276).

Introduction

of the

II

hhe energy of will,

a lineage

the summit of desire'

of its own which has scarcely begun to

It is necessary to

a matter only of the

correct the misconception

Struggle for Life.

The

that

truth is
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hhah

hao

sre

hitrt

Struggles

Life

for

living

tvtry

in

hhSeg,

the

Struggle for Life and hht Struggle for hit Life of Others.

tw” aase

The

Nutrition seeks

Reproduction.

and is

tie

t”

leads

life?

is more

it Oss brought forth two

plant

foo

fruit,

mink,

than ■the

If it divides,

or die.

By giving up

its

life as

goes

and

hht

nurture

on

of

hhtmt

to

with

dShcuhh

mankind,

ilnuhhrahioes

and universal

hOt value

through

tie

tie

world

of rttoonuchsoe
tooeihioe

and man's thilihaheon of hhtm in natural

of

in

seed,

and processem

htah

hpirshs

nis-tilled

and

malted liquors

are

So ie

can say

'The Seed

is

Nature

otedtrh

to Man'

(p.296).

Crtahsoe

and snhicitahi”e of Good for Man,

'Love-beauty'.

mthic'.

htah hht first

food of tie world is milk - a product of rttr”ntchion,

reproduction.

is

one day repeat

from

subsist on rice - a seed - a product of reproduction,

which

an individual

He points out that hirtt-fotrhth of -the population of -tie world

forms.

and

two iud when

what Oss saved

and httst will

indSvSdtals,

his

develops

life

nature

snd each part; hthh

(p.289).

Drummond
of

absorbing surface

Self sacrifice.

tie hurrten er'

at

it gains more surface it must shaovt, but

'It muhh divide,

combined.

its

ttere

htlshhing,

in hht hhrtchurt and process

Tie bulk of hit cell grows fahhtr than the

Unless

absorbing surface.

by

inherent

divines ihstlt into hao,

sentptentnh lsft.

sn

are

The cell of hht humblest unicellular orgaeiha,

division.

htt hsat of reproduction,

up

Tie

development of ohttr-otgarding eirhuth.

tltatnhh of htlf-hacrifsct
of cell

sndieiduul

secure hit life of the

Both at tie othhth are selfish, but

is other-oegaoding.

and

latter

to

sre Nutrition and

living things

Rtprwnuchiwe _ seeks to secure tie lsft of the

htlf-rtgardieg.

httcsth
hht

activities of all

titte

also products

of Love,
is

full

of

tie tithe

of mtanSeg

Nearly all •tie beauty of ■the world

Nearly all tie music of tie natural world is 'Love-

Nearly all

tie foods of the world

are

'Love-foods',

all
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the drinks of the world are ’Love-drinks'.

Co-oueratiod is closely related

Single celled

to reproduction.

life leads to colonies of cells which show co-operation and specialisa

tion.

A flower

complex

is not an

system'

social

'a commune,

individual entity, but

Co-ousratiod extends

(p.299).

a most

the higher

in

flowering plants to co-ouerahiod with insect life which leads to all

that is beautiful and fragrant in the flower world.

Such plants are among

other agencies ensures the dispersion of seed.
the most numerous, most vigorous,

Co-fperatiod with

and most widely diffused in Nature.

’Self-Sacrifice and Co-ouerahion are thus recognised as sound
The Slessing of Nature falls upon them'

ciple.

in the

Co-operation

are

in

animal world

in prin

(p.303).

is equally evident;.

The more

over the unsocial.

overwhelming preponderance

social

animals

Mutual

aid is as much a law of animal alife as mutual struggle.

first commandment of Evolution

bine, grow large"'

is

'"Thou shalt mass,

The

segregate, com

(p.309).

Drummond goes on to point out that the specialisation of sex has
received little attention from evolutionary philosophy, but the divi

sion
has

madness

into

exceptional

could

have

illustrated

suggests

that

fsmaleness

implications

Seen
in

and

effected

bees
Nature

and

had

of

in almost every plant and animal
significance.

ethical

without fertilization,

termites,

but

deeper

motives

the

by pathogenesis as

fact

than

Reproduction

of

sex-distinction

simply

physiological

advantage.
The first work of Evolution is to create a mass of similar things,
the second is to break that mass into as many different kinds of things

as possible.

take

the

'Now if Evolution designed, among other things, to under

differentiation of Mankind,

it could not have done it more

effectively than through the device of sex'

(p.321).

A far more important implication lies in the development of social
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and moral order out of maUectsy and femaltctss.
maltness

and

femaUentss

can

by

varied

Hj

In certain organisms

varying

High

nutrition.

cutrihioc leads to a preponderance of females as shown in experiments

on

tadpoles,

mthse

butterflies,

sand bees,

Three

is dffferentiation

in organisation and life habit of malts and females - tht predominant

note

in tht malt being energy,

passivity, gentleness and repose.

differtnct
to

between

a robuster

male

and

activity;

motion,

and in tht female,

In Nature there is a constitntiocaU

female

’a

differtnce

incUrcicg the one

and implanting in the other a certain mysterious

life,

bias in the dratctioc of what one can only call tht womanly disposition

...

Male

(pp.

and Female never have bten and never will be the same'

328-329).
Man’s

is

life

the woman's by

the

determined chiefly by tht

of Reproduction.

function

by going out rcto the world,

the

chast,

completes

in

her

conflict

with

sanctities of tht home

Man finds satrsfichioc

in the rrvaUrrty of war,
Nature,

clnusnCge

by

destiny

function of Nutrition,

in

tht ardours of

industrial pursuits.

herself

ithe

the

Woman

industries

and

'and paying the debt of Motherhood to her race’

(p.330).

The

evolution of Love

but the Struggle
to the moral

or the

for tht

sphere.

arises

out of Maternity which is nothing

Lift of Others transfigured and transferred

Maternity ii more

affection between female

and male,

than the mother <ff children
It is the mother <ff Love

riyJUO.

When one follows Maternity out of the depths of lower Nature,
and beholds it ripening in quality as it reaches tht human
sphere, its character’, and tht character of the processes by
which it is evolved, appear in their full divinity ... By an
alchemy which remains, and must tvtr remain, tht secret of
Nature, the physiological forcts give place to those higher
principles of sympathy, soUrcitudJ, and affection which from
this time onwards are to change the course of Evolution and
determine a diviner destiny for a Human Race.
(pp.331-332)
Reproduction

as

a

physiological

process had to be complemented

- 193 by an AlhrtihOsc process.
regarding

and

as

among

acts

The AlOrushOic pooctsh dtvtlottd from Otheo-

animals

which

inihialll

may

into an oetrfloaSng moral force which muy be regarded

automatic,

the hsgtthh product of Nature

and hOt object of Progress,

an important tltmtnh in Natural Stltchiwnn
for

children

her

have been selfish

would have

isy of reckoning would

feeble

It is

'A mohhto who did not cure

uni sickly children

. ..

and -the

they would be driven off tie field

come when

by a hardStr, tist is a bthhtr-mohhtrtd, race'

(p.339).

z

concludes

Drummond

that

sociology

hss

failed

of hht Struggle for the Life of Others.

iap’atanct

to

recognise

the

Nuhrihioe and Re

production sre co-rtlshtn evolutionary forces whict have acted -together

from

the

the

dawn

other to

of life,

the

’one

looking to its own things,

conhSeuully

Both are great in Nature - but

htiegs of Others.

"tie grtshthh of -these is Love"'

(p.341).

Tte Ev”ltheoe of a Mohttr

Drummond

begins

by

did was to mmUk MoOhiho,

doms

sttas

kingdom

to have been

aaOtoniOl

elaboration

of

is

tte

mohhtrsng plseLhh,

ahstrhieg

the

chstf

-thing thst Nature

Th e goa 1 o f th e whole plant and animal king

the

creation of MammaiS. .

torthtadoatd

seed

that

or

nut

in

tie

oo fruit.

the Phanerograms,

st Oht

n e oe e tihhabnte

Ortt

aihh

the

Tie Botanist places

the

fl”atrseg

top of his

dttaoOateO of

Nature.
In the case ”f hht animal kingdom, protective MoOhtotood evolved

u long mohhtolths beginning.
htt Mother never

egg,

but

ibility,

required.

stth her child.

Motherhood

In hht

hhtrt

is ggeat solicitude for hht

is often non-existent,

as in hht case of the buhOtrfly.

Tie

survival

ff tlie

spcsthe

lnwat rtachth of nat^o^e^,

oo au anatomical

smtwhs-

Maternal protection is not
is

assured by vast numnbers
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of eggs.
For Maternal Love to evolve, four conditions are necessary - fewer

young

at birth,

recognise

them,

the young produced

in such a form that Mothers can

the

sufficiently

young

must

be

helpless

to require

and they should be made physically necessary to the mother

mothering,

so as to compel her to attend to them.
The

down

bringing

progressive

numbers of young can be

of

seen

by comparing the progeny of different species - the lowest plants with

the

spores,

of

numbers

uncountable

frog spawning thousands

herring with a million ova,

reptiles in hundreds,

of eggs,

or units, and in the highest of Mammals, the rule is one.

down

ing

calling

of
in

the

of

diffused

care,

to

focus

it upon one,

birds in tens

’This bring
It means the

circumstance.

numbers is a remarkable

the

and concentrate

(p.351).

it into Love'

The next thing was to make it possible for the parent to recognise
In the lower reaches of Nature the young are never in the

its young.

smallest degree like their parents.

The power of the adult to identify

its young is

all but absent until the higher animals appear.

kept

hidden

embryos

until

more

grew

presentable.

'

...

the

in the eggs,

and the eggs were hindered in the

and the young were hindered

in the body, retained in the dark

embryos were hindered
nest,

they

Nature

so that when they first caught the Mother's eye

for weeks and months,

they were "strong and of a good liking'”
The

increasing dependence

the

of

Nature,

e.g.,

a

considered.

ciliated

Infusorian,

the moment it is born.
neighbourhood

of

by

Mammal

remains

filial

education

the

A young
nest

The child from the bottom

the

leaves

complete.

domestic

hearth

bird remains in the nest and in the

for only a few weeks.

its mother's
is

child on the parent is evident

are

different species

as

of the

(p.353).

side

for months

Nature's object

The

child of the

and years until
is

the

its

domestication
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of

the Human Race,

tnghhJcicg of the bocgs of family life,

the

the

'most gentle introduction of gentleness into a world cold with mother

less children and heartless with childless mothers’

of

dtvtUopmtci

physiological

tht

evolution of maternal
ties

bind

which

it at

it

Mother which compels

the

in

compels

stage which

this

On the physiological side,

to

The

development

of

to

tht

their

and thtrt is

it physically to seek its

child' .

the name of this impelling power is lacta

on tht ethical side, it is Love’

tion;

is

There is that in

its Mother,

sttk

love

Mothers

No young of any Mammal can nourish itself.

young.

that

for the

fourth essential

The

(p.357).

higher

(p.358).
of lift

forms

on earth has

depended

on the physical perfecting of Mothers and the physiological tits which
bind them to

'While

ticity.

and has

their young,

Man,

restless,

Woman makes

a Home’

Evolution

than

the

then

tht world tht

earth,

into

when

Man - a tutor for tht

but

a child,

Mother’

to

first

is

a wanderer on the

No greater day tvtr dawned for

human child was born,

'there

entered

thing wanting to complete the Ascent of

effoctions.

in a fao e deter

hungry,

sense

It may be
ii is

that a Mother teaches

the Child who teaches tht

(p.360).

The
for the

eager,

(p.360).

one

led to the social state of Domes

creation of Mammalia established two
Child and ono

lengthen

out

these

foo Moothe.
syheoi

dd^ys

schools of Ethics,

one

The next effort of Evolution is

aad give affection time to grow.

Man only was permitted to have his education thus prolonged and simul

taneously to

Jvolnhioc

allow mental

to make

its

contribution to

the

ethical development of the world.
Into tht icfanys frame must be fithtg not only the apparatus for ,

automatic
and

rtflex

conscious

repetition
actions,
lift

of what its parents have done,

but

also

'which will

the

rcvoUuchars

the machinery for voluntary and self

do new things, choose fresh alternatives.
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seek higher and more varied ends'

its

This

process

early

stages

onntinuss
is

a

(p.364).

through

infancy

and

which

childhood

slow experimenting with powers

in

and faculties

so fresh that 'heredity in handing them down has been unable to accom

pany them with full directions as to their use'

(p.366).

Drummond goes on to describe the working of the brain in illumin

ating terms, pointing out that even in the oldest and most used brain
there

remain vast territories to be explored,

'and in all men multi

tudes of possible connections continue to the last unrealised’

(p.367).

As man rises in the scale of civilisation the necessary period of in
fancy

lengthens

that

so

in the

case of the most highly educated man

the age of tutelage extends for almost a quarter of a century.

The

extended

sympathy,

Mother,

perioS

carefulness,

of

injfarncy

tenderness

enabled

and

qualities of patience,

self-sacrifice to grow in the

thereby over the centuries rooting themselves in humanity and

adding to

the moral

stature of mankind.

'However short the earliest

infancies, however feeble the sparks they fanned, however long heredity

took to gather fuel enough for a steady flame, it is certain that once

this
a

fire began to warm the

heart,

the

most

cold hearth of Nature and give humanity

stupendous

task

of

the

past

was

accomplished'

(p.372).

The Evolution of a Father

During

the

evolutionary

development

of

Motherhood,

the

Father

has gone his own way outside these changes, but gradually at the same

time

acquiring the robuster elements

courage,

manliness,

endurance,

and

of the manly virtues,
These

self-reliance.

strength,

have

been

transmitted to both sexes through the law of heredity.
A prior change

in his habits was necessary.

'Nature had to set
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about another long and difficult process - to make the savage Father
u reformed character’

niiy

was

(p.376),

noe-txihOtnh,

In the lower reaches of Natum, pateo-

the

among

building of the nest and sham

many

Mammals

Fathers

some

parents

uniht

io the incubation of the eggs.

not:

were

birds,

only

io

the

Among

indifferent to their young,

but

’ und among tie Carnivora the Mothers have frequently to hide

hostile:

hhtsr liOOle oeth in case the father euis Ohta'

(p.377).

Affection between parents is a very rtctnO dtvtlopmteO in Evolu-

hioesrl history.

'Foo the eahh muss of Mankind,

conjugal love wus probably all but un

which preceded historic himts,

known’

(p.378).

place

in

after

mutual

Tie higher tvoltOiwn of the world could only take

Family

species

ahte

Life

tie

became

pairing

This could only tatpte

inhOiOuhtd.

htahon

was

lengthened sufficiently

for

In aeiaalh Oht pairing season is relsied to

to develop*

love

during Ott long ages

climate so that the young aoe born when they will have Oht best chance
of sureieal,
In

i.e., when the atahttr is milntsO und food most abuenueh.

case

hht

of

man,

dtetlwtieg

control

of

his

tnviooemtnO mane

it

possible foo the pairing season to become greatly 3x031.3. and Family
Life

'It was when Mae's mind btcamt capable of

inauguratnc!.

ho be

making its owe poovisions against tho wanS0ir aud the crops thah hhe

possibility of FaOOnohoo>n,

Motherhoo”,

uod tie Family were mulishd'

(p.383).

One further dnvtlotaedO was required - hie goowth of mutual afftc-

hioe
be

bh0ahhd husband aed fife .

chungem

into monogamy.

cause Oe tud a dozen wives,
Ohing’

(p.386).

worked

well,

Polygamy,

where

ih existed,

had ho

'Mm c out not lnwe ii the nuriy days be

Otis love was too dilu0td io come to uny-

A few polygamous people became monogamous, the slstta

gradually

spread,

aod ite change tus been

idieoests alike of tamnOh, offspring aod society.
cotrOhhit became a possibility,

in ite best

At Oht sume time,

ami further 3x030.3. the period during

- 198 which affection could develop by providing opportunities for its growth

This was unknown

prior to marriage.

inally

securtd

capture

by

wives

or

in primitive times.

purchase.

by

The

Men orig

system

still

'In some of tht greatest of civilised coun

exists in modified forms.

tries real mutual knowledge between the youth of the sexes is unattain

marriages are made only by a higher kind of purchase,

able;

supreme

step

contrasts

America,

social

and

in lift

that

ictJacourst,
’sacred

its

dark’

the

in

this with a somewhat

suggesting

more

taken

is

(p.389).

and the

Drummond then

idealised picture of the situation in

blending

of

different

family

lives

in

in recreation and in education must lead to more

and

happy

homes which are

for tht moral progress of a nihnmr’

tht greatest guarantees

(p.390).

Lovt expressed in terms of parental protjctivity, food provision,

sympathy

and

sJUf-geniiU

became an element in Natural

determined extinction or survival.

SeUJchioc and

'Bad parents mean starved children,

and starved children will be replaced in the Struggle for Life by fullfed children, and ere a few generations parents without love will exist

(p.395).

no more’

The

simple

human

Family

catimcaU life of the world.
tion

became

the

the

social

and

The family is not only the greatest crea

of Evolution but the greatest instrument for further creation.

Ethical changes began as

soon

it was formed.

as

New relihimns sprang up.

duty were shared.

of a Family and remain an utter egoist’
tion

nucleus of

of the Family

into

the

Responsibility and

'A man cannot be a member

^^.398),

Clan or Tribe the

With the incorpora

area of co-opJritimn

was further extended.

Within

fUutnley.

dence,

'and

tht

Family

the

Mother

and

Father

exerted divergent in-

The relationship between child and Mother is one of depen
its product is Love’

(p.400).

The Father as head of the

Family (except in Oihanirchates) represents Authority.

It is his busi-
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ness
to

to

make

Family

and

laws

the world than the

’Not less necessary

exact obedience.

Mother's gift of Love is the twin offering of

the Father - Righteousness’

(p.403).

The Family is the starting point and threshold of the true moral
it consummation in the Christian era.

life which reaches
Evolution

has

been

Natural Selection

reached

and

where

ethical

factors

affection becomes a power

are

A stage in

utilised

in the world.

completion of the arch of Family Life forms one of the great,

by

'The

if not

the greatest of the landmarks of history ... Physically, psychically,
the Family is the masterpiece of Evolution

ethically,

generator and the

...

It is the

repository of the forces which alone can carry out

the social and moral progress of the world’

(p.405).

Involution

In the
Evolution,

tion

was

final

chapter of the book,

Drummond sums up his view of

beginning by stating that until recently no organic connec
known

between

lower

Nature

and

the

world

higher

of Man.

’Atoms, cells, plaant, animals were the material products of a separate
cl^y

Pogo wwich Man ttoo his clay-body,

creation,

the

(p.409).

But now the biologist working upward,

the

moralist,

the

sociologist

working

organic connection between the two,
revelation of the unity

downward

and no more'

and the psychologist,

have

established

an

while Evolution has made the final

of the world,

comprehending everything under

one generalisation.

Evolution

is

not

tt

be unieusttoO as a process

in which Mind,

Morals and Men evolve oui: of Matter, but a process which takes account

of the whole Environment
their being;

that in which things live and move and have

an Environment which can also be described as

’Nature,

the world, the cosmos - and some thing more, some One more, an Infinite

- 200 Inhelligencn ami EOernul Will'

that

Everything

this

from

lives,

wiOtott'

through

livts

’Evolution

EmvSronmtnO.

iofoin

to

(p.414).

iis

is ooh io unfold

(pp.414-415).

witt

correspondences

from asihse:

ii

is

Growth is oo mtot extension

from a rooi but a maOter of tohShssSon ami being possesst. by am ever

aideoieg

Envirooahot

'a ceaseless

renihOoibuOi”n of energies

int” Ohn neolvsni organism from hhe Universe aroued it’

flowing

(p.415).

Mam has progressed upwards, not by amy innaOt tendhocl O” progress

in

himself,

oor

by

hhe

nonrgsnh

imhnoent in tht tooOoplasmsc ctii,

but by a cooiinuwts fending aod rtinforctmeni of Ohe process from aitO-

As Mam progresses,

”uO.

expands.

his capacity Oo interact with his environmeoO

He is affected oot only by Ohe pOisScu^I, but also by social,

moral,

aod religious forces

forces

comt

from

Ohe

same

OhaO surround him.

Tte

fact thah these

EnvSrommtni umd from Ohe ultimate

source

noes not imply thah the spiritual forces art the same as the phlhScal.
The revtrst could be true, physical eotogies could be spiritual ener

Scinmen huginsOh thaO tht term "maiersai worn." is a misnomer.

gies.

Tte world may be a htiriOual world nmtlolsng "matitr" for sis madefesiaOsooh.

Tte roots of a iree may rise from whui we call a physicsl
world;
tte leaves may bt bathed by physical atoms;
even tht
nonogl of OOt tree may be solur nonogls but ite hoee is itself.
The tree is a Thought, a tnitls a raiiooui purposeful whole;
OOt "laatinr" is but the medium of thnsr nxtrnhhi”o.
(p.420)
Drummond suggests ihat the time is ooi ripe for dariog to trnhnei

evem a partial
Nor is

tSmuous

view of whah iht Ooamhcnodnot process may have been.

ii nhhnniial

for Ohe course of EeolutSom to hive been a con-

amd uminteroupied rise.

'On the whole it hus certainly been

a rSse;

bui withier a rise aiihott leap or break or paust, or - whui

is more

likely - u progress in rhythms, pulses, and auens, or - whah

is

unlikely

-

a

cataclysma.

possibly never be proved’

ascent

(p.426).

by

steps

abrupt amd htnnts

may

’Nature is God's writing, and can

God is not a God of the gaps.

God is light and in Him is no darkness at all'

only tell the truth;

Those who are tempted to reserve a point here and there for

(p.427).

divine

special

interposition

are

apt

forget

to

'If He comes upon the scene

excludes God from the rest of the process.
at

crises,

special

He

is

from

absent

that this virtually

the

scene

in the

intervals'.

The idea of an immanent God, the God of Evolution, is infinitely gran

der

than

the

wonder-worker,

occasional

the God of an old theology.

The daily miracle of a flower, the courses of the stars, the upholding
and

sustaining

living Will

day

by

of

day

as much as

the

this

palpitating world,

great

creation of atoms at the first'

need a
(p.428).

The final miracle of Evolution is not the process but the product.
And the product

'mountain and valley, sky and sea,

is not

'the god-like gift of Mind', but that which commends itself

star,

’or

'with

increasing sureness

heart of Humanity - Love'

but

flower and

progress

of Nature's

in spirit.

as

time goes on,

to

the reason and to the

Evolution is not progress in matter

(p.429).

The perfecting of Love

task - begun with

the

is

the

larger part

first beginning of life,

tinuously developing quantitatively and qualitatively.

and con

This has either

been read into Nature by our own imagination, or it is the revelation

of a purpose of benevolence and a God whose name is Love'

(p.431).

The Evolution of Love may possibly be foreshadowed in inorganic

Mutual

nature.

the

which

world.

them.

fiery

attraction

mass

and

chemical

of nebulous

matter

affinity were

eventually

Science does not know what the forces are,

the means by

became

a

solid

it only classifies

But it could be that ’the grand aggregation of units of matter

in the

condensation of a weltering star,

and the slow segregation of

men in the organisation of societies and nations' are different stages

of a uniform process
law'

(p.434).

and

'different results of a single evolutionary
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this process can be described as Evolution.

Read from the root,

the

from

better,

the

top,

word

is

Involution.

is Revelation - the phenomenal

it

Advolution;

is

'Evolution

expression of the Divine,

the progressive realisation of the Ideal, the Ascent of Love'

into the world - Nature

a new hope

Evolution has ushered

Read

(p.435).

is on the

side of the man who tries to rise - all things are rising, all worlds,

and the whole moves on with one mighty idea and anticipation.

verse,

aspiration

The

'An ascending energy is in the uni

all stars and suns.

all planets,

in

the human mind and heart

tendency of the universe becoming conscious'

at one with Nature,
in

fulfilled

methods

of

work

the same Author,
adopts

the

and with a working creed with Science can accept

Christianity.

creation

Both

beings.

with

the

through

Evolution

object

of

making

more

perfect

human

'Evolution and Christianity have

the same end, the same spirit’

foundations

and Christianity are

of Man's body,

(p.438).

mind and soul

Christianity

as fashioned by

and accelerates the process.

Chris

is a history of some of the later steps in the Evolution of

the world.

'Christianity did not begin at the Christian era,

as old as Nature;

the

Both

Love.

Organic Evolution and continues

tianity

(pp.435-436).

of finding a religion congruous with the past of Man,

The hope

is

is but the evolutionary

fulness of Time’

did not drop

(pp.441-442).

like

a bolt from Eternity,

it is

came in

The attempt to show that it was

in the skies until the Christian era opened is fatal to its acceptance

by Science

hand,

and cannot be used defensively by Theology.

On the other

Science must not ignore the growth of Altruism and its relation

ship to Christianity.
A system founded on Self-Sacrifice, whose fittest symbol is
the Leaven, whose organic development has its natural analogy
in the growth of a Mustard Tree, is not a foreign thing to
the Evolutionist;
and that prophet of the Kingdom of God was
no less the spokesman of Nature who proclaimed that the end
of Man is "that which we had from the beginning, that we love".
(p.443)
..
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Drummond

final

the

ends

chapter of The Ascent of Man with the

affirmation that in the profoundest sense, this is scientific doctrine.
"The Ascent of Man and of Society is bound up henceforth with the con

the intensification, and the diffusion of the Struggle for the

flict,
Life

of

Others'

(p.443).

is to be understood as

This

the page of history that lies before us.

Evolution,

be short or long, but the result is sure.
'The

Further

where we

the blade,

then the

morrow;

must go on,

Evolution
are

full

The struggle may

The succession cannot break,

the Higher Kingdom come - first

then the ear, where we shall be to

today;

corn

the Further

ear, which awaits our children's

the

in

children, and which we live to hasten'

(p.444).

.

Comment
The implications of Drummond’s evolutionary thinking will be con
further

sidered

in

later

sections

of

the

thesis.

Meantime

it

is

sufficient to note that James W. Kennedy concludes 'Once again we have

"poetry"

found the

of Drummond's

science

and the "suggestiveness" of

his religion, and have faced up to words that have not yet outrun their

Kennedy also remarks that because of his forthright accep

meaning'.
of

tance

evolution

and

Biblical

persecution by the Free Church,

criticism,

Drummond

barely

escaped

and that all twelve overtures against

him brought before the General Assembly in May 1895 were based on The

Ascent of Man.^

The Ascent of Man was the last of Drummond's works to be published
during
hand

his

lifetime.

The

debilitating

illness which had shown

soon after his return from delivering the Lowell

gressively took its course.

Lectures pro

He ceased work at the Free Church College

in March 1895, and died two years later in Tunbridge Wells.

18. Kennedy, pp.220 and 217..

its
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SECTION V
EVALUATION

A

RELEVANT FACTORS
Dotaa”ed'h mujoo works

ctroeoloiicsl

sequence

Ouve row been

so fur us

htaauoshnd ued ueullhnn io

Otis is possible,

am. un smdicsiiwe

giene as to how OOty felahe io the more siiniticsoi events ie Ois life.

IO oow rnaasoh

io consider the valsdsiy of tis work as u basis foo u

tracOicsl stsositalitl along OOe lines ilminy mnniioond im ite InOr”-

ducison.

The classical spiritual writings ”f OOt past retain their author-

SOi through OOe impact OOty make oo those who reflect upon them.
muy be

This

affected not wmll by the cooteri of Ohe msierial, bui ulso by

iht tnrcnivnd htsoiOtaliil of the su-hor, thougt io some cases, us for

example, wiOh Ohe Cloud of Unknowing, OOt circumstances amd statufe of
1

The fact Ohai ite stttwr’h outlook

Ohe auihor may be almost uiecnom.
has been conditiomed by u

this

is rntlncind

ditfnrnmt culture

io his writing,

trnhnoO duy reider gnenrslll knows

und cosmology,

un.

itat

may be of little Smtoriaocn.

The

the csocumhisdcns of tte htitwr'h

hituatiom uo. makes due sllwaancnh.

Drummond,

aed

hcinetitic

however,

itnoloiicsl

terms

in

such

evaluation would stem to be necessary.
for

snhtuoen,

misleading,

accuoaie,

OhuO OSs

u

way

OhaO

Oeme,

und uses

s”an

coiiseal

If it could be dnaonstratndt

dnhcritiion of biological growth was

oo his use of bibiScul msieosal

snoioth

io ouo

is sufficiently close

question

marks

would

spiritual soalwgins amd cwmcluhiwms.

tsve

unduly

to

be

iwOally

selective or im-

sei

agueest

his

At OOe sume iime, there have beer

rapid aod nxinosivn dnvnlotmnnts in hcinotsfsc umd religious tOSnkiog

1- The Cloud of Unknowing,
(London, 1961),t.11.

A

new

Ooaehlsisoo

by

Clifton

Woninoh,
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in the past fifty years which make such evaluation difficult and which
are affecting modern understanding of spirituality itself.
in his recent book, Paths in SpcrCnuylCny, notes

John Macquarie,
that

word

the

suggests

spirit

that

is

notoriously

difficult

fundamentally spirituality

person in the fullest sense'.

2

'Has

and

ambiguous,

and

to do with becoming a

He considers that there is a religious

dimension in man which cannot be suppressed or annexed to some other
dimension of human uxistyncu and points out that spirituality may not
be confined to those who confess a religious faith.

experience

and

analogous to,

practices

among

non-religious

There are modes of

persons

'which

are

or inchoate versions of the definite religious forms of

spiritualityS.3
Macquarie

expresses a view which is illustrated in A Dictionary

of Christian Spirituality and is held by many modern writers.
for example, in his Bampton Lectures,

in his creativity,

that

is

God as Slcrcn,

The

modes

of

his

approach

.

.

states that

’God

addresses and inspires all

enabling the fruit of the Spirit to grow

men everywhere at all times,

in them.

God as Spirit,

G.W.Lampe,

including non-Christian faicni'.

4

to

human spirit are manifold,

oowan Williams in a recent survey of

Christian Spirituality from the New Testament to St John of the Cross
sees the spiritual life as • a complex, demanding and Oyr-reachiig matter
'must now touch every area of human experience,

which

social,

the painful,

negative,

even pathological

the public and

byways of the mind,

5
the moral and rational world’.

Others, however, particularly those of a conservative outlook, may
hold

2.
3.
4.
5.

to

the

traditional

view

expressed

by

F.

P.

Harton

in

his

John Macquarie, Paths in Spirituality, (London, 1972) p.40.
Macquarie, p.4.
G.W.H. Lampe, God as Spirit, (London, 1977) p.180.
Rowan Williams, The Wound of Knowledge
(London,
1979) pp. c-2.
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The Elements of the Spiritual Life,

classic,

faiths

Christian

be

may

attempts

to

liie

when he allows thaa non

spiritual

the

life,

but

stresses that the Christian life 'demands upon a new principle peculiar
to itself which is derived from Christ alone'.

different

it must be

degree,

being that '

in kind

from all

It is not a matter of

else,

the differentia

... it is a participation in the life of God, given by the

Holy Spirit dwelling in us, in virtue of the merits of Jesus Christ ...
summed up in the phrase from the Epistle to the Galations ... "I live,
yet not I, but Christ liveth in me." '

It seems clear therefore,
models

of

spirituality

those which

can be

that a number of d

d escriptive

identified and explored,

ranging from

interpret the working of the spirit in its widest sense,

taking account of several areas of scientific and religious enquiry, to
✓
those which are largely limited to biblically based categories of
language

and

expression.

Such

models,

however,

will

individual outlooks which are moulded by temperament,

derive

from

culture and up

bringing and which take account of certain basic factors to a greater

These are likely to include;

or lesser degree.
(a)

A belief

in the existence of God as Spirit as an active

agent

the

in

universe,

capable

of interacting with the

mind of man and affecting his personality and character.
(b)

A response to this

in ter?ms of the inner life and

discipline of the individual.
(c)

A response to this belief in terms of the outward style of
life and engagement with society.

(d)

A view as to the status of Jesus Christ in relation to God
and the Spirit.

6. F.P. Harton,
pp. 6, 9-10.

The
...

Elements
... “

of

the

Spiritual
... . ~

Life. (London,
..

1932)

207 A view us Oo OOe oole

(e)

of

OOe

church

ie

hthOssesdi

uod
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DRUMMOND'S SPIRITUAL VIEWPOINT
Drummond’s

views

are

expressed

here

under

headings of the

the

various factors which a person engaged in a spiritual approach to life

is likely to take account of in his thinking, as listed in the previous
sub-section.

There is some repetition of material previously quoted,

but it is felt best to accept this in the interest of continuity rather
than to require the reader to refer back to earlier sections.

Belief in God as Spirit
Drummond had no doubts as to the ever present activity of God in

the natural world and in the hearts and minds of men.
his use

of the word

Writing on

able.

Natural Law in the

'Spirit'

and the word

’Christ’

possibility of man’s

the

Spiritual World,

To some extent

were interchange

transformation by God in

and quoting a number of passages

from scripture, he notes that the process of transformation is referred

indifferently to the agency of each person of the Trinity in turn.

He

continues ‘We are not concerned to take up this question of dunycl'.

It

is sufficient that the

ever,

distinguish

influence

is

thus:

the Holy

is wrought.

transformation

the

indirect

(NL p.310).

times

and

the

direct

In the "Third Kingdom", he points

out that in the New Testament alone the Spirit
three hundred

Christ,

is

In other words, Christ by His Spirit

Spirit.

renews the souls of men'

agent

Theologians, how

states

referred

is

to

nearly

'The sum of New Testament doctrine is

that there is an immediate action of the Spirit of God on the souls of

men1

(TK-NL p.103).

In

the

"Programme

probably would not have
writes

for

Christianity",

in

a

passage

which

he

considered a precise doctrinal statement, he

'God is no longer a remote spectator of the natural world, but

immanent in it, pervading matter by His present Spirit, and ordering it
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by Hss will.

tnloOh

ued

So Christ is emmadnnO in mee.
iospioe

uod through such tnloOh Oo move

OOe lives of men,

umd reach OOe world'

His work is to move OOe

(PC-GW p.115).

Io OOe feoil eOltOno of "Pux VobShctta’', Oe alenh si citso OOuO OOe

SpSoiO is also OOe lgnnO of spiritual growth.

grow.

’No mum cun mike things

He cun get Ohem Oo grow by sooingiog ill OOt circumstances und
But the growing is none by God ... what

fulfilling ill Ohe condSOSwns.

man car do is Oo place himself io Ohe midsi of u chiin of sequences.

Thus he cam gei Ohiogh

to grow:

(PC-GW pP-’ 285).

grower is OOe Spirit of God'

of htiriOual

wiit

growth

Bui Ohe

thus Oe himself cun grow.

growth

biological

He compares the process
in

Nitural

Luw

ie

Ohe

Spiritual World und suggests Ohat the protoplasm of Ohe spiritual life
is Ohe mooil nutum of ite niiural min, which imcltnnh mid. and char

acter,

Ohe will aod tht affections,

eltacSOl

or

u

onenpOivnmnss

foo

und which ii the sume Oeme has a

God.

This

hpioSOull troOwtlasm is

rnnnand and Oranhtooand imperceptibly aod Sneshibll by ite SpireO,

so

Otai Ohe naiuoil man is conformed Oo OOe liknnnhh oo image of Christ.
Mao is powerless io effect this change, bui he Ois tis own part io play

'Let him choose Life;
hOiren ite old 1]^;

lei him naSiy dourest tis soul; lei him for tvtr

lei him abide cooOentouhly us u living brumch in

iht Vine, and the houn-Veon Life will flow inio his soul, lhssaslatsng,

renewing,

cootooaing Oo hltn,

formed io him (NL pp. 297-312),
is moi

subject

spirituality ite

Oo

direct

effort

tsil Christ, pledged by His own luw, be

Drummond acknoaindgnh Ohat Ohe toocnhh

hcrutSol

and

htignsOh

ttat

'in

analysing

io dnOnct Ohe Livimg Spirii is is edit as Oo

subject trototnlsm Oo microscopic txaminitiom im the hope of discoverimg Life’

(TK-NE p.104).
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Drummond advocated a practical regime and style of life based on

his concept

of seeking

He

passfer.

such

using illustrations

p.214)

(NL

(NL p. 138)

p.140).

'meditation,

(IL p.175).

mightiest
itself,

to energise.

Divine will
p.227),

It

it

is

described

to be

'in appeal to the

to make more room

for

It is a prayer that the Almighty energies of the

and

developed

less true

no

is

Prayer is a requirement morning

and worshipped ’

and felt,

An element of solitude in life is essential.

is

and

essential

earth to work,

strengthened

that religious

quiet contemplation and communion
well

is

is on intense activity,

may be universally known,

character

world,

(IL p.312).

ii heaven or

emrgy

will

to the wind'

by self-examination, by consecration, and by

the Holy Spirit's power'
and night

God's

to

(CL-GW

with leaves spread out in unconscious

’a sailor harnessing his vessel

and

Sensitivity

attained by

ious

'' mirror set at the right angle'

as

'a pp.ant sttndinn stt-il

prayer'

active and the

in terms of maintaining a right attitude,

it

expressed

the

correct balance between

a

in

the

talents

alone with God'

are

'

(IL

... if relig

battle

of

the

cultivated in

(IL p.214).

This is

in a passage from the address ' 'How to Know the Will of

God".

When every passion is annihilated, and no thought moves in the
mind, san an tth feaulitfe ore ottil ond waiting for God, the
spiritual eye may tirac plrraal ssne delicate motion in the
soul, some tthught whafh sttfe llie a leaf the unseen air and
tells that God is thare.
It ii not the stillness, noir the
unseen breath, nor the thought that only stirred, but these
three mysteries in one which reveal God's will to me.(IL p.313)
He appeared

lical

to regard meditation more as a matter of quiet bib

and theological

classic

sense.

There

practice in a sermon,

reflection rather than a
is

an

indirect

formal

reference

system

in the

to his own private

"The Three Facts of Salvation" where he states

'You did not take them to the closet you had at home, and let them see
you on your knees,

nor tell them of your Bible which was open twice a
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day'

He regarded Truth in the Bible as a 'diffused nutri

(IL p.178).

which

ment’

the system'

Truth is something a man must appropriate for himself.

cannot be used as it stands.

himself'. (NL p.363).
rest

It

’He must work, think, separate, dissolve,

and most of these he must do for himself and within

digest;

absorb,

’but must be slowly absorbed into

cannot be bolted whole

It is a

lifelong educational

task which

'yields

in work and work in rest, and the development of immortal facul

(NL p.365).

ties in both'

Drummond analyses the relationship between work and rest at some

length in "Pax Voecscum" where he expounds the text "Come unto me and
I will give you Rest".

He

meekness and lowliness

will

suggests

that those who work at learning

counter the chief causes of unrest which
Rest is to be seen in the life of

are pride, selfishness and ambition.

Christ.

It is the mind at leisure from itself.
It is the perfect poise
of the soul; the absolute adjustment of the inward man to the
stress of all outward things; the preparedness against every
emergency; the stability of assured convictions; the eternal
calm of an invulnerable fycti; the repose of a heart set deep
in God
('PV-GW p.265).

Outward response
Study and reflection, however,

society.

should lead to practical action in

In The Greatest Thing in the World, Drummond suggests that I

Corinthians

13

should

be

read

once

week

a

for

three

months

as

stimulus to loving action in Christ's name in the everyday world.

a
In

his sermon "Clairvoyance" he makes it clear that work and family life
are

channels

honesty,
unseen

p.134).

for

accuracy,

spiritual

development.

conscientiousness,

things which complete a soul

'Integrity,

faithfulness,
are woven into

'Tenderness, humbleness, courtesy,

thoroughness,

patience,

these

it in work’

(IL

self-forgetfulness, faith.

212
sympathy; these ornaments of a meek and quiet spirit are learned at the
fireside,

round the

in common-place houses,

in city streets'

His most sustained plea for engagement in social action is

(IL p.138).
contained

tables,

in

the

booklet

"The

City

Without

a

Church",

in which he

'the perfect saint is the perfect citizen (CC-GW p.133)

suggests that

and which has the following passage.
Then pass out into the City.
Do all to it that you have done
at home.
Beautify it, ventilate it, drain it.
Let nothing
enter it that can defile the streets, the stage, the newspaper
offices, the bookseller's counters; nothing that maketh a lie
in its warehouses, its manufactures, its shops, its art galler
ies, its advertisements.
Educate it, amuse it, church it.
Christianise capital; dignify labour.
Join Councils and Com
mittees.
Provide for the poor, the sick, and the widow.
So
you will serve the City (CC-GW p.145).

The greatest thing a man can do for his City is to be a good man.
Personal sanctification is both a matter of following Christ in prac

tical

action

likeness.

and

in

'putting on'

Christ and being conformed to his

'Acts react upon souls.

Good acts make good men; just acts,

just men, kind acts, kind men; divine acts, divine men.

At the

same

received.

time,

sanctification is not a thing to be generated but

'Our sanctification is not what morality gives,

what the Bible gives, not even what Christ gives,
lives.

(CC-GW p.175).

It is Christ himself'

it

is

not even

what

Christ

(IL p.295).

The Status of Jesus Christ

Many of the quotations listed above refer
clear
life.

that the

figure of Christ

is

central

to

Christ

in Drummond's

and

it

is

devotional

In an early sermon " • Why Christ must depart", in a section on the

doctrine of the Holy

Spirit, he states

Christ would have been had He been here.

The Holy Spirit is just what

He ministers comfort just as

Christ would have done - only without the inconvenience of circumstance
without the restriction of space,

without the limitations of time'

(IL
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72-73).

the

only

He then goes on to say that we need a personal Christ and

is

alternative

spiritual

'a

Christ - a Holy Spirit',

He

codhfdues o

And yet Christ did not go away ■that the Spirit might take His
place.
Christ is with us Himself. He is with us and yet He is
not with us, that is. He is with us by His Spirit.
The Spirit
does not reveal the Spirit.
He speaks not of Himself, he
reveals Christ.
He is the nexus, the connection between the
absent Christ and the md o o o ^r^talo res^ne o which can
penetrate where the present Christ could not go.
H waa ex
pedient for the present Christ to go away that the universal
Christ might come to all (IL p.73).
Drummond

the

welcomed

renewed

emphasis

in

.his

time

on

the

humanity of Christ.

In the paper read to the Free Church Theological

Society in Glasgow,

"The New Evangelism: and its Relation to Cardinal

Doctrines" he refers

to his

early difficulties

concept of Christ which lays

logical

’Men fail

in accepting a

great stress

theo

on the atonement.

to see that ii owa God Himself who conceived the wonderful

idea of a humanitarian Chaest ... When He made the Word flesh, when he
made Jesus a Man, He made a Man ...

It is a mistaken scruple even to

In our zeal for the doctrines of the Atonement

minimise his Humanity.

we are really robbing God of His doctrine of the Incarnation (NE pp.

for

same time he spoke of the person of Jesus as a focus

At the

17-18).

devotion

which

could

lead

to

individual

at the

...

and

a

’To excite love, we need a per

willing recognition of God as Love.

son, noo a dirChefd

hradsfrrmatiod

To be changed into the same image we must look

glory of God, not in se,

but in the face of Jesus'

E Np p.15).

In his ss^o ' 'Clirfrerandc", hh direeiol ohi dtefdefo oo Ohheft oa the
express

image

of

God

and

the

imaginative use of the

familiar words

associated with his person such as light, life, vine, wine, bread and

water.

'Observe,

these things.

see Him'

He

Christ does not say He is like these things. He is

Look through these things, right through, and you will

(IL p.140),

regarded

it

as

essential

to

establish

a

living

bond

with
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There is an ecclesiastical Christ and a living Christ;

Christ.
is

a historical Christ and a risen Christ;

Christ and a personal Christ.

there

there is a theological

Is it not clear alike from reason, from

nature, and from revelation that only by contact - immediate, personal,
living - with a living,

in the heart of man?’

present Christ the eternal life can be a root

(NT-NE pp.81-82).

Hu did not^ however',
of

the

states

In his

atonement.
The

to God,

by any means totally disregard the doctrine

death

of

sermon "The Three Facts of Salvation" he

Christ,

which is the Atonement,

makes our religion possible,

reconciles us

puts us in the way of the power

which is to come against our Sin and deliver our life from destruction.

But the Water of Life,

from the life

He redeemeth my life,

power itself.

(IL

which flows

George Adam Smith notes

p. 171).

by His

life,

of Christ,

is the

from destruction’

that he was criticised in his

later years for neglecting this aspect of the work of Christ, but makes

it clear that it remained very much part of his underlying philosophy.

Hu

quotes

a

letter

to

Mr.

freedom from guilt and

hour

April

3rd,

1892,

in which

forgiveness of sins come from Christ’s cross

expressed his true position.

an

dated

that a passage Sankey had come across stating that

Drummond confirms

been

Sankey

when

the

'These are my words, and there has never

thoughts which they represent were not among

my deepest convictions'.

7

Drummond also spoke of Christ in a cosmic sense.

In Natural Law

in the Spiritual World he sees the end point of Evolution, the climax

to which all Creation tends as a
God and Christ and man'.

the

vast

base

buried

tier above tier,

in

'Unity of man and man, God and man,

Evolution itself he describes as 'a pyramid,

the inorganic,

towering higher and higher,

life above life, mind above mind

7. Adam Smith, n.412-413

...

The work of the
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ages had no apex.
supernatural

But the work begun by Nature

is finished by the

as the veil is lifted by Christianity it strikes men

...

dumb with wonder.

For the goal of Evolution is Jesus Christ'

(pp.313

314) .

The role of the , Church

Drummond had a positive view of the role of the church in sustain
ing and developing the spiritual life.
a

after

Church",

In his booklet "The City without

advocating

strongly

the

active

engagement

of

the

Christian in the life of society, he made it clear that he had no in

tention to depreciate the church.
to build a City,

a City where

'On the contrary,

all life should be religious,

men destined to become members of the Body of Christ:,
I

if it were mine

and all

the first stone

should lay there would be the foundation stone of a Church'

(CC-GW

He allowed that isolated men might be strong enough to pre

p.162).

serve their souls apart from the Church, but went on to say '
the rank and file of us,

... for

made of such stuff as we are made of,

steady pressures of fixed institutions,

the

the regular diets of a common

worship, and the education of public Christian teaching are too obvious

safeguards

of

He was,
a

passive

spiritual

however,

uncritical

in the Spiritual

culture

to

be

set

aside'

(CC-GW

p.163).

very much aware of the danger of falling into

form

of

World made

church membership,

some

sharp

and in Natural

Law

comments on simple doctrines

of salvation offered by certain sections of the Roman Catholic Church
and the extreme Evangelical Churches, which he interpreted as a matter
of "getting off".

The Church in the one instance is a kind of conveying office
where the transaction is duly concluded, each party acccp)p^inng
the ooter’s terms;
in the other case, a species of sheep--en
where the flock awaits impatiently and indolently the final
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consummation.
Generally, the means are mistaken for the end,
and the opening-up of the possibility of spiritual growth be
comes the signal to stop growing.
(NL p.334)
In a subsequent chapter,

will

after lOfohiog out that every Christian

rightly consider Church-going as

'an invaluable aid to the ripe

development of the spiritual life’, he goes on to describe the dangers

of 'parasitism':

Hanging admiringly, or even enthusiastically, on the lips of
eloquence, his senses now stirred by ceremony, now soothed
by music, the parasite of the pew enjoys his weekly worship
- his character untouched, his will unbraced, his crude soul
unquickened and unimproved .. . Our churches overflow with mem
bers who are mere consumers.
Their interest in religion is
purely parasitic.
Their only spiritual exercise if the auto
matic one of imb^im,
the clergyman being the faithful
Hermit-crab who is to be depended on every Sunday for at least
a week's supply.
(pp.354-355)

World Faiths

There

are

relatively

few

references

to

ooo-Chrfttfao religions

in Drummond's work apart from haose in his paper on Foreign Missions,
but it may be that his perceptions altered as a result of his travels
in

Africa

and

the Far

East,

and his reflection on the

of a commOT evolutionary basis for all cultures.

implications

Io an early passage

in Natural Law in the Spiritual World commenting on the 'grim distinc

tion' which he saw in the text "He that hath not the Son hath not Life"

he states:
Now it is this great Law which finally distinguishes Christian
ity from all other religions .. . There is no true sense in
which a man can say. He that hath Buddha hath Life.
Buddha
has nothing to do with Life. He may have something to do afhh
morality.
He may stimulate, impress, teach, guide, but hheee
is no distinct new thing added to the souls of those who pro
fess Buddhism.
These religions may be developments of the
natural, mental, or moral man.
But Christianity professes
to be more.
It is the mental or moral man plus something else
or some One else.
It is the infusion into the Spiritual man
of a New Life, of a quality unlike aoyhhfog else in Nature.
This constitutes the separate Kingdom of Christ, and gives
to Christianity alone of all the religions of mankind the
strange mark of Divinity.
(NL pp.83-64)
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A later view, which takes account of the complexity of the mission
fieldjis set out in "The Problem of Foreign Missions".

Stressing the

need for the missionary to study scientifically the social and cultural
background

and to find out what God has done already, he states

’In

stead of uprooting his Maker's work and clearing the field of all the

that found no place

plants

rather water the

growths

in his

small European herbarium, he will

already there and

continue

point where the Spirit of God is already moving’

the work at the

Fur

(FM-NE p.124).

ther developments can be seen in The Ascent of Man where Drummond makes
it clear that he regards evolution as a process embracing the develop
'If Evolution reveals anything,

ment of spirituality.

self

proves

anything,

direction

the

of

his

it

long career

and more exalted life'

ness,

bound up with

Struggle for the

he regards

Man,

towards

an

ever larger,

that

richer

The essence of this life is whole

or in scientific terms,

’the

the growth of al

intensification, and the diffusion of

the

Within this context,

as possible ground where all

Christianity

the

faiths

and

the universal religion 'congruous with the whole past

at one with Nature,

could accept’

is

is a spiritual being and

Life of Others' (AM p.443).

creeds may meet,
of

(AM p.236).

perfection and love,

truism,

that Man

is

if science it

and with a working creed which Science

(AM p.438).

He quotes Jowett as saying "The glory of Christianity is not to

be

as unlike other religions as possible, but to be their perfection
He goes on to affirm that there need be no rivalry

and fulfilment”.

and

on

the

hand,

Christianity

on

the

between

Evolution

other.

'A religion which is Love and a Nature which is Love can never

but be one’

(AM p.440).

Nature

and

He then suggests that Christianity as a system

founded on the principle of self-sacrifice can in a sense be regarded

as pre-dating the Christian era.

of some of the

later steps

'Christianity is history,

a history

in the Evolution of the world..

The con-
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tinuity

them

between

different:,

is

continuity

a

spirit:;

their

forms

are

Christianity did not begin at the

their forces confluent.

Christian era,

of

did not drop like a bolt from

it is as old as Nature;

Eternity, came in the fulness of Time'

(AM pp.441-442).

The goal of human society within the universe

There can be no doubt from the short quotations included above,

and from the more extended comments in the sections in the thesis which
deal

with Natt-iarsl

Law

in the Spiritual World,

that Drummond developed

a very poierful ovirview el tee ofthtion atd

goal of society in terms of spiritual evolution.

ttpp universe comprising the
or Second Kingdom,
out

the

He envisaged a three-

Inorganic or First Kingdom,

the Organic

and the Spipitual or Third Kingdom, and did not. rule

possibility

human conception.

and the Ascent of Man

of

a

Fourth transcending the others and beyond

Describing the vtiaVtsatton of the Second op Organic

Kingdom from the sphere above he states:
Then from a mass of all buu homogeneous "priotollsm" the
organism must pass through all the stages of diOfeppnttstton
and integration, growing in perfectness and beauty under the
unfolding of the higher Evolution, until it reaches the Infin
ite Complexity,
the
Infinite Sensibility,
Goo.
So the
spiritual carries on the marvellous process to which all lower
Nature ministers, and perfects it when the ministry of lower
Nature Ustls.
(NL rr.402-403)

He perceived love as being at the heart of life from the beginn
ing,

'Love is not a late arrival,

Its roots began

this earth'.
ttonm.

to grow with the

an after-thought, with Creation ...
first cell of life which budded on

Man's true VtUe is lived in the warm world of the sOUpc-

'He peaches his full height only when Love becomes to him the

breath of life,
The miracle

the energy of will,

the summit of desire'

(AM p.276).

of evolution is not the process but the product, and the

product is not the beautiful world in which Man's body finds its home,
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or the god-like gift of Mind, but

that which of all other things in the universe commends itself,
with increasing sureness as time goes on, to the reason and
to the heart of Humanity - Love.
Love is the final result
of Evolution, That is what stands out in nature as the supreme
creation.
Evolution is noto progress in matters Matter cannot
progress.
It is a progress in spirit* in that wHich is limit
less, in that which is at once most human, most rational and
most divine.
(AA pl•l•49)
Yet at the same time,

evolution is to be considered as occurring

within a greater cosmic environment in which things live and move and

have

their

being,

and

in

which

found the

is

secret of their being

and their becoming.
It is Nature, the world, the cosmos - and something more, some
One more, an ItOefdfh ItOhriifence nno teeoaid illl<
Every
thing that lives, lives in virtue of its correspondences with
this Environment ... Growth is no mere extension from a root,
but a taking possession of, or a being possessed by, an ever
widening Environment, a continuous process of assimilation
of the seen or Unseen, a ceaseless redistribution of energies
flowing into tth ererie.fo orrandft feer the Universe around
it.
(AM pp.414-415)

Comment
These

quotations give some indication of Drummond's viewpoint on

spiritual erhtret.

They

do not,

however,

croery

impact of his writing when read in wider context.

the

full

potential

Much of the appeal

of his work rests on the way in which a sequence of vivid illustrations

and challenging phrases evoke a
It is

aoledJoevrehaeiets, that

sympathetic

enough

response

material

has

in
been

the

included

confirm harh leuemooi's spiritual shaocr is a well eairocri
the seven eachoet under discussion,

reader.

to

blend of

afha its own ifshfochfer features.
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C

DRUMMOND’S THEOLOGICAL AND SCIENTIFIC VIEWPOINTS

His theological stance

The

from

selections

Drummond’s

writings quoted

earlier in this

section to illustrate his spiritual viewpoint give quite a good indic

ation of the general outlines of his theology,
extent

his

how

views

ly straightforward

during

evolved

his

position

evangelical

and also show to some

from

lifetime

a

rvla^cov-

during his early association

with Moody and Sankey to a much more complex and speculative stance in

which various elements were not fully integrated or developed.
He was by no means, nor would he claim to be, a systematic theo

His

logian.

theology and his

spirituality were

the products of his

upbringing, his encounter with the thinking of his time, both religious
and scientific,

the impact of his social environment, particularly his

travels abroad,

the insights gained in his personal life of prayer and

study,

and the

addresses

scholars

and

formative

exercise of preparing material for sermons,

publications.

He

was

much

such as Professor Robertson Smith

affected
in the

and he welcomed the iupyllaclan on

criticism,

whole field of theological CilclaCiue .

by

the

work

of

field of biblical

ooishCiinc ccthet

od tot

t e ret d wilet y an d kep t u p to

date with theological developments in Europe and the United States from

—

his early student days until the end of his active life.
of the Bible

His use

would

seem

’advanced’

be

reasonably well balanced and
;
thaA the forward thinkers of his time.
to

commenting

on

Drummond’s

criticism j states that
the

Bible

Bible he

and his interpretation of textual material

as

it had

exercised

attitude

to

’His religious
ever been;

but

he t

sound,

and

no

more

George Adam Smith,

ointioverey

ove t

he t

new

teaching was as much based upon

in his

a new discrimination,

own practical use of the

and he often

said that the

critical movement had removed very many difficulties in the Old Test

ament

which

puzzled

him,

and

once

had set him free

foe

the

fuller
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arrrecisiton of its divine contents'.

The more orthodox and devotional side of his theology can be seen
in his

early

Addresses

Other

and addresses published in The Ideal World and

sermons

and

the

in

booklets

collectively

Greatest Thing in the World and Other Addresses.

published

in The

These, as can be seen

from the extracts already quoted, evidence a robust form of ChristoVogy

encourages

which

an

engagement,

social

and passive VtOe,

active

response

in

terms

of

discipleship

and

coupled with a sensible balance between the active

and a positive reliance on the transOorming grace of

God.
Some oO his more speculative ideas are contained in the relatively

addresses

sketchy

published

in the New Evangelism and Other Papers,

particularly those given to his colleagues in the Theological Society,

where he probably Oelt
These

were

elaborated

able

to develop his views relatively freely.

in Natural

Law in the

Spiritual

World and the

Ascent oO Man, and often expressed in descriptive language using images

and

concepts

troubled

natural

the

from

others.

Owen

sciences.

Chadwick,

in

a

This

delighted

chapter

many

'Evolution

and

but

the

Churches', in The Victorian Church commenting on the reception given to

Natural Law in the

Spiritual World states that Drummond alienated his

philosophical readers by confusion oO language and quotes a comment by
Holt to the efOect that it was s

’muddle-headed book:'.

He continues;

It is s sign oO the Victorian state of mind, under the impact
of the natural sciences, that the book was enormously success
ful.
Its success was partly due to its purely religious side,
to Drummond's ability to write movingly about the realm oO
grace. But its success was also due, at least a little, to its
use oO satenitUtc jargon like biogenesis, and to its illustra
tions drawn from Darwin op Spencer, and its manifest assurance
that science aided the religious understanding oO man's predtcament.9

8, Adam Smith, p.131.

9. Owen Chadwick,
p.287.

The

Victorian

Church,

Part

II,

(London,

1966),

- 222 His work was viewed with suspicion by a number of clergy who did

and who felt that he neglected the atonement and

not share his vision,

the

doctrine

sin.

of original

Frank H.

White, Pastor of the Talbot'

Tabernacle, for example, published a ’penny tract' in which he referred
to "Pax Vobiscum"

'one of the

as

saddest pieces of reading, under a
From bAgio-

Christian guise, I have met since I first "learned Caeish".

ning to end it abounds in staehliog cooheadfctioos of Scripture and true
Christian experience'.

10

took

Others

action.

formal

Free Church General

already been mentioned,

at the

1895,

critical

no fewer than 12

more

overtures were

so

has

tsreeild in May,
and Drummond

tabled,

only escaped rodfghteeot harrugh the intervention of his good

erfrois

Principal Rainy and Professor Stalker,
Times

changed.

have

Not

only

has

there

been

an

appreciable

increase in theological tolerance, but theological systems have multi

plied. H.R. Mackintosh, writing in 1937, in his Types of Modern Theology

(Schieiereachrr to Barth)

selects

six variations

for comment.

Macquarrie in his extensive review Twentieth Century

(The

Frontiers

of

twenty categories
No one today,
or so
value.

Philosophy

therefore^ is likely to find Drummond's views so extreme,

imprecise,

that

they

detract

from

their

potential

spiritual

The recent report by the Drchefoe Commission of the Church of

the frontiers of knowledge,

speculations,

tific,

mentions some

12
and over one hundred theologians and philosophers.

England suggests that it is the duty of theologians

on all

Thoughts

1900-1980)

and Theology,

John

bringing

psychological,

the

new

trying out new hypotheses,

knowledge

of

their

historical or inspirational)

problems of Christian believing’.

'to adventure out

age

(e.g.

testing

scien

to bear on all the

13

10. Frank H, White, Reconciliation before Rest, (S.W. Partridge and Co.
9 Paternoster Rrw,ioodro,1891), held by Mitchell Library, Glasgow.
11. H.R.Mackfotosh, Types of Modern Theology(Schleirreacher to Barth)
(London, 1937),
12. John Macquarrie, Taeohfeth Century Religious Thougat(iondon, 1981)
13. Believing in the Church, A Report by the Doctrine Commission of
the Church of England) (irodrn, 1981) p.230.

223 It could

certainly

be

argued

that Drummond did his best to

fulfil

such a role in his own time.

His scientific stance

Drummond’s

enquirer.

scientific

stance

was

some

to

extent that of a lay

He was well aware of the issues of his time and kept abreast

of them in order to fulfil his responsibilities as Lecturer, and later

as Professor of Natural Science in the Free Church College in Glasgow,
He was an able amateur naturalist and geologist whose powers of obser

vation and

description are reflected in the papers "The White Ant: A

Theory", "Mimicry; The ways of African

Sketch",

in

published

the

book

insects"

Africa.

Tropical

"A

and

His

Geological

professional

ability was recognised in his election to the Fellowship of the Royal
Society of Edinburgh and to the Fellowship of the Geographical Society.

Neither Natural Law in the Spiritual World nor The Ascent of Man can be
considered as formal scientific works, nor would Drummond have wanted

them to be

viewed

as such.

His acknowledgement of their limitations

can be seen in his remarks in the prefaces of both books.

His contem

poraries, however had no doubts as to his capacity to produce a work of
James Y. Simpson states that

scientific merit had he so wished.
undoubtedly

had

the

patient

spirit

and

observant

eye

prcncclal guarantees of success in original ressvach,,'

Adam Smith,

that

are

’he

the

hile George

commenting on the possibility of Drummond elaborating the

results of his African visit into a careful treatise on the geology and

resources of the Zambesi and Nyas,
given

us

such

a work,

regions, states that 'He could have

and it would have

established his

scientific _

reputation upon a height from which his subsequent ministry might have

14. Simpson, p.101.
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directed

been

achieved'.

15

with

even

perhaps

Oorce

greater

than

it

actually

A similar view is taken by James W. Kennedy, in a comment

on The Ascent of Man, where he states "Had Henry Drummond ' lived to follow out

the hints contained in this last chapter, he had it in him to do the
work of an evangelist to the scientific and cultured lassee,

whom he did each) ,

maay, oO

fii etaei he i pesti oiri he had already don e would

have seemed but a preparation *,15
16 17
At

the

s"p i

ime, t Pou"fanS' i tated i im i n i he i Ascent of Maa oO

correcting popular misconceptions oO Natural Selection, by integrating
the

theory of evolution

weight

into s religious Oismework and giving proper

to the growth of Altruism,

csn rrehsps now be regarded

valuable contribution to evolutionary theory.

ss a

Jsmes Y. Simpson states

that 'Drummond wss not the discoverer oO this "stpesm oO altruism", but

he first made s sys^a^c exploration oO it',

George
fication to

quotes

Adam

Smith,

while

comment on the

extensively

from

17

acknowledging

his

own

lack oO quali

scientific validity oO the Ascent oO Man
authorities

two

on

the

subject.

Professor

Maca^st^’, of the Chair oO Anatomy in the University . of Cambridge, and

and ProOessor McKeaertck of the Chair oO Physiology in the University

of Glasgow.
ascsVtster considers the book to be 'a seasonable contribution to

the literature oO the fundamental department oO sociology', but doubts
whether altruism can be
muVttrlotag

sctusl

detected

in the selO-moVtiploiag cell.

cell may be the potential,

exponent

(oO the

'The

but can scarcely be called the

ethical element in liOe),

for in its origin

ation cell division is really selfish, and solely for selO-interest:;, ss
far as

this

language of moral

15. Adam Smith, p.251.
16. Kennedy, p. 218.
17. Simpson, p.144.

'

import csn be applied to a biological
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process'.®

This

is an issue

which

is very much a topic of current

controversy and will be dealt with further in the next section.

McKendr^E allows that Drummond's recognition of the principle of
the struggle for others as a factor in Evolution is 'a substantial con

tribution

to

the

of

philosophy

the

subject,

but

while

wishing

to

believe that Evolution really works through Love, suggests that 'facts

seem

which

be

to

occurs

it’.

against

out one potential

McKendrick points

in both Natural

Law in

the Spiritual

World and

error
in The

Ascent of Man - Drummond's statement that ova of different species are

practically

McKendrick

identical.

’Certainly

comments

the

highest

microscopic powers can observe no marked distinction, although recently

progress has been made in this direction, and we may be assured that
.
19
physical differences exi-if.

20

.

McKendree's opinion.

The

Surseqrdnh

has

confirmed

shown

•that there

research

electron microscope has

are considerable differences in the internal eieeeohs of the cells of

human, animal and plant ifee. ■ • s This error, however,

would not seem to

seriously detract from Drummond's basic arguments.
McKendrick

also

notes

that

in

not

a

few

phenomena of nature

of

his

illustrations

Drummond

'reads

moods'.

The modern reader may also have reservations about Drummond's

frequent

'personification’

into the

some

of his own mental

of Nature, and his uoverieiaeie statements,

about the existence, nature and purpose of God in relation to evolution
while observing that some present day popular scientific writers often

unwittingly ascribe to 'nature' similar forms of purposeful motivation.

18. Adam Smith, p.135.
19. Adam Smith, p.433.
20. John W.
Suthfr, Introduction to Biochemistry Second edition,
(London and New York, 1977) p.15, in a summary entitled 'Cell
Morphology' points out haah harre is no typical or universal cell,
and gives electron micrograph diagrams of a generalised animal ceU
plant cell, rod•. human cell showing the differences which depend
upon biological function, and features in common which include erth
of the same organelles, mitochondria containing energy-producing
enzymes, and a nucleus crohafoiog chromosomal DNA.
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McKVidrcck points
demand

new

a

origin of sin,

that

out

theology

human

and

a

through-going

that

evolutionary

'such fundamental

responsibility,

view

questions

as

will
the

the taking of our nature by the

son of God (as implied in the doctrine of the Trinity), the possibility
of miracle, the possibility of future life foe the individual, will all

need to be ee-stated and to receive fresh answers'.

he suggests,

that

'deserves

Drummond

for

credit

In the meantime,

the

courage

with

which he has applied the evolutionary hypothesis to current views, for
his attempt to form a consistent cosmology ...
It

would

Drummond's

seem

work,

from

therefore,

that

his

scientific

these
stance

'

21

and

was,

other
in

a

comments

sense,

on

more

orthodox than his theological stance, and there would seem to be little

to hinder a present day reader interested in spirituality from accepting

his

general

position

as

it

stands,

making

further scientific developments since his day.

21. Adam Smith, pp. 4 437-438

due

allowances

foe
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D

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN EVOLUTIONARY THINKING

Introduction

A.R.

Peacocke, Dean

oO

Clare

College,

Cambridge,

in

lecture

a

delivered st the Darwin Centenary Conference oO the British Society for

the History oO Science, in November, 1982, stated firmly thst ’whatever
controversies there may or. may not be about the mechanism^)

ution

snd

inter-coanectreness,
of liUe,

is no dispute among biologists about the

there

speed,

its

oO evol

through evolutionary relationships,

of sll forms

He points out that the evidence

all having a common origin'.

is now quite direct,

and refers to the fundamental similarity oU bio

chemical mechanisms,

snd the universality of the chemically srbttraroe

goes

He

genetic code.

on to state

that biological evolution can be

placed in a cosmic setting that manifests a continuous development of
the forms oU matter from the original ’hot big bang’ through to atomic
and

structures,

molecular

including

those

that

selO-rerroduae

their

pattern of organisation and csn be designated as ’living', sll oU which
'gives us a new assurance in speaking of the cosmic significance oU the

22

process oU evolution'.

His

Bishop

lecture

of

confirms

Durham,

A Working Faith

in

an

the
essay

comments

of

entitled

where he states that

John

"After

Habgooe,

Darwin"

writing as

in his book

'during the last hundred years,

Darwin's basic ideas have been vindicated again and again' and goes on

to identify five developments which while not affecting the fundamental
issues,

have

developments

mutation;

to some extent

include

an awareness

the

'changed the feel of the theory'.

new

genetic

oU a mutuality,

theory

and

the

These

mechanism

oU

snd s high degree of cf-fper-

sttfa between certain evolving species; the creative factor oU environ
mental

22.

change;

the

tater-conarctedness

oU structure

snd function and

A.R. Peacocke, 'Biological Evolution and Christian Theology Today'
Theology. 715 (1984), p.36.
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the

and finally,

realisation of the importance of behavioural change;

the extension of evolutionary concepts outside the realm of biological
, .
.
23
evolution, in some cases leading to inappropriate alllllancons.

these

of

Most

developments

Haldane and Fisher in England,

the

theory

genetical

recently

charted

of

University

Theology

and

of

Director

contains

a

John

and

B.

to

look

origin and destiny,

to

terms,

religious

example,
Study

Biology,

Professor

Studies

School

of

of

about genetic

They make the point that whereas
give

to

answers

authoritative

of

the growth of scientific knowledge has made their
they now want to learn from

frequently

but

one

science

They go on to observe that because of the

underlying religious interest,

more

well

and assesses the weight to be given to

religion

what is to take their place.

are

Process

been

of

Ingraham

of the present debate

traditional answers unconvincing,

they

have

Professor

Jr.

Cobb,

theories of biological determinism.

used

when

in their book The liberation of life,

survey

influence on social behaviour

people

They

Challis

Center foe

the

California,

useful

selection.

Birch,

Charles

Sydney,

Claremont,

Theology,

which

by

1930

since

and Sewall Wright in the USA developed

natural

of

place

taken

have

the debates are often intense.

cast

in

see

can

than

political

explicitly

in

concerns

same

the

'Today

at

work,

for

in response to the sociobiologe of E.O. Wilson (Sociibiologe

Group)

1976).

Merely

factual

and

scientific

subordinated to questions of ultimate meaning'.

questions

are

24

Both Birch and Cobb were actively involved in the World Council of

Churches conference on 'Faith,

Science

and

the

Future'

Massachusetts Institute of Technology in July, 1979.
the

considerable

quoting

at

this

material

point.

presented
First,

an

and

generated

editorial

held

at

the

Two elements from

seem

group

to be worth

responsible

23. John Habgood, A Working Faith (London, 1980) pp.5-8.
(Bishop Habgooe is"now"Archbishop of York).
24. Charles Birch and John B. Cobb, Jnr. The liberation of life.
(Cambridge, 1981).
... ...... .. ..

for
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drafting the preparatory readings for the conference noted the follow

ing four characteristics of contemporary science:
First, scientists today rarely talk about "scientific metaod",
in the sense of some single universal method of science. They
talk about eehhrds, and they devise new methods for solving new
problems ... The methods of mathematicians devising a oooEuclidean geometry are quite different from hhrse of geneti
cists studying the structure of DNA molecules.

Second, scfenhishs soeehfeet are ready to use different com
plementary models to understand the same phenomena.
The best
known example has to do with the structure of both light and
particles ... taeer is no hesitation to go on using both con
cepts, with the realisation that neither is final.

Third, there is rethinking of the meaning of objectivity in
science . .. there is increasing recognition that scientific
investigation is engaged in answering human questions asked by
human persons, not questions somehow asked by "objective"
reality ... Furthermore especially since the work of Werner
Heisenberg,
haere is an awareness that at least in some
delicate experiments the influence of the observer affects the
outcome of the experiment .,.
Four-th, the expanding boundaries of science pose many intrigu
ing queshioot . . . Once the atom was defined as an indivisible
particle
...
Now there are so many identifiable nuclear
particles that some scientists look forward to a major break
through and a new way of understanding the nucleus in a simpler
conception . .. but nobody claims to have the last word about
the structure of the atom.

The group went on to state that the tensions between science and

religion have changed.
seem to refute

'Science

religion,

is

less likely than in the past to

although it still refutes many formulations

It is more likely to challenge religion - to ask

of religious beliefs.

people of faith why they believe in God, what they mean by talking of
God and of God’s action in the world’.
Secondly,

Section

1

25

of the conference

itself,

which dealt with

’The Nature of Science and the Nature of Faith*, identified a number of
ways

25.

of

regarding

the

relationships

between

the

two

disciplines.

Faith Science and the Future Preparatory Readings for the 1979
Croferroce of the World Council of Churches, edited by Paul
Abrecht (Geneva, 1978), pp.14-15.
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(i)
(ii)

Science and Faith deal with two separate realms.
Science and Faith are

approaches

interacting

to

same

the

reality, so each may modify the other.
(dit)

Science

and

Osith

are

two

distinct

snd

afn-iaiermecttng

approaches to the same lpaVtiy.
(iv)

(v)
(vi)

Science and Faith constitute two diUUerrnt language systems.

Faith

and

Science

and

complement

penetrate

each

other.

The integration of Faith and Science is realisable.

They observed that this variety is rooted in the plurality of ways

in which the churches regard the faith and conceive of God’s relation
to the

world,

snd

that as a result of this theological plurality and

the wide range of scientific activity,

multiple

interactions between

modern science snd Christian fsith are to be expected’.

26

This is certainly true oU the whole field oU evolutionary think
ing,

and it is only possible in this thesis to select a very limited

number of examples to illustrate recent developments.

drawn from two groups oU writers, those who

express

an

agnostic

element

in

their

chronological

viewpoint,

thinking.

sequence

of

and

Each

the

would

These have been

seem

generally

to

those who allow Oor a religious
group

major

is dealt with

works

Orom

which

in the rough
material

is

quoted, most oU which have been published during the last twenty-five

OPSps.

'/As gnostic' group

Jacob B^i^towski
The

first writer

is

the biologist Jacob Brfnfwsrt,

who died

in

26. Faith and Science in an Unjust World Report oU the World Council oU
Churches Conference on Faith Science snd the Future, Vol.2, edited
by Paul Abrrcht (Geneva, 1980), pp.15-16.
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1974, just after the publication of his popular book The Ascent of Man.

Bronowski was Senior Fellow and Director of the Council foe Biology in

Human Affairs at the Salk Institute for Biological Studies in San Diego,
CaliOiricaJaie his book originated out of a very successful television
series for the British Broadcasting Corporation,

riate to begin with him,

It is perhaps approp

as he uses the same title as Drummond's major

work, and like Drummond was a most effective communicator.
His stated ambition was to create a philosophy for the twentieth

century

'which shall be

...

rather than of science

called Natural Philosophy'.
of Man to the

... a philosophy of nature

of one piece

all

a contemporary version of what used to be

27

Drummond limited himself in his Ascent

earlier stages of man's

study in embryos, in rudiments, in installations'

only as far as Family Life.
not

summarising

achievements

imagination,

biological

architecture,

in

nuclear

astronomy,

for him

only

Bronowski

reason,

physics,

and

describing it as

evolution

covers

evolution

28
a

but

tracing

much

man’s

also

chemistry,

geometry,

genetics.

He

rise

his

wider

'a

canvas,
cultural

mathematics,

suggests

that

man's

emotional subtlety and toughness make it possible

'not to accept the environment, but to change it'

(p. 19).

He

’Man ascends by discovering the fullness of his

goes on to assert that

own gift (his talents or faculties) and what he creates on the way are
monuments
what

WB

to

the

Yeats

stages of his understanding of nature and of self called

"lhiiuheins

of

imageing

intellect"'

(p.24).

In his chapter headed 'Generation upon generation', discussing the

question of cloning he makes it clear that he is strongly against any
form

of

genetic

engineering,

uniform, biologically,

and

states

'Every

attempt

emotionally or intellectually,

27. J. Be^ows^, The Ascent of Man (London, 1973)
eeferences are given after quotations in the text.
28. AMI, p-vcc.

to

make

us

is a betrayal of

p.15.

Further
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the evolutionary thrust haah has made man its apex'

not dede w iwi

tht e mergence

of

(p.400).

He iret

’Sex' he states,

altruism as such.

'was invented as a beorigifal foshrueeoh by (say) the green algae.

But

as an instrument in the rtcroh of man which is basic to his cultural

evolution,

it was invented by man himself'

(p.406).

that spiritual and carnal love are inseparable,

He goes on to say

but apart from quoting

from John Donne's poem The Extasie does not elaborate further.
from

hhfs,

to

appears

there

little

reference

to

the

religious

His own faith is perhaps hinted at in a

element in man's development.
passage

be

Apart

on the horrors of Auschwitz prison camp

in World War

II

in

which he reflects on the potential dangers of nuclear war.

I owe it as a scientist to my friend Leo Szilard, I owe it as a
human being to the many members of my family who died at
Auschwitz, to stand here by the pond as a survivor and witness.
We have to cur e ors'selve s o fth e itch for absolute knowledge
and power.
We? have to close the distance between har push
button order and the human act.
We have to touch people,
(p. 374).
Io the

final

pages

unique

experiment

sounder

than

the

to

of the book he states that man is

meke

reflex.

the

raoionel

Knowledge

is

our

dhellfirdnee
destiny.

'nature's

rovee

iteief

Seli—knowledge

at

last bringing together the experience of the arts and the explanations
of science

waits

ahead of us*.

At the

same

time, paradoxically,

he

expresses his infinite sadness to find himself surrounded io the west
'by a teosr of terrible irts of oerve, a retreat from knowledge

into Zeo Buddhism;

really

mystery'

just

into falsely profound questions about Are we

oot

extra

and

animals

(p.437).

...

at

bottom;

into

sensory

perception

He concludes:

We are all afraid - for our confidence, for the future, for
the world.
That is the nature of the human imagination.
Yet
every man, eevry civeiifttifo, has gone forward because ff its
engagement with what it has set itself to do.
The personal
commitment of a man to his skill, the intellectual commitment
aod emotional commitment working together as one, has made the
Ascent of Man (p.438).
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Ashley Montague
Bronowski’s

rrUepeaae

to

a

into falsely

retreat from knowledge

profound questions about man's animal nature, is a subject echoed in s

series of essays entitled Man and Agression
and worth

quoting

from briefly here,

views on the growth of altruism.

29

edited by Ashley Montague,

ss being related to Drummond's

Montague is concerned to inquire into

the validity of the views on human nature expressed in Robert Ardreo's

African Genesis

30

and Konrad Lorenz's On Aggression,

popular form in books such as Desmond Morris's

31

nnd also in more

Naked Ape.

32

Montague

states that Apdpey and Lorenz argus that man is by instinct sn aggres

creature,

sive

snd

it

this

is

innate

propensity

to

accounts for individual and group aggression in man.

violence

that

In his own essay

in the book which is entitled 'The New Litany oU "Innate.- Depravity" or
Original Sin Revisited’, Montague asserts that
Everything points to the non-violence oU the greater part oU
early man's life; to the contribution made by the tacreastag
development oU co-operative activities, the very social process
of hunting itself, the invention oU speech, the development oU
food getting and food preparing tasks and the like.

and

He goes

on to point out that field studies of Scheller,

Harrison

as

well

ss

those

of

others

have

shown

Goodall

that pre-human

primates are not irascible, but generally amiable snd quite onaggres-

sive.

He concludes that

is not man's nature but his nurture

'it

that requires oup aiteattfn’

...

33

30.
31.
32.

Man and Aggression, second edition, edited by Ashley Montague
(London, 1973).
Adrey?
Genesis (Londoni 1961).
Konrad Loren,i On
(New Yorki 196-4)
Desmond Morrisi
The Naked Ape (Londont 1967..

33»

Man

29.

and

Aggression

p.6

and

p.16.
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E.O. Wilson

1975 saw the publication of E.O.
'The New Synthesis’.

Wilson’s

Sociobiology subtitled

It is a major work and has attracted wide comment

both favourable and adverse.

Wilson

'sociobiology'

defines

'the

as

systematic study of the biological basis of all social behaviour’, and
states

that

the

central

theoretical

problem

sociobiology is

of

the

question 'how can altruism which by definition reduces personal fitness,
possibly evolve by natural selection?'He
Darwinist sense,

primary

function

reproduce genes.

altruism,
vival

suggests

that

in

a

the individual organism does not live for itself, its

is

not

even

to

reproduce

other

organisms,

but

to

Certain genes are responsible for the transmission of

but altruism must be balanced by the drive for personal sur

and reproduction.

way oo life.

He

iH

The

for ced

individual must suffer ambivalence as a

’to make

imperfec t choices based on ir

reconcilable loyalties - between the "rights” and "duties’ ' of self and

those

of

family

tribe,

and other units

evolves its own code of honor*
The

of selection,

each of which

(p.124).

following passage gives

a good idea of style and content of

his argument, and the relatively neutral valuation he gives to love and
altruism.

The hypothalamic-limbic. complex of a highly social species,
such as man, "knows", or more precisely it has been programmed
to perform as if it knows, that its underlying genes will be
proliferated maximally
only if it orchestrates behavioural
responses that bring into play an efficient mixture of personal
survival, reproduction, and altruism.
Consequently the centres
of the complex tax the mind with ambivalences whenever the
organisms encounter stressful situations.
Love joins hate;
aggression, fear; expansiveness, withdrawal; and so on, in
blends designed not to promote the happiness and survival of
the onOovoOual, but to favor the maximum transmission of the
controlling genes, (p.124)
Wilson sees sociobiology as playing an increasingly important role

34.

Edward 0. Wilson, Socokbiklogy
Further references are given

(Cambridge, Mass,
after quotations

1975), pp.3-4.
in the text.

235 io conjunction with

adjacent disciplines such as behavioural ecology,

ethology, physiological psychology, integrative neurophysiology, cellu

lar biology aod population biology.
that the

scieoce of srcfobfrlrgy,

He also goes so far as to suggest

coupled with neurophysiology

'might

hrroserre the insights of ancient religions into a precise account of

the evolutionary origin of ethics and hence explain the reasons why we
make

certain

moral

choices

instead

of

at particular times'

others

Io the long term he envisages the lossfbfifty of a planned

(p. 129).

society io which a decision may be taken to '’eruii cultures to fit the
requirements

harrugh

of

genetic

the

ecological

engineering

control might rob man of

with

steady
the

eta-te'

danger

He

his humanity.

(p.575),

that

sees

presumably

eventually

mankind

as

social

being

locked on to a particular course to maintain the species, io which 'we
are compelled to drive towards hrhal knowledge right down to the level
of the neuron and the geoe'

religion in

his thinking,

(p.575).
though

There appears to be no place for

it is interesting to note that he

begins and ends his book with pestfefttic quotations from Albert Camus

suggesting that in a universe

divested

of illusions

feels an alien whose exile is without remedy since
the memory of a

lost home

and lights,

man

'he is deprived of

or the hope of a promised land'

(p.575).

At the same time, ■ the introductory page of the book has two quotations

from the dialogues between Krishna

aod

Arjuna

in

the

Bhagavai-Gita

which suggests ao identification between the Atmao (quoted as ’Soul' in
har herdtirhfrd used), and har crdtrriifdg genes.
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Lrskry snd Erwin
A more anthropologically orientated study of man’s evolution, cor

responding quite closely to Drummond's sress of tatepesie is set out in

Richard E. Leakey and Roger Leeia,s recent book Origins which is sub

titled

‘What New Discoveries Reveal About the Emergence oU our Species

and its Possible Future".

They discuss such matters as the value and

limitation oU evidence from fossil sites; the rewards of cf-fperaidfa

in hunting;

the
and

intelligence
importance

infant;

oU

importance

of

language

and

childhood

its

education

the

development

brain

cap^tOy ;

bond

between

mother

of
the
and

the nature of aggpemsicn and territoriality and their relation

to population growth and food shortage;

tatifa

to

relation

and

the

snd

communication

and the role of sex diffrrpnt-

On this last topic much is made oU the mechanism

in evolution.

of incest avoidance and the social and political dominance oU men and

women, but very little recognition is given to the importance of good

mothering.
Their

final

comments

on

similar to those of Bpoafesri)

the

possibilities

Hi

hPe

ut^ure

are

Noting that Homo sapiens has occupied

the planet Uop a tiny fraction of the planet's four and a half thousand

million yrars

oU extstsnae,

they suggest that

'In many ways we are a

biological accident, the product of countless propitious circumstance’’.
They

do admit that

have

forged

a

’mankind

brain

’capable

animate

and inanimate';

respect

Oor

conclude

'We

is

tht- natural

special';

oU profound

and that
world,

are One People,

that evolutionary pressures
understanding

iU nations

can live peaceably with

the potential

and we

of matters

is

enormous»

can all strive Oor one aim;

peaceful and equitable survival oU humanity*.

35

35. R.E, Leakey and R, Leeia, Origins (London, 1977)), P)256)

They
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Stephen Jay Gould
Finally in this 'agnostic'

group

comments by Dr Stephen Jay Gould,

biologist,

partly

illustrate

to

it may be helpful to quote some

a palaeontologist and evolutionary

differences

the

opinion of pro

of

fessionals in this field, and partly as a realistic corrective to both
unduly pesimistic and over optimistic predictions of the human future.

In his book, Ever Since Darwin,
that

suggests

of

many

the

Reflections in Natural History,

claims

of

speculations in the determinist mode'

36

sociobiology
and

that

are

the

Gould

'unsupported

assertion

that

individuals are no more than instruments of the genes is 'metaphorical

nonsense'

(p.269).

not

flexibility,

selection'

He himself considers that 'inheritance has given us

rigid

a

social

structure

ordained

by

natural

(p.16).

Gould goes on to point out that there are two different streams of
thought

-

human

"sociobiologists"

who present a series

of elaborate

speculations rooted in the premise that all major patterns of behaviour
must be adaptive or the products of natural selection - and molecular

evolutionists who take the view that evolutionary changes are not only
uninfluenced by selection but truly random in direction.

He himself

predicts the triumph of Darwinian pluralism and suggests that 'natural
selection will

evolutionists

turn out to be far more important than some molecular
imagine,

but

biologists seem to maintain'
wondrously

complex

and

it will not be omnipotent,

(p.270)o

varied

that

He suggests
almost

as some socio

that Nature is so

anything

possible

does

happen', and finally concludes on a cautionary note,
A person who wants clean, definitive, global answers to the
problems of life must search elsewhere, not in nature ... We
can resolve small questions definitely ... We do reasonably
well with middle-sized questions . ,. Really big questions
succumb to the richness of nature - change can be directed or
aimless, gradual or cataclysmic, selective or neutral.
I will
rejoice in the multifariousness of nature and leave the chimera
of certainty to politicians and preachers, (p. 271)

36.

Stephen Jay Gould, Ever Since
History (London, 198t>)»p.i6.

Darwin,

Reflections

in

Natural
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’Religious' group

Alister Hardy
The biologist and naturalist,

Sir Alister Hardy, has devoted much

and in

of his time to reconciling the claims of religion and science,
to

contrast

Gould,

would

make

no

for

apology

attempting

to

seek

definitive and global answers to the problems of life.

His search is

set out in his Gifford Lectures for 1963-4,

amplified

his

books

The

Living Stream and The

and

Divine

1964-5,

Flame,

continued

in

in the

setting up of the Religious Experience Unit at Manchester College, (ford
and further developed in his more recent books The Biology of God and

Darwin as • the Spirit of Man.

37

acknowledges

He

pioneer

the

building a natural history of religion of Starbuck

in

work

in

his Psychology

of Religion (1899)

and of William James on his Varieties of Religious

Experience (1902).

He then makes it clear that he is not saying that

science is supporting the idea that religious experience is a transcen

dental

reality,

but

that

science

has

produced

no

valid

evidence

against such a concept being true and that the modern Darwinian position
does not point only

to a materialistic interpretation of the process.

He argues that it is not unreasonable to hold a theistic view, invol

ving

not a belief

in a

deity with

an anthropomorphic

belief in an "extra-sensory" contact with

greater than,

and

His books contain
Drummond's

time,

in part

much

lies beyond,

a

Divine

but

image,

Power

which

the individual self.

38

'a
is

,

valuable material, covering new findings since

particularly

in

the

field

of

genetics,

and

intro

ducing related topics from psychology, psychical research and process

theology.

37. Sir Alister Hardy, The Living Stream (London, 1965), The Divine
Flame (London, 1966), The Biology of God (London, 1975) and Darwin
as the Spirit of Man (London, 1984).
..
38• The Living Stream, p.16.
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His

view

on

the

possibility of a psychic

in the genetic

input

process is worth recording as an alternative to the position taken up
by the sociobiologist group.

I am not committed as to whether the universe is a duali/stic
one or not, but I think it more likely that „it is. Space and
time form a dualism in a sense - perhaps only a dualism of our
perception; the psychical and the physical may well have a
similar relationship.
My "vitalism" is a belief that there is
a psychic side of the animal which, apart from inherited
instinctive behaviour, may be independent of the DNA code.that
governs the form of the physical frame, but that it may
interact with the physica^gsystem in the evolutionary process
through organic selection.

Hardy describes himsslf as
the

living

physics

world

and

is

ss

natural process

clossly

and

liemnstry

a biological heretic,

hish

’not strictly

llnked with
the

Divine

believing that

is

part

of

the

but para-physical'.

He

element

super-natural,

i t i s with

as

theology

makes his own religious position clear in a postscript

to The Divine

Flame, as being a Unitarian whose 'heart is in the Church of England'39
40 41

and
The

includes

some

inkileeiinn

Moment

het

oo

Biology of God on the reflective use of the

41
formula for 'generating religious experience'.

sympathetic to religion,
the

scientifically

example of his

^atees

ff

Lord's Prayer as a

His whole approach is

but may perhaps be too uncri-fcical ort some of

minded.

style,

inalt

The

following

passage

and may indicate a tendency,

gives

a

further

like Drummond,

to

read back his religious insights into his speculative thinking.
We mmem^ ttih wwors oo tth
ff -hHe fourth gospel;
God is Love.
Who knows? Perhaps all true love - animal, human
or divine - may be part of one tremendous "fsece" animating the
organic world on the psychic side.
Physical energy, derived
originally from the sun, is converted by the plant - into the
fuel to drive the chemical machine of our bodies and as such is
known to our senses; in addition, in the extra-sensory world
to which consciousness belongs, may hen t ot t 1 t another
"psychic" element (which, except by analogy, we should not call
a force); one intimately bound up with the behaviour of the

39. The Living Stream, p.254.
40. The Divine Flame, p.246.
41. The Biology of God. p.231

240 organism and just as important as
side. 42

Hardy refers on several

the

energy on the physical

in both The Divine Flame

occasions

and

The Living Stream to Sir Julian Huxley whom he acknowledges as a friend
and former tutor,

and although Huxley's work falls outside the period

which material has been

appropriate

at

in

published

this

1953,

selected

point

he

for this sub-section,

to note

states

that

that

it would seem

in his Evolution

there

are

only

three

alternatives as regards the origin of living substance on
’Either it was supernaturally created;

some other place in the universe,

less complicated substances'.

in Action,

possible

this earth.

or it was brought to earth from

or it was produced naturally out of

He then continues;

The first suggestion runs counter to the whole of our scien
tific knowledge.
Living substance consists of the same matter
as lifeless substance; it transacts its operations according to
the same general rules.
There is no trace of any special
'vital force' which can be detected or measured.
Both the
inorganic and the organic world are built out of the same
matter, and work by means of the same energy.
To postulate a
divine interference with these exchanges of matter and energy
at a particular moment in the earth's history is both un
necessary and illogical.
It is as illogical as it would be to
postulate divine interference at each act of fertilisation of
an ovum by a sperm.43

W.H. Thorpe
Another

Gifford

Lecturer',

sympathetic

also

to

religion,

W.H. Thorpe, Emeritus Professor of Animal Ethology at the University of

Cambridge,

in his book Animal Nature and Human Nature, has provided an

illuminating

fields.
and

the

and

stimulating

survey

of current developments in both

In part one, he deals with the differences between the living
non-living,

the

accumulation

of

information

by

organisms.

42. The Living Stream, p.254.
43. Julian Huxley, Evolution in Action (London 1953 - re-published in
Pelican Books 1963), pp. 24-25.
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animal languages, innate and acquired behaviour, and the development of

perception,
cusses

particularly

the development of human behaviour,

the uniqueness of man,

emergence

the

In part two, he dis

and birds.

insects

in

the problem of aggression,

of consciousness,

and questions

related to man as a religious animal.

He makes an important general point in his preface where he states

of the

that in spite

complex

in

terms

general laws,

of

enormous

the

in explaining the

progress of science

simple,

and

special

cases

instances of

as

'there are big and seemingly unbridgeable discontinuities

in the account of the world as we range from the supposed "primordial

gasses" and particles to this stupendously complex and awesomely great

universe which we now realise we inhabit.
attention

to

the

of

discoveries

contrary to the popular belief,

the

44

draws

He

genetic

code

particular

which seem

'quite

to make it far less comprehensible how

life might have arisen from non-living than it was before', and goes on

to say

The possibilities of this having happened

far as we

hardly have an opinion to express'

considers

the

that we

which as a rule
stages'

(p.65).

genetic

(p.xvii).

question

further

in

a

later

chapter he

live in a universe of emergent novelty - a novelty

is not

There

completely reducible
is

an

to any of the preceding

echo here of the

language of process

and it is not surprising to find in the final chapter of the

theology,
book

so

so infinitely improbable that science as such can

can see,

Discussing

"by chance" are,

that

he

expresses

admiration

for A.N.

Whitehead

as

'the

first

great philosopher who really took the trouble to comprehend the bio

logical developments of his time'
In

questions

related

to

'

(p.349).

the

growth

of

altruism, ( h,e

gives

due

44. W.H. Thorpe, Animal Nature and Human Nature (London, 1974), p.xvi.
Further references are given after quotations in the text.
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weight

to

role

"gentling"

the

of mothers,

in animal

both

and on the subject of aggression he states,

nature;

and human

'Above all we must

avoid the cardinal error of assuming that in the higher animals and . in

man

group

aggressiveness

herednhsry csnitnhu•iion,

factors,

is

the

(p.252).

necessary

and

inevitable result of

He accepts that there are hereditary

but points out that they are often triggered by competition

competition for mates, and by

for a lnmnhld supply of space, or food,

In his chapter on animal perception, after drawing attention to

pain.

some remarkable ainlntnes which the higher animals display, especially
the navigational capacity of migrating birds, and the almost inexpli
cable problem of the emergence of form and beauty in evolution as ex

hibited in the bird of paradise and the behaviour of the bower bird, he
csnclulss'.

organised,

’The

more

and the more

investigates,

one

the

highly adjusted the

aninales are found ito be.

more

elaborate,

sensory powers

more

of these

This leads me to an ever-new sense of wonder

and an increasing appreciation of the value

and significance

the "wsrthiiilenesi", of study of hhe'annmal Kingdom’

indeed

(pp.206-207).

On the fundamental questions on the nature of man himself and the
goal of the evolutionary process, Thorpe quotes wnhh approval, a number
of passages

from John Hick ’s

short study Biology and the Soul,

substance of the 1972 Arthur Eddington Memorial Lecture,

the

in which Hick

argues' that God wills to exist an autonomous physical universe, within

which men may grow as free beings towards

'that fullness of personal

in conscious relationship to God, which (according'to Christian

life,

ity) represents the divine purpose for us’

(p.372).

Thorpe welcomes Hick’s contention that theology should be concern
ing

itself with religions other

Christianity as

’a moving,

central and unique

faith,

value

than Christianity, but believes that

living,

developing faith has a message of

for mankind'

(p.381);

and sees within this

an important place for a Christian mysticism which appreciates

243 the fundamental unity of all things, and a recovery of a scientifically

based natural theology.

A.R. Peacocke

Peacocke's Creation and the World of Science,
has

been

regarded

as

major

a

on

earlier

his

in

contribution

work

published in 1979,

the

Science

area

of

the

natural

Christian

theology.

Building

Experiment,

he sets out in the first part of the book, the developing

20th

of

view

scientific

world

emergence

in the universe,

century

physics

and

and cosmology,

man's

and the mechanism of biological evolution.

He discusses among many other matters, E.O. Wilson's Sociobiology - The

New Synthesis

and

Dawkins's

Richard

latter's concept of 'the meme' as

The

unit

a

Selfish
of

Gene,

noting

the

which

may

replication

transmit cultural information in the same manner as the gene transmits

biological

Huxley

and

increased
the

information.

concisely

complexity,

environment,

ising knowledge,

He

summarises

notion

of

his

individualisation,

for

several
view

references
of

progress

control over the environment,

experiencing

.
.
45
for appreciating values'.
the

makes

'vitalism'

'as

involving

independence from

capacity for acquiring and organ

emotion,

Peacocke,
as

to Sir Julian

the mode

for exerting purpose, and

liks Hxlee,,
of God's

appears to reject

creative

activity

in

evolution.
We have to recognise that the processes of evolution, both
cosmic and biological,
do not appear as directional and
directed, as would be required by such a view, whether theis-

tically 'vitalist' or thtiraically creationist.
The processes
of evolution, in fact, are sufficiently open-ended and involve
such an element of 'trial and ereoe', that Teilhard's des
cription of them as ’groping' (' tatonnemoan' . seems far moree
appropriate (p.167).

45. A.R. Peacocke, Creation and the World of Science (Oxford, 1979),
p.155.
Further references are given after quotations in the text.
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He ends the first half of the book with a useful analysis of man's
biological needs - his requirement to come to terms with his own death,

with his finitude and with suffering, while at the same time striving
to realise his potentialities, well aware of his inability to reach his

highest aspirations, suggesting that

paradox'

'Man is to himself an unfulfilled

(p.183).

In the second half of the book, Peacocke attempts
how

Christianity

can

be

re-interpreted

to

to

accommodate

demonstrate
a

scientific

world view, and provide a satisfactory answer to the questions ’What is

man

for?'

and

'What should men be striving to become?'

He discusses

various theological appraisals of man and indicates how the concepts of
the

fall,

evolution.

man's

and

sin,

the

incarnation

can

be

reconciled

He deals with the possible relationship of God to the world

in terms of immanence, transcendence and 'pan-en-theism'.

the

with

significance of the

life,

death

He expresses

and resurrection of Jesus in an

interesting combination of scientific and theological language.

The combination of the evidence for Jesus' intimacy with God
his Father, the identity he affirmed between his message of the
Kingdom of God and his own presence among men, his authority
and, above all, the events of his death and resurrection all
serve to impel us to a recognition that in this man Jesu, at
least (with no judgement about anyone else), we encounter a
transcendent vector of God’s immanence in all men which was so
distinctive and intensive that new non-reducible concepts and
language might well be required to express the uniqueness of
what he was and did.
I concur with using the word ’incar
nation' (but with a small 'i') to denote the unique degree of
God's transcendence that was personally immanent in that
psychosomatic unity which was the man Jesus (p.231).
He also sees Jesus as indicating what God intends for individual men.

'In

this

he defines

sense
man

Jesus

not

by

is

his

the definition
origins

in

the

of the divine end of man physical,

biological

social world but in terms of what God intends him to become'

This

'deification'

or

’divinisation'

and

(p.252).

of man he attributes to the work

of the Spirit and he goes on to quote in the New English Bible version,

one of Drummond's

favourite texts,"we all reflect as in a mirror the

245 splendour of the Lord; thus we are transfigured into his likeness, from

splendour

to

splendour;

such

is

the

influence

of

the

Lord

who

is

Spirit" (II Corinthians 3. 17,18).
He goes on to discuss the question of ecology and man’s relation

ship

to

the

created

environment

drawing

on

agencies,

United Nations

from

current

Only One Earth, the Club

sources such as Barbara Ward and Rene Dubos,
of Rome,

material

Council of Churches

the World

(and

incidentally the Society^ Religion and Technology Project of the Church
of Scotland),

logians
chapter,

such

together
as

with

Westerman

'Creation

the
and

and Hope’,

views
Barr,

he

of biblical
Derr

and

identifies

and process

Cobb.

three

In

his

movements

theo

final

in con-

tempory theology seriously concerned with the future.
(i)

The theologions of hope,
such as W.
Pannenberg and J.
Moltmann, principally from Germany and American Lutheran
churches.

(ii)

The 'Teilhardian' theologians who are developing the ideas of
Teilhard de Chardin.

(iii)

The process theologians, such as J.B. Cobb, who are following
up the metaphysics of A.N. Whitehead (p.334).

He concludes that a doctrine of creation,

of the sciences

developed in the light

is congruent with an understanding of hope grounded on

'the character as Love of the transcendent God who is immanently active

in all events, most notably in the personal, and uniquely transparently
in Jesus the Christ'

Ho

finally suggests that such a doctrine, when

its implications and consequences are drawn out 'can provide man with a

vision and hope in actual existence that no secular ideology can match

in its depth and sensitivity to the various levels of man’s needs and
aspiration’

(p.356).
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Bernard Lovell

The final writer selected in the ’Religious' group is Sir Bernard
Lovell,

the

Immensities

as a

Astronomer

who

in

his

book,

In

the

Centre

of

recent developments in thinking about the universe

covers

whole.

Royal,

He begins by pointing out that Quantum Theory and

the

Theory of Relativity have led to revolutionary changes in thinking, and
encouraged a renewal of transcendentalism in contemporary concepts of
Current opinion inclines to accept a nebular theory for

the Universe.

the origin of the planetary system, the sun seems likely to have been a
condensation from the primeval gas cloud, and the solar system is by no

'A Universe

unique.

means

in which

there exists

a multiplicity of

planetary systems has become a common feature of contemporary astronom
ical

and

thought,

there

are many who believe that organisms may have

developed in planetary systems other than the solar system'.

Discussing the

question of the

46

origin of life and the relevence

of DNA he suggests that there is a vital gap in our knowledge as to the
processes by which molecules in the early

seas formed themselves into

the complex molecules to make the transition from non-living to living
material.
Profound problems, however', remain. The living cell translates
its genetic code by a molecular process of almost inconceivable
complexity — a microscopic machine of at least fifty macromole—
cular components which are themselves coded in DNA ... Attempts
to prove that the structure of the code arose because of
chemical affinities among certain amino acids have so far been
negative.
The alternative concept, that the choice of code was
arbitrary and has been enriched throughout history by a series
of random choices, is not a scientific explanation (p.65).

He
nebula,

goes

on

through

to

the

say

that

the

sequence

of events

from the

solar

barren Earth to the habitable atmosphere and the

transition into life of inert matter 'presents formidable odds against
the emergence of human life'.

He then remarks on the strange circum-

46. Bernard Lovell, In the Centre of Immensities (London, 1979) p.25.
Further references are given after quotations in the text.
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the

that

stance

brilliant

in

discoveries

the

astronomical and bio

logical sciences which have revealed parallel universal mechanisms have
not in fact helped to solve the problems of life's origins.

‘On the

contrary the revelation of the immense complexity and delicacy of the

physical

biological

and

systems

transformed

has

the

question

into

realms of ever greater difficulty‘(p.65).

On the problem of the nature of the Universe itself, reviewing the
discussions between the

creation‘

theories

he

‘evolutionary’

states

that

'steady state or continuous

and

overwhelming

the

weight of theo

retical and observational evidence is in favour of a universe which is
expanding and is compatible with the general theory of relativity and

concludes that
viable'

‘it appears that the theory of the steady state is not

(p.99).

As to whether the universe

or collapse
suggests

itself

upon

that

it

into

will "qontinue
another

state

to expand indefinitely

of

high density,

Lovell

is reasonable to suppose that this question may be

resolved'by calculations on the density of matter at some future date.

‘The most favoured value

for parameters

implies

that we

exist in an

epoch at which about one tenth of the cycle has elapsed and the turning
point to a contracting universe will be reached in another ten billion

years'

(p.108).

Lovell then goes on to say that the entire concept may be meaning

less because time and space may have no meaning apart from the nature

we attribute

to them,

and this represents not merely a limitation of

human thought ‘but a most remarkable and unsuspected entwinement of man
with

the

(p.110).

of

actual

existence

This

entwinement

quences of our observation

the

arises

Universe

from

and

of

time

consideration

of the universe

and

space'

of the conse

as the microsecond point.

-43

At 10seconds from the beginning, before the space curvature
becomes infinitely great, the language of modern physics loses

248

its meaning and we being to feel the force of the methaphysical
argument of Kant, that it is possible to imagine nothing in space
but impossible to imagine no space (pp. 114-115).
then

He

synthesis only.

partial

quantum

that

suggests

theory

and

relativity

form

a

'The progressive penetration into the remote

regions of time and space, and into the innermost structure of the atom
have

revealed that neither theory enables us to com

simultaneously

prehend

synthesize

(p.

Universe'

the

the

120).

or supersede

theories

looks

He

to

a

further

step

to

them by revolutionary new conX

cepts.

He remindd

problems

of ttih presence of mmn

life on earth,

his readers that

descriptions in terms of nuclear physics and relativity

gain an understanding of the

but

we

propoufd

the

hn tnh he hunise snh ndh inhnmerce of

are not explanations, and concludes;

Venus,

considering

then

may

never

"We can apply the spectroscope to

sunset;

apprehend

can send the space probe to

we

method • - of the

the

evening star'

(p.159)

Comment

this

From

brief

science

relationship between

thinking,

of

survey

some

recent

literature

nnd neStsdnn nnh 0nceSh

the

on

i n evolutionary

it would seem that ruiiunnd'd baiih ppruocid oh evolution is

'
still

of

' '

viable,

many

and

evolution and the place

of

the

of altruism

still under very active discussion.

as

mentioned

affecting

potentially

ments, and that is

that

discontinuity between

St

•

questions
Sc the

he

raises

hUtc^( goal

of

evolutionary 'process are
X

One deselopmentJhuwever, must be
some

of Drummond's

ss no longer possible

earlier argu

to talk of a sharp

inorganic and the organic.

the

,
as

Birch and Cobb

point out that until 1935 there appeared to be a wide gap between the
chemist's

largest molecule

and

the

smallest

the biologist,

but when

in that year,

first

virus

crystalline

time

a

Sc

W.M.

form,

living organism known to

Stanley isolated for the
'here

was

something

that
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exhibited properties of both the

’living’

and the

'non-living'*.

They

go on to show how further research has revealed a complexity of re
lationships in cellular life which leads to the conclusion that ’there
is no

clear

dividing line between

the

animate

and

the

inanimate’.

47

This was a possibility that Drummond appeared to recognise in his later
writings,

Man and

is reflected

chapter

in the

particularly

in his comments

"Involution"

on the

Ascent of

in The

chapter "Biogenesis" in

Natural Law in the Spiritual World contained in the unpublished preface

to the

book,

dated

1891,

The following

thesis.

already referred to

further

extract

in Section

indicates his

IID of the

later position:

Modern science ... holds that though there must have been a day
when Life first dawned upon the world, that first Life was
probably neither plant nor animal, nor embryo, nor cell, but
living protoplasm ... any suggestion of spiritual birth as
isolated phenomenon or unrelated effect is to be taken with
reserve. The processes of the spiritual life are as mysterious
as those of the first dawn of Life, and as hidden from us ...
Regeneration, in short, has much larger meanings and deeper
relations than appear on the surface.
It is both more divine
and more human, more natural and more supernatural than is here
represented.48
Bearing these considerations in mind there would seem to be much

in Drummond’s

concerned

work

with

that

should

a^ practical

still

be of positive value

spirituality,

especially

strong cosmological overview in their make-up.

47. Birch and Cobb, pp. 91-92.
48. Simpson, pp. 135-136.

those

to those
with

a

- 250 SECTION VI
CONCLUSION

A

MODELS OF SPIRITUALITY

Introduction

Drummond's

discussed

Having

theological

and

stances

scientific

and recent developments in evolutionary thinking, and having suggested

that there is little to discourage a modern reader from using his work
as

for reflection on practical

a basis

spiritual matters,

it is now

necessary to consider the likely appeal of his work to those of varying
spiritual
number

outlook

of

the

through

identification

different models of spirituality.

and

construction

of

a

Final conclusions will

then be drawn on the theme of the thesis as a whole.
The models originate from general observation of the present day
religious scene and are illustrated by a brief selection of the views

of one or two figures associated with each category.

this must be a slightly artificial

exercise,

To some extent

for there

is naturally

a considerable amount of cross-fertilisation of ideas and

of

throgghou t

interes t

models

ervee

may

Drummond's

ae

and

work,

hh e

t
at

whoe e

Uhuhhhe

same

the

field;

trout0rhe

overlapping

bu t i t is hoped that the
Ort

the

assessment

of

time provide an indication of the

wide and growing interest in spiritual matters in society today.
There would seem to be at least eight different emphases, which
can be placed

in four groups - the Evangelical and Charismatic - the

Contemplative

and

Sacramental

the

-

Spirt, >

the guidance

Therapeutic

-

spirituality is a matter of putting one's trust

in thee Lord Jesus,

of -the

and

These can be summarised as follows:

the Ecological and Cosmological.

(a) Evangelical

Experimental

of

confessing one's sins,

walking

receiving the gift

in the way of the Spirit and seeking

the Lord

ttrhogt prayer and bible

study

in
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the
is

activities

everyday
in

one

which

The Charismatic variation

of life.

particular

is

emphasis

the healing ministry,

speaking with tongues,

in the Spirit,

placed on re-birth

in worship and witness.

and spontaneity

(b) Contemplative spirituality is a matter of developing an inner

of the

sense of awareness

of God through the con

presence

structive use of silence and solitude which leads to a renewed
sensitivity

of

appropriate

responsive

the

world

outer

of

action.

things

The

and

persons

Sacramental

and

variation

is one in which the practice of private prayer and meditation
is

coupled with frequent and attentive worship in the sacra

and a responsive engagement with the

ment of Holy Communion,

needs of the world.
spirituality is a matter of ordering one's life

(c) Experimental

and thought on principles of rigorous honesty and integrity,
seeking by appropriate

as

destiny

disciplines to fulfil one's perceived
self-conscious being.

spiritually

a

peutic

variation

rather

than

is

holiness,

functioning of the

in

one

and

mind

wholeness

which

attention

close

The Thera
is

is

emphasised

paid

to

the

and body with a view to coping with

the stresses and strains of modern living.

(d) Ecological
and

spirituality

sensitively

to

the

is

a

matter

global

of

relating positively

environment,

natural,

human

and spiritual,

and adopting a reverential style of life which

reflects

sensitivity.

one which

this

takes note of the

The

Cosmological

immensities

variation

is

of inner and outer

space revealed by the electron microscope and the radio teles

cope,

considers

the

problems

of

perception

raised

by

new

theories of time, energy and matter’, and attempts to formulate

a universal cosmology.
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These
been

models,

from

drawn

a

that perspective.

other

religious

will

which

be

now

examined in more

Christian viewpoint,

therefore

limited

to

could no doubt be constructed from

Further models

and cultural

and are

have

detail,

standpoints,

but this

is considered to

be beyond the scope of this thesis, which while hoping that Drummond's
work may have some appeal to those of other faiths,

with

cerned

the

validity

of

his

writing

for

is primarily con

those

whose

spiritual

interest is expressed within a Christian context.

The Evangelical

The

Evangelical

centred',
normally

model,

which

is a well charted path.
happy

to

confine

might

and

selective
field,

such

2
as

spiritual

commentaries

themselves

to Bible

in

the writings

Whitfield

and

speculation.^

written

by

better

styled

'Jesus

Those who favour this approach are

prayer along traditional evangelical lines.

theological

be

trusted

study,

discussion and

They are disturbed about

They

find

authorities

nourishment

in

their

in

own

of noted (evangelical preachers of the past

Spurgeon,

and

in books

and paper-backs which
3

witness to the power of the Spirit to change lives in the present day.
They value the discipline of a daily

'-uiet '.time?',

a practice strongly

commended by J.R.W. Stott, Rector Emeritus of All Souls Church, Langham

Place, London, in his instruction for confirmation candidates.
If

you

want

to

make

steady progress in the Christian Life,

1. Michael Green's essays in The Truth of God Incarnate (London, 1977),
are a recent example.
2. Donald Guthrie, New Testament Theology (London 1981, is an example
from the Inter Varsity Press.
3. The following are selected from a wide field. Michael Harper, Walk
in the Spirit (London, Revised edition 1981), Juan Carlos Ortiz,
Disciple (London 1976), Keith Miller, The Taste of New Wine (UK
Paperback edition - London, 1970), Joni Eareckson and Joe Musser,
Joni (UK edition, London, 1978).
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nothing is more important than daily "quiet times" with God.
You will never grow unless yoo make time mor rhis.
This Ss
the resolute discipline of tts Christian Lifr.
First thing
in the morning and last thing at night you have a sacred en
gagement with God.
Persevere in it, and soon you will have
formed a habit which nothing but illness can break.
If these
times of quiet waiting upon God are to be balanced, they will
consist of Bible-reading and prayer - and in that order.
First, let God speak to you through His word.
Then speak back
to God in prayer.
It is like the swing of a pendulum.
It
is a two-way conversation.4 5 6
For many evangelicals,
as

in any s engse

is

emphatic

to

devoted

this

'quiet time ’

m s a c ontemplative e eei'clse.

about

BBnhsemfrm for example

'The period of personal meditation is to be

this.

the Scriptures,

has no other purpose.

s s not to be regarded

private

prayer,

and

intercession,

and it.

There is no occasion here for spiritual eepert-

5

He is well aware, however, of the value of silence,

ments'.

are definite hours in the Christian's day for the word
also needs

definite

times of silence

'As there

... so the day

under the Word and the silence

that comes out of the Word ... There is a wonderful power of clarifica
tion, purification and concentration upon the essential thing in being
g

quiet’.
and

He

wanss

seriously.

allows

that

too for

untoward inner

prayer.

to

silent

secpemiences' should

’unphrased’

not

be

prayer

taken

too

He discourages introspection and stresses that the wander

ing attention should be

events

a measure ff

which

His

centred on the Word alone,

thoughts

personal

keep

practice

straying be
is

well

or the people or

calmly incorporated

illustrated

into

in a letter to

friend, written from iegel Prison in Berlin on 21st August, 1944.
Once more I have taken up the texts (Numbers 11.23; II Corin
thians 1.20) and metiaimdS uonm hemm frs a space.
The key
to everythnng is h’ s "nn ^"1" .
Al S hat S we rightly expect
from God and pray for is to be found in Jesus Christ.
The
God of Jesus Christ has nothing to do with all that we, in
our human way, think he can and ought to do. We must persevere

4. J.R.W. Stott, Your Confirmation (London, 1958).
5. Dietrich Bonh^^f'er, Life Together, first British edition (London,
1954),p.61.
. ...........
6. Life Together, pp.59-60.
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in quiet meditation on the life, sayings, deeds, sufferings
and death of Jesus in order to learn what God promises and
what he fulfils.?
A

similar view

David

Watson,

loved

much

a

figure

in

evangelical

Anglican

Foster refers to a wide range of Christian spiritual

circles.

including Dietrich Bonhoeffer,

attempt to empty the mind;

the mind

’Eastern meditation is an

Christian meditation is an attempt to empty

The two ideas are radically different

in order to fill it.

Detachment

meditation goes

to

attachment.

in

order

to

is

the

goal

final

have

a

.. .

of Eastern religion

far beyond the need for detachment

The

writers

a clear distinction between

and draws

Eastern and Christian meditative systems.

. ..

Richard Foster,

Celebration of Discipline is warmly commended by the late

whose book,

Canon

taken by the American Quaker,

is

... we must go on

around us

detachment from the confusion all

richer

attachment

to

God

Christian

and

other

to

is

human

beings’.7
8
One further figure, who represented much of what is best in evan
gelical

spirituality and who

to Drummond,

appeared to be of a similar temperament

is Edward Wilson, who perished on the Great Ice Barrier

of the Antarctic with Scott,
from the South Pole
his

early

medical

Oates

in March 1912.

training at

involved in Mission work

and Bowers on

the return journey

He was born in 1872,

Cambridge University,

in Battersea.

and during

he was

At that time,

actively

as prelude to

each day’s hard work, he paraphrased and annotated in his own language
nearly the whole of the New Testament.

His biographer,

George Seaver

comments.
The Quaker element, whether inherited or inherent, was strong
in him, and his spiritual perceptions were too alive and aware
to be permanently confined within the limits of any orthodoxy.

7. Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Letters and Papers from Prison, Fontana'Books,
(London, 1959), p.130).
8. Richard Foster, Celebration of Discipline, (London, 1980),

255 Thus every doctrine which the Church presented had to be
hammered out on the anvil of his own personal experience before
he accepted its validity.
Then it entered into the fibres
of his whole being as a living truth to be acted upon, as some
thing that would shape character and determine conduct.9

Soon after qualifying in medicine, he was appointed junior surgeon

and zoologist in the National Antarctic Expedition of 1901 with Captain
Scott,

and went on to organise and lead the subsequent expedition of

1910.

He was a keen naturalist and artist, and enjoyed the hills and

many

moors of Scotland,

work between

the

two

of which he became familiar with during his

expeditions as Field Observer for the Board of

Agriculture's Commission on the Investigation of Grouse Disease.

Like

Drummond, Wilson was intensely interested in the question of evolution.
In

a

to be,

letter to his wife

written from Norway

in 1899, Wilson

stated 'All my religious ideas are founded on the principle of evolu
tion driven to its

God has put life:

and God made nothing dead.

in a stone than in a bud,

took their life from God'.

Drummond,

conclusion ... Love everything into which

logical

who

There is only less life

and both have a life of their own, and both

10

encouraged

men

to

seek

the

truth

for themselves

and not to be satisfied with doctrine in the form of ready made pro
positions, might well have approved, and it would have been interesting

to know whether Natural

Law in

the

Spiritual World or the Ascent of

Man formed part of Wilson's library.

Drummond was

certainly an

evangelical at heart,

and there would

seem to be little doubt that much of his work is still likely to have
a strong appeal to those of evangelical spirituality, with the possible
exception of some

of his

speculative

ideas which may

appear to them

to have little foundation in scripture.

9. George Seaver,
10, Seaver, p.61

Edward Wilson of the Antartic,

(London, 1933), p.40.
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The Charismatic
No

survey

current

of

spirituality

reference to the charismatic movement,

in a denominational
the same time,

would

be

complete without a

which finds its expression both

structure within the Pentecostal churches and at

as a widespread phenomenon which cuts completely across

denominational boundaries.

Many evangelicals would certainly consider

themselves to be part of the movement, and there is a strong represen

tation

within

relaxed easy

the

Roman Catholic Church.

problems,

speaking

for healing and resolution of personal

of hands

in tongues, and an often uncritical

associated experiences such as

documented by writers

Tugwell.44

evaluation of

'slaying in the Spirit', many of which
The movement has been

are deeply significant to those who enjoy them.

well

itself in a

style of worship with maximum congregational participa

the laying on

tion,

It manifests

such as Walter J.

Holleewmgmr,

and Simon

The established Churches tend to be less than enthusiastic.

A recent report to the General Synod of the Church of England accepts

that

"s

it

presents

a distinctive movement but points

to

many

Christians

a

major

out that the situation

dilemma.

’Thcm

recogniin

in

charismatics a new quality of joy and release yet, with integrity they

cannot

accept much

that the

charismatic believes

and does'.-1-2

hhe

authors concur with those who feel that the Church of England stands

to gain by holding on to what the movement has to offer including ' the
hot-headed zealots it may throw up’ and looks for ’much growth in true

spirituality'

13

to

flow from it.

Tugwell agrees that Pentecostali-sm

cannot be accepted at its face value, but suggests that
from

'we can learn

it a way of spirituality and a mass of "case law" in spiritual

11. Walter J, Hollmewmger, The Pentecostals (London, 1972) and New
Wine in Old Wineskins, Fellowship Press, (Gloucester, 1973), Simon
Tugwell, Did you receive the Spirit? (London, 1972).
12. The Charismatic Movement of the Church of England, CIO Publishing,
(London, 1981), p*45, p.3.
13. The Charismatic Movement, p.4.
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ments

of

and that we should see it as

age,

our

one which has

sprung up within Christianity,

He goes on to argue that we must know how to cope with mys

ticism and that even when it arises within the

Evangelical
to

the

with

links

Keswick

of Evangelical
the

aim

of

of 1875,

for prayer',

promotion

movement

charismatic

familiar.

Christians

'the

the

Convention

Drummond would have been

church

'mysticism is

but it can be made Christian'.

not intrinsically Christian;

back

and

possibility of renewal in the Spirit of Jesus

which offers a genuine

Christ' .

'one of the many mystical move

in

14

England

go

an organisation with which

It began as
Bible

an annual gathering

study and addresses with

of Practical Holiness',

and arose partly

in response to Moody and Sankey's Mission of 1874-75 in which Drummond
played a significant role, especially with young people.

George

Adam

Smith,

commenting on the Great Mission,

points out

that Spirit of God works among us in many other ways than by 'revivals'
and church services, and suggests that 'the evangelical movement, which

Messrs. Moody and Sankey did so much to reinforce, has required every

iota of the

influence of science to teach it tolerance,

fearlessness of facts,

accuracy and

and all the strength of the Socialist movement

to rewaken within it that sense of civic and economic duty, by which
the

older evangelicalism of Wilberforce, Chalmers and Shaftesbury was

so nobly distinguished' .
to

contribute

to

He goes on to confirm that Drummond did much

this wider

evangelicalism'.

15

It could be argued

that the charismatic movement today could still benefit from Drummond's

enquiring critical spirit.

14. Tugwell, p.94.
15. Adam Smith, p.93.
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The Contemplative
Those

who

are

drawn to

the Contemplative model

of spirituality-

are less likely to be attached to communal forms of worship than those

temperament.

of

evangelical

They might not wish

to

be

thought of as mystics, yet that term, used in its broad sense,

is

charismatic

or

appropriate in their approach.

too

strongly

its

purest

God"'.
the

16

form

essence of mysticism - the mystical

the

that
-

Dean Inge stated that 'we cannot insist

just

is

prayer,

"the

elevation

Evelyn Underhill describes mysticism as

in

mind

to

the

of

'the expression of

tendency of the human spirit towards

innate

state

complete harmony

with the transcendental order', whatever be the theological formula under
which that order

is understood' .

17

She goes on to suggest that the

most highly developed branches of the humnn family hvve in common one

they tend

peculiar characteristic,

to produce a curious and definite

type of personality;

A type which refuses to be satisfied with that which other
men call experience, and is incited, in the worde of its
enemies, to "deny the world in order that it may find reality".
We meet these persons in the east and west, in the ancient,
mediaeval and modern worlds.
Their one passion appears to
be the prosecution of a certain spiritual and intangible quest:
the finding of a "way out" or a "way back" to some desirable
state in whic^g alone they cene sa-biffy their craving for
absolute truth.
Both Inge and Underhill take pains to demonstrate that such per
sons are not necessarily impracticable dreamers.

'As

a matter of fact,

influential,

and

the great mystics have been energetic and

all

their

business

capacity

<
curiously large number of cases.

by

William

16. W.R.

Johnston

Inge,

in

his

Christian

p.viii.
17. Evelyn Underhill

Inge points out that

is

specially

Similar sentiments

noted

in

a•

are expressed

recent survey of mysticism and religion

Mysticism,

Mysticism,

p.xiv.
18. Mysticism, p.3.
19. Christian Mysticism, p.xvii.

eighth

sixteenth

edition
edition

(London,

1948),

(London,

1948),
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of Love,

Inner Eye

The

mysticism is

which

lie

untimely

a profoundly human

and

times,

all

in which he makes the important point that
found

in all

cultures

at

is likely to be of cardinal importance in the decades

Thomas

ahead.

death

experience

the American Trappist monk:,

Merton,

whose

during a visit to East Asia deprived the west of dis

spiritual figure, writes of the special importance of con

tinguished

templative orders.
It is the peculiar office of the monk in the modern world to
keep alive the contemplative experience and to keep the way
open for modern
technological man to recover the integrity
of S"s own inner depths ... We are witnessing the growth of
a truly universal consciousness in the modern world.
This
universal consciousness may be a consciousness of transcendent
freedom and vision, or it may simply be a vast blur of mechan
ised triviality and ethical cliche .. . The monk is a man who
has attained, or is about to attain, or seeks to attain, full
realisation.
He dwells in the centre of society
as one who
O*1
has attained realisation - he knows the score.

There is of course a vast amount of literature on which one might
draw

to

which

illustrate

tweanda,

elements

Henri

waiimn.

he

the

le

of

the

contemplative

writing

Saux,

experience of

under the name Ab^shi^

stresses that the life of contemplation is not a special way

of life reserved to a few individuals who are called to get away from
the

world.

'Each and every one

place of his heart,
in

is called to withdraw to the secret

when the Spirit does not bid him perform some task

the service of God’s

22

creation'.'

It is an attitude stressed by
Brother Roger, Prior

those who follow the rule of the Taize Community.

of Taize writes 'In every single one of us there is a place of solitude
no human relationship can fill,

individuals

...

20. William
p.164.

Johnston,

There

not even the deepest love between two

in your heart of hearts,

The

Inner Eye
. .... .

of

Love
....

in that place where

(London,

1978),

p.15,

21. The Asian Journal of Thomas Merton, edited by N. Burton, P. Hart
and J. Laughlin, (London, 1974), p.317, p.333.
22. Abh"sh"ktweanda,
Prayer, Revised edition (London, 1972), p.24,
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no two people are alike,

Christ is waiting for you'.

23

Henri Nouwen,

whose book Reaching Out arose from a Seminar on Christian Spirituality
at Yale Divinity School

describes

the

spiritual

life

as

'a reaching

to our fellow human beings and to our God1

out to our innermost self,

and suggests that a true spirituality increases alertness and awareness
of the world outside and sensitivity to the needs of others.

Many however,
with profit,

seek spiritual

who

nourishment today,

and their successors,

Life
a

certainly

friend

and

in the fourteenth century;

such as William Law in the eighteenth century.

Law's best known work,

was

are reading

earlier writings such as those of Julian of Norwich, and

the anonymous work The Cloud of Unknowing,

William

24

known

by

contemporary

A Serious

Drummond,

of

Call

to

a Devout and Holy

and Alexander Whyte,

Drummond,

compiled

in

1892,

who was
a

short

collection of William Law's mystical passages from sources other than
A

Serious

Call,

William Law,
give

an

under

the

title

Non-Juror and Mystic.

indication of the

Characters

25

and

Characteristics

of

Two short quotations from Law

expectant attitude which can arise in the

silence of contemplative prayer.
When therefore but the smallest instinct or desire of thy heart
calls thee towards God and a newness of life, give it time
and leave to speak;
and take care thou refuse not Him that
speaketh.
For it is not an angel from Heaven that speaks to
thee, but it is the eternal, speaking the Word of God in thy
heart ... ^6
Now all depends upon thy right submission and obedience to
this speaking of God in thy soul.
Stop, therefore, all self
activity, listen not to the suggestions of thy own reason,

23. Brother Roger of Taize, Parable of Community, (London, 1980), p.56.
24. Henri J.M. Nouwen, Reaching Out, (London, 1980), p.16.
25. Dr. Alexander Whyte (1836-1921), Minister of St. George's Free
Church, Edinburgh, actively supported Drummond in his work with
Edinburgh students and took part in his successful conference at
Bonskeid, Pitlochry, in August 1889.
Details are given in G.F.
Barbour, The Life of Alexander Whyte, D.D., (London, 1923), pp.254
259. On William Law see p.378.
26. Selected Mystical Writings of William Law, edited by Stephen Hobhouse (London, 1948), p.xvii.
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run not on in thy own will, but be retired, silent, passive,
and humbly attentive to this new risen light within thee. '

The

Cloud of Unknowing, who describes the essence

author of the

of mystical prayer as

than Himself’,

28

'a naked intent

unto God without any other cause

writes in similar vein in the less well known Letter

of Private Direction.

Make sure that there is nothing left for your mind to get to
work on except the bare reaching of your will towards God in
the knowledge that he is as he is.
Don't wrap that movement
of the will in any particular thought about the nature of God
as it is in itself or as it is revealed in any of his works.
Just let God be as God is.
Don't try to make him anything
other than he is.
Don't try to penetrate his nature by clever
reasoning, but base everything on faith alone.29

The extent to which Drummond was familiar with this form of • con
templative prayer
last sermon

difficult to judge.

is

in The

Ideal

There

are passages in his

and Other Addresses,

Life

MHow to know the

Will of God' , which are very similar in sentiment to those quoted from

William

Law,

particularly

'Belief in God as

Spirit'

can't

pray

long

doesn't take time'.

already included under the headings

'Inner Response'

and

in Section V.B above.

he writes in a letter quoted by Cuthbert Lennox,

But at the same time,
'I

those

once,

at

30

but

I

it is

think

like

lightning and

This would seem in line with the author of the

Cloud of Unknowing's assertion
but it may be wrong to

read

that short prayer pierceth heaven',

too much into

this,

and it is possible

that his frequent advice on quiet resting in God or in Christ,
be understood more

general,

in

31

should

terms of adopting a quiet trustful attitude in

rather than a specific

spiritual

discipline.

Nevertheless,

suggested that there is much in his writing that should appeal
I
to the contemplative spirit.
it is

27. Hobhouse, p.91.
28. The Cloud of Unknowing, John M. Watkins (London, 1946), p.63.
29. A Letter of Private Direction, edited by John Griffiths
(London,
1981), p.20.
30. Cuthbert Lennox, p.190.
31• The Cloud of Unknowing, p.123.
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The Sacramental
Sacramental model

The

a form which

can be recognised in the

and attitudes of regular worshippers who find a deep sense of

faces

inner

be

is

nourishment

thought of as

in

the

spiritual

liturgy,

persons.

but who might deny any claim

to

It is a form which leads to an

almost unconscious sanctification and in perhaps most evident in con
gregations

where

there

frequent

are

celebrations

of

the

Eucharist,

although as Evelyn Underhill observes in the chapter on 'The Eucharist
in Presbyterianism'

in her book Worship,

'In the old Scottish Church,

the infrequent communion times had a deeply sacred and heart-searching

32
quality'.

Earlier in the same book she points out that in the fully

developed liturgy,

despite periodical lapses towards primitive concep

tions

end many bewilder'ing divergences of ppawtitc

still

f!nd ttie some

emnnntial sources oo worship,

’’th ChhCtOicWl can

rcffcmnhine and

in

She goes on to swo.

wardness’.

Here the most naive worshipper finds an invitation to love
and gratitude, and a focus for his devotion, which he can
apprehend though never explain;
and the contemplative find
Those
a door which opens upon the ineffable mystery of God.
deep levels of our being which live unchanged under the flow
of outward life, and of which we sometimes become aware - those
levels where we thirst for God and apprehend Him, and .know
our truest selves to consist ii a ccmatnt kitdOSt wwit Him
- these levels are reached and stirred by the movement of the
Eucharioi.33
Dom Gregory Dix notes an early expression of the spiritual element
in the Eucharist in his classic work The Shape of the Liturgy, where

he

quotes

from Hippo^^s

On the Pascha,

if.

’For it was for thin

that

the Word of God gg^’ve Himself wholly diOa a odyy and wan

made Flesh ,

acoa^tdgg t o the phrase of the Gospel - that since we were

reason

not able to partake of Him as Word,

we might partake of Him an Body,

fitting our flesh for His spiritual Flenh and our spirit to Hin Spirit

32. Evelyn Underhill, Worship
33. Underhill, p.123.

(London, 1936), p.293.
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so far as we can,
through

and

...

become

members

that we might be established as likenesses of Christ
the

differently'.

the

in sanctity'.

do not think that the modern communicant,

conceives

the

essence

of

the

matter

or

very

34
element in the sacramental approach to spirituality

An important

is

'I

really

theologian,

with the Spirit your members might

Body of Christ to be cherished

the

of

Gregory Dix comments
even

commingling

attentive

and expectant use of silence beyond and within the

Bishop Michhel RRmsay, writing in hhs shhot study on prayer

liturgy.

Be still and know, states.
The ways ii wrenh meliniyinn ingiltelgliimte the praying of
the Church and of the Christian are legion. A time of silence
enables the Christian to share more deeply in the Church's
amhrmmlgtml worship ... By sharing in the Eucharist the Chris
tian draws strength into his own time of silence, while the
time of silence deepens what he brings and gives in the
Euchariat.35

Both

elements

the Cross.

soul be

seen

in the writings of St.

In the Dark Night of the Soul,

to be observed

the

can also be

commenting on the conduct

during times of prayer and meditation, he states

quiet and at rest

...

without

anxiety

or

effort,

'let

contenting themselves simply with

directing their attention lovingly and calmly towards God;

this

John of

and all

or. desire. to feel His presence'.

36

In the Song of the soul that is glad to know God by faith, the fruits

of luchyriaicl contemplation are well expressed in poetic form.

The eternal source hides in the Living Bread
That we with life eternal may be fed
Though it be night.

Here to all creatures it is crying, hark!
That they should drink their fill though in the dark.
For it is night.

34. Dom Gregory Dix, The Shape of the Liturgy
(London, 1945), p.188.
35. Michael Ramsay, Be still and know (London, 1982), p.84.
.
36. Saint John of the Cross, The Dark Night of the Soul, Fifth edition,
with an introductory essay by Rev. Benedict Zimmerman (London,
1924), p.46.
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This living fount which is to me so dear
Within the bread of life I see it clear
Though it be night.3?

•

A second element in sacramental spirituality, if it is to be true

to the Spirit of Christ, is the carrying through of spiritual awareness
and sensitivity

into ordinary

John Macquarrie,

life.

who writes ex

tensively on the eucharistic aspect of spirituality in his recent book

Paths in Spirituality, gives his own personal testimony.

I could walk around Piccadilly Circus or Times Square for
hours, among the garish scenes and the fevered crowds, and,
left to myself, I doubt if I would ever have any sense of God
or Christ in such places.
But if I watch for a little hour
in Christ's sacramental presence, exposed to the essence and
concentrated fulness of his saving life and death and resurrec
tion, then I hope I shall begin to acquire the kind of sen
sitivity that will enable me to recognise and respond to Christ
in situations where his presence is not obvious.

The

Eastern

sacramental

Church

spirituality,

has

maintained

own

its

in which a sense

distinctive form of

of numinosity experienced

at the eucharist is seen to be part of a larger mystery involving man's
participation

the

in

divine

and the way of inner prayer

the whole of the

...

areas of life.

Father

in The Orthodox Way, writes 'the way of the sacraments

Kallistos Ware,

unity

in all

energies

are not alternatives, but form a single

ascetic and mystical life is a deepening

and realisation of our Eucharistie union with Christ the Saviour .. .

So his experience of Holy Communion
his conscious life.

tian

is

made

"deified"'.

one

39

in The Mystical

extends over the whole range of

It is above all through Communion that the Chris

with

Similar

and

in Christ,

sentiments

"christified",

"ingodded",

or

are expressed by Vladimir Lossky

Theology of the k&stern Church where he defines the

sacramental life as

'an unceasing struggle for the acquisition of that

grace which must transfigure nature

... a dynamic and shifting reality

37. Poems of St. John of the Cross, translated by Roy Campbell, Fount
paper-backs, (London, 1979), p.47.
38. John Macquarrie, Paths in Spirituality (London, 1972), p.37.
39. Father Kallistos Ware, The Orthodox Way (London, 1979), pp.145-146,
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which varies

human will'.

to the

fluctuations of the infirmities of the

The sacraments, he suggests 'freely given to our nature,

render us apt for the spiritual life in which the union of our persons

with

God

Simeon

accomplished'.

is

the

New

Theologian

He

which

a

quotes

passage

powerful

indicates

the

potential

from St.

numinosity

of that union.

that this corruptible temple

Thou hast vouchsafed me, 0 Lord,

- my human flesh - should be united to Thy holy flesh, that
my blood should be mingled with Thine;
and henceforth I am
Thy transparent and translucent member ... I am transported
out of myself, I see myself - 0 marvel - such as I am become.
Fearful and at the same time ashamed of myself I venerate Thee
and fear Thee, and I lkiow not; where to shelter nor how to use
these new, dreadful and deified members.
It must be

of Holy Communion
in

the

that Drummond never spoke of the sacrament

admitted

in this sort of language.

tradition of frequent reception,

He was not brought up

but he

certainly encouraged

regular and attentive worship in church to find strength from God 'to

do the work of life - which

is

the work of Christ' ,

and in a sense

Those? who foUow a sa era-

regarded the whole of life ass a sacreunent.

mental model of spirituality are perhaps less likely to find Drummond's
writings

as

attractive

are

as

those

elements

nevertheless,

there

enlightening,

and encourage

of

a

more

evangelical

which should prove

a de Caussade type of

temperament;

stimulating and

'Sacrament of the

Present Moment'.

The Experimental

The

physical

experimental
and

the

form of spirituality is one

mental

aspects

of

attention and critically evaluated.

the

in which both the

experience

are

given

close

Consideration may also be given

40. Vladimir Lossky, The Mystical Theology of the Eastern Church (Lon
don, 1957), pp.180-183.
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experience of the major world faiths;
breathing and the

the spiritual practice and

the importance of posture and

interaction between mind and body;

and the inter

cessory and healing aspects of contemplative prayer.
This clearly is

with in detail
in

importance

an enormous field and not one that can be dealt

in this

as

the

thesis.

effect

It is however,

of

modern

one which is growing

communication facilitates

the

cross-fertilisation of cultures and disciplines and stimulates specula
Discernment and critical evaluation are essen

tion and experiment.

William Johnston,

tial.
gions
in

and

at

the

Sophia

University,

evolution

modern

Director of the Institute of Oriental Reli

of

Tokyo,

discernment,

psychology

the

and

identifies

the

two important
between

dialogue

Christian

dialogue

factors

spirituality

with

Buddhism.

41

Ursula King in her book Towards a New Mysticism, in which she examines

the

thought

argues

to

of

Teilhard

de

Chardin

in relation to Asian religions,

for the extension of inter-religious dialogue from specialists

lay people

and the need for

'a new mysticism of action’

the transformation of our own religious heritage.

based on

She states:

Western people can learn a great deal from Eastern Religions;
for example, the non-dogmatic experimental approach to the
search for truth;
the emphasis on finding the true self, a
search which requires a recentring of one's inner being, a
withdrawal of the senses from overactivity and distraction
and, at its best, the exploring of a dimension of consciousness
beyond ordinary consciousness ...
Wilfred

Cantwell-Smith

in

his

study

Towards

a

World

Theology

identifies many of the problems and argues persuasively as a historian
and

a

theologian

for

the

critical

'study of

humankind's

religious

life, a process in which 'expanded consciousness becomes enhanced self

consciousness

and

more

critical

self-consciousness' .

He goes on to

41. William Johnston, The Inner Eye of Love (London, 1978), pp. 162,
164.
’
....
42. Ursula King, Towards a New Mysticism (London, 1980), pp.225-229.
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267 say

the emergence of critical

that

self-consciousness

’is the major

transition through which the human race is perhaps now in a position

to be about to go.43

The late Bishop David Broom who was Chairman of the British Coun
cil of Churches Committee frr Relations with Peoples of Other Faiths,
in his last book All Their Splendour, welcomes the many different wit

nesses

to

the mystery of God which grow out of the diverse religious

experience of mmnnind, pprticulaary out of ppraer:
There ii a harmony between We dinOortnt dercutctiond oo God’s
being and nature that grow out of worship, rather than out
of speculation, which I can only explain on the supposition
that they describe the same living reality;
and at the same
time there is an authentic freshness about each particular
description which comes from the particular circumstances in
which it is made.44 45 46

On the practical question of posture, breathing and the adaptation
of

Eastern

literature

forms

and

of

prayer

and

William

advices.

meditation,

Johnston

there

includes

is
two

much

current

chapters

training for mysticism at the end of his book The Inner Eye of Love,

on
44

the editors of The Asian Journal of Thomas Merton include an Appendix

.
45
on the Buddhist practice of Mindfulness.
found

in books

Detailed guidance can be

such as De^anet's Christian Yoga and Herbert Slade's

Exploration into Contemplative Prayer.
of muaic-disccplinary

study,

46

reference

As an example of the fruits

can be made

to Sadhana a Way

to God,

a book of practical meditative exercises, written by an Indian

Jesuit,

Father

philosophy
and

in

Anthony

de

Barcelona,

spirituality

in

Rome.

Mello,

theology

who
in

was

Poona,

born

in

Bombay,

psychology

in

studied
Chicago,

It has been reprinted seven times

since

43. Wilfred Cantwell Smith, Towards a World Theology (London, 1981),
pp.50, 59.
44. David Brown, All Their Splendour (London, 1982) p.210.
45. The Asian Journal of Thomas Merton, p.297.
'
46. J-M Decherne^ Christian Yoga, translated by Roland Hindmatsh (Lon
don, 1960), and Herbert Slade, Exploration
into Contemplative
Prayer (London, 1975).

- 268 first publication in India in 1978 and has been well received in this

country.

47

an example of cross-cultural fertilisation it may be

As

of interest to note the establishment in Scotland of a Tibetan Buddhist
study and meditation centre at Eskdalemuir.

It was founded by Chogyam

Trungpa who was forced to leave Tibet by the Chinese in 1959 and after
three years

in

India ppent a uurther forr years studying oompaaative

religion and psychology
Thomas Merton as

at Oxford University.

'a genuine spiritual master',

He
48

is referred to by

and is now teaching

at the University of Colorado,
Chogyam

gives

Truegpe's

current

a

book,

Cutting

view

Buddhist

of

Through

compassion,

Spiritual
whi ch

Materialism

illustrates

a

possible area of convergence with Christian thinking,
Compassion has nothing to do with achievement at all,
It is
spacious and wry generous,
When a person develops real com
passion, he is uncertain whether he is being generous to others
or to himself because compassion is environmental generosity,
without direction, without "for me" and without "for rtho",
,,, Love is associated with ugliness and pain and aggression
as well as with the beauty of the world;
it is not the re
creation of heaven,
Love or compassion, the open path, is
associated with "what is",
In order to develop love - uniivrsal love, osoM, owe, terVihea our ftula iies on aalS tS one must accept the whole situation of life as it is, both
the light End the danK, the good amd the bad,
One must open
oneself to life, coooueicaSh with it,4®

John Macquarrie,
passionate

thinking,

pointing out that one aspect of prayer is com
mentions that in Buddhist spirituality there is

a meditative practice known

as 'dwelling with reality',
the

four

corners

of

the

as Bratma-iihara which can be Sraesaatvd
The Buddhist monk directs his mind towards

eeerh

with

their

teeming

inhabitants

with

47, Anthony de Mello, Sedhana, A Way to God, Gujarat Satitya Prakarh'
(Aeaed,
India,
1978)
described by Christopher Bryant SSJE as
'easily the best book about contemplative meditation that I have
come across',
(New Fire, Summer 1981, Quarterly Journal of the Society of SaieS
John the Evangelist.)
48, Asian Journal, p,30,
49, Chogyam Trungpa, Cutting Through Spiritual Materialism (Berkeley,
California, 1973), p, 99,
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friendship,

suggests that as all our lives are bound together

tical difficulties,
in

mysterious

a

and while acknowledging theological and prac

intercession,

Christian

He relates this to

sympathy and equanimity.

compassion,

solidarity,

prayer,

petition

as

and

intercession,

'helps to make the human reality porous to the divine reality'.

50

Drummond himself was undoubtedly sympathetic to the experimental
It permeated his scientific thinking, and to a lesser extent

outlook:.

theology.

his

He

with

writes

discernment

on

human

motivation

and

spiritual attitudes, but he does not appear to be aware of the detailed

or if he was, he does not deal with

aspects of eastern spirituality,
it

in his writings.

or

contemplation,

He seldom discusses the mechanics of meditation

but

it is clear that his spiritual

life was well

rooted in a prayerful discipline.

The Therapeutic

In the
to

therapeutic variation of sprituality there is a tendency

on

concentrate

question

as

conversion

to be

to
and

how

to

religious

associated

understood

that began

the healing process

mental

formal

Starbuck and William James
than

in the

necessary.

(TM),

experience,

in scientific

take

and

states

terms.

shape

to be

concerned with the

mysticism,

and

physical

contemplation,

reactions

are

It was an area of experiment

in Drummond's time with the work of

and has flourished ever since.

Even more

case of the experimental model is careful discrimination
Stimulated partly by the claims of Transcendent Meditation

considerable

attention has been drawn recently to

logical effects of meditation,
relationship to physical

50. Mc#Liarri e, pp. 27-28.

the physio

contemplation and relaxation, and their

and mental health and well being.

A survey

/

f !

270 of research

in

this area has been conducted by Michael West and pub-

lished in an article in the British Journal of Psychiatry.

51

The First

International Inter-Disciplinary Conference on Stress and Tension Con

by

sponsored

trol,

Tension

Control

in

Higher Education,

an

the

American

with

conjunction

took place

West

the

the Advancement of

for

Association

London

in London in September 1979,

indication of the many dissiplims now interested
contributors

The

Psychology,

a

Rheumatologist,
in

turer

included

Consultant

a

Professor*

of

Cardiologist,

Mediiine,

eminent

an

a Physiotherapist, a Dental Surgeon,

^al^E^cation

Institute

and

an

expert

in

a

and gives

this

field.

Professor

Physiologist,

of
a

a Principal Lec

Biofeedback

in

of

and

Stress

Management.
The need for a Christian spirituality to be engaged in this whole
area

is

strongly

argued'

by

John Robinson

in his books Exploration

into God and Truth is Two-Eyed, where he suggests there is a require
ment to develop a ’secular mysticism’ which recognises that there can

be

no

return to

yet affirms

a pre-secular,

that the

pre-scientific,

'oonj thhng necessaary’

’sacral’

culture and

’at all costs to touch

is

reality, to find the one beyond and within the many,

beneath all the layers which the ego constructs' .

the centred self

53

One of the most significant figures in this field is C.G.

whose
Dreams

prolific

writings,

and Reflections ,

flection.

His

especially

his

autobiography Memories,

provide valuable material

for study and re

enquiring spirit is illustrated in a comment he makes

about his own turbulent
I,

and

Jung,

inner

feelings at the

just after delivering a lecture

outbreak of World War

to a British Medical

Association

51. Michael West, ’Meditation’, British Journal of Psychiatry (1979)
135, 457-467.
_
52. Stress and Tension Control, eishei by F.J. McGuigan, Wesley, E.
Sime and J. Macdonald Wallace, (London, 1980).
53. John A.T. Robinson, Exploration into God (London, 1967) and Truth
is Two-Eyed (London, 1979).
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Congress in Aberdeen.

I was frequently so wrought up that I had to do certain yoga
exercises in order to hold my emotions in check.
But since
it was my purpose to know what was going on within myself,
I would do these exercises only until I had calmed myself
enough to resume my work on the unconscious.
As soon as I
had the feeling that I was myself again, I abandoned this re
straint upon the emotions and allowed the images and inner
voices to speak afresh.54
He had a positive

central

seen in a new light,

he

yet

of

Ignatius

profoundly

refers to

a vision of Christ on the cross which

after giving a seminar on the Spiritual

Loyola

shaking.

experience of the

‘be

in accordance with changes wrought by the contem

in 1939

experienced

cises

He

that it should

but suggested

to Western man,

importance

porary spirit' .

to Christianity and considered it of

attitude

which

55

He

he

found

gives

'

marvellously beautiful

strong testimony of his

the Divine

reality of Christ as

Exer

and

daily

Image within man,

in a letter quoted aa the end of the Appendix to Victor White's study

God and the Unconscious.56
Christopher

Bryant,

in

his

book

recent

Jung

and the Christian

Way has provided a valuable reassessment of Jung's position in relation

He states that 'all his life

to Christianity and to spiritual growth.
Jung

was

concerned

awareness of God'
Christian

God.

today

Bryant

57
to

knowing

with

God,

with

the

immediate

intuitive

and he believes that Jung can do much to help the
become

describes

the

aware

of

the

sanctifying

all-encompassing reality of
process

of contemplation in

Jungian terms in a lengthy passage worth quoting in full.

The regular practice of prolonged waiting on God in contempla
tion slowly but surely transforms the individual.
It is no
easy process of change but is fraught with crises.
For a

-- _ ---54. C.G. Jung, Memories, Dreams, Reflections edited by Aniela
translated by Richard and Clara Winston, (London, 1963),
55. C.G. Jung, pp.200-201.
56. Victor White,
God and the Unconscious (London, 1952),
57. Christopher Bryant, Jung and the Christian Way (London,

p.2.

z
Jaffe,
p.171.

p.262.
1983),

- 272 change in the seat of control within the personality takes
place,
The individual normally averer with much effort to
control his unruly desires and impulses with the help of a
consciously held ideal of behaviour,
The passive, receptive
attitude of mind required in contemplation draws psychic energy
away from this policing force and so allows repressed feelings
and urges to become conscious in the form of powerful tempta
tions to doubt, anger, fvar, sloth or erotic fancy,
This is
apt to be disconcerting for one deSvet on growing into closer
teioe with God,
WWha ii required is a steadfastness which
neither bannonm lits]! to the lawless emotions and impulses
nor tries to get rid of them, but rather clings on to God by
Oairt,
The individual who stands firm in the midst of this
psychic storm discovers that it changes its character,
A new
centre of control within him seems to take charge of these
powerful energies and they cease to be threatening.
A process
of growing integration is taking place within the personality
around a new ceeSrv. a
two further points of refer

In relation to Drummond's thinking,

ence

aar woort making.

Jung

aerertS'

millions

'just

of dvarr,

on

^s

question of psychic evolution

do dy

hss

an

Fifet,
the

as

aeaSomdcaa

so also does the psychic system.

prehistory

of

And just as the

human body

today represents in each of its parts the result of this

evolution,

and

- so

the

everywhere

shows

still

same may be said of the psyche

in

its pre^^cious sSetv

on

the

meaning

of

life

is

of

traces

,, ,

continues

'Love

anything but a tabula rasa' ,

itself,

he

acknowledges

"bears all

Stdngs"

For we

He refers to I Corin

and "endures

all things" and

nothing •

can be

are in the deepest sense the victims and the

instruments of cosmogonic "loie"’,
It is

Secondly

S;taS throughout his

'These words say all there is to be said;

added to them.

earlier stages

the psyche of the child

life he has been faced with the mystery of love,
thians 13,7,

its

59

difficult to be certain as to Drummond's

basic questions raised in this section,
Spiritual Diagnosis he pleads

for a

interest ie the

Certainly, in his varly paper

'spiritual

psychology,

60

in his

address on the Contribution of Science to Christianity he sees 'meeSea

58, C, Bryant, pp,119-120.
59, C.G, Jung, pp, 320, 325.
60, SD-NE, p.194.
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as

science

science of the future ’

the

suggests that

’telepathy is theoretically the next stage in the Evolu-

tion of Language ’,
1887

and

and in The Ascent of Man he

1893

62

During his visits to the United States in 1879,

must

he

have

been

aware of the growing

influence of

eastern forms of thought and the emergence of what William James termed
’The

her first school
in

1867.

The

Drummond
in

the

Healthy-Mindedness’.

of

Religion

of Christian

Tenosopeical

would

broadest

Mary

Baker

Science Mind-healing

Society was

formed

Eddy

established

in Massachusetts

in New York in 1875.

not have regarded himself as a therapist

sense

of

drawing

men

towards

spiritual

except

wholeness,

though there is a case for considering his work in the mission ’enquiry

room’

and his time devoted to individual counselling as a distinctive
Those at present involved in the therapeutic field

form of therapy.
may feel

that Drummond’s work is rather too outdated to be of value,

apart from historical
find his views

but

it may be that some would

to forms

of universalism which give

considerations,

a useful

counter

an inadequate place to Chrsshsaishy or fail to recognise the importance

of a Godward alignment of the will in the practice of meditation and
contemplation.

The Ecological

The ecological aspect of spirituality is by no means a new pheno
menon.
in

the

Within the
Franciscan

writings of Dr.

Christian tradition it has been strongly

movement

and

finds

distinctive

evident

expression in the

Albert Schweitzer, whose ethic of ’Reverence for Life’

embraces a form of mysticism based on deep knowledge of the New Testa

ment,

Christian

61. CS-NE, p.175.
62. AM, p.234.

mystical

tradition,

and Indian and Chinese

thought.

274 and

found

expression

in Lambarme. He
of

The

Decay

in

a

summarises
the

and

of service in the mission hospital

life

it in the Preface to the first edition

Restoration of Civilisation,

where he writes:

The theory of the universe characterised by reverence for life
is a type of mysticism arrived at by self-consistent thought
when persisted in to its ultimate conclusion.
Surrendering
himself to the guidance of this mysticism man finds a meaning
for his life in that he strives to accomplish his own spiritual
and ethical self-fulfilment, and, simultaneously and in the
same act, helps forward all the processes of spiritual and
material progress which have to be actualised in the world.

He
ethical

is

regarded

all

life

only when he obeys

able to

responsibility

are

At the

same time,

ciple,

but

courageous

het

the

sacred,

stating

that

'A man is

truly

compulsion to help all life which he

and shrinks from injuring anything that lives

assist,

Ethics

as

without

limits

towards

all

that

...

lives'.

64

thes was tot a otlte r of bl inoiq lcnelt lng e tingt

ft

^sltt

thought'.

65

’rretbmbetq

Like Drtmmtne,

truth-loving

and

recklessly

Schweitzer stressed the need

for deep and persistent personal reflection.
To think out to the end a theory of the universe which has
been produced by thought - that is the only possible way of
finding our bearings amid the confusion of the world of thought
today ... Thus reflection, when pursued to the end, leads some
where and somehow to a living mysticism, which is for all men
everywhere a necessary tetmene of thought ... Every being who
calls himself a man is meant to develop into a real personality
within a reflective theory of the universe which he has created
for himself.®6

Also
cess,

like Drummond,

for the

he makes

Christian enquirer,

the Kingdom of God,

it clear that this reflective pro
must be

centred on the concept of

discipleship of Jesus, and optn-ntsa to the Spirit

in the hearts of men.

One of Schweitzer's last essays is an Epilogue

63. Albert Schweitzer, The Decay and the Restoration of Civilisation,
second English edition, translated by C.T. Campion (London, 1946),
p.xii.
64. Alber Schweitzer, Civilisation and Ethics, third English edition,
translated by C.T. Campion, revised by Mrs. Charles E.B. Russel].,
(London, 1946), pp.243-244.
65. Civilisation and Ethics, p.xix.
66. The Decay and the Restoration of Civilisation, pp.90, 93.
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written in 1949 for E.N.

Mozley’s The Theology of Albert Schweitzer

for Christian Enquirers, where he states 'Nothing can be achieved with
The Spirit of God will only strive against the spirit

out inwardness.
of

world

the

when

it

has

won

victory

its

over that spirit in our

1 67

hearts .

'reverence for life'

An ecological

type of spirituality must now

take account of an ever widening corpus of understanding of ecosphere

and the

threats posed to the future of mankind by population growth,

industrialisation and urbanisation,

resource depletion and pollution.

The material facts are well documented through the work of the United
Nations
and

publications

Dubos,

on

the

Human

such

as,

Only

Conference

68

the reports

North-South:

of

the

Earth

69

by

World

initiated

Barbara Ward and Rene'

and more recently the Brandt Commission

70

Council

of

Churches

Faith

to

the writings

71

Science

and

the

The response by the

and spiritual level has been considered by

a number of independent thinkers.

survey Enough is Enough

The concern of the

level has been well expressed in the 1979

Future to which reference has already been made.

individual at a practical

in June 1972

The Limits to Growth, and

A programme for survival.

church at an international
Conference

One

to the Club of Rome,

Mankind at the Turning Point,

report,

Environment

John V. Taylor has written a useful

in which he draws attention,

of Barbara Ward,

Charles Birch,

among others

Ivan Illich and E.F.

Schumacher, and sees signs of hope in the emergence of groups of Chris

tians

and others committed to a new style of life,

sensitive to the

67. E.N.
Mozley,
The Theology of Albert Schweitzer for Christian
Enquirers (London, 1950), p.108.
68. Barbara Ward and Rene Dubos, Only One Earth (London, 1972).
69. Dennis L. Meadows and others, The Limits to Growth (London, 1972?)
Mihajlo Mesarovic and Eduard Pestel, Mankind at the Turning Point
(London, 1975).
70. North-South: A Programme for Survival.
Report of the Independent
Commission on International Development Issues , (London, 1980)
71. John V,‘Taylor, Enough is Enough, (London, 1975).
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of the

environment and critical of the demands of the consumer

society.
The title of E.F. Schumacher’s book, Small is Beautiful has become

a by-word in present day society.
pression

His ideas have found practical ex

in the work of the Intermediate Technology Development Group

which has helped design appropriate equipment for industrial and agri
cultural use

developing countries.

in

Less

attention has been paid

as yet to his advocacy of the need for the growth of spiritual percep

tion based on attentive awareness of the inner world of self and neigh
bour

is

Beautiful he makes

tion,

In the Epilogue of Small

and the outer world of appearances.

the point that the problems of resource deple

consumption,

excessive

pollution,

violence

and

terrorism,

can

only be overcome by the development in man of the four Cardinal Vir
tues,

eyed
an

- prudentia,

objectivity’
of

attitude

egocentric

justitia, fortitude, and temperantia End a ’clear

which

"silent

interests

of

cannot be achieved and perfected
contemplation"

of

are

least

man

at

reality,

’except by

during which

temporarily

the

silenced’.

72

He works out this theme in greater detail in his book A Guide for the

Perplexed which was published
he

shortly after his death in 1977,

draws parallels between the cultivation

where

of 'Right Mindfulness’

in

contemporary Buddhism through developing the capacity of bare atten
tion,

and the prayer of ’naked intent’

asserts

failed’.

that

’the

modern

experiment

of The Cloud of Unknowing, and
to

live

without

religion

has

73

Finally in this section,

further reference must be made to Birch

and Cobb’s The liberation of life in which they link process theology
with

evolutionary

thinking to

72. E.FSchumacher,

formulate

Small is Beautiful,

an ecological

ethic

of life

Abacus edition (London, 1974)

p. 249
73. E.F. Schumacher, A Guide for the Perplexed, Abacus edition (London,
1978), pp.84-85, p.159.
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in which they state:

Life aims at the realisation of value, that is rich experience
or aliveness.
In some measure it realises value in every
living thing.
But it aims beyond the realisation of trivial
value for the realisation of richer experience.
To this end
it produces creatures in profligate abundance so that through
the processes of selection some will emerge with greater in
telligence and capacity for feeling ... Life provides a speci
fic purpose for each entity in each moment.
It is the aim
to achieve some optimum value in that instance ... In this
sense Life is very personal.
The gift of Life to each living
thing is tailored to its particular needs and possibilities.
Life is the supreme instance of love.??
They go on to work out the practical implications of this ethic
in

areas

such

as

medical

services,

genetic

engineering,

growth and

sustainability of world resources, rural and urban development.
Drummond was sensitive to the beauty of nature and to the under
lying harmony of the created order as can be seen in his writings in

general
Hebrides

and in his journals during his visits

in

particular.

to Africa and the New

But the conditions for the

emergence of a

full ecological spirituality were barely present, and it could be said

that Drummond was

much more

concerned with the evangelisation of man

than with the conservation of nature for him to be regarded as a real

prorotype of the 'spiritual ecologist'.

The Cosmological
If it has been acceptable to speak of an ecological spirituality
there can be little objection to the concept of a cosmological model.

Again

it can be

asserted that

it

is no new phenomenon.

it must be as old as the enquiring spirit of man.

In a sense

It finds expression

in Christian culture in the Psalms, the book of Job, in the early chap

ters

of the book

of Genesis,

in the prologue

to St.

John's

and in the 'cosmic:' passages in the epistles of St. Paul.
.. ...
/ N,
74. Birch and Cobb, pp.197-198.

gospel,,

- 278 A cosmological viewpoint is probably a necessary element in any

spirituality,

its

but

importance

will

inevitably

vary

a great deal

Those who find it a relatively strong element

from person to person.

can be considered as embracing a cosmological spirituality.

prefer

to

describe

one which embraces

it as

Some might

It is a form of.

them.

spirituality in which horizons have been vastly extended in outer and

space

inner

by advances

in radio

astronomy,

electron microscope

the

speculative world of sub-atomic physics.

and in the

Its perception

of time has been modified by awareness of the vastness of the. geologi

cal time scale, and the impact of the theory of relativity.
Einstein,

writing

on

third state of religious

feeling’.

the

development

of

religion,

experience which he calls

speaks of a

’cosmic religious

He goes on to describe it as one in which:

The individual feels the nothingness of human desires and aims
and the sbblimtty nnd maveellous order which reveal themselves
both in atum s ndS n y he s labi S of Shoughh ... His religious
feeling takes the form of a rapturous amazement at the harmony
of natural law, which reveals an intelligence of such super
iority, that compared with it, all the systematic thinking
and acting of human beings is an utterly insignificant ref^c-

A more recent expression of a similar sentiment
in

Harold

Schilling^

K.

Religion where he

of

tth

life,

<^^]p-^iss
and

states

book

The

’Now that men have become

matter-energy,

in

especially

New Consciousness

those

in

in space-time,

the

is

to be found

in Science

and

keenly conscious

in the processes of

depths of the human psyche,

they

are .again experiencing enchantment, wonder and awe in their encounter
with

nature

and

thus

the

"overwhelming

sense

of

mystery"

of

which

’
76
Roszak has spoken so eloquently’.
Schilling,

who

is Emeritus . Professor of Physics and Dean of the

75. Albert Einstein, The World as I see it, Thinkers Library, (London,
1940), pp.26-29.
76. Harold K. Schilling, The New Consciousness in Science and Religion
(London, 1973), p.47.
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School,

Graduate

to his

dedicates

his

book

in which

’Science-and-Theology Discussion Group'

in a

friends

University,

State

Pennsylvania

he participated over a ten year period, and shows a very wide under
standing of current theological and scientific issues,

as is clear from his readiness to speak of God as 'the

cess theology,

participant,

great

history,

including pro

with

his

the

in

creatures,

affairs

of

and this does not leave him unmoved or unchanged.

as the universe is becoming so is he'.

nature-

Thus, just

77

One of the most significant contributors to cosmological spirit

been

uality

has

to

published

be

recognised as

the

as

preface
a

Pierre

Teilhard de

his

after

in

death

1955,

a man of remarkable stature.

to

the book Letters

Since his works began

Chardin.

he has been

increasingly

Julian Huxley writing in

from a Traveller has

described him

leading paleontologist with a consuming interest in the general

problem

evolution

of

on thought,

'whose

ideas

are exerting a powerful

and are beginning to bring almost a rapprochment between

biologists, theologians and philosophers'.

In

influence

an

article

written

in

Paris

78

in October 1948,

entitled

'The

Directions and Conditions of the Future' he identifies three definitive

tendencies in the development of the world of man, the continuous rise

of

social

unification,

the

growth

and the heightening of vision,

of

technology

partly by the

and

mechanisation,

increased power of our

instruments,

but more

sciousness.

At the same time he stresses that men must learn to love

one

another

by release

significantly by the growth of reflective con

in the act of growing closer.
of new forces

of attraction

This may only be achieved

'linked at its root with the

radiations of some ultimate Centre (at once transcendent and immanent;)

77. Schilling, p.249.
78. Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, Letters from a Traveller,
translation, ed., C. Aragonnes (London, 1962), p.13.

English
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. . .

whose

existence

of the will

April

.. .

to advance'.

1950 entitled

seems

79

. ..

indispensable

for the preservation

In a further paper,

written in Paris in

’On the probable coming of an ultra humanity'

he

states:

What is of extreme importance ... is what we should know what
course to steer, and how we must spiritually conduct ourselves
if we are to ensure that the totalitarian embrace which enfolds
us will have the effect, not of de-humanising us through
mechanisation, but (as seems possible) of super-humanising
us by the intensification of our powers of understanding and
love ... we see the appearance of a force of attraction coming
from above which shows itself to be organically indispensable
... for the creation of nn ttmosphere evveloping Makkind in
the process <ff toaePOeatlon , <ff psychic warmth and kindness
without which Man's economic-ahchnollgtcal grip upon the World
can only crush souls together, without causing them to fuse
and unite ... the greatest event in the history of the Earth,
now taking place, may be the gradual discovery, by those with
eyes to see, nor merely of Something, but of Someone at the
peak created by the convergence of the evolving Universe upon
itself^0
The

sptrtauae conduct required is admirably expressed in the two

main sections of Le Milieu Divin - The Divtotsatiln of our Activities'

'The Divtnisetton of our Passivities'.

and
work,

This was his first major

written at Tientsin in November 1926,

but in a note added at

the end of the book by the French editor when it was published in 1957,
there is a reference to a final profession of faith written by Chardin
in March 1955,
Le
I

Milieu
feel

the last month of his life,

Divin

the need

last -time'.

81

' is

still

exactly

the same

to set forth and shche ,
Hi s

stetateed

in which he confirmed that
0uodemhoel vision which

in its mature form,

for the

tOplon se well illustrated in a letter

written in New York some six months before he died.

Pray for me to the Lord, that He may allow me to 'keep in
form' :
I need to so badly if I am to persevere to the end
in doing all I can to bring about the coming of His Kingdom

79. Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, The Future of Man translated by N.
Denny (London, 1964), pp.228-236.
80. The Future of Man, pp.276-279.
81. L. Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, Le Milieu Divin, English translation
(London, 1960), p.153.
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as I see it in my dreams.
I mean the ’implosive’ encounter
in the human consciousness of the
’ultra-human’
and the
’Christie’ impulses - or, as I often express it, of the Forward
and the Upward.
I am more and more convinced - judging from
my own infinitesimal experience - that this process is indeed
possible, and is actually in operation, and that
it will
on
psychologically transfigure the world of tomorrow.

are

There

certainly

correspondences

interesting

between

the

thinking of Drummond and that of Teilhard de Chardin, but the subject
deserves a much more

thorough examination than can be given in this

Both were men of vision whose religious insights were greatly

thesis.

affected by their scientific understanding.

Both had a primary

in

terest in the question of evolution of man and a passionate desire to

communicate what they saw.

Both had the gift of handling language in a

poetic and original way in which scientific and theological terms were

used in senses which perplexed and disturbed the orthodox, but deligh
ted a wide and enthusiastic public.

extent the

is to some

Natural Law in the Spiritual World

equivalent of Le Milieu Divin;

Man, the equivalent of The Phenomena of Man.
equation can be made between Drummond’s

the Ascent of

At a superficial level an

’Third Kingdom’

and Chardin’s

’Noosphere’,

and there are clearly strong similarities in their under

standing

the

there

ology,

of

are

also

direction and purpose of evolution as a whole,
significant

differences,

but

especially in their eschat

and there is little doubt that history is likely to judge Char

din to be a figure of greater stature.

considered

as

having

made

an

Nevertheless, Drummond must be

important contribution to cosmological

spirituality as such which deserves to be fully recognised.

82- Letters from a Traveller, p.353.
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FINAL COMMENTS

It was a pleasant surprise, on beginning the analysis of Drummond's
to discover how frequently the words 'spiritual' and 'spiritual

work,
ity*

man's possession of a spiritual faculty and his need to exercise

life,
it,

He affirmed the reality of the spiritual

in his writing.

occur

his

from

consistently

psychology in his

plea

for

earliest printed

the

development

address

of

a

spiritual

"Spiritual Diagnosis",

to

the final chapter of the Ascent of Man in which he maintains that the
whole purpose of evolution is the perfecting of the human race through
a spiritual

was

encouraging to see

means naive

At the same time,

of altruism and love.

'involution'

that his approach to the

or simplistic,

it

question was by no

and that h e aadoted a critical open-ended

view of the phenomenon of life, man'53 ppacc in tth schhee to evolution,
and

relationship

his

with God,

within the

limits

imposed by an un

questioning faith in the existence of God, and his beneficial purposes

for mankind revealed in Christ,
It was also encouraging to find, wl^n tCedying recent developments

that

are

number

of

authorities who acknowledge a religious element in their analysis,

as

in evolutionary

thinking,

well as those who,

there

a

significant

on the surface at least, appear to regard evolution

and natural selection in materialistic or deterministic terms; and that
the part played by altruism is very much a live issue in both groups.

This has lead to a growing conviction that Drummond's insights in this
area

may

be

as

important

as

those

in the

spiritual

.

fields.
When
became

and evangelical

it came

to

the

question of evaluating his spirituality it

clear that the term spirituality itself

difficult

to

define

than

had

at

first

been

was more complex and

assumed,

and it seemed

appropriate to examine the field by constructing a range of different
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This has proved to be a stimulating discipline for the writer

models.

to consolidate

and has helped

overall

The

working

of

impact

his own understanding of the
through

subject.

writings

Drummond's

and

and studying the related material, has been to reinforce an

addresses,

initial sense of excitement, that here is a man who intuitively put his
finger on some of the vital questions facing humanity,

And if he did not, he usually pointed in the

than not 'got it right'.

These questions include.

right direction.

evolutionary process,

’natural',
of

writings

Paul,

the direction of the whole

the relationship between the 'spiritual' and the

appropriate

the

and more often

response

the

and

to

cosmological

teachings

the

significance

of
of

Jesus

the

and

Christ

figure for the Christian.

In his day, he

was

certainly

thinker of some significance.

may

forgotten

produce

be
of

work

a

Secondly,

due

a

lasting

speaker,

writer and

That this significance has been largely

to a number of factors.

Scotland,

within

as

regarded

memit

in

the

Firstly,

nanrowew

he did not

scscntific

he h as b een r ert^atd by

s omo

senee.

a s a thto-

logical lightweight, veering towards unsound, if not heretical opinions.

And thirdly,

there may have been a feeling that he was somewhat of an

elitist who enjoyed many of the pleasures and the company of the upper
echelons of society.

well be

The reality is difficult to assess, but it may

that he should be regarded as
between

science

to establish a

one who helped

and

religion

positive

relation

followed;

who foreshadowed certain elements

which

of process

others

theology;

have
and

who helped sow the seeds of an open-ended form of universal spiritual
ity.

It remains now to draw final conclusions on the formal subject of

the

thesis

'The

spirituality'.

work

of

In general,

Henry

Drummond as

a basis

for

a practical

there would seem to be much in his writing
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that should be of coootderabeh interest to those who feel drawn to the
Drummond was an effective evangelist, and there is no

sptrptuel ltOe.

doubt that the strongest appeal is likely to be to those sympathetic to
the

and charismatic models of sptritueltty,

evangelical

although some

may not feel too happy with his more speculative cootologpcal ideas, his
crtttcae approach to the Bible, and his remarks on ’parasitic' forms of

oelveatio.

Those

inahrhsthn

sptcttualpty
Nevertheless,

hnligpthotng.

may

not

there

find

are

the

Drummond's

elements

that

and sacramental models of

wctttngs
should

quite

prove

so

attractive.

stimulating

and

the need to cultivate an attitude of awareness,

tmporteoch

of a healthy balance between

passive in the spiritual life.
about

contemplative

Drummond has a sensitive understanding of the value of

solitude and silence,

and

the

in

the

active and the

Although he had some hard things to say

the sacramental practice of the Romeo Catholic Church, particu

larly on the coottneot, he encouraged regular church attendance and was

himself
'■acuh

a

devout and enthusiastic worshipper.

optrtaueltty is to

see

the divinity

His affirmation

in common things'

that

and his

general approach to the whole of life as a sacrament should appeal to

many.

Those incltohd towards the experimental and therapeutic models of

ssiritueltay should feel
tattoo,

not least his

critical

lpeo-honhd

at home with much of Drummond's general ortho

constant encouragement of the development of a

attitude

both

in

science and

theology.

He was

familiar with the language of many npsctplinhs and had a lifelong
chro

to

promote

the

development

of a

spiritual psychology,

sympathetic to the claims of parapsychology.

coo-

and was

He does not seem to have

been particularly interhsthn in techniques of meditation or in eastern

spirtauel

dtsctplineo,

apart from a general

sympathy with the higher
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and Chinese

elements of Japanese

culture,

art intis* in his

but there

writings of a strong personal spiritual regime.

Those

drawn to ecological and cosmological forms of spirituality

should find much positive nourishment in Drummond's work.

His keen

and sympathy with the beauty of creation led him

sense of observation,

to a form of ‘reverence for life', though it did not deter him from a

love of fishing, which he described in a letter to Lord Aberdeen from
83
‘besetting sin'.

the Restngouchd Salmon Club in Quebec as his

the

full

of

implications

population

and

industrial

While

growth were not

appreciated in Drummond's time, the seeds were there, and he was a firm

advocate of social and civic action to improve connetions no t only in
Glasgow,

wherever

but

Programme
relevant

of

men

Christianity"

today

as

when

lived

deprived and stunted

"The

and

without

City

they were written*

a

lives.

Church"

"The

are

as

His stress on personal

sanctification through a combination of social engagement and 'resting'
in Christ should appeal
vision

of

the

to those of an ecological bent,

scope

whole

setting should still

and

purpose

of

and his wide

evolution in

its

cosmic

those who seek a coherent view of the

stimulate

universe in the light of modern scientific discoveries.

Drummond himself was regarded by his contemporaries as a man of
considerable spiritual

deepest affection.

stature

whose

qualities

inspired

the

John Watson wrote ‘After a lifetime's intimacy I do

not remember my friend's failing.

selfishness,

personal

vanity,

without

Without pride, without envy, without

moved

only

by

goodwill

and

spiritual

ambitions, responsible ever to the touch of God and every noble impulse,
faithful,

fearless,

magnanimous,

Henry Drummond was the most perfect

84
Christian I have known or expect to see this side of the grave '.

83. Adam Smith, p«421
84. IL, pp. 41-42.

The
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impression

from

gained

a

study

of

Drummond's

and

work,

from

his

biographers is that there is much to substantiate these words, having
made due allowance for a possible element of hagiography.

day readers may take

Some present

a negative view of his appreciation of country

pursuits and titled company, but his style of life was in no way out of
the ordinary for those in academic and professional circles in Scotland,
and due weight should be given to his social and evangelical concern at

every level of society and to his unsparing willingness to give time to

individuals who sought his advice and counsel.

Much of Drummond's work is still eminently readable.
of his contemporaries,

his

style

Unlike some

is fresh and lively and many of his
Some allowance must be made

illustrations stimulating and provocative.

for his over personification of Nature and his reading of human emotion
into the animal and insect world, but this should not seriously detract

from the potential impact of his argument.

His work reflects his own

distinctive spirituality which is firmly rooted in faith in Christ and

the transforming grace of God and based on a life of prayer and study

coupled with an active engagement in society.

His special gift would

appear to lie in his ability to draw from existing knowledge factors of
evolutionary

significance

and

set

them

out

as

so

perspective and dimension to the whole theory,

to suggest a new

enabling the religious

reader to gain new insights into his faith and the scientific reader to

open his mind to spiritual possibilities.

Certainly the present writer

gained a great deal from the detailed study of his work, and feels that
Drummond's position is particularly encouraging to those who see emerg

ing

a

world-view

Birch and Cobb,

Jung,

which

the

embraces

the

ecological

process

world-theology of Cantwell Smith,

theology of

the insights of

the cosmic Chrnsfelegy of Teilhard de Chardin, and the spiritual

explorations of writers such as Thomas Merton.

It is therefore the final conclusion of this thesis that Drummond's
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work can serve as a valuable basis

for

developing a practical optcta-

ualtty attuned to the realitteo of the present.

It is also worthy of

renewed attention by those witti an toaecest in the historic roots of
sstcttueetay

in Scotland,

and by

those

involved

in the

study of the

evolutionary process, and the place of altruism within it.

Let the last word be with Drummond himself, in a passage from the
final pages of The Ascent of Man.

Ao ascending energy is in the universe, and the whole moves on
with one mighty idea and aoatcipetton.
The aspiration in the
human mind and heart is but the evolutionary tendency of the
universe becoming closctluo ... The Will behind Evolution is
not dead; the heart beneath Nature is not stilled.
Love not
only was; it is; it moves, it spreads ... that prophet of the
Kingdom of God was no less the spokesman of Nature who pro
claimed that the end of Man is "that which we had from the be
ginning, that we love."

AM pp. 435-436, 442-443,
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX

I

WORKING PARTY DEFINITIONS OF SPIRITUALITY

The following definitions were written during a short time of silence
together

by

members

Scottish Churches

Leighton

House

of

a

Working

Party

on

Spirituality

set

up

by

Council Community and Race Relations Group and the

Advisory Panel,

and published

in

their

report dated

1st December, 1977.

Spirituality is to discover,
and consciously remain within relationship to,
a life source which eases acceptance of self

and

To open my being to the will and food of the Source,
to listen to an inner and outer voice of guidance,
and to try to understand what is required of me
in the changes of life
by aiming to develop objective will,
so as to live as closely as posible
in obedience to the divine will.
In this I am sustained and animated
by the Christian sacraments
and the prompting of the Holy Spirit.
I believe that our experience of spirituality
need not be limited by the sectarian,
but can move with inspiration
towards understanding man's true situation
and that of all life on our planet.
Through spirituality
we may understand
how we should live and find fulfilment
in unfolding our potential.

The development of the deepest capacities in man
in the triple direction'of his relationships
to self, to others and to God.
As a Christian,
I believe that this development is inspired and
promoted by the indwelling of the Holy Spirit,
and that the focal point of this for all men
is the life and death and resurrection
of Jesus Christ
’Wholeness' - Awareness of God in and through everything
Without God nothing was made, nothing can exist,
Spirituality must cover every side of nature man, beasts and all creatures, insects and every form
of tree and plant.
Only in ’balance' can we wholly worship God.

others.
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Nothing is more tmslctent or too trivial,
All are of equal importance
The whole of life is worshipping God pnvllveteot and retreat and quiet prayer.

Sstrtaualtty is an exsllraaplo
into what is involved in becoming human
in context of relaailoshtp with God
and with God incarnate in others,

Ao awareness of the true nature of self and environment,
and this awareness shows itself in increased seostatvtay
and greater obedience to the Spirit of the Universe,
and this Spirit is itself sensed as Energy and Love.
Ao attempt to grow in shoopaivtty,
to self^,
to others,
to non human creation
and to God
who is within and beyood this totality.
Spirituality is the faculty of the psyche or sub-conscious mind
which reveals unconscious knowledge which exists
and we speak of as God.
1) The conscious (or unconscious) conversation of the heart
with God (Abba, Father) very ofteo oo the topic of obedience.
2) The conscious (or unconscious) awareness of the presence
of the Communion of Saints,
I think this includes corporate
and private worship.
3) The transparent direction and totenatln of the whole fabric
of one's living.

Spirituality is an awareness of the toner or wttPto energy
of persons, which only exists because of a dynamic rhlatilnsPis
with ao outside source of infinite personal energy however, in human experience,
this within energy cao never be separated from the
forms io which it is tncaroeae.

Ao individual's sptritualpay could be defined
•
as the centre, core or essence of his being
io his rhlattlesppp with God
(the centre and ground of all being)
and parallel to this
the optrtauelity of a rhligpln might be defined
as its centre, core or essence,
which is expressed by various outward aspects of that religion,
such as its dogma, its ethic, its liturgy, its art
and its mysticism.

- 290 Through prayer
we relate to God and to His creation.
Spirituality is what develops
as a result of this relationship;
that is the direction we take
in cultivating and maintaining the relationship,
and, in addition,
the strength and impetus
which help us to continue
in this way to and with God.

The energising of the human spirit by the Divine Spirit,
and search for ways of being open to that energy.
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APPENDIX II

NOTES FOR A BIBLIOGRAPHY BY CUTHBERT LENNOX

The following Notes for a Bibliography are reproduced from Cuthbert
Lennox, Henry Drummond, A Biographical Sketch with Bibliography, London,
1901.

NOTES FOE A BIBLIOGRAPHY

I. PUBLISHED WRITINGS AND ADDRESSES.
L Books and Pamphlets.

Natural Law in the Spiritual World. By Henry Drummond,
F.R.S.E., F.G.S. London. 1883. 8vo, xxiv, 414 pp.

Tropical Africa.
By Henry Drummond, F.R.S.E., F.G.S.
With Maps and Illustrations. London.
1888. 8vo,
228 pp.

The Unsearchable Riches of Christ, and other Sermons. By
John F. Ewing, M.A. With a Biographical Sketch by
Henry Drummond, LL.D., F.R.S.E., F.G.S. London.
1890. Svo, xxxiii, 309 pp.
The Lowell Lectures on the Ascent of Man.
Drummond. London. 1894. 8vo, 444 pp.

By Henry

Baxter’s Second Innings.
Specially reported for the -----School Eleven. London. 58 pp.
The Greatest Thing in the World, and other Addresses. By
Henry Drummond. London. 1894. 8vo, 286 pp.
NOte.—This volume contains five Addresses, previously
published separately, viz. :—
“ The Greatest Thing in the World.” 1889.
“Pax Vobiscum.” 1890.
“The Programme of Christianity.” 1891.
“The City without a Church.” 1892.
“ The Changed Life.” 1893.

The Monkey that would not Kill. Stories by Henry Drum
mond. London. 1898. 8vo, 115 pp.
The Ideal Life, and other Unpublished Addresses. By Henry
Drummond, F.R.S.E. With Memorial Sketches by W,
Robertson Nicoll and Ian Maclaren, London. 1897.
8vo, 314 pp.
The New Evangelism, and other Papers. By Henry Drum
mond, author of “ Natur . d Law in the Spiritual World,”
“The Ideal Life,” etc. London. 1899. 8vo, 210 pp.

Addresse;. By Henry Drummond. Introductory Note by
D. I.. Moody. Chicago, s.n. 8vv, 122 pp.

Stones Rolled Away, and other Addresses to Young Men
delivered in America. By’ Henry Urun^^nmn^t^, F.R.S.E.,
F.G.S., LL..D., author of “Natural Law in the
World,” “The Ascent oo Mm,” “The
Thing
in the World,” “Tropical Africa,” etc. Intuoyuation by
l.u.licr Hess Waring'. Lon don. 1900. Svo, 181 pp.
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2. Magazine Articles

and

Reviews.

I'.xvH Erintde, The,

Uy Proft?sor Henry Drummond. {Good
' II'.m./x, 1891, 32: 93.)
NM,—The same article appeared in MiClure's Magazine,
D-e.-rnher 1893, 2:G8.

Contribution uf Science to Christianity, The.
By Henry
Drummond. {Expositor, 1885, Third Series, 1 ; 28 and

102.1

•
—Reprinted in 27<e New Evangelism.

Interview- by 1’ost—Professor Henry Drummond on “Natural
Law in the Spiritual World.” {British TVeZr7ji, 7th and
11th January 1887.)
Life of a <Ao>li»di.jt, The. Review of “Memoir of Sir Andrew
Ci'uilb.ie Ramsay.” {Bookman, March 1895, 7 ; 173.)
Mr. (Hail'ti’iie and Genesis. Articles by T. II. Huxley and
Henrv Drummond. {Nineteenth Century, February 1886,
19; 200.)

Mr. Moody, Some Impressions and Facts. Hy Henry Drum
mond. {McClure's Magazine, December 1894 and January
1895, 4 : 55, 188.)
Natural Law in the Spiritual World. By Professor Henry
Drummond, F.R.S.E., F.G.S. {Clerical ll'orW, 1881-82,
1 : 2, 149, 389; 2; 115, 193.)
Note.—Five articles entitled, “Degeneration — If We
neglect,” “Biogenesis,” “Nature abhors a Vacuum,”
“ Parasitism,” “ Parasitism—continued.”

Professor Marcus Dods. By Henry Drummond,
July 1889, Thh’d Series, 10 : 65.)

{Expositor,

Review of Bishop Temple’s Bampton Lectures for 1884. On
the Relations between Science and Religion. By Henry
Drummond. {Expositor, 1885, Third Series, 1: 77.)

Talk about Books, A. By Professor Drummond, {Melbourne
University Review, August 1890.
Reprinted, Great
Thoughts, 14 : 294.)
Visit to Mr. Moody and Mr. San key, A. By Professor Henry
Drummond. Glasgow. {Christian, 20th November 1879.)

“ Zambezi.” Encyclopedia, Britannica, h.v.
Henry Drummond.

Contributed by
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IL BOOKS, rAMPITLKTS, MAGAZINE ARTICLES,
AND REVIEWS, IN CRITICISM <>F PROFESSOR
1 )RUMMOND’S WRITINGS.
(I) Criticism of “Natural Law in the Spiritual Wohih.”

(a) Books

Pamphlets.

A Critical Analysis of Drummond’s “Natural Law in llie
Spiritual World.” With :i Reply to some of its Con
clusions. By E. C. .Teirned. Chicago.
An Examination of Mr. Henry Drummond’s Work, “ Natuml
Law in the Spiritual World.” ' Ry Wiiliam Woods Smyth.
London, n.d. 8vo, 35 pp.

Are Laws the same in the Natural and Spiritual World?
A. C. Denholm. Kilmarnock.

By

Are the Natural and Spiritual Worlds one in Law? By
George F. Magoun, D.D. Iowa College. Reprinted from
the Bibliotheca Bacra.

Biological Religion. An Essay in Criticism of Professor Henry
Drummond’s “ Natural Law in the Spiritual World.” By
T. Campbell Fin layson. Manchester. 1885. 8vo.
Drifting Away. A few Remarks on Professor Drummond’s
Search for “ Natural Ixiw in the Spiritual World.” By
the Hon. Philip Carteret Hill, D.C.L. London, n.d.
Svo, 46 pp.
Drummond on Miracles. A Critique on “ Natural Law in the
Spiritual World.” Paisley.

Fragmentary Thoughts, suggested .by the perusal of a Work
entitled “ Natural Law in the Spiritual World.” By the
Rev. Edward Young. London. 1885. 8vo.
Gospels of Yesterday : Drummond, Spencer,
Robert A. Watson, M.A. London. 1888.

Arnold.
8vo.

By

Modern Science and Modem Thought. Third Edition, con
taining Supplemental Chapter on Gladstone’s “Dawn of
Creation ” and “ Proem of Genesis,” and on Drummond’s
“ Natural Law in the Spiritual World.” By S. Laing.
London. 1886. 8vo.
Mr. Drummond’s Book.
Shrewsbury.

With special references to Biogenesis.

“Natural Law in the Spiritual World.” A Review reprinted,
with some additions, from Tbe Church Eclectic of March
1885. London. 1888. Svo, 12 pp.
No “ Natural Law in the* Spiritual World.” A Review of
Mr. Hi nry Drummond’s “Natural Law in the Spiritual
World.” By F. d. Bod tie Id Hooper, B.A. London 1884.
Svo, 48 pp.
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Un “Natural Law in the Spiritual World." By a Brother of
the Natural Man. Paisley. 1885. 8vo, 67 pp.
Professor Drummond and Miracles. A Critique of “ Natural
Law in the Spiritual World.” By a Layman. London.
1885. 8vo. (Pamphlet.)
Remarks on a hook entitled “ Natural Law in the Spiritual
World," by Henry Drummond, F.R.S.I. (sic.), F.G.8.,
being the substanee of Four Lectures given in London. By
Benjamin Wills Newton. London. 8vo, 192 pp.
Review of “Natural
J. B. Fry.

Law in the Spiritual World.”

By

The Gospel of Evolution.
An Examination of Professor
Henry Drummond’s “Natural Law in the Spiritual
World.” By William Adamson, D.D,, Edinburgh.
Edinburgh. 1885. Svo, 32 pp.
The Laws of Nature and the Laws of God. A Reply to
Professor Drummond.
By Samuel Cock burn, M.D.,
L.R.C.S.E. London. 1886. 8vo.

The Science and Religion of Professor Drummond. Tested by
Robert R. Kalley, D.D., Edinburgh. 1888. 8vo, 15 pp.
The Survival of the Fittest and Salvation of the Few. An
Examination of “ Natural Law in the Spiritual World.”
By Alexander S. Wilson, M.A., B.Sc. Paisley. 1887.
Svo.

(b) Mayazinc Articlev and Reviews.

Are the Natural and Spiritual Worlds one in Law ?
By
G. F. ^agounn D.D. (Err/isS and Fooriga EcanneUcan
Rvvivw, July, 1885, 34: 543.)
Biogenesis and Degeneration. By Peloni Almoni.
January, 1884, Second Series, 7: 18.)

(Expositor,

“ Natural Ixiw in the Spiritual World.”
A Defence.
(Expos/ior, 1885, Third Series, 1 : 241 and 347.)
Professor 1 hummond’s New Scientific Gospel.
By R. A.
Watson. (Conlvnipornri/ Rvv/vw, March 1885, 47 : 392.)
Noiv.—Reprinted in “ Gospels of Yesterday : Drummond,
Spencer. .Wnold.” (Suprn.)
See alsfi the following Reviews:—
Rr til Qunrivrly, July 1883, 78: 245.
C'rtii-, 17th November 1883.
Gunnlinn, 24th September 1884.
Knon-hl ., 26th SeptemlxT 1884, 6 : 263.
/.iivmra Chwhuinn, 8th June 1883, 29: 244.
lunlmi Quar/nrly Rvvivw, April 1884, 62: 39.
Sr<vt(ctor, 4th August 1883.
n-' Month, April 1885, Third Series, 53 ; 529.

- 295 (2) Ciuticism op “The Asckxt of Max.”

Professor Drummond’s “'Ascent of .Man” and Principal
Kairhairn’s •“ Place of Christ in Modern Theology,”
examined in the Light of Seieneo and Revelation. By
Pr«jf'-ssor Watts, D.D., LL.D. Edinburgh, x.d. 8vo.
The “Accent of Man." Its note of Theology.
By the
Very Ib v. Principal Hutton, P.D. Paisley, x.o. 12nio,
45 |<p.

By
Hugh Mortimer Cecil. “An lrrationalist Trio: Kidd,
Drummond, Balfour." London. 1897. 8vo.

Pseudo-Philosophy at the End of the Nineteenth Century.

Professor Henry Drummond’s Discovery.
By Mrs. Lynn
1.inton. (Fortnightly Review, September 1894, New

Seri-.--, 56 : 448.)

Scientists and Social Purity. By W. J. Corbet, M.P., M.R.LA.
(IKe.sPnPfx/er Tfertev, November 1895, 144: 574.)

The New Evolution. By Dr. Washington Gladden. (Jf‘C7«r«<

Magazine, August 1894, 3 : 235.)
See also the following Reviews :—
British Weekly, 24th May 1894.
D. D.)

(Rov. Professor Iverach,

Critic, 13th October 1894, 22: 235.
Critical Review, July 1894, 4: 228.

(Professor John G.

M'Kendrick, M.D.)
Expositor, July 1894, Fourth Series, 10 : 57.

(Benjamin

Kidd.)
Our Day, 1894, 13 : 351.

Presbyterian and Reformed Review, January 1895, 6 : 136.
(Henry C. Minton.)
Westminster Review, October 1894, 142: 431.
E. Mayne.)

(Thomas

(3) Miscellaneous.
Reconciliation before Rest.
Professor Drummond’s “ Pax
Vobiscum ” and “ The Peace of Christ.” A Review. By
Frank H. White. London. 1891. (Pamphlet.)
The Foundation of Rock or Sand—Which ? A Reply to “ Tho
Greatest Thing in the World." By General Sir Robert
Phayre, K.C.B. London, n.d. 8vo.
The Strangest Thing in the World. “A Gospel with the
Gospel omitted.” By Charles Bullock. London. 1891.
8vo.

Henry Drummond and his Books. By Henry M. Simmons.
(A’t’/c U nrM, Boston, September 1897, 6 : 183.)
Henry Drummond as a Religious Teacher.
April 1898, 80: 595.)

(Spectator, 30th

Professor Drummond. An Appreciation. By J. E. IlodderWilliama. (New Century Review, 1897, 1 : 354.)
Professor Drummond on Missions.
1890.)

(Christian, 21st November

The late Professor Drummond’s Popularity.
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Professor Drummond. 1 ly Arthur Warren.
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Professor Drummond. By One who knows Him.
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(West

Professor Henry Drummond.
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Athenaum, 20th March 1897.
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Primitive Methodist Quarterly, July 1897, 19 : 466.
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